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1 

 

Seraphina squats over the patchy grass where diamonds of dew hang on the thick 

blades. Blood drips from her stinging vagina into the pool of urine as her legs shake, 

barely able to support her. 

She can’t quite believe she is still alive.  

Behind her is a car, facing her a squalid wooden house lying in a dirty pall. 

Everything about it filthy. Fire belches its last sour breaths of smoke from a piece of 

blackened log. The coals stare. Her piss peters out as she looks shakily about. Certain 

she’ll be hauled back any second, she keeps to a crouch. She hugs her knees, but her 

hands won’t settle, trembling and twitching with fear. 

The sky, blanketed in cloud, pushes night right down to the ground and, close 

by, dense old forest circles like a posse. Her breath is shallow, her heart birdlike fast. 

She has to move. She can’t stay where she is. Wobbling to her feet she uses the 

car handle to pull herself up. Shocked, she realises it’s her boyfriend Reggie’s Ford.  

But that doesn’t make any sense. She hasn’t sighted him since minutes after 

they arrived. How he could he still be here? He would not have let this happen to her. 

To them. He would have helped. 

Her whole body shakes, her mind muddles and a cloudy sense of self-pity 

threatens to overwhelm her. 

Evie is in the distance. Go, she mouths, gesturing with her hand. Now.  

Seraphina’s eyes cloud with tears. 

You? She mouths. 

Evie gives that funny nod of her head, the goofy smile that says I’m okay when 

she isn’t. Waves forcibly at Seraphina to hurry and go.  

She swings around, scanning for clues, about which way to head, but it’s 

impossible to see much more than shadows, even if her eyes could open properly. 

Her face is stiff and puffy, the dough their fists have had a good time pummelling. 

Moving is an ordeal. Her body’s taken a hiding. She feels it lumpy, swollen. Bruising 

like ink stains painfully leach blotchy to the surface of her skin.  

The clouds part for a second. Moonlight shines down. She catches the flash of 

silver through the car window and has to look twice before she can believe it – there 

are keys dangling from the ignition. She’s only ever had a couple of driving lessons, 
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in the paddock with her dad, in case of an emergency. What’s the chance she could 

drive it? 

A dope-wrecked wheezy cough makes her jump. And a terrified cry from a 

little girl startles her until she realises it’s she herself that’s whimpering. She puts her 

hand over her mouth and stares at the keys. She has a chance. To get out, get help.  

Adrenalin courses through her limbs. Brings a metallic taste to her mouth, jolts 

her into action. She shoots into the car, slamming the door. It’s loose on its hinge and 

bangs hideously loud. Frantic, she pushes the driver-side lock down and swings over 

the bench seat to slam the locks down in the back. The passenger door is not closed 

properly and she nearly tumbles out as she leans to secure it too, taking precious 

seconds, making more noise as she slams it tightly shut.  

Her feet are in position. The right is posed above the accelerator. Left has the 

clutch in.  

He shouts. Roars. Fucking cunt. 

She tries the key. The engine whines but won’t start. She begs it. Please, 

please, please. 

C u u u u nt, c u u u u nt echoes through the bush like some crazy fucked-up 

bird call. 

Evie’s whispering. ‘Stop. Calm down. Try again.’ Composed.  

Thank God she’s there. She’s always been the brave one. 

Seraphina forces herself to take a long, shuddering breath. The oxygen blasts 

clear the fog her brain is in. The instructions come back clearly. Pump the 

accelerator. Push petrol through the carbie. Not too much. Don’t panic and flood it.  

Another attempt and the engine catches. 
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2 

 

It was 1981 and Seraphina Bryce was now known as Fin Wills. The events of the 

summer of 1975 had been intimately examined fragment by fragment in her long 

recovery. Julia, her psych, had been amazing. Steadfast. Clever. Trustworthy. 

Helping Fin order details in a scale according to the level of pain they represented 

and then box them away. Each unwanted memory was sealed and safeguarded by 

elaborate rituals, to prevent them, as much as possible, from intruding and 

jeopardising her ability to not just cope, but to live. Evie too had been a great help to 

her in spite of what her mum thought. While she’d tolerated Fin’s attachment to her 

in the beginning, these days she thought Evie a hindrance. Julia disagreed. She had 

said from the beginning, whatever helped was up to Fin to decide. 

Fin’s system to keep the past secured was not foolproof. Memories could be 

triggered unexpectedly. By a scent or a stranger or a building or a thought; by a 

million different things. And flashbacks were difficult to handle once they started 

reeling. To counteract possible intrusions, Fin worked at making sure her head didn’t 

get too busy or messy, so that if they happened she could react more clearly. One of 

her main coping strategies involved seeing everything she saw, thought and did as 

film; as the director and actor in various roles (she didn’t like to be the star), and with 

the possibility of cutting and splicing in the editing suite always available, she felt 

much more able to engage in the world. And Evie helped in offering her another 

view when she got stuck or stressed, and sometimes even when she didn’t ask her 

she’d just butt in. 

Fin had not socialised much in the past but that was slowly changing. Evie was 

insisting she get out more and over the last year in particular she had made an effort. 

Today she was off to a pub celebrating her recent success as a filmmaker. She had of 

course gone down during the week and checked the exits. Old habits die hard and she 

didn’t care if Evie thought her paranoid, although she hadn’t in fact said a word 

about it.  

Even at this late stage in the day the sun was still far too hot for her to be 

hatless and Fin knew her face was flushed but she didn’t mind. It had taken her a 

long time to feel her body at all and she appreciated even the unpleasant sensations, 

not that it really was too bad. The smooth concrete pavement reflected heat but the 

breeze was starting to move and it wasn’t a chore to be walking. She strolled in no 
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hurry, checking out the new suburb, on a route she hadn’t taken before, and 

thankfully Evie stuck close by.  

Fin had only recently escaped from the flat, treeless plains on the cheap, hotter 

side of the city. It hadn’t been an easy journey. It had taken thrift and restraint. No 

going out, saving every cent earned from commercial film work when it was 

available. She’d lived off shifts at a city café, whose owner also fed her. Fin had 

never eaten so many toasted sandwiches or vanilla slices in her life. Last month, 

when Ghosts was shortlisted in a major documentary film festival, she received a 

small cheque with the good news, and finally there was enough money in the bank to 

move and pay two months rent in advance.  

The new neighbourhood was full of trendy lifestyle and clothing shops, 

peopled by the white middle class. Many drove glossy flash cars and walked fat 

Labradors called Poppy or Honey, carefully picking up any doggy business in white 

plastic bags. Fin felt a bit out of place among her new neighbours, but Evie hadn’t 

ever cared what anyone else thought, except for Fin, and Fin was used to not fitting 

in, so all things considered it wasn’t that stressful being an outsider.  

Evie, always exuberant, had of course insisted on making a song and dance 

about the move. She declared Fin’s recent occupation of one small cheap shack in a 

narrow back street as being a daring forward action in a social revolution. ‘Blacks 

crossing the tracks, socialists invading, watch out,’ she chanted, with much spirit. 

While Fin had raised her fist in solidarity she knew she hadn’t moved to make a 

point, only to get closer to the ocean she had been so badly missing. Her sea, one so 

vast it travelled all the way untouched by other lands for thousands of miles. The sea 

that connected her to her parents, falling in earshot of their house hundreds of 

kilometres south, where she had been born and lived in the past.  

But she did feel like a winner and Evie said, yes, indeed she was, without any 

malice. Not for the first time she told Fin she should drop feeling guilty about 

surviving when she hadn’t. But Fin knew Evie could get jealous so that was another 

reason to tone the celebrations down.  

 

*** 

 

It was six weeks after it had happened that Evie first came back. In a session, Julia 

had challenged Seraphina to try and go a small distance alone out of the medical 

psychiatric ward. Just to the coffee shop. She’d join her in five minutes. Seraphina 
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had agreed to give it a go, but by the time she got there she was a nervous wreck. 

Shakily she found seat at a mustard-yellow booth right down the back against the 

wall, and, hunching over a worn red Laminex table, watched the open door and tried 

not to cry. Her hands shook uncontrollably so she hid them out of sight clenched 

between her thighs. She would have run back to her room if she could but her body 

was wooden and stuck. It was then Evie first came, quietly sitting down next to her, 

whispering she was back.  

‘While you need me I’ll stay,’ she promised. 

 

*** 

 

In her next session, Julia acknowledged how well Seraphina had done and asked her 

to reflect on the strategies she’d used. 

‘Evie helped me,’ Seraphina said. 

Julia nodded agreeably. She didn’t question the veracity of her claim. Not that 

she believed in ghosts. Seraphina didn’t care that Julia didn’t understand that Evie 

was actually the real Evie. She let Julia believe the hypothesis that trauma had 

created disassociation and Evie was just a side to Seraphina’s personality she was 

unable to acknowledge as her own. To Seraphina it only mattered that Julia didn’t 

discourage her from talking about Evie.  

Before Seraphina left the ward she became Fin, because - as Evie said - a new 

life is best with a new name. Even her parents, who didn’t like to hear about Evie, 

thought it was a good idea to make a new identity. Three people were dead, the 

people who murdered them still presumably alive and Fin the only witness.  

Evie came regularly to Fin. Usually when things were bad but not always. She 

came when it suited her and not always when it suited Fin, but she’d put up with any 

conditions as long as Evie didn’t ever leave her alone again.  

When Pete turned up, out of the blue, asking about Reggie, the brother he had 

never met, Evie got her nose out of joint for a while. Fin had seen Pete on TV not 

long before it happened. He’d been forcibly fostered out as an infant for being too 

white for his black-skinned mother and had grown up in NSW. Pete and Reggie’s 

mother had died before Fin met Reggie so she had no stories of her, but she could tell 

him about Reggie. And his mother’s sister who grew him up. And the cousins, 

although it was easier to skip over Evie a bit and he never pushed that subject too 

hard.  
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She told him everything about Reggie she knew. No detail was too small for 

Pete. No story boring. Evie never sat in on these discussions either. Fin assumed it 

was guilt that kept her away.  

Fin never could have dreamt that first day they met that five years later they 

would have made a film, and one about ghosts at that. So much had changed in that 

time. For a start she had changed much about her appearance. Her hair colour, its 

length. Her style of clothes. While she remained slight, she was much more 

musclely. Her green eyes were spoilt with new yellow flecks. A result of the trauma, 

the ophthalmologist told her. She had her mum’s pale skin. In fact, she was far too 

fair for the amount of time she liked to spend outside, especially in salt water, where 

the reflection was stronger and her skin was often tinged with redness from its latest 

burning. She didn’t own a single dress, preferring the liberation that dressing in 

clothes from the men’s section and serviceable trade clothes brought her. Clothes 

that let her move freely and worked like shields. King-Gee bib overalls like the ones 

she was wearing were currently her favourite style, with men’s suits running a close 

second. 

As Evie had once declared, being a lesbian made sense, and for a time Fin had 

hung about almost exclusively in that scene, hoping to meet someone she was 

attracted to. It was popular political theory that sexuality could be chosen but despite 

her best efforts it hadn’t worked for her. She was left to wonder at the mystery of 

bodies, the magic that pulled one to another, and decided it was a riddle she would 

never solve. 

While Fin liked her own company and the magic of her invented world in film, 

Evie was more gregarious and pushed Fin out in the world, helping her take risks, 

taking her places she wouldn’t have dared go on her own. You’ll be fine, Evie had 

assured her as she left the hospital that last Monday afternoon, after she had said her 

goodbyes at group therapy. And the surprising thing was, most of the time it was 

true. 

Fin picked up the pace into a skip, her face captured by a smile she couldn’t 

fight off. Sometimes it was hard to believe she was lucky enough to have Evie to tow 

her out of her darker moods, find light for her when she couldn’t. Her mum was 

wrong. Evie didn’t drag her down but up most of the time. It was thanks to Evie that 

she, fucked-up Fin, could be laughing like she hadn’t a care, bright as the summer 

sunshine shining from above. And if this world – all the world – was a stage, the 
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miracle was she was standing centre, not tucked in the wings, scurrying out from 

time to time and changing the props for scenes she couldn’t put herself in.  
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3 

 

Fin took in the blue of the sky, the feel of the path under her feet. I am supported, she 

repeated three times. Three, the magic number. The number of luck in fairy tales, in 

Chinese culture. Her lucky number.  

Quickly, she marched on up the last hill’s steep incline, her calf muscles 

straining after yesterday’s long run in this new hilly country. Life was good. In just 

over a week Ghosts would premier in an international film festival in Singapore, and 

in a recent call from the organiser she had been invited to attend the award ceremony 

with all expenses paid. Evie reckoned it meant they had won. Fin wasn’t sure. What 

she did know was that the Chinese had an understanding of ghosts embedded in their 

culture that was different from a western view, so she hoped they might have a 

chance at least to win the audience award.  

‘Really,’ Evie had said the other night, sulkily, ‘can’t you just get excited 

instead of over-thinking everything? Just enjoy good things.’ 

But it was hard to feel she ever deserved enjoyment. And Fin was always 

cautious. Less inclined to think good things might happen to her. While she was 

grateful and humbled by the invite, it was hard to feel entitled to get excited or 

maybe it was just that Evie was always excited enough for them both. 

‘This is the beginning. One day you’ll be able to make films about anything. 

Tackle corruption and political issues with investigative force. With me. We can be 

the Woodward and Bernstein of the film world,’ Evie had said, and Fin smiled at her 

friend’s boldness. 

It was Evie who suggested Pete do the PR for the film and also her idea they 

make a small celebration down the pub, and include Stella, Pete’s girlfriend. Fin 

wasn’t sure of the pub idea, but had gone along with it. She was only just getting 

used to Stella, to her breezy confidence and good spirits. At first she’d been hard to 

take. It was like being in the shadow of a sun. It had taken time to realise Stella 

meant no harm by her good store of fortune. Though they weren’t yet friends 

separate from Pete and only saw each other in his company, she was beginning to 

like her, to think of her as a friend, which she knew was also important to Pete. 

He was not just the only person she really had a close friendship with; it felt 

like he’d become her big brother. Her parents loved him too, taking him in like a son. 

He was one of the good guys, Stella liked to say, and Fin most definitely agreed with 
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that assessment. He’d made a mark in the fiercely competitive film world without a 

bad story being told about him, which was kind of odd. Most of the talent had 

reputations. Womanisers. Coke heads. Egotists. Not Pete. He had just been really 

starting to make it as a cinematographer when he turned down a gig on the east coast 

to shoot Ghosts, the doco they’d taken years to put together. People in the industry 

were surprised, to say the least. Though it hadn’t, as it turned out, been such a bad 

career move after all. The product had been amazing and Fin was sure only he with 

his sorrowful heart could have found a way to allow a sense of beauty to imbue the 

strange relationships the film explored.  

After some arm-twisting Pete had reluctantly agreed to represent the film at the 

opening night in Singapore. He’d wanted Fin to go with him. But she couldn’t. She 

still worried about the cops and their hidden high-place friends and what they might 

do to her if she made herself too public. It wasn’t paranoia. She was the only 

survivor and they hadn’t managed to find out what she knew. She didn’t even know 

if what she knew was important, and they’d had to stop asking her questions years 

ago but it didn’t mean they weren’t interested in her. She had to follow her instinct. It 

was what had saved her. And Julia agreed. There was no way she would get herself a 

passport and go. However, it seemed prudent not to waste the other ticket, so Pete 

had decided to take Stella. She already looked like a film star, although she was yet 

to achieve this ambition. At first Fin was thrilled they’d  be representing the film but 

when it turned out they’d be flying on to Sydney, not back to Perth, she was less so. 

She was suspicious – one, that Evie knew this would happen, and two, that she was 

pleased to be rid of them. But dwelling on this would spoil things so she did her best 

to let it go. 

At the crest of the hill the expanse of sea came into view. Fin was not yet 

acclimatised to the way it was revealed like this – ta-da, like a magic trick. 

Unhooking her toes from her Indian leather thongs she scratched the back of her calf. 

She was fidgety despite the amount of meditation she practised to stay calm. Doing 

something in public was one thing, but being inactive and passive made her feel like 

a target, vulnerable to attack.  

‘You’re right,’ Evie said. ‘Look how gorgeous it is.’ 

Fin nodded agreement as she looked on with reverence. She loved the sea, her 

cold and wide Indian Ocean. Its gift of perpetual movement and ocean conversation, 

which varied with its moods, was a source of deep joy. She was rarely happier than 

when she was near it, or, better still, in it. She had swum in rock pools before she 
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could walk and grown up on its shore. The ocean’s beat had sent her to sleep every 

night as the water played with the beach in an endless tidal tussle utterly reassuring 

in its constancy. 

After it happened, it was the sea supporting her in its salty buoyancy where she 

found the most comfort and relief from her pain. Now she couldn’t look at the sea 

without being overwhelmed by a sense of possibility.  

Not that she’d tell anyone except Evie about this good feeling that surged in 

her in the moments of each day’s first encounter. It wasn’t like seeing someone she 

might like, a flutter of romantic intent. Or even getting a camera shot just right and 

knowing it might hold every other shot together. It was more than those two strong 

emotions put together, but trying to explain the feeling was too difficult. Some 

emotions didn’t exist in English. 

‘Maybe I should have just gone for a swim,’ she said, watching the swell curl 

small waves up the bay.  

‘No. Go the pub. It’s what’s expected of hip filmmakers. Fraternising with a 

drink in hand and playing pool.’ 

‘Maybe I’ll win a game.’  

‘You just might,’ she thought she heard Evie say, as the beachy scent of a 

passer-by caught her by surprise. 

 

*** 

 

She is seven, her new front teeth finally beginning to poke into the wide gap left by 

her baby teeth.  

They are at the beach. Her mum’s glistening with reef oil. The weather is 

perfect, blue sky, turquoise sea listless in the midday heat. A limy shore grows wider 

and whiter as the tide goes out. Her hair is sticky and thick with salt, hot, as she rests 

under a slice of shade with her parents on either side. Idly, she traces a finger over 

the blue lines like octopus tentacles patterning her mum’s soft belly. 

‘Why have you got this?’ 

‘They are the stretch marks,’ she says, sleepily, ‘from carrying you before you 

were born.’ 

Fin looks over at her dad who’s on his back snoring. He is Māori, dark-skinned 

and tall enough to touch the ceiling fan on the verandah with his hand. He can surf 

Break Point in a storm and push the car out of a sand bog by himself. Once, he swam 
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her on his back all the way to Home Island in Walter Cove where the seals lived. His 

people’s totem.  

Her mum, on the other hand, is tiny. A seal pup to his walrus. It seems odd to 

her that women have to carry the babies and birth them. Why were men made to be 

so strong if they didn’t do that hard work? 

The sun is hot on her face. It makes her pleasantly blind. If she looks at it for a 

long time and then closes her eyes the patterns on the backs of her eyelids are 

amazing, like space tunnels zooming in and out of focus dizzily. 

 ‘What do men do then?’ 

Her mum mumbles softly. ‘Men? They look after us.’ 

 

*** 

 

The flashback has come and gone. Fin put a finger to her right clavicle bone. It’s 

where her deepest scar starts. Sometimes she’s not sure if she wants to carry it 

hidden. Sometimes she wants to strip off and show it to the world. Yell out.  

Look what those men did to me.  

Look what you want me to forget. 
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4 

 

She walked along the path above the beach Evie had nicknamed Budgie Bay because 

of its size and feathery blue colours. Limestone reef and a sandy bed of alternating 

depths created the shades, which ran from deepest cobalt to palest aqua. Fin tried to 

think about nothing except how beautiful it looked, but she couldn’t stop the idea 

that had been bugging her for a while from intruding. Again. It filled her head, partly 

because Evie always emphasised the in escapable nature of the past. How it came 

back, again and again, in all sorts of forms. Fin wasn’t sure how this idea might find 

a shape in a film. If she were going to put key words up on a storyboard she would 

choose memory, trauma and imprint and write them in their own bubbles in no 

particular order. Above them she’d put the title Batavia’s Women.  

The tragic tale of the Batavia shipwreck was a story most people sort of knew. 

Like they knew there used to be Aboriginal people living on the Swan River and a 

penal colony on the holiday island Rottnest. It was a small part of Western 

Australia’s violent history, yet because it was a story about the Dutch it was less 

shameful and was talked about more. Almost celebrated as a great maritime story. 

Fin had known only an outline of the story when she’d come across a book 

about it in the op-shop. She’d bought it for ten cents. The story was horrific and 

disturbing in a way she’d promised herself she wouldn’t allow herself to be 

disturbed, and once she’d read it she couldn’t get it out of her mind. 

In 1629 the pride of the Dutch East India Company, the flagship of the fleet, 

was the Batavia. Carrying almost the entire wealth of the Netherlands economy, it 

ran aground on the Houtman Abrolhos Islands with mutinous sailors on board. When 

the officers left, an X-rated version of Lord of the Flies began among the survivors. 

Three months later an improbable rescue was executed, with a thrilling first-to-the-

line chase between the goodies and the baddies. Unfortunately, only a third of the 

people had survived and of these were six women whose story she wanted to tell. 

They had been raped, used and abused. What shocked Fin was not simply their 

extreme suffering but that they were never asked for their account at subsequent 

trials. While the cruel treatment meted out made her sick, their lack of voice made 

her furious. She desperately wanted to make a film about them, say to the world, 

‘Here, this is us, see us, hear us!’ 

She found herself looking for more on the subject in the library and it was only 

after finishing the second book, Voyage to Disaster, that it hit her: the survivors of 
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the shipwreck were the first outsiders to occupy Western Australia. While not on the 

mainland, the Abrolhos was only forty miles offshore, three hundred kilometres 

away from where she now stood. An idea exploded its shrapnel of points inside her. 

If the past made an imprint that set patterns and responses like it did in people, like 

Julia believed it did, if country held memory, could it impose its trauma on the 

future? She was going to ask Julia what she thought. After all, it was she who had 

encouraged Fin to re-story as a way  of could helping her recover and it had. It stood 

to reason if allowing an individual to rewrite a past so they didn’t feel like a victim 

worked, surely there was a chance a new story of the Batavia’s women could create a 

change if the original story of occupation was retold?  

Evie wasn’t keen she talk to her. She didn’t trust Julia like Fin did. She thought 

her clothes were too expensive, her accent too posh, her back too straight. But she 

hadn’t been there, Fin would say, when Julia saved her in those early days, holding 

the police away so bravely. Evie had sneered. Fin knew what else she said about that 

and it was plain mean. Once, she told Julia what Evie had said about her to try and 

convince her Evie was real, but Julia had just done the pause thing she was fond of, 

where she held a pen poised and her lips in an almost smile as if she had all day to 

see if Fin wanted to correct her story. Now she does with Julia what she does with 

most people and Evie. She keeps them separate. 

Last weekend, when her mum had been up to help hang the heavy blue velvet 

curtains she had resewn for Fin’s new lounge room, she’d tried to talk to her about 

the idea of a film on the Batavia, to get her take. Her mum didn’t get why she’d want 

to make a film about it at all. Fin had raved on trying to explain. She talked about 

patterns of misogyny. Of cultural patterning. Of Post Traumatic theories. Of the deep 

neural pathways in the social landscape created by patriarchy that impacted 

negatively on all women, all the time. Her mum, carefully repinning the hem where 

it hung too low, with more attention than the task required, didn’t look at Fin when 

she said, ‘There’s more ways of thinking than a women’s study class. Talking, 

anyway, doesn’t always fix things up. It can wear a groove in your mind so you 

automatically fall into negative thoughts and it’s hard to have other feelings.’ 

‘I’m not rehashing it, I’m changing it,’ Fin had insisted, worrying she had 

misunderstood, but her mum would not be convinced.  

‘Try thinking about making a film about something that makes you happy,’ she 

said, taking the unusual step of having a strong opinion about Fin’s creative ideas as 

she stood up and reassessed the curtains.  
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‘What about a documentary on the first women surfers? Or the whales at 

Ningaloo?’ 

Fin was disappointed with what she felt was a dismissal. Her mum denied that 

was so, ordering her hair with deft fingers behind her ears, like she did when she was 

annoyed. 

‘Don’t get huffy,’ Fin said.  

‘I’m just trying to help,’ her mum said, annoyed, efficiently taking the curtains 

down and gathering them up to take them back to the kitchen where her sewing 

machine was.  

‘And don’t ask, if you don’t want my opinion,’ she said, dumping the curtains 

on the table and going outside. 

It was almost the first fight in their life where Evie played no role.  

While Fin respected her mum’s opinions and she did see her point about not 

getting obsessive, she found she couldn’t put the idea to bed. It became agitating, 

invasive enough of a thought to threaten the equanimity she’d achieved after much 

hard work and she could see her mum might well have been right. But it was too late 

to pretend she didn’t know the story; even if it was true, it might lock her in negative 

thoughts. Equally, it might free her once it was done. She couldn’t be sure. It did feel 

like writing the script and acknowledging what had happened might even up the 

scales justice had dealt her.  

 

*** 

 

‘I think if we chose the next project carefully,’ Evie said, as Fin pinched a sprig of 

Geraldton wax from a nearby bush, ‘we might have a career. It will have to be 

controversial.’ 

Fin tucked the small, waxy white flowers behind her ear. Batavia’s Women 

could be that, she thought. 

‘What about the Batavia and its women for a film?’ 

‘A bit dark. I don’t think you’d get funding.’ 

‘You sound like Mum. Fancy you two on the same team.’ 

She shouldn’t have been so harsh, Fin reflected, as she walked on alone. But 

putting right the past? Of all people, Evie should see it was a positive thing to do. 
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5 

 

The pub’s car park was full of shiny sedans. Outside other pubs Fin was more 

familiar with, the utes would outnumber the sedans. Often a dog or two on a short 

chain, guarding a toolbox, might snarl at a passing stranger among a consort of vans 

with surfboards lashed to their roofs. Fin knew which kind of car park put more of a 

wind up her and it wasn’t this one.  

She looked up at the peopled verandah. It was jackets, casual slacks, boatie 

shoes and bright strappy heels contrasting with white dresses. There were a few gold 

necklaces on the men sparkling at their open collars. It was a Grown-ups with Money 

crowd doing the late lunch thing. It looked the same as when she’d checked it out 

midweek, but the downstairs bars, which had been almost empty, were pumping 

today with a younger, clean-cut crowd. This sort of scene was foreign to her and she 

wasn’t sure if she imagined people were surreptitiously staring at her, wondering 

what a stranger like her was doing in their space. 

Fast dance ska was playing. Not music Fin liked, but the band had a big pack 

of fans on their feet near the stage dancing up and down like they were on pogo 

sticks. She was a little jealous at how they had so few inhibitions. She danced in the 

dark. Alone.  

It took some work to get through the crowd and to the back bar, which Fin 

already knew from her midweek reconnaissance had three pool tables but no rear 

exit. The other local pub she’d checked out didn’t have a back exit either and only 

one pool table, so given the crowds would be much the same she’d chosen this one.  

She had become a better player these past months, developing a taste for the 

game, which she didn’t think Evie could dismiss as a fad. (Although it was true she 

had not as yet shown any commitment to the other games she’d tried for recreation. 

Prior to this she’d been into outside games: lawn bowls, croquet and petanque, in that 

order.) Fin had quickly learnt from her weekly forays to the women’s activities at the 

community centre that pool was not simply a game of angles and strokes. The way 

people played told a story about them, especially with the good players. It helped if 

she spent a bit of time observing before making a challenge, because if she could 

work out the way people liked to play and then frustrate their style, it was always 

much easier to put up a better game and win more often than not. 
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She scanned the crowd for Stella. She was there down the back. Fin waved as 

Stella easily made her way through the crowd, which parted for her, as it tended to, 

as if no-one felt they had the right to block such beauty. 

‘Drink,’ Stella yelled, from some distance, mimicking drinking, a hand tipping 

to her generous lips. 

‘Anything,’ Fin silently mouthed back. 

‘You can yell in a bar,’ said Evie. 

Fin knew. She just didn’t do that sort of thing.  

Stella turned into the throng at the bar and Fin didn’t panic like she might have 

even six months ago when her friend was obscured. While far from comfortable, she 

sensed her anxiousness might be in the high end of normal range, an observation 

she’d report to Julia at their next appointment. 

‘Hey,’ said Stella returning fast (she was always quickly served) and passing 

Fin a glass of champagne. ‘Is this okay? I don’t think I’ve seen you drinking and 

didn’t know what you’d want.’ 

‘It’s fine,’ she said, taking the flute of yellow bubbles.  

It was true she rarely drank and anything would have done, but champagne was 

best suited to the occasion, although Fin was not keen on the sweet taste. Champagne 

was celebratory. It said success, like a BMW or a gold chain or any other motif one 

wanted to use to make the visual point in a film to tell the audience about a 

character’s status.  

‘Seen Pete?’ Stella asked. 

‘No. I haven’t seen him yet.’  

Fin hoped nothing had happened to him. Her heart quickened as if he was in 

danger. 

‘He was just here when I left,’ Stella said, looking flummoxed.  

‘So he’s here somewhere.’ Fin was relieved. Nothing bad had happened. He’d 

just gone to the toilet or something. 

Fin spotted him through the crowd coming in from the back entrance, a half-

full schooner in hand, a grin on his face at the sight of her. She smiled and waved 

excitedly, rarely able to contain the pleasure he brought her. He was her best friend. 

Not only because he shared her pain about Reggie. He understood everything about 

her, and he had made Ghosts entirely gripping and evocative, when it could have 

been dull, no more than a despairing tale of woe and loss. Or worse, he could have 

made the theme unbelievable and led the audience to doubt spirits or mock those that 
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kept them close. Fortunately, he’d made no mistakes. He had managed to work a 

cinematic magic with her script to convince an audience the presence of ghosts in the 

world was not only entirely plausible but a misunderstood element of life, which 

he’d rendered beautifully.  

‘He’s probably been sneaking a fag,’ whispered Stella, conspiratorially, as Pete 

came towards them. ‘Giving up is killing him.’ As she leant closer, her long hair fell 

on Fin’s upper arm. It was as if a shawl of fine soft silk was being draped on her and 

while she didn’t normally like to be touched she liked this sensual stroke on her skin. 

Stella had a good smell too. She was wearing perfume, not too sweet. Flowery. 

Citrusy. 

‘Don’t sniff her,’ she heard Evie say. ‘No-one does that unless there’s a line of 

cocaine. Not really your thing.’ 

Fin hurriedly straightened and stepped away even though she knew Evie was 

just being a bitch. She was jealous of Pete and Stella and often got quite a tongue on 

her when they were around. 

Stella smiled, reassuring and gracious as always, as if Fin’s behaviour was not 

odd. 

‘Apple Hermes; it’s a lovely scent, isn’t it? My mum gave it to me.’  

She put her hand just near, but not on, Fin’s back to guide her to a table. From 

the start, Pete had warned her not to touch Fin without an invite. It felt good and bad. 

It was a relief for Fin but she was well aware it was not good to be so untouchable. 

People were meant to like physical contact. It was the thing you did to show you 

were connected. But Fin wasn’t able to communicate with people in that way unless 

she knew them very well. One day she hoped she and Stella might be close enough 

to drop the ‘hands off’ rule. 

As Pete joined them he gave Stella a smile that said don’t fuss about the 

smoking business now. He kissed Fin’s cheek. He smelt of smoke and she liked it 

even though it was going against Stella. But he’d always smoked. It was part of him, 

the smell. Like how her dad smelt of sweat and her mum of the melaleuca oil she 

made and rubbed into her skin every day. 

‘You came. I was worried I’d have to go get you,’ he said. 

‘No. I’m right.’ She smiled to confirm it. 

‘Here’s to you and us,’ said Pete. ‘Let’s hope this is the start of many more 

successful projects!’ He raised his glass. 
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‘Hear, hear,’ said Stella. ‘To you two clever things.’ She gently kissed her 

glass against Fin’s and Pete’s.  

‘Yes,’ Fin said. ‘To This Life’s Productions.’  

She sipped the drink. Wrinkling her nose up at the fizz of bubbles. 

‘We did good,’ he said. 

‘We did,’ she replied, grinning as he put his arm around her and gave her a 

squeeze. Evie always said it was not a good idea to be so obvious about how much 

she liked him. She claimed it probably annoyed Stella. But she insisted on reading 

the situation wrong. It wasn’t like that. When it had begun to seem like she might 

never leave the safety of the ward, Pete had turned up. At first he was the big brother 

she’d never had, she a conduit to the little brother he had lost. But the friendship 

grew and he had stuck with her through the very hard times and to later give her the 

skills to make film. He was family. She wouldn’t pretend she didn’t adore him. 

 

*** 

 

Seraphina tells Pete she misses her dog. The sea. Reggie. Not in that order. He looks 

so sad she knows straightaway she shouldn’t have said it. The inquest is about to 

start into Reggie’s death and they are all feeling hung out to dry on a big hook.  

The next day Pete arrives wearing a big coat. He looks ridiculously 

overdressed for the warm weather.  

He opens the coat. Resting on his chest is a small brindle pup licking his neck. 

Gently he puts the tiny pup on her bed. It immediately tries to make a nest in 

her body to lie with no regard for the shape she is in. Seraphina does her best to 

accommodate its wriggling while it looks her and the room over with big brown 

eyes. 

‘Whose is it?’ she asks, as the pup nuzzles her fingers. 

‘Ours.’ 

‘Really?’ 

‘Yes. I got him from the rescue place.’ 

She tries to sit up to make the pup more comfortable because he’s whining.  

‘Help me,’ she asks Pete, stiff and too sore to manage alone. ‘He doesn’t like it 

up here.’ 
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Pete puts the pup down on the floor while he wrestles off his coat. The pup 

tries to make a run for it but skids on the lino, splaying his legs out, falling like a 

foal, sending them both into a fit of giggles. 

They have to go outside. For the pup’s sake. He’ll be busted in minute. 

Pete puts Seraphina in a wheelchair and they cover up the puppy on her lap 

with his coat. She feels how alive the pup is. Its heartbeat under her palm, its 

twitching legs, curious tongue licking her hands. It’s a bundle of life. By the time 

they pass the nurses’ station the pup has its nose peeking out and the staff discreetly 

look away, pretending they can’t hear it either as it manages some weak puppy barks. 

For the first time in what feels like months sun sits on her skin. The sky is blue.  

The grass dry. A salt-scented wind blows lightly. 

‘What will we call him?’ 

‘What about Cairo? He looks like a sphinx.’ 

He does a bit with the too big pointy ears and a funny way of sitting on his 

haunches. 

‘Cairo it is,’ she says, realising that what she feels is happiness. So much she 

could cry. Instead, she beams at Pete and wipes her eyes roughly. 

Cairo goes crazy chasing the honeyeaters that buzz at him from the bottlebrush 

tree.  

He’s still at it when her mum and dad find them in the garden. 

‘Whose pup?’ 

‘Ours,’ say Pete and Seraphina together. 

‘Smart,’ says her mum. ‘Knows which bird needs hunting.’ 

Her dad puts a hand to Pete’s shoulder and Seraphina is sure they like him as 

much as she does. He’s the only one who can lift them up and they are the only ones 

who can hold him together. Whatever happens they are joined. 

 

*** 

 

Fin turned away as Stella planted a big kiss on Pete’s mouth. Not because she was 

jealous, but because she suspected what would come next. It did. Immediately Stella 

pulled away, she complained about him smoking, and their old argument about how 

easy it should be for him to choose her or the smokes, and Pete’s counter-argument, 

went into play. It was one of those scripts that had been in replay ever since they’d 

got together a year or so back. Stella was a member of BUGA-UP, an anti-smoking 
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radical action group, and the fact Pete was a smoker drove her mad. Fin walked a 

few steps away. She didn’t need to hear their argument again and was grateful they 

no longer tried to make her take sides.  

Fin put a coin down on the pool table, to stake her challenge. Watching the 

game in play, she had no doubt she’d be up against the man currently dominating the 

table. He was slim built, fine and long-limbed. Though not exceptionally tall, he was 

able to stretch over the table easily and take what might have been a more difficult 

shot for a shorter or less flexible person, playing with a deliberate and effective 

precision.  

Pete came to stand next to her, leaning close and speaking into her ear. 

‘That’s my friend Marco – handsome, isn’t he?’  

‘No,’ she lied. 

Pete elbowed her gently. ‘You’re tough. He is.’  

Marco’s features taken one by one were far from perfect. His chin was slightly 

sharpish, his mouth a bit too plump, his nose a fraction big and his hair was way too 

long by her standards, longer even than Stella’s, falling in a brown sun-bleached 

sheet almost to his waist – but she did think, yes, he was attractive. And, strange as it 

would sound if she said it aloud, he felt familiar. 

‘I’m just watching the game. He’s got some skills.’ 

‘Yes, he can play. He’s a good bloke too. His is the place I told you about 

where we are staying now the flat’s packed up, till next week, when we leave.’ 

‘You’re really leaving?’ She felt a lurch of grief. 

‘There’s no work. We have no choice.’ He kept his voice calmly checked. ‘We 

talked about this. Remember?’  

She did remember the conversation, despite the effort she’d put in to blocking 

it out, and had to nod reluctant agreement. ‘You’re not coming back this way after 

the festival at all?’  

‘No. I explained. That’s what tipped it. You know how it is. They offered to 

ticket me through to Sydney.’ 

It had been stupid to allow Evie to influence her to encourage him to represent 

the film for them all. Now he was leaving. She was almost paying him to go herself!  

‘Will you ever come back?’  

She knew she sounded like a little girl, that it wouldn’t suit Evie to hear her 

acting weak, but she couldn’t help herself. 
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‘Look, sorry. You know I didn’t mean to ambush you. But there’s no work. 

And to have our way paid back, well it was too good to turn down. We’re so broke. 

But of course I’ll come back,’ he said, his round face creasing into a huge smile. 

Swinging his arm around her and pulling her in closer he started singing softly: ‘You 

just call out my name and you know wherever I am I’ll come running, to see you 

again…’  

‘Don’t be silly,’ said Fin, brushing at her eyes. 

‘No joke, kid,’ he said, becoming serious, ‘anytime.’  
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6 

 

In the hospital Seraphina woke up to a meaty fart smell filling the room. Vile. 

Panicked, she sat up. Reggie knelt over her. Dark matted curls and vacant faced. 

Caked in blood, dripping sadness. Scarily familiar.  

Turn the light on, the switch is just over there. See it; see that rope, hanging 

over there.  

A noose swung above Seraphina’s head. Her chest squeezed tight. 

Seraphina, help me, please, my darling girl. I’m in the dark all the time and I 

want the light on. Put the light on. Turn the light on, please, Seraphina. I’m scared in 

the dark.  

The light was on. She told him like she had before. He cried, crawled towards 

her, onto her. She wanted to tell him that she couldn’t move, but he couldn’t hear 

her. He lay on the length of her, his dark jeans damp, hanging loose on his bony 

frame, his brown skin blackened purple with bruising. 

It’s dark. I’m scared. You’ll have to come with me. I’m lonely. I love you. I 

don’t want to leave you. 

She tried to tell him she couldn’t come. If he loved her he’d have to leave her 

alone. But he had a hand on her mouth as he dragged her out of the bed and smashed 

her into the wall where she slumped to the floor. He was already into the opening he 

had made in the brickwork where he wanted her to go with him but her legs wouldn’t 

lift up and her knees refused to bend. Her arms were collapsed. Her whole body 

weighted by wet clay earth. No words made it past her throat though she was 

shouting for Evie. Desperate, she grabbed a steel bed leg. It scratched its way along 

the floor until it wedged on the wall, whacking back and forth as she hung on. 

Light cut an arc in from the hall as the door swung back to make its own 

banging. 

‘Hey, hey,’ said her mum, striding to her, ‘you’re okay.’ 

Seraphina cried in a crumpled mess in her mum’s arms. 

‘It will get better,’ she said. 

Weak with grief and disbelieving while her mum combed her fingers through 

her hair soothingly.  

How could it get better?  

Eventually, her mum went and sat back in the chair she had been sitting in for 

weeks. Seraphina stayed quiet, her eyes closed so her mum would think she was 
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asleep. Exhaustion ate at her but she would not give in. She had to be vigilant against 

the images in her head. 

Every now and again, despite using all her defences, she would imagine 

Reggie in the police station, cuffed and wide-eyed with disbelief. What would unfold 

was worse than any nightmare he’d ever had about how far the cops would go to 

conceal the truth.  

Her poor, poor darling.  
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7 

 

The pool game ended and Marco, unsurprisingly the winner, stood with his cue like 

he needed it to balance, his chin cupped in his hands at the chalky tip of it.  

‘Marco, meet Fin,’ said Pete. 

When he didn’t stick out his hand, Fin felt a trap. Set-up. 

Worried by her stiffness, Pete frowned, the way he could, his forehead 

knotting. For him, she made an effort. 

‘Hi,’ she said, attempting a smile, which went skew-whiff as she braved a tight 

close-up of Marco’s face before pulling her gaze away, taking a wide view too fast, 

blurring the focus. Breathe, she told herself. Before you make a fool of yourself. 

‘Drink, anyone?’ Pete offered, trying to fill the awkward pause.  

‘A beer, please, Pete,’ Marco said. ‘I’ll just beat off this next challenger, and 

then beat you. With a particular pleasure.’  

‘It’s Fin’s coin, not mine.’ 

‘Oh, is it?’ He turned his attention back to her. ‘Are you good? Should I 

worry?’ 

‘Maybe,’ she said. There was a warmth to him that drew her off guard. And 

she found she was smiling. He had a feel to him she liked and it happened rarely 

enough her stomach seemed to drop. 

‘We’ll play mixed doubles,’ said Pete. ‘If that’s all right with you two?’  

‘Of course,’ said Fin. 

‘You better get that beer; this game won’t take long,’ Marco said. 

‘You’re a bit up yourself,’ she blurted, keen to join in the banter, and was fairly 

sure it was Evie who laughed at the mangled comment she’d intended to be 

complimentary. 

‘Am I?’  

He raised an eyebrow in an exaggerated manner like this was some old-

fashioned silent film. Not trusting her tongue, she turned her palms up, like, what?  

Marco held her in his sight a long time. Kept her in view as he went to crouch 

over his cue and line up the breaking shot. ‘Maybe I’m just in a rush to play with you 

before you disappear. I don’t think I’ve met a girl like you before. You like to say it 

as you find it. I like it.’  
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Pete gave a snort of laughter. ‘I’d say, if I was game, you two are as blunt as 

each other.’  

Fin blushed.  

‘Bar!’ Stella commanded as she gave Pete a gentle push in the back. ‘You’re 

up to your neck in the shit,’ and as she steered him away she looked back and winked 

at Fin. 

Fin felt herself heat up because she was so confused. There were too many 

angles coming all at once and everyone knew she didn’t get a thing, like she had a 

sign above her head that read NO Social Skills. 

‘Don’t be stupid,’ said Evie, kindly. ‘It’s public banter. It’s how everyone gets 

to know someone. And you’re just nervous because you’re trying to impress 

someone.’ 

‘I don’t want to impress anyone.’ 

‘Bullshit,’ said Evie.  

The challenger was a short guy with a nervous kind of look who chalked his 

stick like it would give him the edge – and he’d need what luck he could get because 

Marco was better than good. From the little she’d seen she knew he could play short-

and-tight against men who liked the big strikes and slow-down games against those 

that liked it fast. He’d had no trouble holding the table with this mix of styles. 

Having racked the balls into shape and lined up his cue carefully he took the break 

with a whip-sharp action. Cracked the triangle cleanly and potted his first shot. Four 

balls sank before the challenger could step up. Marco came to stand next to Fin, 

keeping his eye, like Fin was, on the challenger who was stalking the table for the 

best option.  

‘So finally we meet. Fin the filmmaker Pete’s talked so much about. I feel 

honoured.’ He turned and smiled at her. 

She didn’t return the warmth this time. She didn’t like being talked about. How 

much Pete might have given away to this friend she also had heard spoken of, but 

never met, made her anxious. 

‘It’s all good,’ said Marco. ‘He didn’t tell me you were feisty.’ 

‘I’m not.’ 

He smiled. ‘And I’m subtle.’ 

‘You’re not.’ 

She realised this was a joke way too late and inwardly groaned.  
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If he spoke to her again before Pete came back – and she wished he’d hurry – 

she’d think before she replied. 

The challenger missed the pocket. Next, Marco missed the easy shot he’d been 

gifted. It had to be on purpose, she thought, as he resumed his spot next to her, their 

backs resting on the wall. 

‘I’m sorry,’ he said. ‘My social skills are a bit rusty.’ 

She thought he was saying, like yours, and found she didn’t mind if he was. It 

was good to have something in common. She and Julia talked about this a lot in their 

discussions about her getting out and mixing with people she might not know but 

shared an interest with. It was how she had started going to the pool competition at 

the women’s centre. Her dad had played in his pub days. When she was a kid he 

played with her and she liked playing again. Going to the weekly women-only events 

and meeting people had been enjoyable. She only had to talk about pool. It was no 

pressure and she had some more friends. Not close, but people to do things with, like 

go to movies or shop or play pool with. Normal people things. 

‘Are you in the film industry too?’ she asked Marco.  

‘Oh, no, I’m a carpenter. I like to watch films but I’m not creative, not arty at 

all.’ 

‘I’m not really a filmmaker,’ she said, in case he thought she was a 

professional or that she only liked film people or was some hot-shot. She added, ‘My 

dad’s a builder.’ 

‘Is he?’ 

‘A stonemason.’ She thought he looked interested and would have kept talking 

about the places he’d built, of which there were many beautiful examples to see, 

even in town, but she was still worried he might think she was something she wasn’t. 

Being grandiose was not something she wanted to be seen to be. 

‘I make little things, films on super 8. Not features or really much fiction. 

Ghosts was the first film I made with a crew and a budget and a good camera. With a 

great cameraman.’ Talking about Pete was easier than talking about herself.  

‘And is it as good as he says it is?’ 

‘Oh, yes. Well, the filming is great. It looks amazing. And flows well.’ 

‘He said it was terrific. Really original.’ 

‘It’s had some interest,’ she admitted. ‘Done okay for what it is.’ 

‘Done fairly well then if it’s off overseas.’ 

‘Only Singapore.’ 
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‘You playing, mate?’ said the challenger. 

Marco smiled at Fin, like wait there, and stepped back to the table. 

He bent and potted the remaining big balls, the seven, the six and then the five 

with clinical precision before slotting the black. Four smalls remained on the table. 

While he shook the defeated man’s hand she sipped her drink too fast as she 

thought about what she might say next. Should she talk about film more, or the coast, 

or Pete? Her head was getting crowded with critiques on the topic options and it took 

a minute to recognise Marco was talking to her. 

‘What?’  

‘Well, you might think it’s only Singapore, but it is overseas, an international 

destination,’ he said. ‘It must be exciting for you?’  

It was and it wasn’t. It was complicated and she didn’t want to talk about it 

because it was hard not to link the success with Pete’s departure. 

‘You been there?’ she asked, changing the focus. 

‘No,’ he said, a cloud passing over his face. ‘It’s one country I won’t be 

visiting on a long list.’ 

‘I don’t like to travel overseas either,’ she said, not sure why she volunteered 

this information. Probably to be on his side about not going places because she could 

see he was uncomfortable this was the case. Not that she knew why or would tell him 

why it didn’t appeal to her either. But if you went overseas authorities knew your 

movements and she didn’t trust authorities. Not one bit. A new name was not enough 

to be safe. Vigilance was required to stay safe and it required constant effort. 

‘It’s great for Pete to get the chance,’ Marco said, smiling at her, his mood 

lifting. ‘He’s pleased as punch. And you should be. He says it’s your research and 

writing that makes the film so powerful and moving. And up for the award.’ 

‘Thank you,’ Fin said, gracious like Evie would like her to be, seeing now he 

was just trying to reassure her. And of course it was good for the future Evie was 

constantly insisting she think about. 

Pete and Stella, back from the bar, squeezed into the small spot she and Marco 

had colonised.  

‘You do need one,’ Pete said, looking at her empty glass. ‘Lucky I’m a 

forward-thinking guy.’ 

He handed Fin another champagne. She put it on the narrow shelf. She 

wouldn’t drink it.  

Pete took the cue from Marco.  
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‘Challengers go first. You play with Fin. I think you’ll make a good team.’ 

He’d become quite the director, she saw. Rallying people to take the position 

he wanted. She wasn’t sure if she was glad or horrified. Glad, she decided, giving 

Marco a quick peek and noticing he was looking at her. 
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8 

 

Pete made a clean break, the balls scattering. One of the bigs, falling in a pocket. He 

had three down before it was their turn. She let Marco go first. He was, in a way, like 

Pete, steady, not too loud, and there was an edge to him that Pete and her shared. 

Something was broken in him. It had taken her a while to trust it but she’d learnt 

people like her could sense pain in others. Could see the marks they hid from intact 

people.  

Fin took her shot. Placed the red exactly where she wanted it. Then the blue. 

The green. 

‘You shark,’ said Marco, grinning as they took a firm lead with only one ball 

remaining before the black. 

Stella played atrociously, and despite Pete’s efforts to set her up she had not 

yet sunk a ball. Marco had the opportunity to pot the black but he played his last shot 

slyly, just angling the ball out right on the pocket. Fin didn’t understand for a minute. 

Then she realised he was gifting Stella the easy winning shot. He grinned at Fin 

while Stella squealed with delight and in that moment Fin was sure Marco was a 

good guy. 

Stella clapped with pleasure. Hugged them all exuberantly. Danced around. Fin 

smiled at her antics. Stella was the happiest person she had ever met, though when 

she got angry she was terrifying. Luckily, her rage was focused on issues. Smoking 

advertising and mining on Aboriginal land made her the most mad. Wood chipping 

native forests, killing whales and nuclear testing also enraged her. So too a string of 

issues, but in herself she was peaceful and reconciled to who she was. Not like Fin. 

Not like Pete, who was doing well but could fall into some bad slumps from time to 

time. Growing up without his family and losing a little brother he had never met had 

scarred him. To some people it might not sound too devastating. How can you miss 

what you never had? But Fin understood. She knew what didn’t happen could hurt as 

much as what had. It would have been easier if the family, his family, could have 

made some effort with him but they weren’t up to it. It wasn’t any one person’s fault. 

It was just how it was. 

It was Reggie who was the one who’d spotted Pete on TV. Fin had been with 

him. They’d been lying around with the cousins chatting about the night before and 

too lazy to change the station when an Arts program came on after a music show. 

Pete was being interviewed as part of a group of filmmakers shortlisted for a Sydney 
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festival award. Reggie had sat up, old memories and a sense of knowing flooding 

him. He had goose bumps. Mum, he had shouted to his aunty. Come look. I think it’s 

Ngoon. His brother. His mother’s firstborn son. The cousins agreed. Mum Isobel 

started crying. When Pete got the news that the family he never thought he’d find 

was way over in the west, it was just a week before Reggie passed. He arrived in 

time for the funeral, a bunch of lilies in his hand, his black shirt out of place in the 

sea of white. 

Stella’s sense of self and family couldn’t have been more different from Pete’s. 

She was grounded in family, the fourth of five girls (Sarah, Rachel and Fran were 

older and Phoebe, the youngest), with a mum and dad who were coming up for their 

thirtieth wedding anniversary. She’d grown up in a harbour suburb in the same two-

storey house all her life, changing and upgrading bedrooms in a sequence of fairness, 

finally getting the prized top attic room for one short year before she left home, and 

Phoebe moved up into it before she’d quite finished packing. Her sisters all had the 

same slightly posh accent and shared Stella’s good looks, though she was the only 

person in her family in the West. Her sisters and parents rang often, missing her and 

were forever on her case about coming home. Annually, they visited in a flock, 

swooping into town – bright, talkative and busy. Their schedule she claimed 

exhausted her. Her parents worried she’d chosen a hard life for herself and they 

wanted to make it easier, often offering help with housing, money for projects and 

other material gifts she considered well-meaning bribes and politely rejected.  

‘Dad, he says to me, you want to be an actor, an activist and now live with a 

black man, how hard do you want to make your life? And so I say to him you better 

help me change things then, because those things shouldn’t make me so 

disadvantaged. And he laughs and shows me his pro-bono list for the month. And we 

go round and round arguing about if you should try to change the system from inside 

or out, from Phillip Street or Evelyn Street? 

That’s who I am in the family. The one doing it from the outside.’ 

Out of them all, Stella fitted into the crowd in the pub the best. It was, as Evie 

might say, full of her people. But she meant it meanly, like Stella was stuck up and 

Fin knew she wasn’t in the least. She was accepting and kind. She was also a great 

actor, though surprisingly her striking good looks could work against her in auditions 

for meaty roles. As fair-skinned as Fin, taller and about as thin, her hair was long, 

blond and often used like a screen to avoid unwanted attention.  
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When Marco suggested they all move outside and he’d get the next round he 

gave her a look that had please written in its intensity as their eyes met. 

‘Not for me,’ Fin said, as she raised her nearly full glass, ‘but sure, outside 

would be good.’  

She moved past him and out of the close-up shot where she felt like she was 

taking up the entire frame. It was constricting and uncomfortable. Stella was a person 

for a spotlight. Not her. 

Before Marco had even turned to the bar she had mumbled she was off to the 

bathroom. Evie was hard on her heels – ‘Don’t run, girl,’ she urged.  

Fin took little heed, and as she pushed her way through the crowd she 

wondered what on earth had got into her. She was steady for the first time in years, 

her therapy sessions were regular but infrequent and she had achieved a little success 

with her work. She was looking for neither a relationship nor casual sex. So why was 

her heart beating so fast? It was him, she had to admit, making those big brown eyes 

at her. He was interested. In her. It was entirely unexpected and her attraction to him 

more so. She didn’t like surprises, so what was she doing? 

At the sink Fin washed her hands and face. Looking at herself in the mirror, 

she gave her blond and spiky short hair a rub. Her reflection didn’t please her. 

Frowning, her green eyes narrowed critically in her oval-shaped face. There wasn’t 

much she saw that she liked. She wanted another face. One that didn’t appear so 

weathered or with the deep scar above her eyebrow, which had faded but she still 

saw as if it was lit in neon. There in a crescent-moon shape were eight tiny stitching 

scars, the least of the damage to her body but an ever-present reminder. 

‘Sometime, girl,’ Evie said, looking in over her shoulder, ‘you have to learn to 

trust your instincts again and if he feels all right to you, then don’t stress so much.’ 

Fin gave herself one last unfavourable look and, hoping for the best, opened 

the door onto the crowd to find Stella patiently waiting for her in the press of bodies 

in the corridor. 

‘You right?’ 

‘Fine.’ 

‘We might go soon then. There’s a heap to do,’ she said. ‘You’ll be okay if we 

push off, or you want us to take you home?’ 

‘Now?’ said Fin. 

‘Not right this minute. Soon. Let’s get out where the blokes are. Talk.’ 
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Stella opened the door. It was big and heavy, though she paused for other 

reasons, resting on its weight. 

‘He’s a good guy,’ she said. ‘He’s had a tough time.’ 

Fin wanted her to say more but Stella seemed to expect her to ask if she wanted 

more information. 

‘Did Pete set me up with him?’ 

Evie would be pleased with her being so straightforward. 

Stella studied her. 

‘No, not like that,’ she said slowly, like she was considering what the truth 

might be.  

Fin searched her eyes as if she could work it out. 

‘I don’t really know. Maybe yes is correct. It was well intended.’ 

‘But it’s not really his business.’ 

‘No, but Marco is lovely and I think Pete kind of got a bit caught up in his guilt 

about leaving you here.’ 

‘Thought I’d need a boyfriend?’ 

‘Not like that. A friend.’ 

Fin bit her lip. An old bad habit to cope with stress she hadn’t managed to give 

up. 

‘You know he loves you to bits.’ 

‘I do.’ 

‘But I agree he might have overstepped the mark. Don’t get mad with him.’ 

‘As if.’ Part of her was flattered Pete thought his friend might like her, but then 

another thought struck her, one she didn’t like much, which in her anxiousness she 

had neglected to consider. 

‘How come I’ve never met him before?’ she asked, suspicious. 

‘He was away a long time,’ said Stella, ‘and when he got back he didn’t feel 

very social.’ 

He had mentioned that he wasn’t very social. Well, neither was she, so this 

might be over before it started, which was just fine. She had no problem with being 

on her own. Evie was good company. 

A skinny blond woman with a red face pushed her way almost into them, a 

little unsteady on her feet, and came to a stop in front of them. The anger was 

radiating off her as she jabbed an aggressive finger threateningly into their faces. Fin 

flattened herself on the wall.  
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‘Are you bouncers or can a lady get out into some fucking air?’ 

Stella gave her the sweetest smile as she leant on the door out of her path. 

‘Rude girls first,’ she said, as the woman passed. 

Fin gave a small snort of laughter. 

Outside the air and light were better. It was less smoky for a start and the sky 

was pretty. Drifting east from the last of the sunset were pink clouds, tissue-paper 

thin, their straggly tails like streamers floating lower. Immediately, Fin felt less 

constricted. More relaxed.  

Marco was on the little grassy hill in the beer garden talking with Pete, who 

was squatting like a man ready to move. They gave them a wave.  
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Pete and Stella had gone some time before, and while dark ran in and the first of the 

stars made a show, Fin and Marco chatted in an easy barter for information. She 

swapped details of her life in filmmaking for his as a carpenter. Books they liked. He 

liked the Russians, their long tales she had so little patience for, his favourite. She 

thought she might try them again after he talked of them with such enthusiasm. They 

both liked Pink Floyd but he liked bluegrass while she’d rather listen to Bob and 

Leonard. The conversation meandered through time randomly and to places they’d 

liked or would like to go to. Favourite beaches became a topic they put some energy 

into. He judged hers too small a bay, the right-handed break too short for proper 

surfing where the reef ran out in a coral fan from the rocky shore; she fancied most 

of the crevices, and all the deep holes in the cove’s edges were known to her. 

‘I’m not talking of surfing there though I do surf there occasionally,’ she said. 

‘If it’s big, there’s a good break. I like to dive there. Well, snorkel; I don’t scuba dive 

there.’ 

‘I didn’t think there’d be much out there to see,’ he said, ‘all that damage 

they’ve done to the reef with the retaining storm walls and all.’ 

‘You’d be surprised,’ she said. ‘It’s alive. There’s plenty of diversity out 

there.’ 

She told him about the wireweed sea-grasses, which waved friendly greetings 

at all times of day, of heart-urchins and cuttlefish that laid strings of white, pea-sized 

eggs under ledges, and the delicate, horny, spiral egg cases from the common Port 

Jackson sharks. With her hands she showed the size of things and how sea 

cucumbers lay like slugs underneath feathery corals, outshone by blue and orange 

starfish sprawled on the hard coral bed like a far-flung galaxy. 

Fin closed her eyes from time to time as she described the reef, while the sun 

enclosed her in a warm cocoon. She had no idea Marco studied her face while she 

did, or that he who had lost hope in the idea of happiness found she made him feel 

lighter than he had in years. She was unrestrained in showing her love for the sea, 

that blue, wet world he’d had to do with imagining for so long and had missed more 

than even the sky, or the right to go where he liked. 

‘I like the sea urchins. I think there are six types on that little stretch of reef. 

They rest in the hollows of the reef, like spinifex tumbled into crevices.’ 
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‘You’re quite the marine biologist,’ he said, smiling. 

‘No. My dad taught me everything I know.’ 

‘I was joking.’ 

‘Oh.’ 

‘You know the French eat the eggs of the urchins, consider it a delicacy. I gave 

it a go once but I felt cruel, although it did taste good. It’s bright orange and tastes a 

bit like I imagine caviar does.’ 

‘Why cruel?’ 

‘Oh, there’s thousands of eggs in each mouthful, untold possible creatures. It 

felt wrong.’ 

‘What about other meat eating? Do you eat red meat or fish?’ She didn’t know 

the breath he took was to release the pressure he felt in his chest every time he was 

reminded he had a choice. It might have been a while since he’s had it but it would 

probably always overwhelm him. If someone had never experienced life without it 

they’d never understand. 

‘I eat anything if I know where it’s come from,’ said Fin. ‘Fish is usually okay. 

I don’t want to be a part of that sort of food production in abattoirs. I only eat meat 

from my parents’ or neighbours’ place, from an animal that they’ve killed 

themselves. I grew up like that. Some people think it’s weird.’ The last line came out 

like a challenge, too sharp, too Evie, but he didn’t react like he’d heard it that way. 

‘I don’t think it’s at all weird. It’s thoughtful,’ he said. 

Fin felt her face warm with the unexpected praise. 

‘Abattoirs are awful. I don’t eat meat myself. Recently I’ve started eating fish,’ 

he continued. 

‘What about other things from the sea?’ 

‘Like what, crayfish, crabs? I eat them.’ 

‘I’ll eat almost anything. I like limpets, periwinkles better, and my all-time 

favourite is abalone.’  

‘I’ve never eaten it. It’s been way too expensive to try.’ So he wasn’t rich, 

though there was something about him that said he didn’t come from the same 

working class as her. 

‘Yes, to buy abalone is. But I get it off the reef. You have to prise them off by 

the lip with a knife or something.’ 

She gestured to the Victorinox, a multi-tool she carried. An advanced type of 

Swiss army knife. It was always in her pocket, not only when she swam or solely 
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used for fishing on the reef. She relied on it for protection. Knew she’d use it like her 

dad had taught her if she needed to. Punch up, he’d instructed, penetrate the flesh 

below the chest bones. Twist the blade and do as much damage as you can in the one 

move. 

‘Abalone are so clever,’ she said, ‘don’t you think? They fit so well into their 

environment. You must have seen them on the reef without knowing what they are.’ 

‘I don’t snorkel.’ He didn’t tell her he was afraid of the fall of the ocean bed 

now. For too many years the space had invited him in his dreams to take himself 

there and not ever surface. When he woke he’d have to stifle his cry at finding 

himself where he was. And where he was then, a man was a fool to think of 

anywhere else. Dreams were what killed. Acting like a machine was the only way to 

survive. Once he was out and able to go to the sea he brought a new recklessness to 

his surfing. No wave scared him anymore. The bigger the better was his kind of 

attitude. But diving. It took another kind of nerve he no longer had.  

‘You’ve never seen an abalone?’  

Sometimes she was shocked when she was reminded what she knew was not 

what everyone knew. 

‘The shell is a dull green. It’s about this big.’ She showed him by drawing a 

circle on her palm. ‘There is more lip inside the cover to strengthen its suction. It 

plugs itself on the reef, hard and fast.’ 

He nodded, agreeably. ‘All power to things that hang on.’ 

Fin was pretty sure he wasn’t thinking about the effort of keeping alive that his 

comment made her think of. There was a long pause, while he seemed to be waiting 

for her to tell him more, she wasn’t sure. She was no good at this kind of close 

reading in a conversation. 

‘They are delicious,’ she said, deciding to change the focus. That was better. 

To talk about how they tasted, not make symbols out of small talk. Maybe she’d find 

some abalone and cook it for him. No, she wouldn’t. She didn’t even know him and 

even if she did it would be too weird to cook the meat for him. Ever since Evie had 

commented it looked like a vagina she hadn’t looked at abalone in the same way. It 

was true it shared an oval shape and a labia-like frill on its edge and the muscle 

sucked and tightened, just like Evie pointed out, to the touch of a finger. And if it 

tasted like vagina too, fishy, salty-sweet, well that was matter of personal opinion. 

But she couldn’t serve him up cunt, what was she thinking? What was she even 
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doing thinking like this at all? Of sex and food and him and her. It was completely 

out of character. It must be the alcohol she’d drunk, dangerously loosening her up.  

She steered the conversation back to the safety of the coast. 

‘What’s your favourite beach?’ A person with such strong opinions on a shore 

break had to spend some time on a board. 

‘Wigham.’ 

Wigham she liked, it was a long stretch of open and fairly shallow water. It had 

a good left break. Sometimes she swam down the coast to there, kicking her way 

slowly over the reefs and coming around the nose of land to where the corals and 

weeds gave up their claim and white limy sand took its place in the deeper water of 

the bay. It was a private pleasure, something she did alone and when she found 

herself telling him, she knew she wasn’t kidding herself, she did like him. 

‘If it’s a good day I float,’ she said, shyly, ‘and watch the movement of blue, or 

clouds in the sky. If it’s a bad day I stay looking down with my mask and a snorkel 

of course. Being in that world, moving at the current’s will, is really peaceful.’ She 

paused and looked to see if he was bored. She wasn’t good at reading people but he 

wasn’t yawning or anything obvious. ‘I do it sometimes all the way, till I know I’m 

right down the bay and I hear the trains in the shunting yards.’ 

‘My place,’ he said, ‘is across those tracks. Down past the old sugar factory. I 

might look out for you coming past.’ 

Being watched was dangerous, a no-go zone. ‘Don’t,’ she snapped. 

‘Okay,’ he said, his hands in the air like he was being held up, surrendering. ‘I 

won’t.’ 

She thought that’s okay then, that’s blown that and part of her was relieved. 

She didn’t need or want a new friend, let alone a boyfriend who would suck up her 

time and bring up too much stuff she’d rather stayed buried. Evie was wrong. She 

didn’t need someone to love. 

‘I’m not going to creep on you,’ he said, making long eye contact, sure she 

took a good look at him as if it really mattered, she saw the truth in what he said, like 

it was something that could be reflected in his eyes. It was a naive tactic, yet the 

effort he was making impressed and touched her. 

‘I always liked the look of the area,’ she offered, in an apology for her nasty 

tone. She’d been there only once but it had made a lasting impression, being so 

unlike the parts of the city she was familiar with. 
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An industrial area, it was cluttered with old abusive factories, either limping 

along or disbanded. Discarded and unwanted sites had not been cleared and the mess 

made an apologetic claim over the land, in stark contrast to the even and square 

divisions of order of the bordering old, established suburbs. The skyline was 

crammed with chimneys and gas storage tanks that were now rusting and there were 

even huge wheat silos for the mill, still grinding grain. She’d scouted it as a location 

for a scene in an earlier little film she’d made called Places of Safety but had ended 

up using the area behind the railway station in the city instead. 

She liked that he lived there. It said he was different. And he was Pete’s good 

friend, and Pete was the safest man she knew besides her father. 
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Seraphina and her mum’s new little place is okay. It suits them for now. A two-

bedroom flat, it’s on the ground floor in a block of six. Built in the fifties, it’s plain, 

simple and, best of all, light. The real estate agent turns a blind eye to the fact that 

Cairo stays sometimes. There’s a patch of lawn out the back and two large clothes 

hoists. Since they’ve moved in, her mum has taken over the back garden beds, 

planting vegies where there were just woodchips. Now the whole block eats out of 

the garden. Even Bob the alcoholic with a hatred for the Japanese who once 

threatened to slash her dad’s Toyota tyres. Shy Janice from number 2 with a red 

birthmark stain on her face has taken to helping her mum garden and they’ve become 

cup-of-tea friends. There’s the couple in number 4 who constantly sweep the 

stairwell and seem a little odd, but who’s she to judge! The people in the other flats 

she sees rarely but seem perfectly normal. Six months after leaving the ward, 3/6 

Palmerston Street is starting to feel a little like a home.  

Pete’s place is a few blocks away. Art school where she studies, not much 

further. The hospital is a short walk down the road where Julia has rooms and she 

sees her every week. Tuesdays at 10am. For two hours.  

Sundays the city turns quiet. There’s an absence of cars. No foot traffic. In the 

silence the cathedral bells toll loudly. She avoids being on the streets without the 

anonymity crowds offer, and won’t even walk to the corner shop. It is the day she 

likes to stay home and close by her mum.  

She’s happy her dad has come up. Like he does most weekends. They go to the 

park. Ned is with him and they take both dogs to the parklands. It makes them laugh 

at how Ned treats anyone playing a game with a ball like sheep, to the frustration of 

the soccer players, while Cairo runs after him and pretends to be an expert at herding 

too. But when her dad whistles, Ned comes back. Not Cairo. 

‘That fella needs more discipline,’ says her dad. 

It’s not the first time he’s complained her pup is growing wild. 

Cairo gives her a look, turns and is off scampering to the far corner of the park. 

Her dad says he’ll give chase but she’s fine. She chases him. He turns in around the 

hedge at the top corner. It’s fenced up there so she doesn’t worry so much and 

dawdles. She loves the park. Its little lakes. The ducks. The families who sun 

themselves and the games played on the flat grassy spaces in between the different 
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groups. When she gets braver she can come on her own. She waves to her dad and 

turns the corner. Almost steps on him. 

The man is spread face down on the grass. Big and fattish. His jeans don’t 

quite cover his arse, a plumber’s crack on view. The wings of an angel show on his 

shoulder, where his shirt is pulled back.  

She’s dead still. Her breathing stops. Her heart rate increases. There’s a skinny 

man lying next to him. An empty grog bottle. 

The dog is somewhere. Her legs won’t move. 

The skinny man rolls over, pushes a hand to the grass and sits up. It’s a 

woman. A skinny woman.  

‘You right?’ she asks, her hand shielding the sun from her pinched face. 

Seraphina stands there. Its okay, she tells her feet but her body won’t move. 

Cairo finds her. Licks her feet. 

‘Cute dog,’ says the woman, stretching a hand her way. 

‘Go,’ says Evie. ‘Go.’ 

Seraphina turns and runs back towards her dad. The dog, happy as, runs 

alongside. Loves this new game she is playing. 

 

*** 

 

After dinner she overhears her dad talking to her mum. His voice is low and sad. 

‘She thought it was him. Don’t you think we should push the cops some 

more?’ 

‘We did. Look where we got.’ 

‘I know. But maybe try and go higher.’ 

‘The higher the more rot.’ 

Seraphina keeps still and quiet. They don’t talk like this if they think she can 

hear. 

‘But till they prosecute someone I’m not sure she’ll ever recover.’ 

‘Don’t,’ says her mum, bitterly. ‘They found their guilty party.’ 

The air is thick with much unsaid.  

‘I can’t let it rest,’ he says, calmly. ‘I won’t. It’s a wrong that needs to be 

righted.’ 

‘Okay,’ she says. ‘Okay.’ 
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Cairo and Ned spot her standing at the end of the passage and like it’s the best 

of jokes start barking the place down. 

‘Shh,’ says Seraphina. ‘Shh.’ To no avail. 

Her dad appears.  

‘Shut it,’ he commands the dogs and they do. 

He smiles at Seraphina. ‘They’ll get us evicted, love.’ 

‘I’ll let Pete have him this week and give the neighbours a break.’ 

‘Might be good. While we are on the subject, you two have to train that dog. 

You need a dog to obey, not to cause trouble. Or he has to go.’ 

‘No.’ 

‘I’ll help. Should have done it before he has so many bad habits. We’ll start 

tomorrow.’ 
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They stood in the car park. Neither with a car. 

Perhaps she should just go. Say goodnight. Swap numbers. This was way out 

of her safety plan. But it wasn’t foolhardy. Evie and she had talked about how it 

might be if she met someone she liked. It might be like waiting out on a deep-water 

break and watching a wave start to take shape in the distance. Before it fully formed 

she would have to decide if she was going to catch it. It was always a calculated risk. 

Now it felt like that moment had come, when she had to push off, get ready to ride. 

Or turn and let it go. Feel the sweep of its potential pass by.  

She started walking away. Hesitated.  

‘Which way you going?’ 

‘South.’ 

‘You want to walk as far as the railway line with me?’ she offered.  

It was up one hill and down another. Not far. Well-lit.  

‘Sure,’ he said. ‘I’d love to.’ 

It was hardly a warm invite. She intended it as an expression of interest, 

possibly a one-line beginning. It was the most she dared to offer and when he joined 

her, quickly catching up to walk next to her, she wasn’t certain how to respond. The 

feelings in her body were new and hard to handle.  

They proceeded without a word spoken as though if they pretended to know 

what they were doing it might become real. As they walked she could hear his 

breath, moving in and out of him quietly and steadily. Her own breathing shallower 

and faster, like they were two parts to a musical score. 

‘You remind me,’ he said, ‘of someone I used to know.’ 

‘Your old girlfriend?’ 

‘Sort of.’ 

‘I read,’ she said, ‘people fall in love with the same type of person over and 

over.’ 

Jesus, she thought, hearing herself; he’d think she was thinking she thought he 

was in love with her.  

‘I didn’t mean it like that,’ she said, eyes to the ground wishing a hole would 

swallow her up.  

‘Don’t worry,’ he said. ‘It was a stupid thing for me to say. But you might be 

right all the same.’ 
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He smiled. He was flirting. 

‘I’d be flattered if you thought I had any of Reggie’s qualities.’  

‘What?’ Her brain was soaked with a flood of memories and she stopped.  

‘Pete’s told me about him,’ he explained. 

Pete only knew Reggie through her, so what had he told Marco about her?  

They didn’t look at each other but at some point forward where neither of them 

was sure they’d reach. 

He might know everything about her already if he knew about Reggie. But she 

didn’t run. Or completely freeze. She couldn’t have said why the whole awkward 

exchange didn’t bother her as much as she would have thought if this scenario had 

been run past her in a role-play.  

She had to believe whatever Pete had told Marco wouldn’t be more than a 

sketch, and it might count in her favour if he’d given Marco an outline. It might be 

enough for him to excuse some of her eccentricities and there was some chance they 

might see other again because he wasn’t anything like Reggie but she liked him. 

Most men tried to take her space, emotionally. Physically. They pressed in. Not 

Marco. He was just standing there waiting, and when she started moving again he 

fell into her stride.  

At the crest of the hill they stopped. Behind them a small strip of shops lay in a 

low-lying huddle in what had once been dune country. One last remaining row of 

sand hills managed to hold the ocean away shored by a concrete wall. A block of 

flats impacted squarely on the view, a veritable tower though only four storeys high. 

Through an unscreened window a man was visible on the third floor looking out the 

living room glass doors at the sea, which night had robbed of its sparkle. It lay like a 

slippery blanket and could be heard falling again and again against the sand, sighing 

sadly, she imagined because no moon would come tonight to keep it company. 

Fin knew this spot well, from standing on it so often. There was the streetlight 

with its thick coloured pole plastered with band posters and protest notices and bold 

graffiti written in black paint on the nearby bus shelter, Consume, Be Silent, Die. Not 

me, she vowed each time she passed it. 

‘Wow,’ said Marco, reading the graffiti, ‘there’s an anarchist living near here.’ 

‘I think he caught the bus in,’ said Fin, who’d thought about this a lot. 

Marco laughed. Pete had too. So they shared the same sense of humour. That 

was good. Encouraged, she decided to tell him something else. 
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‘Every Tuesday and Thursday I take a photo up here at the same time – 7pm. 

I’m doing it for six months for a project called 7 o’clock. It will finish in a month.’ 

He nodded encouragingly as if she might have more to say. 

‘It’s not much of a name,’ she admitted, though she refrained from telling him 

why she was doing the shoot. He’d think it weird. 

‘It’s a good name. To the point.’  

‘There isn’t really any point. We are just documenting a set place at a set time. 

There are three of us doing it. This is my spot. And see that apartment?’ 

He followed the point of her index finger, although it was unnecessary. It was 

the only apartment they could see into; the others had thick curtains closed. 

‘See that man standing there? That’s the first time I’ve seen anyone in there. 

Every photo I’ve taken has it in darkness. Now there’s a light on, and a man. How 

odd is that?’ 

‘Why do you think that is?’  

He asked it like it was a big deal and he didn’t know she’d just been trying get 

him to look somewhere other than at her. Fin bit her lip as a moment of panic came 

up again as she worried he might think she was trying to make something symbolic 

out of the comment. It was just an observation, but should she qualify that to him? 

Was that more honest? Her mind began to busy itself, questioning negatively, until 

she saw the cupboard door Julia had taught her to access, and determinedly and 

swiftly gathering up all her unhelpful thoughts shoved them away in that safe place 

along with his revelation he knew about Reggie.  

Marco began to answer his own question. 

‘I think he’s broken in. He’s walking around in the apartment trying to make it 

feel like it’s his. See how he moves, slowly and cautiously as if he doesn’t even 

know where the furniture is placed?’ 

‘What’s he stealing?’ Fin asked. 

‘Not what. Who. He is stealing big time. He’s the guy’s brother. His identical 

twin. He’s killed him. And now he’s going to take his life, his successful life, and 

live it like it is his. There’s a woman of course, a very beautiful one.’ 

‘I think I saw that movie.’ 

He laughed. ‘Probably. I heard there are only seven original ideas ever 

worked.’ 

‘That might be,’ she said firmly, ‘but that particular movie was on late-night 

TV on channel nine, Saturday.’ 
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‘Oh, that was set in New York,’ he said, offering his hands to the air in a 

gesture of exaggerated dismissal, like a pair of wings opening up and flapping 

upwards. 

She was taken aback to see her hand reach up and catch one of his hands. It 

pulsed as if alive in her grip and she abruptly let go. 

‘Sorry,’ she said. 

‘Don’t be,’ he said, watching her closely, curious. She wished she’d said 

nothing. Just pretended it hadn’t happened. Not made a big deal. How many times 

had Evie and Julia told her risks were part of normal behaviour? But touching 

someone she didn’t know. That was a first for her in a while. 

 

*** 

 

Fin turned and headed off down the hill, with Marco keeping pace. She thought she 

should say something, but didn’t know what, so she kept quiet and so did he and it 

didn’t feel uncomfortable at all. Fin picked flowers as she walked. Some little sea 

daisies, a couple of lilies, roses, snipping them cleanly with her tool. If he thought 

she shouldn’t steal like this, he didn’t say. 

Fin wished the station was further; she could have walked him all the way back 

to his house. 

A patch of sunflowers growing on the embankment nodded their heavy black 

faces in the wind. He watched while she cut their thick stems. 

‘I better go,’ she said. 

For a moment she thought that was that. She’d just go. But she’d been as bold 

as she could be. She had no more energy for new risks. Even Evie couldn’t say she 

hadn’t made a massive effort.  

She was almost on her way when he put a hand out towards her. Not quite on 

hers. 

‘How about you come to dinner, before Pete and Stella leave?’ 

‘Okay.’ Her heart felt like it was pushing out of her chest. 

He was looking at her closely, keeping a distance. 

‘It was great meeting you,’ he said. ‘Finally.’ 

‘Yes,’ she said. ‘Nice to meet you too.’ 

She offered her hand in a formal handshake. He offered his. They shook. 

‘Your hand’s rough,’ she said. ‘Not like you at all.’ 
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He was taller but tilted his head on the side so he wasn’t looking down on her 

but more at her level. 

‘People ever say you’re a bit unusual?’ 

‘Lots have,’ she said, figuring he wanted the truth, ‘mostly behind my back 

though.’ 

‘That was clumsy. It wasn’t what I meant.’ 

She didn’t know what to say. She felt like asking him why he’d mentioned it if 

he didn’t mean it but figured people who weren’t unusual would stay silent.  

‘See you soon. And, oh, here, these are for you,’ she said, offering her bunch of 

flowers, ‘if you don’t mind handling stolen goods.’ 

He smiled, gave her a nodding bow. ‘Thank you. For you I’ll make an 

exception.’  

Fin walked quickly along the well-lit road home. She wondered what Evie 

thought. She’d be pleased with her bravery. Even if she thought she might have been 

a bit too blunt, she’d stop nagging for a while about her getting out more often. 
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12 

 

Kyton is coming to the car at a pace. 

His cute face is scrunched like barbwire, a knot of worry and pain. He flicks a 

hand at them. Back, back, his hand says. It turns and points. This is not good, his 

whole body says. 

Reggie and Seraphina look to Evie. 

‘What the fuck is this?’ Reggie demands. 

Evie delays. In trouble it looks like. But she doesn’t want to admit it. They can 

all see the motorbikes. Bikes that require straddling. Road touring bikes. Biker ones, 

that gleam a nasty fuck you message in chrome. 

Her pause is one second too long. 

Horrified, Seraphina turns her gaze back to the shack. 

It’s too late. The door is opening. The hole is opening up. She knows they are 

falling into deep shit before anything more transpires to confirm her dread. This is 

exactly the sort of situation her mum’s been warning of for years that Evie will lead 

her into and she wastes precious seconds trying to fight off the truth that it looks like 

her mum is right. 
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13 

 

Fin called Pete immediately she got home. But his number was disconnected. It took 

her a little while to remember she had his new number and then find the scrap of 

paper he’d written it. She had to call quickly before Marco arrived home. 

‘Don’t get all panicky,’ said Evie. ‘Breathe.’ 

‘Go away,’ she ordered. 

The phone rang a long time. She wondered if anyone would get it. She didn’t 

know where it was. Normally she imagined the person picking up the phone but she 

didn’t know Marco’s house. Even what room the phone was in. It bothered her not to 

have this visual clue. Eventually, when she was thinking she should give up, Stella 

answered. 

Fin had no time for even a polite exchange with her. ‘I need to speak to Pete,’ 

she said, anxiously. 

He came quickly like he half expected the call. Perhaps he and Stella had been 

discussing what he should say if she questioned him. 

‘Oh, get a grip,’ said Evie. ‘It’s not a conspiracy.’  

Pete listened patiently while she took a long time getting to her point. She’d 

never accused him of acting badly before and she had to be careful. He didn’t hurry 

her to finish, even though she managed to get herself quite wound up and at one 

point had to do emergency breathing. In through the nose, out though the mouth.  

‘You finished?’ he asked, when she went silent. 

‘Yes,’ she said, relieved she was. 

‘Okay. You are right up to a point.’ 

‘To what point?’ 

‘Shall I finish? You know we do questions at the end when something’s a big 

pressure.’ 

‘I know.’ 

‘So are you right? Have you finished?’ 

She took a big breath and checked. 

‘Yes,’ she said. ‘Your turn.’ 

‘The thing is, Marco only decided to come at the last minute. He’s less social 

even than you. I would have warned you if I’d had time. I just had to trust it would 

work out and it sounds like it did.’ 
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‘But why does he have to know anything?’ 

‘You have to understand he is like my brother. And he doesn’t know 

everything. He knows very little about you except you were Reggie’s girlfriend, and 

you were traumatised by his death.’ 

‘Not…?’ 

‘No. It was suppressed in reporting and you know how my family don’t talk 

about…’ 

There was a pause and she took it up in case he decided to find the exact 

words. ‘About that,’ she said, sparing them both the need to name it. ‘Does he know 

where I was when we met?’  

She could see the highly polished green lino floor, the steel bed, the impersonal 

nature of the room. The picture of a Poppy above the bed with its claim of cheeriness 

over the drab and austere furnishings was never going to be enough to brighten the 

place up.  

‘Yes. He knows you were unwell.’ 

Fin nearly laughed at how understated that was. 

She studied her hands, pleased they’d stayed still. 

‘Why I haven’t I met him?’ 

‘He was away. And then not very social.’ 

‘Where?’ 

‘Fin, I can tell you he’s a top bloke. The best. But I think you and him have to 

answer any questions of each other you might like to ask. Or don’t. But it’s not for 

me to tell him anything about you if he asks or you anything about him.’ 

‘So we are now puzzles the other has to solve?’ 

‘However you see it is up to you. You don’t have to see him at all if you don’t 

want.’ 

‘I like him.’ 

‘Well, good. I’m glad about that. Keep it simple then. I swear, Fin, he won’t 

hurt you.’ 

‘But I could hurt him.’ 

‘How?’ 

‘I don’t know. I wasn’t much good for Reggie or Evie.’ 

‘It was hardly your fault.’ 

‘Sure. But we know, don’t we, Pete, fault’s hardly the issue when it comes to 

pain.’ 
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There was a long pause while Pete did his own version of emergency 

breathing. 

‘Fin. Look forward. Not back.’ 

Fin tapped on the wall. Three fingers drumming.  

‘We’re going to win this award,’ he said. ‘Get your next project funded when 

you write it. And I’ll be back with Stella once you have another job for me.’ 

‘Promise?’ 

‘Promise. And you’ll have Cairo back.’ 

She hadn’t thought of that. It cheered her. ‘Yes,’ she said, happily. Glad things 

were back on an even keel. ‘I’ll have him.’ 
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14 

 

Pete is camped at Seraphina’s. Her mum has gone down south for the weekend. It is 

the first time her parents have been able to be at home together down south since it 

happened. Pete has been given strict instructions to not let Fin or Cairo out of his 

sight. 

Seraphina’s curled on the couch watching TV in the lounge while Pete reads. 

The book is Carlos Casteneda’s Separate Reality and he says she can read it when 

he’s finished and until then to stop asking so many questions about the difference 

between magic and reality, based on the sections of the story she manages to sneak 

while he is busy on something else.  

She keeps herself to the TV so he can finish it and she can get her hands on it. 

She could do with some insight into unreal experiences. When she falls asleep she is 

watching a re-run of The Sweeney, and after it the station switches to the Saturday 

late-night music show. 

She wakes with a jolt. Alice Cooper is singing, though this is not what scares 

her. Reggie is sitting on her. So heavy she can hardly breathe. He leans towards her 

and kisses her, sucking the breath from her with his foul-tasting lips. 

‘No,’ she pleads, wheezing, ‘don’t.’ Her eyes blink rapidly. She doesn’t 

understand what’s provoked him. Maybe it’s Pete. Sitting in the corner still reading. 

Reggie gets up, like he’s off now, sauntering away to the open door. Confident, 

like he was on the football field. Then he turns, running back to centre after a goal. 

Except it isn’t a game he is playing. He’s come to take her. To try and steal her 

again. Before she can move, he has her by the legs. She thrashes on the couch. 

Screams his name over and over. He nearly succeeds in pulling her through the 

couch and into the hole gouged in the brick wall. With a desperate kick she manages 

to get her leg free and falls on the floor with a sickening thump. 

‘Hey,’ says Pete anxiously, ‘what happened?’  

She tries to gather herself together. It is an effort to act calm. Reggie, she feels, 

has not yet gone and is watching them still from somewhere in the room. She has to 

be careful what she says. She doesn’t want to hurt Reggie any more than he is 

already hurt.  

Pete kindly puts a rug on her shoulders, though it isn’t cold, and goes to get her 

a cup of water from the kitchen. She takes a sip but it tastes mouldy and rank, 
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probably because her mouth does. Reggie’s sweet smell is long soured and he’s been 

all over her.  

Frightened, she hugs her knees to her chest. 

‘Want to tell me what that was about?’ 

‘No, it’s better to just let these things go. Words give them shape, make them 

harder to forget.’ 

The look on his face is not one of a man convinced by this rationale. 

‘Is it my brother?’ 

The flat is quiet, the moon no more than a fingernail in the sky. The question 

takes a lot of space. Her mum has seen what he has just witnessed many, many 

times. Has heard her shout for Reggie like he clearly just has, but she calls these 

episodes bad dreams. 

Seraphina nods agreement, not yet able to speak. 

Pete waits. 

He’s good at letting space hold itself without being filled up with anxious 

prompts. 

Seraphina tells him everything. About Reggie, about Evie. By the time the 

morning light hit the eastern side of the flat they have a plan – to set Reggie free, and 

the bones of an idea for a film with the working title Ghosts. 
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15 

 

Fin’s day was going well. She’d headed straight to the beach and swum early in a 

glassy still ocean well before the early morning crowd was about. After a breakfast 

of fruit she decided to not write but garden before it got too hot, mulching and 

preparing the earth for a vegie garden. She pampered the tomato seedlings with 

seaweed compost. Feeling grounded, ready to retreat out of the sun to her study – the 

phone rang.  

It happened so rarely she hesitated. Her mum rang on Sunday evenings. It was 

Tuesday. Those few friends she had, and they were no more than acquaintances 

really, had not rung since she had moved. It would have to be Pete. As she hurried to 

the phone she decided she wouldn’t mention Marco again to Pete. It had been a 

moment and she didn’t want to push it anywhere. It could be a nice memory to have, 

nothing more. 

When she comprehended it was Marco speaking, her impulse was to hang up. 

‘Don’t,’ said Evie.  

Pete must have given him the number. 

‘I doubt it,’ said Evie. 

Fin lowered the phone. 

She couldn’t quite believe Pete would break his word, but there seemed no 

other explanation. She didn’t offer Marco, a hi, or hello, or even a formal good 

morning.  

‘Did you get my number off Pete?’ she demanded. 

‘No. I got it from directories. It’s listed under This Life’s Productions.’ 

Of course it was. How stupid of her. She should have a separate personal one. 

If he could trace her, anyone could once they made the link. 

She focused harder on what Marco was saying about coming to dinner.  

‘When?’ she asked.  

He suggested Tuesday. Fin had a think.  

Wednesday was better. It was the third day in the week and three was a better 

number than two. Three was her lucky number and nine she used in emergencies for 

greater potency. And there was another practical reason to prefer Wednesday. She 

had a session on Tuesday with Julia, which tended to make her tired – all that 

talking.  
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‘Is Wednesday okay?’ 

‘Oh, you’re there. I thought you might have hung up on me.’ 

‘No.’ Of course she wouldn’t and the phone would beep if she had. 

‘Okay. Wednesday. About seven.’ 

‘Right. Where is your house exactly?’ 

He told her and she wrote the address carefully in her notebook.  

‘Thanks. See you then.’ 

‘Do you need a lift?’ 

‘No. I’ll catch the train.’ 

‘I could meet it.’ 

‘I don’t know yet which one.’ 

‘Okay.’ 

‘It will be nice,’ Fin said. ‘Thanks.’ 

‘No, thank you.’ 

Her mum had always maintained if someone invited you to a meal it was good 

manners to offer to take something and she was glad she remembered before he hung 

up.  

‘Shall I bring something?’  

‘It should be right, but if you want, sure. How about a dessert?’ 

 

*** 

 

Marco’s house was one of only ten scattered down a long street that ran from the 

highway to the river. She’d done the maths; for every two vacant and disused factory 

buildings there was a house. All except his were weatherboard, small tight workers’ 

cottages on long narrow blocks with old privies on the back fence line. She liked the 

oddness of the buildings, their lack of uniformity, the indiscriminate occupation of 

land so unlike the order of residential suburbs. 

Pete’s Holden was not there. Luckily.  

Evie wouldn’t stop the rude comments.  

‘What do you expect? Best they don’t see you poking around. Checking out the 

place. Someone might think you’re casing the joint.’ 

‘I’m just riding past.’ 

‘It’s a dead end.’ 
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Fin ignored her. She always liked to scout new places and Evie knew that and 

should leave her alone but she always took it as an affront. An accusation. It wasn’t 

about the past, it was about keeping safe in the future, but it didn’t mollify her. 

Since she’d last been this way Alternative People had taken to buying in the 

area. She wasn’t sure where she had learnt the labelling from but there it was, she 

had. They weren’t hippies like the loose-panted and bare-breasted lot with their long 

hair and babies swaddled to them in tie-dyed cloths who camped summers in the 

forests back from the dunes near her parents’ place. But there were similarities. They 

drove kombis, played Martin guitars and liked to listen to music (she recognised Ry 

Cooder). She suspected they liked to stay up late into the summer nights on their 

verandahs. They probably smoked dope. She scowled disapprovingly like they were 

doing it in front of her.  

A neighbour down the road got into his ute. His pants were flared, his hair 

long. His car started easily. He might have looked like one of those hippies who 

travelled the coast in the summer, but he and the other occupants seemed to have 

enough of the straight capitalist in them to see the advantage of owning property 

even if they slept on the floor on mattresses decorated with imported cloth from India 

or Indonesia and bought food bulk from co-ops.  

‘Really,’ said Evie, annoyed, ‘I suppose you know what they have for breakfast 

too. Stop trying to second-guess everyone. Judging is dangerous.’ 

And not judging, Fin snarled, was plain stupid. 

‘Not every situation needs a risk assessment,’ Evie muttered but she backed 

off. 

Marco’s house was the last in the cul-de-sac. A very square brick house, it sat 

above an equally neat square of grass, dug out from the hill to afford a flat space 

around it. From the front verandah the lounge might have a scrappy view of river 

framed by the old sugar factory furnaces. Even if it didn’t have a view it was 

brilliantly positioned to access the river through one of the paths in the scrub, which 

was re-claiming the old factory’s rusted and dilapidated tin carcass. 

Fin braved a short walk, pushing her bike down one of the paths, such as it was 

– more an old animal track – and ended at a huge boulder jutting out over the green 

pool of water, a natural diving platform above a tight, protected cove. It was a small 

private swimming pool and she wondered if he ever used it. 

Around the area the grass trees had slowly come back after being callously 

treated, and soldier-like they now stood tall guard among stringy eucalypts and 
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bushes, which could do it tough. Geraldton wax with small white-and-pink flowers 

tightly bunched grew everywhere. 

It would never have been heavily treed country this close to the coast, but the 

stumpy paperbark trees that might have existed back when the water pooled in a clay 

pan were long gone. Industry had claimed this bend of the river sixty years ago and 

then, having used it, picked up its people and left behind the shells of buildings to 

rot, rust and revoke their domination of the land. 

Back on the bitumen of the road she remounted her bike, after checking the 

tyres for thorns. She couldn’t get a flat and have Evie jeer her all the way home. She 

re-read the street name. Blackwood. Counted off the letters. Nine – how lucky was 

that! She went three times past his house. Number 30 – another good sign. To cap 

things off positively, on the last pass of his house she noticed how the lead-lights in 

the enclosed verandah down the side were of a morning sun. Pleased, she smiled all 

the way as she rode back to highway and home. 
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16 

 

It was a large, well-organised kitchen, with long red jarrah benches and open shelves 

where plates were stacked, and glass jars of different shaped and coloured beans and 

other kitchen essentials. A deep, shiny stainless-steel sink and a high tap, where cold 

and hot could be mixed together – the very height of modernity compared to her 

kitchen – ran under a wooden framed window, the sill wide enough to rest a cup on. 

There was a huge karri table in the middle and two long bench stools for sitting on. 

Built into the bench was a gas cook-top with five burners. Next to it, he had a 

working wood stove too, an old Agar, the best.  

‘It’s beautiful,’ she said, putting her pie down on top of the cold stove, wishing 

immediately she would have the pleasure of using it in winter and wondering at her 

boldness in putting herself so far into an imaginary future. 

She couldn’t stop herself from wanting to stroke the wood of the bench and her 

hand ran along the smooth grain of the limbs. It was wood from her way, from great 

southern trees. Wood that spoke to her, smelt of all sorts of stories, and only the good 

ones she let air. Her dad would love this kitchen. Like her he’d see it had been made 

with love and great skill. 

Stella and Pete came clattering in like a pair of kids with their hands full of 

greens from the garden, breaking the silence that had fallen in the kitchen. 

Over dinner they chatted about many things. Fin liked best the story Marco 

told about how he got the wood for his kitchen. It turned out when he’d bought the 

house his closest neighbour was an old lady who’d been born four houses away at 

number 26. She had no kids and never seemed to have a visitor. One day, she’d 

called him in as he was passing, for a cup of tea. They spoke of the street, the people 

who’d lived and died and moved on while she stayed where she was, her husband 

riding to his work at the dock each day and crying into his beer at night to not have a 

son to hand his place on the wharf to. When he stopped work he’d died in a matter of 

weeks. From shame, she said, or something close to it, knowing he was the last of 

four generations of Murphys to work the port. She said she’d heard Marco banging 

and sawing and he apologised for the noise but she said she hadn’t brought it up to 

complain. She had some wood he might like. When she took him out the back he 

could not believe the store of aged and dried slabs she had in the shed. Her husband 

was going to build an extra room for the kids, she told him, but they never came and 

the wood was never used. He was welcome to the lot. 
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‘She sounds like she was pretty sad.’ 

‘I think she was.’ 

‘She’s gone?’ 

‘Yes, she died a few months ago.’ 

‘Oh, sorry.’ 

‘It’s all right.’  

But Fin sensed it wasn’t quite as easy as he tried to make out. She meant 

something to him, was more than a story and a source of free wood. 

‘Did she see this place?’ 

‘Oh, yes, that’s her in the picture.’ 

Fin looked again at the little black-and-white photo on the mantelpiece. She’d 

seen it when she put the pie down and assumed the photo was old, the small lady 

with wispy hair and clear blue eyes his mum. 

‘She looks happy.’ 

‘Mm,’ he said, and pointed out the bowls on the far shelf. ‘See them?’ 

She could, they were heavy mixing bowls in pretty pastels with flowers 

decorating them. 

‘Original 1920s. They came with her cookbook. Some solicitor dropped them 

in to me. Said she’d left them to me. In the beginning of the cookbook she’s written, 

A woman appreciates a man who can cook. Love, Norma.’ 

‘Cheeky,’ said Fin. ‘Accurate, I suppose.’ 

‘Definitely,’ said Stella, ‘you might want to lend it to Pete.’ 

‘What’s wrong with baked beans?’ said Pete. ‘And the occasional egg on toast 

with bacon for a treat?’ 

‘White bread!’ Stella said. ‘Awful.’ 

‘Tastes good to us noongars,’ he said. ‘Quite symbolic.’ 

‘Cut it out,’ Stella said, joking with him and beginning to clear the dishes. 

.Fin felt a little left out of this easy domestic  scene and stayed sitting, thinking 

how to thank them for dinner. She’d never had miso soup before, or seaweed, green 

and flat, unlike any weed she knew. Or eaten tofu, white and fleshy with a taste she 

wasn’t sure of. Japanese food. The meal had been served in small blue bowls 

patterned like eggshells, eaten with chopsticks and strange ceramic spoons. She 

planned to ask Stella later where she got the food from but she didn’t want to look 

silly in front of Marco. It might be one of those things everyone knew and she didn’t. 

‘The food was fabulous,’ she said to no-one in particular.  
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Marco responded. ‘I think your dessert was the best,’ he said. 

‘Yes, when did you learn to cook?’ Pete teased.  

She smiled. It was his way to joke. She’d cooked for him plenty – in the old 

squat, a crumbling mansion on the river that he’d occupied a share of before he and 

the others got kicked out by the council. At the little flat in town he had shared with 

Stella. At her mum and dad’s.  

She’d always been good at making food. It was part of her upbringing. After 

she got better, cooking gave her something tangible to control. How stiff the egg 

whites were, the way the sugar creamed, the air in the cake batter. A whole list of 

things she could manage. And it had been good to have a way to give something to 

people when she felt she didn’t have much else to offer. People always need food, 

her mum said, and if you make them good food, even better. For her mum, good food 

was from the garden, the paddock or the sea. If she could have had her own mill she 

would have grown her own grain and ground her own flour. One day her dad 

promised they would and he’d already built a wood oven outside, which they baked 

their bread in. 

‘I loved that tart too,’ said Stella. ‘Quinces, my favourites in such good rich 

pastry.’ 

‘It was sensational,’ said Marco, ‘especially the sauce – what was that?’ 

‘Infused yoghurt.’ 

‘Did you make it?’ 

‘It’s mum’s goat yoghurt. She brings it when she visits.’ 

There was a pause she wasn’t sure if she should fill in with details. For a 

second she thought to tell him about the goat, Jenny, and how she could be a handful 

to milk, and the pail the milk went in, which had belonged to her grandmother and 

how the milk was fed culture, and so on and so forth – but she realised this was the 

sort of talk that made her unusual. Marco smiled at her without saying a word. He 

was good at silence and she wasn’t when she was nervous. She had been worried she 

had put him off already by not being much good at the small talk and then talking for 

about ten minutes solid on the importance of locking out the American warships. It 

was a bad habit of hers, talking on and on long past when her turn was up, and in too 

much detail. She was pretty sure she’d made the right call on holding back on the 

yoghurt story.  

‘Okay, you wash up, Pete. Seems fair since you didn’t cook.’ 

‘You didn’t either.’ 
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‘No, so I’ll help. You want a cup of tea?’ Stella asked. ‘I’ll make it.’ 

‘Tea would be good,’ said Fin. 

‘I can make tea. It’s my forte,’ said Pete, scraping back his chair. ‘Green, 

herbal or just black?’ 

‘Normal,’ said Fin.  

‘White with one, I suppose,’ he said. 

‘Yes.’ She blushed. It wasn’t normal. It was just how she and her parents drank 

tea. 

‘You two go to the lounge, let us clean up in peace.’ 

‘I’ll help,’ said Fin. 

‘No, you cooked. No cooks wash up here. That’s the rule.’ 

‘No rules,’ said Marco.  

Fin looked at him. The edge in his voice caught her by surprise. 

Stella gave him a smile, dropped her head on its side, like a bird, like she was 

sorry. Whatever the bump in the smoothness of the evening, it was small, quickly 

smoothed. 

‘They are not very subtle, are they?’ whispered Evie. ‘Trying to fix you two 

up.’  

Fin shrugged. She should act more like a friend, not try and unnerve her. 

‘Can I have some water too, Pete?’ 

Regardless of Evie’s opinion, she was interested to test how she liked Marco 

without a drink. It might have been that last time it had been the spin of alcohol, 

nothing more, that made him seem special, but he wasn’t moving and she didn’t want 

to look too keen. 

She drank the tank water. Like home. Sweet. Earthy. It made her feel good.  

 ‘Go,’ said Stella, ‘Pete take her to the lounge and hang out with Marco.’ 

‘Its okay,’ said Fin, wondering if Stella had decided she needed a chaperone.  

‘No, take him to the lounge with you. He’s worse at cleaning than cooking.’ 

‘Well, I don’t know why you’d say that. Not so long ago my people were 

valued for their domestic servitude.’ 

‘It’s a hard history for sure, but I don’t think there’s a woman in your family 

would say her man’s a good cleaner.’ 

‘Not in yours either.’ 

‘Touché,’ he said and  kissed Stella on the cheek. 

‘I’ll bring the tea in, shall I?’ 
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‘Okay. Not ‘cause I couldn’t do it.’ 

‘Of course not.’ 

‘Let’s go, girl,’ he said to Fin, offering his hand. ‘Let’s all yarn. Might be a 

while till we’re back again.’ 

Remembering they were leaving stuck sharply into Fin. Her breath faltered. 

She’d been so busy thinking of Marco she had managed to forget this meal was to 

farewell them and she had to look away so no-one saw the tears fill her eyes before 

she brushed them away. 

They sat on an old soft rug in the lounge room. The wide door frame was 

without a door and the vast room opened onto big windows and the hall. It was dark 

outside, but she noticed you could see a sliver of river with the moon hanging above 

it. It was comfortable to sit on the rug, to lounge against the cushions, like they were 

picnicking, and it made her feel less on show and more at home.  

‘This room must be hard to heat,’ she said, thinking she should say something. 

It wasn’t the best choice of conversation but it showed an interest in Marco’s life and 

was safe. It would do. 

‘I’m happy to be colder in winter for an open space with plenty of airflow any 

day,’ he said. 

‘And the fire sends off plenty of heat,’ added Pete. 

‘I don’t think it’s bad,’ said Fin. ‘It reminds me of home.’ 

‘Yes, it does look like your folks’ place a bit,’ said Pete.  

‘Our central fire sits in the middle of the kitchen and lounge,’ she told Marco, 

showing him the design with her hands. ‘It warms both spaces. The bedrooms are off 

in a row, facing northwest. Not too chilly in winter. Beautiful in summer.’  

His house was more open. Every bedroom had its own exit onto the wrap-

around verandah. There were big twin glass doors. Even the toilet she’d used earlier 

opened out into a private courtyard with an outside shower and bath and it had 

occurred to her he wouldn’t like her cramped bathroom, though why he might need 

to use it all seemed presumptuous of the course of their friendship.  

But she did like him. He was funny. He made them laugh with his stories about 

some of the people he worked with and about the time he had nothing to do and went 

on a holiday where he could only turn left and eventually ran into a dead end in a 

forest after four days and the car didn’t have reverse so he had to walk out and it took 

him two more days. She would have said he was a bit unusual himself if she was 

braver. He was self-effacing, droll with particularly good timing in telling a story. 
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The whole time, Cairo lay in the corner and rolled on his back, his legs stiff in the 

air, eyes closed as if to say he wasn’t impressed before letting rip a foul fart. 

‘Hey,’ said Pete, ‘get out.’ 

The dog appealed to Fin. 

‘No! Out,’ she said. They had to be like parents, her dad had said. She and Pete 

had to be on the same page. 

‘He’s all right,’ said Marco. 

‘No,’ said Fin. ‘Go, Cairo.’ 

He gave them a final mournful look before slouching out. 

‘He needs to learn,’ she said, sensing Marco disapproved of her strictness. 

‘You ever had a dog?’ 

‘Sort of. It wasn’t really mine.’  

She wasn’t sure what it was but there was something in the pause that fell that 

had something uncomfortable in it she didn’t get but the others seemed to 

understand. Stella, who’d entered with a tray carrying a milk jug, sugar bowl and 

teapot, filled the gap with the sound of tea being poured. She performed it like a 

ceremony, tipping the spout of the teapot into matching cups. 

‘Violets,’ said Fin, admiring the fine china and the lovely purple flower 

patterns. ‘I love the wild ones that grow down south.’  

‘My granny gave me the set,’ Stella said. ‘She said even a gypsy should drink 

tea from a good cup.’ 

‘I’ve got another dog,’ said Fin, not sure she had anything more to add to a 

conversation on teacups. ‘He’s called Ted. He’s not really mine either, he’s more 

Dad’s and he’s not a big fan of the city.’  

‘No, he isn’t,’ said Pete. ‘Who is, really?’ 

‘Cities are okay. We couldn’t have made Ghosts in Ellis.’ 

‘No, you’re right. But it wasn’t the rural location I was ever thinking of living 

in. Some of us can’t even breathe down there.’ 

Fin didn’t know what to say to that. It was true but she didn’t like to think 

about it. 

Marco said, ‘Yes, cities have advantages. Though this is hardly a big one.’ 

Fin was going to ask where it was he’d come from, a big city or the country, or 

something about his dog, was it with his dad or mum somewhere, but Stella started a 

story about nearly getting caught vandalising a smoking advertisement billboard. It 

involved many complicated details about where the group ran and how they hid from 
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the police who were pursuing them and Fin was sure she made up part of it because 

she made it sound very funny. She was so busy laughing she forgot to ask about the 

dog. 

By the time Stella had told a few stories, Fin felt like part of the group. Every 

now and again she snuck a glance at Marco. He was really very handsome, she 

decided. When she leant back one time her hand accidently touched his. And she saw 

him lift his smallest finger and put it on her hand. Just for a second, but a long 

second, so she knew it wasn’t an accident but a calculated risk. 

Fin couldn’t remember the last time she had been so relaxed. Of course, it was 

easy not to be anxious with Pete and Stella around. They knew her well. She trusted 

him almost as much as her parents. He’d never given her bad advice before and by 

the time she left she knew she was going to take his advice and get to know Marco 

herself.  
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17 

 

Pete and Stella put her bike in the back of his car. The tailgate wouldn’t close but 

they all decided it would be fine. They’d keep their windows open so the fumes from 

the exhaust weren’t too bad. They let the car fill with wind blowing in and the chill 

sounds of a local bluegrass band. Stella sang along to the songs While Fin knew most 

of the lyrics as well she was too shy to sing along with the others until they were 

nearly home and then she wished she’d done it all the way.  

Pete pulled up outside her little shack of a house. She said she’d be right, pull 

the bike out herself. Though they protested politely, neither pushed themselves on 

her. They probably knew she was avoiding a big goodbye. It was better for her if 

Pete stayed in the car so she could pretend this was not a huge moment, and acting 

casual helped them all. 

‘Bye,’ she said. Light. 

‘I’ll send postcards. Telegram if we win.’ Pete reached his hand through his 

window. She gave it a squeeze and wished again she were brave enough to go 

through customs where she might be recognised by corrupt officials. She couldn’t 

prove it, her family hadn’t managed to either, but she was convinced her attacker was 

part of a criminal class that must have been protected by more than the local coppers. 

‘Remember, you’re great,’ he said. 

‘And you two, too,’ she managed to reply covering up her sadness. She made 

sure to make eye contact with Stella, who smiled warmly. 

‘Marco – he’s a good guy. You can trust him.’ 

Fin didn’t know what to say back to that, so she said nothing. 

She waved at the square back of the Holden going away and then let herself in 

the wooden front door, trying not to think anything at all. She stayed on automatic 

pilot as she put her bike in the hall in its spot and readied herself for bed in an 

orderly fashion. 

Fin changed into her pyjamas, brushed her teeth, filled her glass with water. 

She was going forward and her feelings of abandonment about her friends leaving 

were under control. 

She went to the lounge to get a book she’d picked up at the library: One Day in 

the Life of Ivan Denisovich, a slim but difficult-to-read book Marco had said he’d 

liked. She allowed her thoughts to drift to him.  
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‘What do you think of him now?’ she asked Evie.  

‘His looks?’ 

‘Him, in general.’ 

‘Not bad,’ she said. ‘What do you reckon, a few years on Pete. Thirty plus?’ 

‘No, the same age. They went to school together. I know that. He was boarding 

with Pete. He’s only four years older than me.’ 

‘Really? They seem like quite different types of people. He’s got posh written 

all over him. Though he’s edgy. Not got Stella’s class confidence. Who told you that, 

about the school? Him? And you trust him?’ 

Fin went to her bedroom and shut the door.  She wasn’t in the mood. Evie was 

always doing that. Being suspicious. And saying it was because she looked out for 

her best interests wasn’t cutting it tonight. 

Fin inspected the space under the wooden double bed. She looked in the 

cupboard. She put the blind up and down, up and down, and one more time, to be 

sure. She opened and shut the door. She repeated all her actions three times.  

‘Who you calling suspicious?’ asked Evie. ‘I’m not the one scared of things I 

can’t even name.’ 

Fin lay in the middle of the bed with the sheet up on her, her hands at its top. 

She watched the shadows from the streetlight play on the ceiling. The estate agent 

had apologised for the yellow streetlight, which flooded in. Said they were trying to 

have it moved. It was why the place was so cheap. (It wasn’t the reason, it was very 

run-down with a terrible bathroom built on a slope off the back porch and an old 

kitchen with a wood cooker she loved but not many people would tolerate and one 

bound-to-be-illegal gas ring.) 

Fin didn’t tell the agent, but she and her mum had seen the light right outside 

and loved how it would spotlight the little shack. They knew she’d take it before they 

even went inside. 

The light was yellow. When it came on it was like a small sun in the dark sky 

making her feel safe. 

She felt her body. Its outline in the bed. She felt how it softened at the thought 

of Marco. So strange, how it could want after all it had been through.  

Fin turned on her side. She wouldn’t ask Evie. She would say yes to Marco’s 

invitation and go to the movies with him on Saturday.  
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18 

 

Won of course! Clever, precious girl, Pete telegrammed. 

Fin sat on the floor, the telegram pressed to her face and cried.  

‘What are you doing?’ said Evie. ‘You won, not lost.’ 

‘It’s just so unbelievable.’ 

‘No, it’s not. It’s great. Now get up. Wipe your face. Ring Marco. Laugh. Be 

happy.’ 

‘I am.’ 

When she felt composed she rang home. Her mum picked up, so she told her 

first. She cried too. Then, when she told her dad, she could hear in the way his voice 

thickened in his throat how he was moved by feelings of pride he had no words to 

express, instead repeating Well done, girl, several times and when he hung up she 

was sure her mum would see tears in his eyes.  

Sometimes Evie was wrong. She was too hard on crying. It had a place in 

happiness. 

After Fin had told her parents, she thought she might ring Marco while she had 

an excuse to make contact. Halfway through dialling she lost her nerve and, telling 

herself she’d do it later, picked up the scrunched telegram. She smoothed it out on 

the floor and when she was satisfied with its flatness pasted it in the book where she 

kept snippets of things about her. She had a good snippet book and a bad one. Julia 

did not know about them. She wouldn’t have approved. Not of her doing it or of her 

having a secret from her. But she needed something that was hers alone. From the 

side, Evie observed her doing it without saying a word as she had in the past when 

the books came out. Fin was not sure what she thought about the books, which she 

kept in a small hat trunk in the lounge, under a pot plant. It was one of the few 

aspects of her life Evie did not have an opinion on and for this she was grateful. 

The knock at the door was so unexpected she jumped. She had very few 

visitors and only Pete came uninvited. She wasn’t sure how to respond. The person 

knocked again. Cairo barked and headed to the door, standing next to her, sniffing 

for clues. His tail started to wag. 

Fin unlocked the door and opened it cautiously. The dog rushed Marco 

excitedly and she had to call him back in. Marco stood where he was, with thongs on 

his feet, wearing blue straight-leg jeans and a brown T-shirt. Much like he had on the 

other times she’d seen him. His hair swung above his waist as if he had been moving 
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before she opened the door. Dangling next to his leg was a bunch of gerberas, their 

long green stalks in his hand, pink and orange and red petals against his jeans. The 

flowers were the kind of shape and colours little kids would draw, only upside down. 

As if he’d just remembered he had them he offered them to her. The dog 

sniffed at them then sat down. 

‘Congratulations.’ 

‘How do you know?’ she asked. 

‘How about thanks, it’s great,’ sang out Evie. 

He wasn’t fussed by her response, taking from his pocket the telegram Pete had 

sent him, like he was happy to provide proof if that’s what she wanted. 

‘Hold on,’ she said. She dashed into the kitchen and put the flowers in a jar of 

water.  

‘You should ask him in,’ Evie said. 

‘No, I want to go out.’ 

‘It’s rude.’ 

Evie would know all about that, thought Fin, though she held her tongue as she 

grabbed her hat and sunglasses from the lounge, before going back to the open door.  

‘Yes, come on, dog. You too.’ She half feared she’d been so abrupt when she 

got back out he might have left but he was still there, patiently waiting, leaning back 

against the balustrade of the small verandah like he had all day. 

‘Do you want to go for a walk?’ she asked. ‘Maybe get some ice-cream, there’s 

a place just down the road, we can go there. It sells gelato, pistachio, chocolate, you 

name it – do you like it?’ Too much, too quick. Perhaps she’d made it sound like 

ordinary ice-cream was beneath her. 

He didn’t seem to mind her gabbling. 

‘I love gelato,’ he said, standing close enough to touch but not. She saw the 

lines pull out around his eyes as he waited, the look on his face, the soft rest of his 

lips almost smiling, which seemed to say she could talk more. If she wanted. She 

didn’t. 

‘I love a walk,’ he said, and they headed off, in step, but with a rhythm like 

they’d walked before on a shared path while Cairo unexpectedly acted like he was 

always obedient, staying to heel as he’d been taught, all the way, keeping a watchful 

eye on them both. 

 

*** 
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Fin and Marco were having a good time hanging out a lot. She’d kissed him goodbye 

a couple of times. And hello. He’d zipped up her wetsuit. Held her hand a few times 

when they walked. That was all. She really liked him. He was amusing and good 

company. She’d never had someone to surf with besides Pete and she’d really 

enjoyed the few times they had met up and paddled out together. He was so bold. He 

just ran in. Rode anything no matter how big or small. She took it carefully. Had a 

ritual to follow. 

Her feelings for him built every day. But she wasn’t even allowing herself to 

sit around with him in private. The cinema was the closest she’d gone to a hidden 

space and even that was public. It was safer, she’d decided, to keep everything public 

or at least outside till she felt more confident, even though he was easy to talk to and 

fun to be about. As well as sharing her love of the sea, he liked films too, but mostly 

he liked working with wood. Like her he relied on work to ground himself. She’d 

been over to his place for coffee and dinner a number of times and each time, and 

regardless of the weather, she said she preferred to sit outside and he seemed to 

prefer this too. 

One Saturday morning they were doing the crossword together on the verandah 

at his place in the sun. Cairo had put his head on her lap. 

‘It doesn’t mean he likes you more than Pete,’ he said, patting Cairo on his 

stomach. ‘He just likes to be comfortable.’ 

‘No,’ Fin insisted firmly, ‘he does like me more.’ 

‘If you say he does,’ he said. ‘I was joking.’ 

‘Idiot,’ said Evie. ‘Learn to loosen up.’ 

Fin scratched at her short hair. Admonished. Looked away. ‘Sorry.’ 

‘Don’t be sorry. I just fucked that up.’ 

‘Fucked what?’ She had no idea what he was talking about. 

‘Can we forget that?’ 

‘Sure.’ 

She didn’t mind at all cutting scenes out if it made things go forward more 

smoothly. 

The sun was shining right on them. It was just morning hot – not a scorcher for 

a change. Pleasant.  

‘Two down, five letters,’ he said. ‘Confused?’ 

‘Dazed.’ 
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‘Very good.’ He was carefully writing the letters in. ‘Yep, the e fits with the 

embrace answer; clutch to one’s chest.’ 

‘Good.’ She was pleased. She’d been watching him, thinking how much she 

liked this new easy hanging about they did. 

‘I like you,’ she said, bluntly.  

There, she’d done it. Evie could shut up.  

‘I like you too,’ he said, taken aback. He considered her and putting down the 

pen reached a hand out carefully checking out with his eyes if it was okay to lean in 

closer. She let him know it was.  

She let him kiss her. He tasted good. Smelt of coconut and linseed oil. She 

kissed him back, then more and somehow, not quite knowing how her body got so 

enthusiastic without her thinking things through, she managed to wriggle closer and 

closer into him so she was kind of sitting in his lap. She could feel he was interested 

in this going much further than the hand on her shirt above the breast and his tongue 

in her mouth, probing. Abruptly she pushed him back. 

‘Sorry,’ she said, ‘I’m not really ready for that.’ 

‘It’s okay,’ he said, catching his breath. ‘It’s okay, we slow things down.’ 

 

*** 

 

She rode home across the top way where the hills made the journey home hard. 

‘No need to punish yourself,’ said Evie in the kitchen. 

‘I didn’t.’ 

‘Look at you, all red and sweaty just because you think you have to fuck 

someone when they want you to.’ 

‘But I didn’t handle it.’ 

‘Yes, you did. You said not now and he said okay and that’s where it is. 

Tomorrow’s story.’ 

She tried not to think about it but there it was. The ugly scene playing out the 

last time she had sex. Two years ago with Frank, in her final year at art school. He’d 

chased her for such a long time and finally she’d let him have sex with her, because 

he’d worn her down and it just seemed easier to give in. The whole time he kept 

asking every few seconds if it was good, did she like it, what was wrong? A million 

questions and she didn’t know how to say she felt like it was not him and not her, 

they just didn’t go together very well and it was not enjoyable at all. In fact, it took 
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an effort to not push him off before he was finished with doing it, but she had no 

stomach for the scene. When it was over he asked how she found it. So thinking he 

must want a detailed answer, otherwise why ask so many questions, she’d told him 

and he had turned on her. Called her a cold fridge whore.  

When she left, dressing in record time, she didn’t bother telling him he meant 

frigid or that the phrase was an oxymoron. 
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19 

 

The monster rushes out the door throwing a bottle towards her. A sparkle of glass 

sprays up from the bonnet, and as it clears there he is charging like a bull, squat and 

angry. As he advances his sagging red balls and large fat cock swing hideously 

between his thick thighs. Frozen like a rabbit in headlights, she sits while the engine 

runs roughly, as he keeps her in his gaze. 

He’s clear as hell through the glass, and he stinks. Foul. An abattoir mixed with 

rum. The smile he gives her is like he’s enjoying her capture so much he doesn’t 

want to hurry. Every drop of pleasure is his to be squeezed. Sadistically. It’s not new 

to her. She’s seen it before. When he forced himself into her the first time and his 

pleasure was as exquisite as her pain had been excruciating. 

His small hazel eyes dance with menace and his tongue plays his lips 

suggestively. It’s the licking, the arrogant overplay of his hand that does it. 

Something snaps in her. And anger shoots her another hit of adrenalin. She will show 

the fucking bastard. Her trembling feet manage the mechanics of taking off and he’s 

caught off-guard. His cocky face straightens into something like panic as the side 

mirror jabs him sharply out of the way as she passes. There’s a thump and the back 

wheel bumps over something lumpy. 

Her triumph is short-lived. The driveway has a dead end. She’ll have to turn 

back. 

The headlights sweep searchingly over bushes, past a pile of irrigation gear, 

and as she straightens they catch him at the woodpile hurling logs in her way to 

block her path. She goes as wide as possible, where his logs haven’t quite reached, 

and she is so busy concentrating on turning this way and that, she doesn’t see the one 

he ditches hard at her window. Glass rains in, the wood axing her shoulder open, 

smashing her into the steering wheel, completely winding her. The crunch of the 

bone as it splinters and snaps is sickening but it’s over in a flash, and while the pain 

demands she black out, she fights it off, takes back control of the car. 

In the rear-view reflection he slides a finger across his throat before turning at 

a run back to the house and disappearing. 

She’s certain he’ll get keys, chase her. Maybe call for the others. What if they 

were all still there like sleeping wolves? And where the fuck is Reggie? And why 

didn’t Evie come with her?  

It’s on her to get help. She has to. 
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Her lungs fill, all fire and pain, like an axe is wedged into her rib bones. 

All she can do is go. 

The car is forced hard into top gear as she hurtles along the narrow track. 

At a sharp bend, not wanting to brake, she loses control, overshoots at speed 

and runs the car down the sharp embankment and comes to a shuddering standstill 

with the bonnet pointing off the road. The quiet is like a death.  

She grips the key and turns it. The engine starts again okay. But she can’t find 

reverse. For a moment she’s blinded by panic, thinks she should get out and run – 

before she realises she can take on the bush and ditch and drives up and down and 

out.  

The underside scrapes and tears. A muffler goes. Something. She doesn’t care. 

It still drives. And the road straightens briefly.  

Some respite. 

At the next bend she’s too cautious, breaks far too hard, and the car fishtails, 

spraying gravel dust. 

It’s deep in the forest and the trees are close, tall, menacing. If she is to die, 

nobody will find her out here. The undergrowth will strangle her; old limbs will fall, 

weight her down into dense dark earth. Nature will conspire without maliciousness to 

hide what’s been done to her, to them all, and this cannot happen. She must live.  

They must be held to account. 
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20 

 

Summer was still promising more heat as it rolled relentlessly on into the new year. 

The nights continued to require fans and the days plenty of shade. It was sensual 

weather but Fin was stuck. Making such a big deal about not making love had 

stopped all Marco’s advances. He was waiting for her and she was terrified of 

mucking it up.  

The tin roof was tinkling like rain, contracting as it cooled, as she lay alone and 

naked under the sheet. On its stand in the corner the fan clicked like it had a crick 

every time it turned from one side to the other pushing warm air around the room, 

becoming more and more irritating. It was an ineffective weapon against the heat, 

and a hopelessly inadequate tool to cool her frustration. Marco had dropped her 

home after dinner at the Greek place with the moussaka dish he liked. No doubt tired 

of being put off, this time he hadn’t even asked if she wanted him to come in.  

She could feel what was happening in her body when she was near him but she 

still needed to control it until she could navigate a way to let go and surrender to 

desire that was safe. With Frank it seemed it had been easier to concede because she 

didn’t like him as much. When she’d told Julia this, she expected her to find her 

explanation one more weird aspect of her personality that needed examination, but 

she hadn’t encouraged an analysis. Sometimes, Julia had told Fin, even people 

without her history feel like that about sex and she’d given one of those annoying 

smiles she made from time to time that infuriated Fin because they implied she 

shouldn’t have to be told.  

She liked Julia. Trusted her completely. But she could from time to time be an 

unattractive know-all. 

‘Stop judging yourself,’ said Evie. ‘So you haven’t fucked him and it’s been – 

what, three weeks?’ 

‘Five weeks.’ 

‘So! There was a time people waited years.’ 

‘But you’d fuck on the second date if you had the chance.’ 

‘You don’t know what I really did. Anyway, lots of people talk about sex as if 

it’s this thing you just do, but I don’t think many people actually feel like that. You 

don’t have to do anything just to please someone. Not even me, don’t forget that. It’s 

your life. You control it, Fin.’ 
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‘Thanks,’ she said, thinking Evie should know how much of a lie that really 

was.  

Overnight without warning the weather turned threatening. Fell into a fevered 

despair. Sun hid in cloud. Shadow swallowed space. Despite the gloom the heat 

failed to abate while a stale wind shuffled in under the door smelling of somewhere 

far away and desolate. Fin stayed the whole day in bed even though it was against 

the living rules she’d made with Julia. No putting her head under the pillow, they’d 

agreed. Always up by nine at the latest. If it was very bad in her head she should 

force herself out of bed and run. Or make an emergency appointment with Julia. This 

was what they had agreed, but today she could not keep her promise.  

When the phone rang she didn’t answer it. Let it ring out time and time again. 

The second night, Evie managed to coax her to eat enough to quell the gnawing 

in her stomach, but she went back to bed before dark after listlessly wandering 

around her house trying to think of something she could do. 

The dog sulked. She put him outside so she didn’t have to put up with his 

expectations of a run.  

Around midday there was a knock at the door, but she wasn’t up to answering 

or seeing him. It could only be him. Outside the dog barked from behind the fence 

and surreptitiously she checked out the window as he thrust his fingers through the 

fence slats to console Cairo. ‘Good boy,’ he said. ‘Good boy.’ 

Fin ducked when he looked her way. God, she was being totally ridiculous now 

but she couldn’t stop. 

‘Get up,’ said Evie. 

‘No.’ 

She heard him walk up to the porch and his shadow told her he stood near the 

front door long after he stopped knocking. Fin wished she could behave like an adult, 

but she couldn’t. She lay on the rug in the hall and watched him slide a note under 

the door. Only when she heard his car leave did she pick it up. Written on the back of 

a shopping docket was Call me, love Marco.  

Sitting against the wall in the hallway she read what he’d bought. Coffee, puff 

pastry, sugar, milk, toilet paper – ordinary items for an ordinary life she didn’t think 

she’d ever have. Before she knew it her fingers had carefully ripped the docket into a 

long thread and she hung it like a sad decoration on the door handle.  

At the back door Cairo whined. She let him in. He lay on the bed with her. One 

more rule broken. 
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Evie let her alone till dark before she harassed her to get up. 

‘Okay, okay,’ she said, knowing the nagging would never end once it started. 

She reheated chicken soup and added chopped spinach picked from her garden. 

Breaking more rules, she fed Cairo from her bowl. Bit by bit. 

‘Are you going to act like a child all night?’ asked Evie. 

To shut her up Fin turned on the TV. Like the radio, she had it for company.  

On the news program refugees floated into Australian waters. Twenty-seven people 

in a leaky boat so small it seemed impossible it could be in the ocean. The 

newsreader announced they were South Vietnamese refugees. A border official, a 

white giant in comparison, held out his tanned hand to the child-size boatpeople who 

were bug-eyed and rake-thin from long hunger. For a moment it seemed they were 

too afraid to take it. No, she was wrong. They thought he was another torment. A 

ghost from the watery empty underworld they’d been drifting in, where only 

memories and ghosts resided, for life and hope were long gone. 

There was a bushfire in South Australia. In Exmouth, a drug bust on a yacht 

coming in from Indonesia caught by the USA radar watch station with seven kilos of 

heroin in the bilge tanks. The police minister said, ‘All those protestors against the 

joint facility bases should pack up and go home. The USA is protecting our shores 

from every type of scourge.’ Fin noted how he spoke of the country as shared and it 

made her prickle with anger. Politicians only ever did that if it was to their 

advantage. Normally, poor people, black people, were excluded. It’s an egalitarian 

country, her dad was fond of saying, but only for some.  

A bridge had collapsed in a place whose name the newsreader could not 

pronounce – Chittur-Thathamangalam. Over ten were confirmed dead in a cyclone in 

Florida and more missing. A story about a little girl with brain cancer dying three 

days short of her sixth birthday ran next. Her weeping mother paid tribute to her 

brave angel. Fin could not bear it another minute and turned off the TV with 

unnecessary force.  

‘Look,’ said Evie, ‘there’s plenty of bad stuff in this world. But you’re lucky 

enough to be in it. Don’t torture yourself.’ 

Fin looked at the picture of Reggie she had on the windowsill. Grand Final 

day, 6th September 1975. He looked amazing. In his face he saw the future and it 

was bright. So he was wrong. You never knew what was coming. It was important to 

live in the present. 
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The next morning Fin rose early and went running along the foreshore, the sea 

a calm strip of blue edging, unfurling as she ran. Cairo ecstatic with his change in 

circumstances but cautious not to displease her ran like a well-schooled dog at her 

heels.  

I’m alive, Fin told herself. Lucky me. At first it was difficult. Her mind wanted 

to busy itself so she pushed her body harder to slow it down. After ten kilometres she 

was no longer thinking. Being in her body, moving and breathing as she ran was 

enough. Julia would call it getting grounded and be pleased. Fin was not going to 

bother with a name. She’d hang on to the feeling instead. 

Happily knackered she leant on her gate while she got her breath back. Her eye 

caught on her full letterbox and she rifled through the small metal box on its wonky 

stand that nothing except junk and bills was normally in. She found a postcard. It had 

a picture of Bondi beach on the front. A long curve of white and blue and the famous 

bathing pavilion like a wedding cake on its edge. She could just make out one of the 

two swimming baths. She turned it over. Pete’s looping hand.  

 

All good on the east coast. Not as much work as I’d hoped 

for. Looking for something good. Some talk of a feature, shot 

back your way. Stella and me have our fingers crossed. Hope 

you’re all good, beating down producers keen to work with 

you. xxoo 

 

Hope bubbled madly inside her and to manage the manic sense of elation she 

felt at the thought of his return she cleared the junk out of the box that had been 

steadily piling up. At the bottom under the advertising leaflets she found another 

older postcard. How long it had been there she couldn’t know. The date stamp had 

faded and the once glossy picture of a black swan was tatty and bubbled by weather. 

She turned it over with a little lurch of apprehension. Who else would write to her, 

except her mum and dad - and over the years there’d been very few letters since they 

had stopped the court action where every document needed a signature. Once, when 

bushfires stopped them coming up, there had been a birthday card, with some money 

inside. In her hand was a postcard signed, Taylor Butler, of Unsinkable Productions. 

This was the only production company in the state with serious capital and a 

significant contender in the small Australian scene. Taylor ran it in partnership with 

her husband, Digby Burton or Burdon, she wasn’t quite sure what it was. Unsinkable 
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Productions had produced Red Night and Play on Tenth, both directed by Taylor. 

Harvest, their last, co-directed with an American, Ted Knowles, had been widely 

slammed and had only a limited distribution.  

What on earth did Taylor have to say to her?  

Saw Ghosts in Singapore. Can’t wait to see what you do next. Big congrats. TB 

It was so unexpected she hardly knew what to do with the excitement it 

brought up. 

Fin proudly put both postcards on the mantelpiece above the old gas fire, next 

to the picture of the Batavia she had bought from the museum to remind her to keep 

focused on her project. In fact, bolstered, she thought she might do some work on it 

today. Cairo nudged her leg. She toyed with his ears. 

‘So,’ Evie asked, ‘back on track?’ 

‘Back on track,’ she said, scooping the dry food for the dog into his bowl. 
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21 

 

Before she lost her nerve, she rang Marco and told him she’d been sick. Sorry, she 

would have answered the door the other day but she didn’t want to give him the flu 

too. The lie was easy and he didn’t question her, for which she was grateful, and 

although she suspected he had enough of an antenna to know it was an excuse, she 

was glad she didn’t have to make good on the deal she’d made with Evie to tell him 

the truth if he queried her.  

On the Friday a day later he picked her up and took her to see a film at the 

outdoor cinema. The deckchairs were nice and low-strung. She enjoyed almost lying 

down, with her feet on the picnic basket he’d brought. The place was much cooler 

than the built area of the university they had walked through. The chairs set on a 

stretch of grass had big pines surrounding the area. Through the needle-leaves the 

wind made a constant reassuring sound like sea washing on a shore.  

External ambience, they’d agreed on the way home, had made up for the 

movie’s shortcomings.  

As they took the main highway home, Fin chatted a lot, anxious, excited and 

nervous. She wasn’t sure which was the strongest feeling. They tumbled about in her. 

She was excruciatingly aware of Marco’s body so near her own. She could feel the 

heat it radiated and the smell of his coconut oil was tonight more discernible. When 

they reached her house he pulled up on the road, with his wheels just off the kerb. 

Trained, he didn’t even turn off his engine. When she invited him in, he hesitated. 

‘You sure?’ he asked cautiously, turning off the engine but remaining sitting 

behind the wheel. She gave his hand a squeeze. 

‘Yes.’ She got out without looking back. She had to play this like a hand-held, 

long continuous shot. If she tried to move POV she’d never make it. 

The key turned in the door and it clicked open, squeaking as it always did. She 

tried not to give in to a sudden fit of nervous laugher. Cairo barked from where he 

lay curled on his day bed at the end of the passage, but seeing who it was didn’t 

bother to get up. 

In the doorway, Marco’s body close by suddenly felt weighty and she stumbled 

as if he’d pushed her, which he had not. Somehow they were both in the hall, the 

overhead light switched on, the door closed, all in a series of actions automatically 

done, and were standing next to the narrow table where a handful of sunflowers 
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she’d picked days before drooped their heavy yellow heads, hiding their black faces. 

Marco inserted an inquiring finger into the top of the vase. 

‘Water,’ he said, ‘they’re out.’ And as if he had some sort of authority to care 

for her things he picked the vase up and strode to the kitchen as she followed, turning 

the old calcified tap on with none of the effort it took her, and filled the large vase 

with its blue picture of a Dutch windmill, a cheap copy of a famous painting, until 

water flooded over the top. 

‘From the train line,’ he said. She was pleased he must have noticed them that 

first day they met. It was a good sign. She had been regularly clambering through a 

cut in the wire fence to pick them with her tool. Despite being a thief, she always cut 

carefully at junctures of new growth so they’d be encouraged to flower more. 

‘That should do it,’ he said, still holding the vase as if undecided if he should 

put it back where it had been or just on the kitchen table or give it to her. She would 

have taken them from him but she felt too shy, like she was receiving a proposal of 

some kind. Instead she put a finger up to the black centre of the closest sunflower 

and felt the tiny seeds still closed tight in their husks, despite their deprivation, 

reluctant to give up a hold on life. Yellow petals softer than tissues fanned out 

mimicking the sun they took their name from.  

Marco was closely observing her, his gaze like heat on her face, and she stared 

up at him like she sometimes dared herself to do to the sun. She felt drowsy with heat 

and heavy-limbed. He put the flowers down on the table, pushing aside her Batavia 

notes, which were scattered about, and reached up, about to touch her face. 

‘Tea?’ she asked, stepping out of reach. Don’t be so stupid, Evie told her; 

you’re not a little girl.  

Fin busied herself with the kettle and focused on calming down, slowing her 

pulse like when she was freediving to expend as little energy as possible to make the 

air last. Asking him to stay, getting to the kitchen, had been like descending and now 

it was like she was on her way up in the seconds before surfacing, where time 

stretched and contracted in the same moment before a patchy light penetrated. When 

the faint face of day came peering at her it took enormous will not to propel herself 

upwards forcefully, not to flick her flipper too sharply and race for the fresh air and 

open-mouthed breath. 

Automatically, she poured the boiled water into the pot from the singing kettle. 

‘Ginger, milk, sugar?’ 

‘Just black.’ 
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Snared in Fin’s throat were other things she’d like to say but couldn’t. Instead, 

she exhaled very slowly and took her attention out to the red fringe on the blind, the 

window, the pink-barked gum tree with the half-built nest in its fork, before inhaling 

and bringing her gaze in to the cold tap that formed a drip that swelled into a tear-

drop shape then plopped with more splash and noise than one small drop of water 

should have. 

She passed his tea and kept her fingers from brushing his, turning to the sink 

like the dishes needed doing, wishing she could push her last attempts at intimacy 

out of her mind. Why hadn’t she just slept with him that first night, stopped this 

being such a big deal? It might have been easier but it wouldn’t have been better, 

necessarily. At least this way she was consciously making a choice, doing what Julia 

had told her so many times, to take control of her own body, to only ever offer it to 

someone when she wanted and never simply to satisfy anyone else’s expectations. It 

was scary, Julia said, to be conscious of the choices one made, but a vital skill.  

Fin sat down right next to Marco so their shoulders were brushing. She was 

sure what she wanted but it didn’t stop her being scared and excited at the prospect 

of directing this turning point in their relationship.  

She hadn’t even begun to drink her tea when Marco put his cup next to hers 

and turned to look at her, smiling in his easy warm way. She shifted sideways on her 

chair, even closer, until their rib bones knitted up against each other. Arms reached 

out allowing hands to find necks. Fingers slid down indented napes. When she rested 

her head over his heart she could hear it beating. 

Their hands moved deliberately as if they’d been in rehearsal for this 

performance their whole life. Fin’s body was for the first time more hers and less 

hers than it had ever been as they moved like a strange creature, part limpet, part 

crab, slipping off their clothes up the hallway in a strange, slow scuttling to her 

room.  

She gave her body to Marco and he found places in her that gave her such 

pleasure she thought she was in danger of melting into a soft light that came from a 

source she had never entered before. When it was ended it was like surfacing from 

the deepest dive and on their skin she swore a million bubbles of spent air beaded 

their limbs. Her fingers lightly scooped them up and she blew them off her palm 

where they danced like motes and out the open window. 
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22 

 

She rested her head on him, cupping her ear to his diaphragm and heard his body go 

about its business directed by the mechanics of its organs. His heart beat unevenly; 

every fourth beat did a quick step, like it was running to catch up, which she was not 

sure whether she should worry about. She closed her eyes and her fingers, unwilling 

to let him go, played out a tracing game up and down his spine.  

‘It was very sweet,’ he said, sleepily. 

She wasn’t sure what to say. A miracle; she thought how easy and lovely it had 

been to have their two bodies connected as if they were one, after all her fears. 

In the satisfied half-asleep state they were in, his finger, which had been 

tracing her cheeks and nose, played its way into the small deep scar on her forehead 

and Fin tried not to tense. 

‘What’s the scar?’ he asked. 

She had been wondering when he’d ask. She thought he might have enquired 

about the one on her shoulder before but he hadn’t despite seeing her in her bathers 

at least a dozen times when it was in full view. She’d told herself she’d tell him the 

truth if he ever asked, yet now the moment had arrived she found it was not the right 

time at all. It would stop things being perfect. Later, she promised herself, she’d tell 

him later. As soon as she felt it was a good time.  

‘I had an accident falling off a swing when I was a kid. The metal corner came 

into my head when I fell.’ 

The trick to lying was to embed the truth in it. She’d been younger. It was a 

metal corner; it did come into her head. Though she knew the way he would put 

together these details and come up with an image would be far from accurate.  

‘Poor thing,’ he said. ‘And this?’ His hand stroked over the deep scar that cut 

from in front of her pectoral muscle over her shoulder and collarbones to her back. ‘I 

was thinking you might have had a crash? My friend had a scar like this when he 

came off a pushy. He would tell people it was shark bite.’ 

Fin laughed. ‘I use that too,’ she said, amazed and pleased he was using his 

own experience to strengthen her story. She was so confident he believed her she 

didn’t even avoid looking at him. This lie she’d told a thousand times and she almost 

believed it herself. Unlike the scar on her face, it was more dramatic. It was clear the 

injury had been severe, the car deep. Its edges ragged. All sorts of people asked 
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about it – especially salespeople when she was trying on clothes. It shocked them, 

she supposed.  

‘Actually, a log jumped up when I was chopping wood. Lucky it missed my 

face when I turned.’ 

‘Yes,’ he said. ‘Very lucky.’ 

He ran his hand onto her bum and gently encouraged her to settle on top of 

him. 

  

*** 

 

Later, in the dark, Fin sat on the toilet as a part of him fell from her. 

She knew she should tell him the truth. Pete would expect her to tell at some 

point even though he would not say it. He was not into secrets. He thought it was 

how bad acts could be perpetuated. Like taking kids from mothers and not telling 

them who they were or that their people were alive. Or those bad priests who told 

little boys not to speak of what they did. While he himself didn’t like to keep secrets 

he respected her right to keep hers. Though he definitely would not approve of her 

lying. People have a right to choose, he liked to say, based on the facts, not half-

truths.  

She tussled with the idea a long while as she sat on the toilet and even wrote 

herself some mental notes for a script. When she got up she had decided to do 

nothing. Not because it was the best choice, but the easiest. She knew how to stay 

silent much better and anyhow was used to the safety this strategy of locking down 

the past had provided her with. Changing at this point seemed too difficult a 

transition. Soon, she told herself, if things worked out. She’d tell him. 
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23 

 

Despite her initial fear that the first night together had been a beautiful fluke and it 

could not last, getting on so well with someone and having sex, the relationship did 

seem to be working out. More quickly than Fin would have imagined, in a few weeks 

she’d adapted to a life where Marco was very much a part.  

One day he was reaching up to put on a shirt when she noticed something odd. 

‘Hey,’ she said, getting up and running her hand up and down the bones of his 

ribs. 

‘Have you lost a rib, or two, in this corner?’ She was mostly curious about 

how, given she thought of herself as observant, she had missed this now very 

obvious detail.  

‘Mm,’ he said. ‘Part thereof – yes.’ 

‘What happened?’ 

She saw the flicker in his eyes – the will I, won’t I? – and chose to look away. 

‘It was a boating accident. A long time ago.’ 

She muttered poor thing and kissed him so he wouldn’t have to add to the lie 

she was certain it was. She had a secret; he could have his. They were even. 

She didn’t keep him or the relationship a secret from her parents but in her 

weekly Sunday night conversations with her parents she talked of him too much, 

though she tried not to. 

Fin had pulled the phone near the back door to watch the dusk fall while she 

spoke to her mum. Cheeky honeyeaters were washing in the spray of the sprinkler 

she had on in the garden, fluffing their feathers. Not that she’d mention it. Her mum 

had a set against these birds, blaming their aggressive invasion and declining 

numbers of local species on the new trend for native gardens – which, she liked to 

scoff, were as native as her. Bloody weeds from NSW, she complained, as she 

walked around Fin’s neighbourhood.  

She was half listening to her mum’s story about some new store in town she 

didn’t like. It had health food in packets!  

‘Whoever thinks plastic is healthy needs their head read.’ 

Fin smiled. Her mum’s feisty nature was a joy to her. And it was an 

inspiration, how unafraid she was of what people might think of her outspoken 
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views. Though it wasn’t always comfortable, she’d rather have it rattle her 

occasionally than not have it at all. 

‘And what’s happening for you?’ her mum asked, finishing her rant against the 

shop she had renamed The Poxy Shop. Fin smiled; whatever else she may or may not 

be, her mum didn’t like to hog the time talking. Conversation, she had told Fin, was 

an exchange. Listening, as important as talking.  

‘Not much.’ 

‘Must be something.’ 

There wasn’t really. She began to update her on the Batavia project though 

there wasn’t much to say there. It had somewhat stalled. The doco on political 

activists was in the same boat. Really, she’d done very little serious work since 

things had been going so well with Marco. While her mum listened as she always 

did, without showing her hand, she finally asked what was she doing with her time if 

not working? 

Fin laughed. She could hardly tell her mum how she was passing the time at 

the moment. 

 ‘Hanging about.’ 

Her mum’s tone got serious. ‘Work matters,’ she said. ‘It’s kind of defining. 

For you perhaps especially.’ 

Fin knew what she was right but it was hardly Marco’s fault she was less rigid 

with her days than she had been in the past. 

When her mum suggested she come up to town and meet him, Fin wasn’t 

surprised, Evie already having pessimistically predicted this would happen.  

‘I’ll come on Saturday,’ she said. 

‘No, Mum,’ Fin said, ‘it’s okay. You don’t have to rush up.’ 

‘No, Fin,’ she said, ‘it might be okay for you but I need to meet this man who’s 

consuming your time.’ 

‘He’s not consuming my time. Don’t make it sound bad. He makes me happy.’ 

‘This man who makes my daughter so happy,’ she corrected. 

‘Don’t bring Dad,’ Fin said. ‘It will look weird. Like you’re checking him out.’ 

‘It will look weird if I don’t bring him,’ she said, clearly unmoved by Fin’s 

objection. ‘Lunch?’ 

It wasn’t really a question. Fin knew she couldn’t win. In a way, not that she’d 

admit it to Evie, she was glad. Her parents would see if there was something she 

missed. Some flaw that wasn’t obvious to her in him. 
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‘Sure, come for late lunch. I’ll make spinach pie.’ 

‘I’ll bring rhubarb tart.’ 

They didn’t have to say the family joke to both be thinking it – dark and 

stringy, like Fin’s dad.  

‘God,’ said Evie, sulking, ‘you could have tried harder to stop them.’ 

‘No, I couldn’t, you know Mum.’ 

‘I do. I think it’s best I make myself scarce.’ 

‘If that’s what suits you.’ 

‘You know it suits you all. The holy trinity and Evie the devil.’ 

‘Oh, come on. You’re being ridiculous.’ 

 

*** 

 

Saturday was a sunny day, though Fin knew that wasn’t the sign the lunch would go 

well. It was still summer and sunshine was to be expected. The good sign was when 

she woke up and felt a strange feeling in her stomach. It was excitement, with only a 

small ruffle of fear. The three people she liked the most in the world would meet 

today and hopefully they’d all get on. They would. She had to be positive.  

Fin made three pies. She only needed two to divide between them but three 

was more luck, while Evie tried to gouge her, going on and on about how her parents 

wouldn’t like him. She put on a record to drown her out but still Evie didn’t shut up, 

so she went for a walk to calm down and to pick flowers.  

Fin wasn’t happy she had to take this kind of defensive step but Cairo was glad 

to be out. She found a generous spray of sea daisies in the next street, some lilies at 

the council grounds, sunflowers from down the railway line, and a few mauve roses 

she pinched from up at number 9.  

The record was crunching its way round and round the edge statically when she 

got home. Feeling a bit calmer, she changed it for the smoother sounds of Nina 

Simone as she arranged the flowers in a glass jar for a centrepiece hoping Marco 

would notice the reference to their first night.  

‘Oh, very middle class,’ said Evie, popping up. ‘Your mum will approve with 

the social climbing.’ 

She was rude. Unfair. Fin turned the volume up higher and moved the flowers 

to the sideboard. She didn’t have the energy right now to deal with Evie; she’d hoped 

she might have gone – though she did know why she hung around: she was jealous. 
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Her job was not to react. She’d be kind. Compassionate. That’s what Julia had told 

her would work best with this mood of Evie’s. She’s tough, Julia said, but she can be 

unforgiving. So don’t take it. Flatten her nasty ways with acceptance and don’t react 

negatively. Not that Julia had ever been persuaded Evie was Evie. She treated her as 

a part of Fin, an aspect of her personality she wouldn’t accept responsibility for. 

Marco arrived first in his best clean T-shirt with No Mining at Noonkanbah 

plastered across the front.  

‘They’ll like it,’ Fin said. ‘Shows you’re a troublemaker, their kind of person.’ 

‘Are you making a joke?’ 

‘No.’ 

‘Sometimes I don’t get you.’ 

Fin thought about that, for perhaps longer than she was expected to, because he 

patted her arm and said, ‘Don’t worry.’ 

‘I’m just thinking,’ she said.’ Sometimes I don’t get me too.’ 

‘Come here,’ he said, and kissed her, then pulled her into his chest, his arms 

tight around her, his hands firm on her back so she couldn’t escape his embrace. 

‘I feel like I’m in a cocoon,’ she said, not liking the sensation. ‘Stop it.’ 

He let go straightaway and they stood apart, both a little flustered. She rubbed 

at her arms as if she’d been damaged. 

‘Are you nervous?’ she asked. ‘I am.’ 

‘Terrified.’ 

He wasn’t really joking. She saw in his eyes, how they danced about, unsettled 

like hers would be when she was scared. 

‘They’ll like you,’ she said. ‘I’m about ninety per cent sure.’ 

He laughed. ‘Not a hundred.’ 

‘No.’  

‘I’m not even sure about that,’ whispered Evie, finally disappearing, as a firm 

knock at the door sounded 

‘Hi,’ Fin said, opening the door. Her parents stood posed on the verandah like 

they needed inviting. ‘Come in, come in.’ 

Her dad shook Marco’s hand while Fin looked carefully for some reaction. He 

didn’t seem surprised Marco was white. She hoped he could feel out the roughness 

of Marco’s hand and recognise he too was a man of hard work as they shook for 

what might have been longer than men normally did. Fin wasn’t sure.  
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They were squeezed together inside the little hall in a funny kind of square and 

she wasn’t used to this sort of bottleneck or how she should clear it. 

‘Good drive?’ she asked. 

‘Fine.’ 

Her dad broke the formation first, coming forward to make a triangle, ruffling 

her hair in a way that she’d only put up with from him. 

‘Still a little cocky, I see.’ 

‘I like it.’ 

‘So do I,’ he said. ‘You got lunch ready? Is that the famous Finny Spinny Pie I 

can smell?’ 

Fin laughed. It was like being ten, an age that had been all good.  

‘Sure is,’ she said, as her dad gave her a kiss on her cheek and a squeeze as he 

went ahead to the kitchen. 

Her parents sat at the garden table showing the visitor side of themselves. They 

were interested in everything Fin and Marco had to say and listened to their talk of 

the coast, the things they’d been doing. Even the smallest stories attracted questions. 

It was an interview of sorts, Fin saw, and it was only after some time, after the story 

of the white rabbit on the golf course Marco had caught and brought over, only to 

have her make him take it back, which they’d found quite funny, that her parents 

relaxed enough to do some of the talking. Her dad told some stories of the work-dog 

Ned’s latest escapades. Last week he’d bailed old Tabby on the tank the whole day 

while they were out, and the cat was limp and dehydrated when they eventually came 

home. Ned, victorious, was wagging his tail in pleasure and disappointed he wasn’t 

rewarded with a treat. This was not new – the war with the cat had been going on for 

as long as Fin could remember. 
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24 

 

Later, out the window, Fin watched her dad and Marco laughing about something. 

‘He’s lovely,’ said her mum, leaning on the sink, playing with her tea towel 

along the ceramic sides. ‘Not too young.’ 

‘Not too old,’ Fin said, with a smile. ‘Not a father thing.’ 

‘Though not unlike.’ 

‘That’s good, isn’t it, that he’s a good man?’ she asked.  

‘Of course it is.’ 

Fin was about to go back out when her mum spoke again.  

‘He’s a friend of Pete’s?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘But Pete never brought him down. They aren’t that close, then?’  

‘Yeah, they are.’ 

Fin knew her mum expected an explanation from the composed way she 

looked at her with a steadiness to her gaze, patiently waiting for an answer with her 

eyebrows slightly raised. Totally forced cool. 

Uneasily, Fin made an attempt to satisfy her. ‘They went to school together, 

then he went away.’ 

‘What did he do? Was he in a monastery or somewhere like that where he 

couldn’t see Pete?’ 

Fin didn’t answer but twisted the tea towel on the rack.  

‘If they are close, it’s sort of strange, isn’t it, that Pete never introduced him? 

He brought Stella down in the very beginning of their relationship.’ 

Fin felt herself prickle with fear and annoyance. Her mum was going to ruin 

the day if she insisted on being pigheaded about this.  

‘Ask him yourself if you feel like being a cop.’ 

‘That’s a bit below the belt,’ her mum said. 

 

*** 

 

Fin’s skin tightened with the effort of containing the rush of anger she felt surge 

through her. Her mum’s comment hit a nerve, that was all. She should have known 

more about Marco. Pete was right, secrets just led to trouble. 
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‘I didn’t ask for his history and he didn’t ask for mine,’ she said, biting her lip, 

the pain a small relief. 

‘I didn’t mean you need a history,’ her mum said. 

‘Don’t back down, it’s not like you at all.’ Fin struggled to stop her lip from 

quivering. This was stupid. The day was going to be ruined. Evie would be happy, 

she thought angrily, making a greater effort to pull herself together. 

Her mum worried at the dishcloth, folding and refolding it. 

‘Sorry, I didn’t know there was a nerve to touch. I was just curious. It’s no big 

deal. Lots of people have pasts they don’t talk of.’ If her smile was an attempt at 

realigning things between them, it failed. 

Fin went to the toilet to get some space and privacy. She had two choices: she 

could go out the back now and ask where he was when he was away, or else she 

packed up her doubts this instant into a tougher, secure place so she could get 

through the day. Tomorrow she’d take action. Dig it in deeper or let it out, but she 

couldn’t let the idea gain any air now because it was toxic.  

She counted the triangles in the pattern of pressed tin that lined the walls and 

kept breathing calmly and deeply till she was ready. 

To test how well she had done back in the kitchen she hugged her mum who 

was also struggling to contain her emotions, decorating the tart with a fierce and 

unnecessary attention, a task she could do with her eyes shut. Fin put her hands at her 

mum’s waist, her head to rest on her shoulder.  

‘Don’t worry so much. Everything is fine. I’m happy.’ 

‘You look it,’ she said, turning and cupping her daughter’s face in her hands, 

planting a kiss on her forehead. ‘Good. You deserve to be happy.’ 

‘Deserve!’ said Evie cynically, her timing as ever immaculately placed to 

unsettle her. ‘If she believes in deserving happiness, perhaps she believes in 

deserving pain.’ 

When her parents called it a day late in the afternoon she encouraged Marco to 

leave at the same time. He must have thought she wanted to create some sort of 

impression of propriety when she made it clear she wanted him to go too, because he 

made a point of leaving like he never expected to stay on. Fin closed the door with 

relief, her back on its glossy white surface, which was reassuringly solid and cool to 

the touch. It was tempting to take to her bed and to take a sleeping pill or two to try 

and blot out the unsettling fact her mum had raised. She was right, she didn’t know 
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where Marco had been. She’d taken him on a recommendation from Pete and if she 

read her mum right, that shouldn’t be enough. 

‘But maybe,’ said Evie,’ it’s not for your mum to decide.’ 

‘Well it’s certainly not for you,’ she said, stripping off her clothes and 

changing into her running gear, knowing if she lay down Evie would get in her ear. 

Fin tightly laced the new runners she was wearing in, and left by the back door. 

Her expensive, week-old sneakers absorbed the shock of the concrete, as well 

as, the salesman had promised, making the going easier as she ran the back way 

down to the railway and then up through the rose gardens in the civic centre to the 

coast. She pounded more lightly and faster along the pavement than usual, the tool 

pulling down her shorts pocket. One day, she thought, she’d be able to leave home 

without it, but it wasn’t today.  

 

*** 

 

It was good to get out and she pushed herself hard, down to the wet, packed sand of 

the beach, up towards the dune country. She quickly found her gait on the more 

difficult surface, with her breath coming easily. When the incoming tide started to 

impede her progress around the rocks, she bounded up their steep, grey sides and 

back onto the new shore path. It was okay, the view from higher up. She liked the 

ocean at her side and to be running as rhythmically, it seemed, as the constant slip of 

waves. Not once did she let her gaze drift right, to the palaces of glass and stone that 

paraded along the ocean road.  

Cairo had not paid attention and she had to wait for him as he backtracked and 

up the steps to join her. She threatened a lead if he didn’t stay close and he seemed to 

understand. 

Fin had the energy to run on where the coast road ended in a car park but she 

stopped. Part of the extensive safety agreements she’d made about living alone had 

been to acquiesce to her parents’ wishes to never venture further up the coast where 

the rolling sand dunes tumbled right down to the sea, unimpeded by any housing or 

bitumen, only straggly bush holding their undulating forms in place. The dunes were 

pocked with discreet valleys where her parents feared she might come to harm. Fin 

tried to take her time turning around, to slow herself against the impulse to flee – and 

failed as she had every other time. She ran quickly back out of the car park, slowing 

only when she was back on the path.  
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*** 

 

Showered and in her pyjamas she sat cross-legged on the floor and played with a 

pen. In front of her a glass of water and a notepad rested on the small table her 

parents had made her out of old fence posts they’d milled and recycled. She 

considered her options about asking Marco where he had been until recently. She 

wrote the options down. 

Ask him where he had been? 

 Consequence – find out. And have to tell him about own past.  

  Might have to split up. 

 Advantage – acting like adult (disadvantage – adultness might be  

  overrated – said by Evie). 

Ask Pete again? 

 Consequence – Pete gets cranky. Tells Marco I was snooping. 

  Might have to split up. 

 Advantage – honest (disadvantage – honesty only a virtue in fairy tales  

  – said by Evie). 

Forget it? 

 Consequence – no issue to discuss. 

 Advantage – excellent at this strategy. Don’t have to talk about my past  

  if he wants to explore aspects of it (disadvantage – shows  

  how cowardly you are – said by Evie).  
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25 

 

In her efforts to regain a balance she threw herself into her research on the Batavia. 

Going back to the museum. Setting up an interview with one of the marine biologists 

who’d worked on the excavation of the wreck. Dr Simon, far chattier and more 

helpful than she’d expected. In the meantime, a representative from the Billington 

Bomber’s people called a few times, interrupting her, to tell her BB (as they called 

him) was weighing her request with all the others from interested parties. The 

woman always spoke of him with reverence and awe, which Fin found a little 

nauseating. A leader who needed his supporters to be so ingratiated was to her 

suspicious. He sounded more an egotist than an environmentalist and her response 

was to tell the woman – on the third time she called – that they could take their time 

and only ring again when they’d decided, because she had plenty to keep her busy. 

  

*** 

 

She spent a good deal of time getting together the facts on the wreck of the Batavia, 

and having written them on cards she taped them around her workroom. Each was in 

point form, easy to read, in chronological order, at eye level around the pin boards 

that lined the walls.  

 

• The Batavia’s skipper was Jacobsz, the commander Pelsaert. 

• On board was a Predicant (the preacher) who had accepted a posting 

to Batavia, his wife and seven children, plus a maid. 

• A beautiful woman called Lucretia sailing to meet her husband in 

Batavia. Her children dead. 

• The upper merchant, a man called Cornelius, who was an apothecary, 

had killed a child, lost his wife, and was a last-minute sign-on to the crew. 

• A mutiny was planned to take place on the ship, led by Jacobsz and 

Cornelius. 

• Lucretia was molested, Pelsaert had a reputation as a punitive 

commander and an excessive punishment of any alleged culprits was meant to 

trigger a revolt. He did not bring any charges in response to Lucretia’s 

complaint. 
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•  The Batavia ran aground at the Abrolhos on 4 June 1629, possibly 

because it was travelling faster than the crew thought. 

• Stores were lost, as were lives. Of the approximately 325 people on 

board about 40 died as a direct result of the wrecking. Most, it can be assumed, 

through drowning. 

• THERE WAS NO WATER AND LITTLE FOOD. The islands 

provided no shelter and little foliage. 

• Most goods were landed on an island where the commander and the 

skipper were based. 

• The bulk of survivors landed on another island. 

• The commander decided to take a yawl and 47 people to look for 

water and the captain in charge. No attempt on the commander’s life was 

made.  

•  It took 33 days to reach Batavia.  

• Pelsaert ordered to return to the islands on the Sardam.  

• It took nearly double the time to get back (because the position was 

logged incorrectly on leaving). 

 

Fin found some facts overwhelmingly unbelievable. Like, what leader leaves a 

shipwreck? What cleverness makes such navigation in an overcrowded boat 

possible? Self-preservation must surely have had something to do with their luck. 

While she knew all about that, she didn’t want to have to remember just how single-

minded a person could be if their life was in danger.  

‘That’s not even the story,’ Evie said. ‘That’s just the bones of the backstory.’  

‘You’ve got to start somewhere. You’ve got to know what happened before, to 

understand what comes next.’ 

‘Really, you think knowing what was happening to you before what happened 

would be a big help? We had no idea.’ 

Fin felt a certain kind of fury coming up in her, one she only had for Evie when 

she was invasive and malicious. She was not being honest either. She hated seeing in 

Evie what her mum saw. A dangerous recklessness and a refusal to reflect on her 

own bad choices. Fin stormed out of the house and stood outside, breathing deeply, 

staring at the sun. Closed her eyes and tried to forget the conflict and found she 

couldn’t. It leaked in her like a toxic substance and all the while she knew Evie was 

watching her to see how she dealt with the past. How much of the story came up.  
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Fin remembered her dress. Her mum’s kiss on her cheek. The squeeze of her 

dad’s hand on her upper arm. The happiness they felt on that perfect early summer’s 

night as she got in Reggie’s Ford and headed out to the party. Before they picked up 

Evie. Before everything went wrong.  

To escape she rode her bike to Marco’s. His ute was home but she didn’t go up 

the driveway, let alone knock on the door. She sat in the scrub out of sight, her heart 

banging in her chest and her breath short. She did emergency breathing while she 

wondered what she was doing running to him so impulsively. You couldn’t expect 

someone else to save you from yourself. It was a mad idea.  

A small insect found her. It circled, making a low-pitched hum. Its body was 

no bigger than her fingernail and it went about its business of inspecting her, landing 

from time to time and using antennas, or its legs – too small to see, to feel her out. 

Apparently, insects didn’t have brains or imaginations. It was why they were so 

brave taking on someone a billion times bigger.  

Fin checked no-one was about and pushed her bike down through the scrub for 

a hundred metres or so, feeling like a failed commando because the cover was thin 

and her crouch somewhat pathetic. She’d die if Marco happened to see her. When 

she took to the road she felt it best to belt away at top speed.  

It was only after she’d gone a fair way she realised she’d lost her tool. 

Panicking, she turned at a furious pace back the way she had come. She was going so 

fast, certain the tool had been dropped when she sat in the bush, that she nearly 

missed it, overshooting the spot where it had fallen on the road. Relieved, she 

snatched it up, grazing her fingers in her haste, clipping it to her belt without delay, 

wondering as she did why she had given in to the vanity of trying to hide it in her 

pocket.  

She needed protection. There was no point pretending she didn’t. When she 

reached home, Fin looked for Panadol but knew it wouldn’t help. She put the packet 

back. She needed a proper break. A sleep. Julia said there was no harm in using her 

white tablets from time to time to give her a rest, so she took one knowing it would 

have her asleep in minutes. 

She lay on her bed and focused on a patch of ceiling while her head throbbed, 

the muscles of her neck twitching. Fin did not see or feel sleep creep up on her. It 

was only when she woke in the dark that she knew she had been granted the break 

she had looked for. Her headache was gone and her resolve formed. 
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She wouldn’t let her women from the wreck go, not when she had just begun to 

get a sense of who they were. They were the beginning of suffering on these shores. 

She and Evie were just part of the ongoing story. Writing about the past this way 

might be the only way to get to the end. And perhaps it was an ending Evie really 

feared. 
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26 

 

Seraphina drives. The pain gives her something to fight and keeps her alert. She has 

endurance, stamina in spades. She pretends she’s out in deep ocean, paddling to 

survive. But it’s worse than out at sea when the swell is running high, and harder to 

keep to a mark. She’s starting to tire and not sure she’s on the right path, afraid she 

might pass out, when she senses the forest retreating and hope raises a welcome face. 

Tree lines shrink, space opens and flat, fenced paddocks take shape, signalling 

civilisation is in reach. The highway appears like a lifeline up ahead. 

Blood cakes on her shoulder, down her arm, no longer sticky but congealed 

and stiff. Pain moves in leaps and bounds through her defences of desperation and 

shock. She clenches her jaw, tightens her grip on the wheel and presses on, 

accelerator flat to the floor. 

The road is no main highway. It’s pretty narrow and almost empty at this time 

of night. Only two cars pass in the opposite direction as thirty kilometres go by. 

When lights appear behind she panics, her first reaction to ditch the car on the side of 

the road, but she drives on, slowing, unconsciously giving up. The vehicle gains on 

her quickly. Her bowels go loose with fear. Shit pools on the vinyl seat in a stinky 

mess under her bare behind. She’s shaking, hardly able to keep driving: slowing, 

slowing, and slowing. She starts to pray, pleads with a God she’s never thought of as 

very useful before. One last look back. The lights are high, drilling above her head. 

It’s a truck. The Tip-Top Bread van driver blares his horn, glides past without a 

sideways glance, and she moans with relief and disbelief. 

It’s a little after 4am when Seraphina turns into the driveway. The horses look 

at her as she passes like she’d better have a good reason for disturbing them. She 

stops short of the house’s verandah in the light her parents have left on. The one she 

turns off so they’ll know she is home. 

The car engine runs noisily, intruding into the silence of the night. 

Ned strains on his chain and barks like he’d like to bring the house down. 

Her parents come out the front door in their dressing gowns, their faces still 

sleepy. They squint against the headlights and wait, watching expectantly before 

hurrying, every step that bit faster till they are running, their fear unrestrained. 

Seraphina wants to rip herself out of her body, far away from their 

uncomprehending gaze. 
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Her head drops to the horn and it blares sharply. She sobs. Her whole body 

shakes. Sorry is the only word she can find. Sorry, sorry, she repeats.  

‘No,’ says her mum. ‘No.’ 

Her voice doesn’t waver. 

‘Look at me, girl. Whatever’s happened, my darling, is not your fault.’ 
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27 

 

She and Marco had just seen The Life of Brian, and even thinking about it was 

enough to have her giggling. He’d wanted to see The Amityville Horror but she had 

refused to go out to be terrified. Dark films, monster and horror stories had their 

place but such genres weren’t what she was entertained by. She liked a good laugh 

and the team of Cleese and company had certainly provided it. They had fed each 

other lines from the comedy, laughing all the way from town, spilling off the train at 

her stop in high spirits. Marco only had to hum a little of the song to crack her up.  

The night was clear and the air salty as they disembarked. When he took her 

hand, she was surprised by the intense look on his face and that he wanted her to pull 

up, not rush home. 

‘Hey,’ he said, ‘I think we should talk.’ 

The other person who had alighted with them had already hurried off and the 

station was deserted. 

‘Very serious all of a sudden.’ 

‘Yes. I just thought I want this to go on.’ 

‘Well, it is,’ she said, as she gave what she hoped was a reassuring smile. 

‘I really like you,’ he said, leaning on the fence, gangly arms bent, elbows 

resting on the metal rail. ‘You’re beautiful, amusing and clever.’ 

‘You said “unusual”.’  

‘Yes,’ he said, ‘I did. It was probably not the best choice of word.’ 

‘I liked it.’ She didn’t know what to do. When people started to affirm who you 

were it only ever meant one thing if it wasn’t your parents or you weren’t in a needy 

place, upset, perhaps crying and yearning for reassurance. It meant they were 

withdrawing. Pete had done it before he left. Reminded her she was strong, coping, 

creative and independent and she had listened knowing he was not insincere, but he 

needed it stated to help him cope with the feelings they both had about abandonment.  

Fin knew she had to be brave. This moment would have been totally 

predictable if life was a script. She was a damaged protagonist. No-one would want 

her for serious. In fact, she was surprised he’d waited so long to dump her. He might 

have just felt sorry for her. Been doing his old mate a favour. Yes, that was probably 

what it was all about, helping Pete assuage the guilt of leaving her without a friend 

and now he felt was as good a time as ever to end it. She was happy. Would cope.  
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‘We don’t have to have this conversation,’ she said. Often one skipped the 

reveal in film. She could just walk away. She should now. Cut to the outcome. Post-

reaction. Before she showed him her messier side, before all the garbage behind all 

the doors came through and she and him and the whole fucking platform were 

covered in her shit. They could cut to where he wasn’t even required to be in a shot. 

A scene she could structure as more humorous, less heart-wrenching. It would be set 

in the kitchen at her home. The camera would track down the hall, catch a glimpse of 

her neatly made bed and then the lens would capture her in conversation with a 

friend on the phone. Stella. She’d be drinking tea and saying, men! Putting just the 

right emphasis on the exclamation mark and Stella’s sweet laugh would be heard 

agreeing with her summation of the opposite sex. 

‘You don’t have to say it,’ she said, more firmly, certain now she didn’t want 

to hear whatever he had to say. Gaps in information she could live with, while point-

blank rejection would be almost impossible to find a place for, especially after 

foolishly letting the relationship accelerate so fast, fairly sugar-spun into magical 

substance, as if she deserved happiness. 

He put a restraining hand on her wrist and, not able to cope with being 

manhandled, Fin froze. Her eyes slanted angrily. Sometimes nothing was the 

absolutely best thing to do, so she didn’t even look at him. 

‘Sorry,’ he said, immediately taking his hand away. ‘Please, sit down though.’ 

She would not. 

‘Please. And sorry, I can see now this was the totally wrong place, wrong time 

wrong way to bring it up. I’ve just been panicking, knowing I had to do this.’ 

She thought it a bit rough the way he made himself the victim but she sat down 

like a good actor, a compliant lover till the end. It seemed like an appropriate set to 

her. Where else would have been better? This wasn’t bad for a break-up scene at all. 

Centre in the shot were a couple deep in shadow, sitting apart on a hard wooden 

bench on a badly lit railway station. A strong breeze singing in the overhead wires, 

some traffic from the highway for background, and a scrap of yesterday’s paper 

chasing near the characters’ feet for portent. She’d shoot it with a mix of wide- to 

mid- to close-shots and the camera hand-held for greater tension. Perfect. She 

couldn’t have contrived it better if she’d been the director. 

The wooden slats were cold on the backs of her legs. She enjoyed the 

discomfort, wished them colder, made of sharp steel. 
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‘I don’t just like you, Fin,’ he said, ‘I can’t imagine not being with you 

anymore.’ 

Fin looked at him in surprise, thinking at first it was possible she might have 

misheard. This was not in her script at all and it took a while to see he might mean it. 

‘I didn’t know I was going to fall in love with you, and I’m scared.’ 

She understood. It was as clear to her as the scars on her body. Love belonged 

to people who could believe and trust, not to people who barely trusted themselves 

and the admission that he felt – like she did about him – that they were both stepping 

way beyond their comfort level, was absolutely petrifying. Once you loved someone 

you had to look after them, no matter what they did. If you failed, the consequences 

weren’t worth thinking about. Catastrophic, that’s what they were. 

‘Look, you need to know something about me. I should have told you ages ago. 

In the beginning.’ 

So there was a problem. Fin understood how it might play out; she knew all 

about narrative arcs, dramatic formulas. Up before down. A dream must have a 

crash, happiness an attack, love be threatened. He’d played the set-up, now came the 

catch. 

‘You don’t have to tell me. Really.’ 

‘I have to.’ 

‘No.’ 

‘I have to.’ His Adam’s apple bobbed nervously as he swallowed repeatedly 

and his eyes took on the tell-tale sheen of adrenalin she’d seen in her own reflection 

often enough. 

‘Pete was right. I should have done this months ago.’ 

Fin gripped her hands together. Had Pete betrayed her? Whatever Marco said it 

couldn’t be worse than knowing that was true. She let the nausea swirl in her 

stomach, her blood rush away from her head. She would not black out. She would sit 

it out. Hear the story of how her world ended, for surely it was about to because even 

Evie seemed to entirely have disappeared. 
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28 

 

‘I went to jail for two years.’ 

His words may as well have been bricks falling. They clattered so 

unexpectedly she had him repeat them. This wasn’t even a wild idea she’d chucked 

out from the basket of scenarios she had been busy rifling through. In her head she’d 

gone for the personal moral quandary theme. He had a wife. There were children. 

Jail was left field and not something she wanted to think about at all. Jail was for bad 

people.  

‘For what?’ she managed to ask, not liking the squeaky quality of her voice. 

What could a good person go to jail for? Parking offences? 

‘Heroin importation.’ 

Fin kept her gaze averted. Her face, she was regularly told, often looked 

critical when she hadn’t given it permission. Drugs? Was he a criminal? Her mind 

raced. Heroin was strange. It sort of had this crazy cool vibe. For a while there’d 

been a period it was popular among some groups in the film school and it was 

common as ganja. Pete had told her to steer clear of the scene, as if she needed to be 

told. One or two people got habits and got kicked out of classes. Phil Raven did. 

She’d seen him once sleepily playing bad Bob Dylan at the markets, a hat out for 

money, his squinty eyes ridiculously greedy.   

The thing was, taking smack was one thing. Being a drug runner quite another.  

Fin got up and found her skinny legs were a little wobbly beneath her. She 

didn’t like at all how vulnerable she appeared. It wasn’t how she’d like to see herself 

played. She should look stronger, as if she was capable of taking in what he was 

saying. At least he didn’t protest as she moved away to claim herself some standing 

space against the back rail of the platform, her hands gripping the steel as if she 

might fall if it loosened. 

Jail was the place she associated with them. When they couldn’t be caught, the 

police, in the secondary investigation her parents managed to get up, had in the 

beginning said that it was possible the perpetrators if they existed had committed 

some other crime and had already been locked up.  

‘Anyone who’s done this,’ and the detective had lowered his baby blue eyes as 

if the hideous scene was being replayed on a screen he didn’t want to watch, ‘will 

have for sure done this before. Without you being able to give us a description we 

can usefully work with, our identikit-files are worthless.’  
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They were nicer than the initial team but they didn’t do much. Thick as thieves, 

her dad reckoned. Covering each other’s backs. All their efforts it seemed went to 

transferring the blame to her. They even brought a police doctor in who said she was 

unable to accept her boyfriend was responsible, aided and abetted in the fantasy by 

her parents who were driven by guilt and this was why she kept making up people 

who didn’t exist.  

What about Evie? Fin and her parents asked. How does she fit in to your 

theory? The police seemed puzzled Fin couldn’t get it. As far as they were concerned 

it was simple. Reggie had organised the whole thing and had someone else rape her. 

End of story. Who or why didn’t enter the investigation. Threads were tied. Evidence 

polluted. The crime scene fouled in the first forty-eight hours of the first 

investigation. 

While she tried to find some way of being who she had been, or at least a 

version, the second investigation was also closed. Everyone was happy with the story 

they had with Reggie centre frame. Except for her. And her family. And his. And 

Evie’s. But they hardly counted. 

It was as if the police had shuffled the clues like scene cards and made a story 

she had the very worst part in, both victim and loser. It took years to really believe as 

Julia reminded her week in and week out: You won. You lived. You survived.  

It was Evie who had advised her to make up a story the bad guys were in jail so 

she would stop looking over her shoulder. Julia had agreed. Whatever makes you feel 

safe was her advice and until now the fabrication had done that.  

Fin swallowed against the rush of nausea and acid in her throat. She would not 

fall apart because now Marco’s truth was tangled in a lie of her making. 

Circling above, a flock of seagulls pretending they’d lost their way in the 

darkness squawked a high-pitched call that sounded like where, where, where… 

Marco sat with his hands between his thighs as if it was cold waiting for her to 

speak.  

‘What jail?’ she finally asked. 

‘Long Bay.’ 

It was on the other side of the country. She had no idea if that made it better or 

worse or was entirely immaterial to the conundrum she now faced.  

‘When?’ 

‘I got out three years ago. I had to do my probation in the state. Not associate 

with anyone with a criminal record.’ 
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‘So not Pete?’ 

‘Mm.’ 

Fin managed to force herself to sit back down, near but not quite next to him. 

Life wasn’t quite as black and white as she sometimes thought. There were all sorts 

of crimes. Some were acts of political desperation like those Pete had committed. 

Perhaps she didn’t have to know what exactly Marco had done. She could just forget 

it if he said nothing more. She could put the revelation away and they’d never have 

to talk about it again. 

‘I don’t have to know the whole story.’ 

‘I want to tell you.’ 

Fin focused on her breath, pushed out her belly with the inhalation, kept her 

chest up while she exhaled, centring herself so she could listen. Usually she didn’t 

even have to consciously make the shift to this breath work. Emergency breathing 

worked on an internal switch when she was stressed, but she was so frazzled she had 

to pay attention to the mechanics of her breath while also pushing away the question, 

which was banging against her temples – Why didn’t Pete tell her? Did he really 

think it was going to be better this way? 
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29 

 

It was a long story. It started soon after Marco was out of school. An orphan since 

ten, at eighteen he came into part of his inheritance. As an only child he’d been 

doomed to boarding school and holidays on a remote station with an aunt and uncle, 

who – it turned out – were only friends of his father’s. The breaks were bleaker than 

school as he stayed isolated working the flat plains of once good grazing country 

where the soil had blown away from overuse and everyone was bitter about the end 

to the good old days. He worked hard. It helped to staunch the loneliness while he 

looked forward to term beginning for no other reason than to see Pete. 

‘They thought I wanted to get back because school was soft. What planet they 

were on, that they could imagine a Christian Brothers College offered softness, I 

don’t know,’ he said, with a wry laugh. ‘The brothers hated me. Possibly the only 

person they hated more was Pete. When I left school and inherited, most of the 

money went up my arm,’ he said. ‘School was hell, full of violence and sexual abuse, 

mostly committed by the brothers. I’m not trying to excuse what I did. It was my 

way of coping. I funded Pete’s mob too, helped them back themselves into trouble.’ 

Fin knew that story. The price Pete had paid, having to give up his law studies 

when the black resistance group he was part of was charged with causing grievous 

bodily harm after an incident in which cops who were chasing them in Redfern 

crashed into a wall with their car. Pete had admitted to Fin he hadn’t ever thought the 

charge would stick, let alone that he’d get a guilty verdict. When he got over the 

shock he realised he’d have to turn his hobby in film into his career. The best thing 

that ever happened to him, he liked to say, because it was how the family found him. 

On TV, being what Reggie called an arts wanker.  

Marco told her about his time in India where he built his habit into a raging lust 

and was able to support it for some years. When the money was almost gone, he 

agreed to import some heroin in his stomach for a fee. Nearly died. A girl he set out 

with did; she was taken off the plane in Singapore and was dead before they could 

lock her up and hang her for trafficking. He’d never forgiven himself for introducing 

her to the people he was doing the job for.  

Fin looked to see if he wanted her forgiveness too. No, it didn’t seem he 

expected it. That was good. Sometimes, as Fin well knew, mistakes were beyond 

sorry.  
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At the time of his arrest, Marco was a vegan weighing forty-seven kilos. He 

got four years only because the arresting officers knocked off more than half his gear 

and he only qualified for importation at the lower end of the scale. His orphan state, 

his youthfulness and his ill-health allowed the judge to be lenient. He served twenty 

months in total and was able to keep the rest of his inheritance, which he came into at 

twenty-five but could not access till his probation was over. 

‘Jail was terrible. I won’t say it was a gift. It was an insight into hell. But it was 

how I came to get interested in carpentry. I hadn’t ever made a thing in my life. 

There was an old lifer in there who taught me how to work with only hand tools and 

make joins without nails or glue. He was a man who only spoke when necessary, 

with very clever hands. Redemption for the bad they’d done, he told me once. I 

didn’t ask for what. On release I got an apprenticeship with this amazing guy, 

Ronaldo. Pete had a hand in getting it set up through some of his political 

connections. Ronaldo was a Chilean refugee who really knew what torture was. He’d 

suffered in ways that made my time in jail seem like a picnic. Not that we talked 

about it much. He was a big believer in not re-traumatising through retelling the 

story.’ 

It was like a movie theme one would strike a red pen through. The plot and 

characters would appear over-the-top and unbelievable in fiction. 

‘So you were at school with Pete?’ 

‘Yes. Out Goulburn way, a school renowned for its charitable works, which 

meant having plenty of kids with no family like Pete and me. They didn’t really care 

if you were rich or poor – just playthings for their sadistic ways. There were plenty 

of rich kids who had parents who had washed their hands of their sons and handed 

them over to be reformed.’ The laugh he pitched her was splintered with sadness.  

‘If there’s ever a commission into child abuse my bet it will have the highest 

numbers of paedophiles from a single school.’ 

Fin nodded like she would have if she agreed with him, but she didn’t know if 

his claim was true. She’d only met one other person who’d been abused. Emma’s 

uncle had interfered with her. How, she had no idea because she had been too scared 

to ask. The idea people who were meant to look after you harmed you seemed much 

worse than being attacked by a stranger. Fin put the comparisons away. She had to 

listen. Not speculate. 

‘Pete took the cane for something I’d done the first week he was there. I think 

he sensed I was at the end of my tether with being beaten. I’d been there since my 
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folks died when I was ten. When he took those six off Brother Dan for me, we made 

a bond in blood. We’ve been friends ever since. There’s no-one as loyal as Pete in 

this world. He used to say it could have easily been him in jail.’ 

She knew all about how faithful Pete could be and that he could have gone to 

jail – but not for smack. He never used it, had he? She wondered why she had to 

know, but she asked anyway. ‘Did he use? Pete?’ 

Marco blew out of his mouth, a stressful pause.  

‘It was the seventies. Post-Vietnam. The place was awash with drugs, but he 

never got into it. He liked being angry, the fight. Smack made him euphoric in a 

world he hated. It didn’t take him more than a taste to see it for the cop-out it was.’ 

Fin thought that sounded about right. Pete was never interested in alternative 

lifestyles. He was not impressed with his cousins who dropped out, living in the 

backcountry off small crops and casual jobs. He wanted to change the world, not 

leave it. For everyone to have the same chances, regardless of where he or she came 

from, or their colour. Often he was in trouble for calling out the family for shirking 

their part of the fight, though Fin knew some of them were just tired of losing, which 

was a different kind of loathing for the world.  

‘I swear he never used more than once with me.’ 

‘I’m not worried about that.’ Fin turned to him, not because she thought 

looking him in the eye would elicit a more truthful answer but because she needed to 

test if she could look at him. ‘So when everyone says you were away, it means you 

were out of contact, not in jail all that time.’ 

‘That’s right. I had to stay in NSW. I did an apprenticeship in a little place 

called Triange.’ 

‘How weird.’ She’d never been to NSW or even out of the state but she knew 

it. ‘I’ve seen it in surfing magazines. Explains your love of the left break.’  

‘Yes. But as soon as I could I came west.’ 

‘To find Pete?’ 

‘Yes. I had enough money to put down a sizeable deposit on the house and 

that’s what I’ve been trying to rebuild, it and me.’ 

Fin worried her hands up and down her thighs before she asked. ‘I’m 

wondering, why you told me?’ 

‘I wanted to. I also promised Pete I would,’ he said. ‘I was scared of your 

reaction and I wanted to tell you before he did.’ 

‘He said he wouldn’t tell me anything about you.’ 
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‘Well, I think he thought enough time had passed and either I did, or he 

would.’ 

‘Really?’ she asked. ‘It doesn’t sound like Pete.’ 

‘I think maybe if Stella hadn’t always disagreed about coming out about it right 

in the beginning he might have thought differently.’ 

‘She thought I should have known, when?’ 

‘At the dinner, before they left.’ 

‘And what did you think?’ 

‘I thought keeping a secret was dishonest, but sometimes it’s hard when you 

feel selfish about not wanting to lose a chance for something you want. And I knew 

when I first met you I wanted you to like me and I couldn’t take the risk of putting 

you off that first time we met.’ 

‘That night. You said I reminded you of someone. Not that girl who died?’ 

‘Oh, no, not her, but the girl who wouldn’t come to India with me, who could 

see how reckless I was determined to be. Lucy. She works for the national crime 

commission now, a top girl. Super smart. She lives with a woman, Katherine. Even 

smarter, a barrister.’ 

Fin looked away. She didn’t need to know all this.  

The railway crossing lights started ringing loudly, creating a welcome 

intrusion. 

She’d see what Evie thought. Marco hadn’t played it as straight as he might 

like to think he had. He’d waited to tell her till he was fairly sure how much she liked 

him. But then, that was normal, wasn’t it? To wait until there was a level of safety? It 

was what she had been doing with her own story, waiting for the right moment to 

share it. 

She wondered about telling him right now. Strike while the iron was hot, so to 

speak. She could sit him down and exchange her past for his, here tonight on the 

railway station platform. The opening line in the scene came to the tip of her tongue. 

I should tell you… But a train arrived on the far platform, brakes squealing as it 

pulled up. In the last carriage a group of young people were fooling about on the 

handrails like it was a swing set, teasing each other, laughing loudly. A girl with long 

dark hair and a bright smile looked up from her upside-down antics straight at Fin, 

and as if she knew her, waved. She waved back. 

‘What were you saying?’ he asked. 
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‘Nothing,’ she said, as she watched the girl, who looked as young as she’d 

been when it happened, disappear out of sight as the train slid on its way. 
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30 

 

Seraphina’s body hasn’t been here for hours. In the beginning, each violation – a 

thrust, a slap, a fist – was singular, but the pain over time grew indeterminate. It was 

just pain. An unbearable agony gouged in her flesh to her bones.  

Hurt grinds into her until dying seems the only door out. Evie might be there 

already. She last saw her being dragged across the floor, taken to the porch outside 

where there’s been a lot of laughter and sounds too horrific to have names. 

Suddenly her body leaves her. There’s no time to panic. Her form gently peels 

off like it was a cover she didn’t need and stays on the floor while she ascends. She 

floats above its suffering. She cannot look away, though she doesn’t want to see. 

Seraphina feels so very sad for herself. She knows she has to say goodbye and the 

realisation she will never be in that body again is unbearable.  

The man grunts and snuffles like a pig. He belts the girl. Her head wrenches 

back. He hits her again as he struggles to find the heights of ecstasy he’s aiming for. 

His small black eyes are red-shot, his face masked by snarly frown lines furrowed by 

anger and hate. Rage pulses through the large arteries on his neck, threatening to split 

open. He takes a last suck of air, presses on and finally splutters to his climax. 

Disappointed, he pushes the girl away by the neck, as if it’s her fault, this wasted 

spurt of sperm that has come without any fireworks, eked out of his tired, short prick. 

Her insides are ground out and she bleeds profusely, making a disturbing puddle 

between her jammed-open legs.  

A log falls in the fire and throws sparks to spit red flecks in the ash.  

He rolls away, keeping a leg over the girl to pin her down; exhausted with the 

effort of pleasuring himself and drinking rum, he falls asleep. He’s on his back, head 

tilted to the side, thin-lipped mouth open, stinking of dope, bourbon, sperm, sweat 

and her blood. He starts to snore like a man who’s earned it; the sound is pure pig. 

She watches over the room from the place she is above. No-one comes. Not 

Reggie, not Evie, not the other vile bastards either. The light below fades into a 

gloomy grey. The room recedes. Above her inviting white warm light. She’d like to 

reach it.  

Evie calls out.   

The girl on the floor twitches like she might be alive. Her head jerks back. 

Shocked, Seraphina falls back into her body and comes to with a small choking 

sound, spitting sick out of her bleeding mouth. 
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On the cold cement floor she counts each small breath she dares to take. He 

sleeps like a child. In the foetal position. His legs are bent. His arse in view. His 

back. The surface is excruciatingly detailed. There are pimples, red volcanoes with 

yellow pus-filled caps. They rise through thick black hair that whorls all down his 

spine. An angel is on his wide, thick neck where veins like rope tug in bulging knots 

as the blood beats to his square head. The angel has blue wings. Gothic writing. Her 

blurred vision makes it difficult but the words come into focus: And Gabriel said my 

word is the word of God. Take what you deserve.  

Seraphina heaves brown bile, bitter as burnt oranges, down her chest. She 

wipes at it groggily and sees one of her nipples is bleeding and open on the underside 

from being gnawed. She covers it, ashamed. The other is shrunken like an old rotten 

plum. Bruising makes a strange map down her breasts, creeping over her belly.  

A new world has been marked on her. 

He rolls back towards her and puts his legs over hers like a sandbag. He 

mumbles some thing like cunt, and a glob of his spit dribbles down his chin. 

His thigh flesh on hers is disgustingly warm and sticky. In a way this 

proprietorial closeness is worse than his violence. She can’t stand him on her another 

second but she’s so scared she can’t move.  

Evie materialises in the corner. Looking on her kindly. Sorrowful. Miraculous. 

She puts her finger to her lips.  

‘Shh! Don’t panic,’ she whispers. ‘You can make it.’ 

Gingerly, Seraphina pushes the sickeningly too-white and too-soft flesh of his 

thigh away. It makes a sucking sound, where sweat and her blood, punctured with 

the white of his thick semen, have tried to glue them together. Finally his thigh 

comes loose, flopping to the ground, and despite the fact she’s guiding his knee the 

cap of bone falls much more heavily than she’d like. She tenses, holds her breath as 

she waits for a king-hit of fist in her face.  

A rattle in his chest shakes him as he takes a sudden suck of air. It catches 

before a torn smoker’s snore wheezes its way in and out of his nose. A booger shows 

itself in his nasal hairs and retreats on the inward breath into the cave of his nostril. 

It’s too much, this small incidental detail of his grossness, and with difficulty she 

rolls free.  

She finds her hands on the floor and summons the strength to push herself up 

onto her knees. She crawls slowly, not dreaming she’ll make the door, but going. 
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Incredibly, Evie appears at the entrance signalling her like she does when they 

play attacking games down the dunes in teams with the cousins. A surge of bravery 

propels her. She and Evie always win. She ignores the pain in her muscles and 

quickens her pace.  

As she crudely slides closer and closer to the exit, a trail of blood mixed with 

Coke and beer and his come marks her movements.  

She keeps her eye on the open door Evie has exited.  

Topples down the single step. Rolls. Makes the grass.  

Piss sprays her legs. Proof she’s alive. 
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31 

 

Fin slept badly. Marco had stayed over and they’d had sex, searching for something 

more than pleasure. She’d found the journey exhausting and wasn’t quite sure they 

had found what they were looking for. Or perhaps it was simply her feeling guilty 

about keeping her past still hidden. 

She found herself still wide-awake at 3am. While she could have taken a pill it 

went against her sense of being in control. She’d never medicated her sleep when she 

wasn’t alone. So she got up and worked until it was nearly light, thinking of women 

on the boat and the vile conditions they endured. At least it stopped her thinking 

about herself or him. It was only after he left, at dawn to go get his board and surf, 

that she dropped her bundle and found herself crying in the shower, sorry for herself 

and what had happened. It had been a long time since she’d been overwhelmed like 

this and she surprised herself with the rawness of her grief. She could even feel the 

skin under her nails and the rusty burn of bourbon washing in her mouth. No amount 

of soap and tooth brushing seemed to help. 

 

*** 

 

Six years had passed. Five since she had let Seraphina go and renamed herself as Fin. 

It was a long time and no time. Suddenly it was like yesterday.  

She knew she had to sort it. Either make a plan to tell him or pack it all up 

again somehow without feeling dishonest. 

 

*** 

 

Fin started the story for Julia at the beginning, from the first day at the pub till the 

revelation of the night before. 

‘So,’ said Julia, ‘this is a big one.’ 

She looked at Fin from under her fringe as if she could make it look like she 

wasn’t interested. ‘Have you talked to Evie?’ 

‘No.’  

‘It’s your decision,’ said Julia. ‘If talking about it will make you feel worse 

then don’t re-traumatise yourself. Just because it suits him to tell you doesn’t mean 
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you have to disclose. I do think though that you’ve found Evie useful because she 

listens. Because she’ll hear what you won’t tell anyone else. An empathetic listener 

can help you with this, Fin. But don’t rush into anything. You’re doing good.’ 

‘But it affects me.’ 

Fin saw how Julia had to work not to smile, and was annoyed.  

‘Of course it does,’ she said, recrossing her legs and rearranging her notebook. 

‘Maybe we should talk first about how you feel about Marco having been in jail.’ 

‘Unsettled. It will take some unpacking,’ said Fin. 

‘I’ve got time. And we can open up some more time during the week, if you 

want.’ 

 

*** 

 

On the way home, waiting for the bus in the shadows of the tall buildings in the city, 

Evie intruded. 

‘Why not ask me what I think?’ she complained. 

Fin wasn’t sure. Normally she would go straight to her. Uncomfortable in the 

small gathering of people at the bus stop she walked on, diverting to the river and the 

parklands where there was more space. 

‘You think she’s an expert on life?’ The sneer was clear in Evie’s tone. 

Fin stared at the water. It was rife with ruffles of white-capped waves that were 

being bullied by a stiffening breeze. The wide stretch of water where one river met 

the other in a wide V was not blue but grey. Not reflective but opaque. Though still 

calming. Always calming to be near water. 

‘So, what do you think?’ 

‘I think? I think he’s a bit fucked up, which you know you always preferred.’ 

Fin gave a snort of laughter. ‘A bit?’ 

‘Well, I’m not sure we are in the best position to judge these things.’ 

Fin knew she was right about that.  

‘He doesn’t just change into something else because you know this about him. 

He’s still the guy you like, just now you have a backstory.’ 

‘I know.’ 

‘So, what’s the real problem then?’ 

‘I haven’t told him.’ 

‘Really? Nothing still?’ 
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‘No.’ 

‘Why?’ Evie asked, her tone softening. 

Fin could feel an internal heat rise in her body, prickly and irritating. ‘It’s not 

something you just tell. Hey, Marco, I was gang-raped.’ 

There was nothing that could be said to this candidness and Fin fell back in 

time to when she was in the hospital, while the inquest was on – going over and over 

the horror of the story, bit by bit. A gruelling process she wouldn’t have been able to 

do without Evie. The truth was she wouldn’t have survived without Evie. 

Fin watched the river. It ran to the sea. To her ocean. All the way home. She 

calmed herself down. 

Evie was gentle with Fin’s anxiety. ‘You sleep with him. It’s Marco this and 

Marco that. The longer you don’t tell him, there’s a risk he’ll feel ripped off when 

you do.’ 

‘Perhaps I never will.’ 

‘Perhaps,’ said Evie, ‘you’ll have to think what that will be like. You’ll have to 

keep your work hidden. Your writing locked in your drawer. You’ll have to watch all 

the time so you don’t give anything away. How will that be? It sounds like a lot of 

work and it also sounds pretty unhealthy to me. He must wonder why you’re 

interested in the Batavia story, doesn’t he?’ 

‘I haven’t mentioned it.’ 

‘You’re joking. I’m the only one who’s had to listen to all that gruesome detail 

being prettied up.’  

‘I’m not prettying it up,’ Fin snapped. 

‘Whatever. A documentary on that violence would have been better. It’s never 

been my idea that issues are better resolved through fiction when the truth is there to 

be told.’ 

‘Not everybody likes their world shaped as forcibly as you. To be shocked by 

facts.’ 

Evie clearly thought this was not worth responding to. They had talked about it 

many times before, fiction versus fact, and the impasse would not be settled now. 

Fin decided not to catch a bus. She’d walk along the river, across the hills 

through Claremont and back to the sea and home. She took her shoes off. The hard 

foreshore grass reassuring on the bare pads of her feet.  
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32 

 

Marco left on a trip, to his special secret surf spot alone. He’d told her he went every 

three months, to remember he was free. 

A steady downpour began as he left. 

‘It’s not a bad sign,’ Evie assured her. ‘Though I know weather is a much 

overused metaphor by you creative types.’ 

‘Not by me,’ said Fin. 

‘So why worry about him going?’ 

‘I’m not,’ Fin said, but she was a little worried. There was still stuff to resolve 

and she’d got used to him. It was only a week but a week could take forever. 

She went to her study. Her papers lay untouched. Rattled by wind and curled 

by heat. Neglected. It wasn’t good. She hardly knew what she was doing anymore. 

She talked about her project from time to time, Batavia, but she’d done very little 

except research and still had no real framework for where she was going in the work, 

what direction her re-storying would take. She took in the sense of emptiness in her 

study and felt the weight of the work she had to do fall on her. Cairo, sensing her 

mood, lay on the floor and whined. He wanted to run and expected she would want 

to get out too. 

‘Sorry,’ she said, resolved, giving his ears a scratch. ‘Work first, run later.’ 

She had to accept she had let her own goals go while she had been settling into 

this new relationship. Even though she’d had time, she was not able to sit and work 

at her desk. In the last few months the garden had got a good working over, her runs 

longer and her house cleaner, which was all fine, but it was hardly working. She had 

nothing to offer Pete, to get him back this way and if she didn’t he wouldn’t stay 

even if Stella got work. He had to work. She’d thought she was like him, relied on 

work for steadiness, but it seemed it wasn’t true. 

Fin fetched a broom. Swept the floor. Picked some flowers from outside. Gave 

herself ten minutes to finish her cleaning then pulled out her chair, sat down and 

determined she would not get up until lunchtime. She had to force a start.  

The work began sluggishly until she found a rhythm, and settling in began to 

build momentum over the following days. By day four, ignoring the rain – it was, as 

her dad liked to say, only weather – she was back in a routine: a run, surf (once), 

showered, eaten and at her desk by nine.  
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Fin wrote letters flat out to stakeholders trying to sort a schedule for the 

documentary on activists. She put in for funding grants to private and public bodies, 

and included copies of Ghost’s awards. Everything she could to justify the film. 

Testimonials and references. A ton of preliminary planning was already done, a 

storyboard developed. Her job was to make sure every end was tied off so that if 

money arrived (when it arrived, she corrected herself), she would be ready to engage 

Pete.  

While the authorities were no closer to identifying her main subject, the 

Billington Bomber, as far as Fin could see the biggest danger facing him was the 

sheer number of people involved in his protection. Far too many seemed to have a 

role and so many she suspected increased the risk of being found out. It also made 

getting permission to make direct contact extremely difficult and frustrating. 

Everyone had an opinion on when and where he might meet with her crew, and self-

importantly pondered over passing the request up the chain of command, slowing 

things down painfully. 

Fin was much more keen on their northern subject, Guy Fawkes, the man 

behind the anti-mining actions. He had a pared-down and efficient organisation to 

run a campaign, which to all intents and purposes was mad. He’d never win. Soon 

they’d bring in the army to find him and he’d go to jail. But he didn’t care. He really 

believed only the risk of endless destruction to mining property would sway 

investors from projects up north. In his mind there was no point trying to run a 

campaign about sovereignty and Aboriginal rights. The world worked on profit and 

the only thing to be done was to make mining a commercial liability in the area. And, 

more invitingly for Fin, he was located under a wide sky work in the red ranges of 

the ore country, not south, living hunkered down in dense forest. Even though she 

claimed, to her parents who doubted her, that she was ready to go back into that 

country again, she wasn’t sure how she would go. It was hard to think of any forest 

as friendly but she’d have Pete with her wherever she went so she figured she’d be 

okay. That was if the money came! 

 

*** 

 

Fin was pleased with the way she pulled herself back into a working routine and 

vowed she would not let things slide when Marco came back.  
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In the meantime, rain stayed steady and fixed locally. Her parents had none. 

The front didn’t drift up or down the coast but stayed put in huge bags of grey clouds 

that steadily poured rain on the city. At the end of the week it was still drumming on 

the roof and the light was permanently a dull grey blue, everything beautiful and 

ethereal against it. 

Feeling guilty about how she’d abandoned her 7 o’clock project before it was 

finished, again distracted with Marco, though not, she told Evie, his fault, she went 

back to her spot determined to get at least four more good shots. It might have 

seemed pointless to Evie, but Fin did it anyway. It was like getting up at six in the 

morning again, and her other routines. It was a reclaiming.  

Though it was less easy to see the point of it actually out there on the hill as 

she stood under the inadequate shelter of big black umbrella propped in a spindly 

tree above her. Water bounced up from the ground. Dribbled down her neck. She 

tried not to think about her discomfort a she waited for seven o’clock. 

The rain transformed the usual movements of people. The routine wandering, 

purposeless meandering, and casualness of visitors and locals that epitomised the 

beachside area was entirely curtailed. Those few people out were purposeful, 

displeased. Women, she noticed, tended to take their shoes off when they confronted 

the streams that had formed in gutters and down the cracks of the footpaths, while 

men splashed their way through or stomped as if making a point about not caring if 

they were wet. As far as she was concerned, it was one more motif to show men 

thought they owned the world.  

Commuters exited buses cautiously to fight with their umbrellas, the wind from 

time to time turning them completely inside out, like squid being gutted. Fin caught 

frame by frame the struggles for shelter being fought, and was pleased with what she 

captured.  

She imagined children would be out enjoying the rain, she’d always danced in 

it as a kid, but she sighted none, as if adults had decided rain might be dangerous and 

the children were contained indoors safe from harm.  

At 7.10 a black sports car parked two cars away and a woman got out. She left 

her heels on, unperturbed by the small river that ran down the road at her. For some 

reason she turned and looked Fin’s way, tucking her long black hair with a hand 

behind her ears while the bottom of her trademark pantsuit was splattered with water. 

Fin was ninety-nine per cent sure it was Taylor Butler, heading towards the flats. She 
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was as famous for never wearing a dress and for her imposing height, as she was for 

her films – which was sad if Fin thought too much about it.  

Taylor sashayed rather than walked despite the miserable conditions.  

‘I should thank her for the postcard,’ said Fin to Evie.  

‘Suck up to her, you mean.’ 

Fin ignored her.  

‘Hi, Taylor.’ 

‘She doesn’t know what you look like,’ said Evie. 

But Taylor stopped. Squinted and looked up. 

Fin took a few steps down the hill. ‘It’s Fin Wills,’ she said. ‘Thanks for the 

card.’ 

‘Oh, hi, well done you.’ 

Her head titled on an angle, her focus on the stills camera behind Fin.  

‘Whatever are you doing? No, don’t tell me now. I’m getting drenched. We 

should get in touch.’  

Fin nodded agreeably.  

‘Well, say something,’ prompted Evie. ‘Don’t stand about like a goose.’ 

‘Fab,’ she managed to get out, before Taylor marched on, jiggling her keys in 

one hand, readjusting her oversized bag.  

‘Oh, well done,’ said Evie. ‘Crafty use of golden opportunity.’ 

Cranky with herself, Fin packed up. By the time she got home she’d just 

managed to keep the camera dry but was soaked to the skin. She put her gear down 

in the lounge, noticing that the ceiling, which had started to bow as it filled with 

water from holes in the rusty roof, was now swollen like a pregnant belly. Fin 

couldn’t remember if she had told the landlord about it. Or was her mum going to? 

She couldn’t remember. She’d step up and do it herself tomorrow.  

Fin took off her sodden clothes and they pooled on the bathroom tiles. She took 

two clean towels from the cupboard, one to stand on and one to dry with and tried 

not to think about blowing her chance with Taylor. Film was about pitch. If she 

couldn’t learn to put herself out she may as well give up. 

‘Don’t worry,’ said Evie, ‘I’ve thought about it. She’ll think you’re one cool 

dude. I imagine most young filmmakers would have tied themselves up in long 

monologues of grovelling and fawning. Not you, Fin Wills. Just one catchy word, 

Fab. I think Taylor will like you a lot.’ 

‘Oh, yes, very cool me,’ said Fin, sarcastically.  
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‘The thing is,’ said Evie, ‘she has no idea you said it because you were scared. 

No-one ever knows what’s going on in another person.’  

‘Except you,’ said Fin. 

‘I only know what you let me know.’ 

Fin wasn’t sure this was true but it didn’t matter now. What mattered was it 

might actually be possible Taylor thought she was okay. 
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33 

 

‘Good trip?’ she asked, prepared to listen, as she made their dinner with some fish he 

had brought back, snapper so fresh the flesh was almost translucent. The act of 

cooking helped steady them both. It was a trick she had learnt from her parents, who 

always used gathering in the kitchen, sharing the preparing of food, as a way to 

smooth connections. 

While she grilled the fish Marco cut salad and talked of left-hand breaks and 

the beauty of his small secret spot. One day he promised he’d take her. Only it was a 

bit spoiled he said by the discovery of detention camps being built not too far from 

where he camped, staffed with border police. According to the locals it was to house 

the boat refugees that were drifting down the shelf, off course, and being towed into 

the regional centre, a city built on prawns and crayfish, to await processing.  

‘It’s inhumane. To lock people up whose only crime is to want to be safe,’ he 

said, concentrating on his chopping. His movements precise. Fin waited. She sensed 

he might have something more to say.  

‘I’d like to be a fighter like Stella, but I don’t think I can afford to get angry.’ 

He gave a rueful laugh. ‘I’m not sure I’d know when to stop.’ 

Fin waited a moment, biting her lip, silently counting. Oh, she knew all about 

not letting emotions that couldn’t be controlled out of the box. She kissed his cheek 

and cut off the conversation by going out to the garden to see if the citrus tree still 

offered a lemon. 

Later, when dinner was over, she asked if they were all right. ‘I tried not to 

think about how I might have upset you. I’m not much good at expressing lots of 

emotions. I sometimes only express fear, not what else I feel. I’d like to acknowledge 

how terrible it must have been for you, even if you, actually, had done the wrong 

thing.’ 

‘Absolutely the wrong thing.’ 

‘I wasn’t meaning to judge.’  

‘It’s okay. I think I know what you mean. Do you still think I went away 

because you didn’t give the response you think I wanted? There was no set criteria. 

Just a hope you wouldn’t reject me. And I really do go every three months. It’s 

important to me, part of staying-on-top-of-things routine.’ 
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Knowing he saw what he had to do to stay on top of things was good. It would 

make it easier for her to stick to hers. 

‘So I didn’t upset you?’Fin asked. 

‘No. If you’d not wanted to see me I would have been upset.’ 

As she brushed her teeth, watching herself in the mirror, she knew Evie was 

right when she told her that she was better at looking in control than she used to be. 

 

*** 

 

In the middle of the night she woke to a loud crash. She sat up rigid with fright. It 

couldn’t be Reggie, could it? Coming back just when she was happy?  

‘No,’ she said, pushing a fist into her mouth. Not now. Not tonight. From the 

lounge it sounded like a demolition team had arrived and were dismantling the place. 

Marco sat up in the bed and ran a hand over his face as if it would help make him 

more awake. 

‘What’s that?’ 

Fin wondered. Of course it wasn’t Reggie. They’d made their peace during the 

film. And Evie didn’t make physical scenes. 

On investigation the mystery was quickly solved. In the lounge, old plaster had 

given in, exposing worn timber rafters and the tin of the roof through a crater in the 

ceiling. Dirty, stale water ran off the smashed sheets. It was like a fist had gone 

upwards. Some tired, thin insulation batts hung down like soiled matted hair. 

Already a great brown pool had spoiled the chairs and washed over the carpet.  

‘Don’t turn the light on,’ Marco warned, ‘the wires might be damaged.’ 

Fin took her hand from the switch. 

The couch had taken the main force. The old floral carpet, which hadn’t been 

much chop before, was now ruined. The house stank of old, wet mouse poo and rank 

water. The roof had clearly been leaking for a while, and water had grown rank in the 

ceiling cavity. 

Fin opened the curtains so she could see the extent of the damage. 

When she took stock she was devastated. Her projector was ruined. Her camera 

too. The precious postcards from Pete and Taylor had fallen from the shelf and were 

pulped. Her hatbox she managed to salvage, picking it up still intact and putting it in 

the kitchen, trying not to cry. 

‘Oh, fuck,’ she said. ‘Fuck, fuck, fuck.’ 
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Marco tried to console her with a hug but she shrugged him off.  

‘I can help clean up.’ 

‘No, go to work,’ she snapped. 

He looked at her strangely.  

‘It’s about 3am.’ 

‘Really?’ she checked the clock. Ten past. 

Reluctantly, deciding she needed more light, she went back to bed with him. A 

proper assessment and cleaning would have to wait. Fin had to count to nine over 

and over to keep calm. The loss shook her. Everything precious had been in that 

room. She tossed and turned and when Marco invited her to talk about it she cut him 

off telling him to go to sleep, though neither of them did. As soon as there was a hint 

of light she got up and encouraged him to hit the surf or go home.  

‘I can help straighten the place up,’ he protested. 

‘I’ll be right,’ she said. ‘I need to do this on my own.’ 

He understood she thought, because he left without any more opposition, 

picking up his board from its spot in the hall and kissing her lightly on the mouth as 

he left. She closed the door behind him with a sense of relief. Finally, she could 

grieve her losses without him witnessing and wanting explanations.  

Fin did her best but it was impossible to sop all the water up, even after hours 

of trying with rags, and eventually she conceded time and heat would have to do 

what she could not. Mops were useless on the carpet, and until the carpet dried the 

vacuum cleaner couldn’t be used on the filth that had come out of the roof cavity. 

She did what she could with a broom and then put a fan in the room to try and hasten 

the drying. 

By late morning the sun had come out. Bright and hot. 

‘Couldn’t have scripted it better,’ said Fin, ‘if I was writing a drama.’ 

‘It’s a good turning point,’ agreed Evie. 

‘Come on, you’re the one with anti-weather metaphors! And I was being 

sarcastic. Look at this mess,’ Fin said, looking at all that was wrecked. She spread 

her papers out of the hatbox to dry. They were up and down the hall, over her 

bedroom floor, anywhere there was space and they were safe. 

It wasn’t just the stuff. It was the house being wrecked. It had been an effort to 

get to the sea, the cheap house a lucky break. The possibility of being forced to head 

back over the train tracks and lose the access to the sea was devastating. More than 
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that, she felt safe in the house after her initial nerves. She didn’t want to start again 

somewhere else. 

Finally, after the real estate agent doing nothing for days, Fin – encouraged by 

Marco – got directly on to the owner to report the damage. The ceiling at the very 

least needed repairing and she’d lost film, a projector, her stills camera. It was a lot, 

Marco assured her; she was entitled to make a fuss. The landlord had let the roof rot 

no matter what excuse he used and was liable for the damages. 

‘And if you’d lost your super 8 too you’d have been cleaned out of gear. It’s 

not nothing,’ he reminded her. ‘And the house is kind of unliveable.’  

Fin didn’t think that was particularly true. Some of her old friends in Ellis had 

lived in run-down shacks that would make this look like a palace. But she did want 

her gear replaced. 

If there was one good thing, it was she could now give up the 7 o’clock project 

completely. It had brought her a strange face-to-face meeting with Taylor but not 

much else. Not every habit need keeping, Julia liked to say. This was one Fin would 

take the opportunity to let go. 

On being told, it was clear the owner didn’t give a toss about the damage. Or 

her lack of insurance. He took no responsibility whatsoever. He’d see her in court if 

she wished but he didn’t intend to repair the house. His plans to sell the property as a 

development block he’d bring forward. She had a month to get out. 

It was a Monday but she rang her mum anyway. 

‘No, nothing to worry about,’ she said, as her mum was predictably anxious at 

the unusual contact. Then she found herself crying.  

‘It’s just stuff,’ said her mum, relieved, once Fin had calmed down and 

managed to explain the situation.  

‘But my stuff,’ she said. 

‘Yes, yes,’ said her mum. ‘Replaceable.’ 

Fin knew it was true but it was still not fair. 

‘Come on,’ said Evie, when they were alone.‘Fair? Don’t make us laugh.’ 

Fin couldn’t help herself. She grinned. Evie was right. Fair was for fools to 

believe in. 

 

*** 
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On the following Sunday, Marco put down the crossword he’d been working on with 

her as they sat together in her backyard at the small wooden table. It had become her 

job to finish the more difficult questions. She liked the role, the pretence she was 

smarter than him, although she knew it was just a trick of his to involve her.  

‘Move in with me,’ he said lightly, tossing the idea like it was a frisbee she 

could send back if she chose. 
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34 

 

Fin had no idea she was going to do it until she heard herself telling him she had 

something to share with him. As she rose to her feet, the taste of fear exploded rusty 

and bitter in her mouth. 

‘What is it? Don’t get up,’ he said. 

She could see he only just stopped his hand from reaching to restrain her.  

Fin hesitated. She felt self-conscious, too full in the frame. Like the lens was so 

close, the pores on her face were visible. ‘I’ve got to tell you something about me 

and then let’s see.’ 

She stood up. Her bare feet curled on the wooden boards. It was easier not to 

be next to him.  

To alleviate the tension she shifted from foot to foot, but it made the mood 

more tense, not less. If she was filming this scene she’d bring the shot in from above, 

and track into a close-up on Marco’s face, which he was trying to keep blank. Or 

maybe not. That might be too pointed. 

‘Is this about moving in?’ he asked, anxiously. ‘Just forget I said it if it upsets 

you.’ 

‘No, it’s not that. Well, it is. It’s about my past.’ 

‘Look. Your past is your business.’ 

‘No. I thought that, now I think that if I am thinking of moving in with you, 

you have to know stuff about me. Like if I’m going to take the next step in this 

relationship.’ 

‘It’s not so formal.’ 

‘It is for me.’ 

Marco folded the papers into neat fours. 

‘Come back and tell me,’ he asked, pointing to the space on the bed next to 

him. 

‘No. I’ll sit here, on the floor.’ 

‘Well, so will I,’ he said, and took a spot near her but not making contact with 

her at the foot of the bed. 

‘I should have told you this before,’ she said, ‘and I’m sorry for not being 

braver.’ 
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*** 

 

Warm air had settled in the room, fuggy, like it had wafted in from somewhere not 

nice. The small bedside clock noisily turned its carded minutes over. Furiously, one 

clacked after another until half an hour had passed in what seemed like minutes. 

Marco had his head back, his neck resting on the mattress, staring at the ceiling. 

While she had been talking she liked his gaze averted. Now she’d finished it worried 

her. What if he never wanted to look at her again? 

‘So, you see,’ said Fin, ‘these scars were made by a log, just not quite like I 

said.’ 

‘Quite a bit differently.’ 

‘Mm,’ she murmured, not wanting to say any more. 

When he looked at her she thought he seemed angry. 

‘He hurled it straight at you?’ 

She figured his voice was raised by a sense of impotence. She doubted details 

would help. They were like sticks stoking a fire. 

‘It doesn’t help me,’ she said, calmly, ‘if you get furious.’ 

He nodded stiffly. ‘Okay.’ 

‘You can read about it all. It was reported, everywhere. Dad has a file; I could 

ask him for it, if you really want.’ 

‘No, thanks.’ 

Yes, she thought, good idea. She wasn’t sure she would have given it to him 

anyhow. It was one thing to tell, another to be read about.  

Fin wished she could undo time. The facts were now so old and reworked by 

years of therapy, tattered so badly, she wasn’t sure they reflected the whole picture 

with any accuracy anymore. If they ever had. So much she’d had to blank out even 

when it was happening.  

What did surprise her was how it seemed virtually impossible not to let the 

dirty old feelings of guilt and shame escape with the details. It seemed to be almost 

physical. As if when she opened the boxes a gas was sprayed and an oppressive 

suffocating cloud settled on her. With it came a dominant judging voice berating her 

loudly; it sounded like Stanley, Reggie’s arsehole of an uncle, who managed to get in 

to the hospital in the first few days and attack her. None of it, he told her with his 

worn face ugly as a raven right in her bruised face, would have happened if you 

hadn’t been there. It’s your fault someone had to pay for those white cunts’ fun. They 
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only did it to teach you not to cross the colour line, and then the cops had to pin it on 

Reggie, hang him, like he was real sorry for what he done to you. Always it’s the 

black man paying. You make me sick.  

What about Evie? she should have said. How’s she fit in? But she wasn’t 

thinking. She was anxious and scared trying to fight her way out of the fog they 

wanted to suffocate her with. 

Fin wiped her face as if the slow drip of Stanley’s slag was still on her cheek.  

She had to take a shower, get clean. 

‘Fin,’ he said, ‘don’t go.’ 

She turned at the door. The smile she gave him, while weak, was the strongest 

she had to offer. 

The water she ran was way too hot. She let it flood down on her anyway to 

make the sort of scald she needed to be able to bear herself again. It wasn’t just a 

story. It was her body that had been violated and every time she let herself remember 

it was a kind of reliving. She could feel the sore patches again. Her legs went weak. 

Her arms ached. Her stomach was bloated with fear. And keeping her eyes open was 

almost impossible.  

Soon the tiny bathroom was full of steam, her body bright red in the fog. As 

she rubbed the loofa over herself, gritty oatmeal soap lathered up thick and creamy. 

More vigorously than usual, she rubbed her shoulders and arms, her legs. While she 

worked on getting new feelings into her body, her mind busily repacked up the past. 

When she no longer needed the roughness of the sea sponge and the heat of the 

water, she turned the cold on hard and, gasping at the extreme change, put her face to 

the torrent that fell. Relaxing, she let it run, thrumming on her scalp and coursing 

down her body till she shivered and her head was light. 

Standing on an old towel, she got a clean one from the hanging basket in the 

corner and put it to her face. It smelt of the velvet soap she now used too instead of 

washing powder. It reminded her she was living a recovered life, not crazy and 

miserable lying on a hospital floor in a catatonic state. She wasn’t Seraphina; she 

was Fin. Not a girl but a young, healed woman who grew vegetables and took photos 

and made films that won prizes, who had a few friends, a boyfriend. With a future to 

look forward to. One day she would make a film about the Batavia and find a way to 

honour the universal story of women’s strength and resilience. She wasn’t a scared 

bunny anymore, relying on Evie for advice every five seconds. She’d grown into her 

own person again.  
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After drying, Fin rubbed coconut oil he’d left at her place into her skin. The 

white, waxy cream melted clear and left a healthy looking sheen. She put some on 

her face and through her short hair, liking how she now smelt like her lover. The 

word came in like a nice surprise. Yes, he was that now. 

Marco was sitting up in the bed when she got back to the room. 

‘You okay?’ She was suddenly nervous when she realised she’d pinned more 

than she would once have dared on this working out well. 

‘Yeah. All good in a bad sort of way,’ he said. 

She pulled a T-shirt from the open shelves, put it on and got in next to him. 

They lay face to face as if such inspection would reveal any changes her story had 

forged. 

‘Don’t pity me,’ she said. 

‘No. I think you’re incredible. Brave. Resilient.’ 

‘Unusual.’ 

He smiled. ‘You’re never going to let that go, are you?’  

She put a hand to his cheek. ‘Fortunately, I never make any gaffes myself 

when it comes to communicating.’ She smiled. She felt all right. Accepted. It was a 

good feeling. 

‘I love you,’ he said. 

Fin met his green eyes and thought he meant it, this word they’d never used. 

She wasn’t trying to play it cool with her lack of response. No-one had loved her 

since Reggie. There were years she could not even love herself. Marco’s fingers 

played along her forehead, soothing. He loved her. That was big. Dangerous, a relief 

or a pressure, she wasn’t sure. But she didn’t want him to take it away from her now 

it was offered. She opened her arms to him. 
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35 

 

While she wanted to move in to Marco’s, and she had to get out of her foul house – 

even Cairo didn’t like being in the stinky place – she still wasn’t sure it would work. 

She wasn’t sure she still needed to live alone. Evie could be intrusive and then there 

was keeping up her work. But there were plenty of advantages to his place. The 

location for a start was great. Just a hop and skip over the train track to the beach. 

And the size of his place. It was roomy and light, and in a better suburb, being 

neither posh nor suburban. And he loved her and she thought she might love him, so 

it might be good to spend more time together. They could see what happened. In 

theory it sounded okay but in reality would it work? To live together meant she 

couldn’t hide very much from him. Privacy would be all but lost and her compulsive 

rituals, even though she’d found ways to conceal them and was making progress on 

limiting how often she performed them, they weren’t exactly gone.  

‘I’ve been thinking,’ he said, as if he knew what she was. ‘There’s stacks of 

room. We don’t have to share a room,’ he said. ‘You could have your own. The one 

across the hallway from mine.’ 

‘You don’t want to share the bed with me?’  

She’d become used to the feel of him next to her at night either in his bed or in 

hers.  

‘Of course I do. Sometimes, Fin, I’m not sure where you get these ideas.’ 

‘But I can have my own room? So – like our own places in one house?’ 

‘Yes, of course – and the small room near it off the porch you could use for a 

study. It’s full of my junk but I don’t use it. I could clear it.’ 

Fin wandered down the hall and had another look. The bedroom on offer was 

large, at least as big as his. She liked the bush she could see over the road through the 

verandah doors and the press of the pink-flowered bell-vine on the windowsill. She 

would change the bed; the old metal frame reminded her of hospital. Her own bed 

would fit in the space and she preferred a bed without a bedhead, or frame at her feet. 

If she had to get out in a hurry it was easier. 

The little study was stuffed with boxes, though she saw it could be sweet. 

There was a small brown suitcase with a key lock. It had a sticker on it from a travel 

agent in India. She tried to open it. Locked. That was okay. She went out before she 
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forgot her manners and started looking in the boxes. It was not her business what he 

kept. 

 

*** 

 

Fin wondered what her parents would think when she told them about the move. She 

might wait a while. Perhaps they’d be as pleased as they were nervous. She knew 

they didn’t want her to be hurt and they’d worry it might not work out and their fear 

could be hard to navigate. It banged against her fear sometimes and there was a 

tendency for them not to want to change anything much, for worry she would fall 

over. That was why she allowed Evie to stay so close. Evie wasn’t ever scared. She 

was smart and brave and necessary, even if her mum thought she should let her go. 

There was no point trying to explain to her mum the choice was hardly hers. That 

would only make her mad. 

Once or twice Marco had caught her talking to Evie. While he pretended he 

hadn’t overheard, he had. She didn’t think she should have to explain and politely he 

didn’t ask for an explanation, though it could be an issue if they lived together.  

‘What about all the gear in the little room? Where will you put it? My desk is 

pretty big. I can’t write in my own room. There’s something about sleeping in the 

space I work in that doesn’t work for me.’ 

‘It’s no problem,’ he said. ‘I’ve needed a reason to clear it.’ 

He was happy to hear she was now talking like she might move in. 

‘I can’t answer to you,’ Fin said, wondering why she said it. But it mattered. 

‘We won’t be, like, married.’ 

‘I don’t know what you mean.’  

She couldn’t live like her parents. Who did every little thing together. She had 

to have space. Safe space. 

He considered her seriously. She watched him watch her with his brown eyes. 

‘I mean I really need my own space,’ she said, wanting to be as clear as 

possible. 

‘So do I.’ 

‘I’m kind of selfish. I like to do what I want. I’ve only ever lived with my 

parents. I have very limited experience of living with others.’ She didn’t mention the 

long stays at Reggie’s place. The way she’d liked how different it was. Many more 

people for a start, and fewer things. The TV was always on, the door never locked. 
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Reggie’s aunty always at the table, drinking tea, doing crosswords, smoking her 

Rothmans, keeping an eye on everything. Fin had loved being part of such a big 

family, but that was from before, and before was irrelevant. 

‘I’d never tell you what to do. You have my word. We’ll negotiate.’ 

‘You’re being very formal now,’ she said, slightly overwhelmed. Perhaps it 

was an extremely bad idea if it made things this tense. 

‘It’s a serious business,’ he said, ‘freedom.’ 

Fin knew that. She also was struck by a sense living together could 

paradoxically create more. It could be more organic to live in one house, without the 

need for times to be set and arrangements made. She’d decide soon. Very soon. 
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36 

 

Seraphina and Reggie are going to a party.  

He’s three years older and she’s been in love with him from the first time she 

saw him at a community meeting about ending the logging of old growth forest. His 

birth mum is dead and his aunty he calls Mum is growing him up with his cousin 

brothers. They are proper poor and tons of fun.  

In Ellis being black is a bad thing. No-one hunts Aboriginal people anymore. 

The last massacre was right there at the rocks down from Evie’s farm where there’s a 

little plaque old Merv Conner put up.  But Aboriginal people are expected to keep to 

themselves except for footy season, when the town invites players like Reggie who 

are absolute champions to join in. All other times they should stick to their own area, 

the little green houses on the edge of town, if they don’t want to invite trouble. 

Reggie’s dark like Seraphina’s dad, only lithe and smaller. He’s local and her 

dad isn’t. He’s proud of his peoples’ reputation as warriors and can’t quite believe 

how quietly the local mob go, as if they really believe they should neither be seen 

nor heard like children. He’s what the local cops call a stirrer. Which as far as they 

are concerned is like commie bastard and black bastard – an insult and a reason to 

have him in their sights. Her dad though is not frightened. He’s too big to be scared 

and his wife owns the farm on which they live. She only inherited it from her dad 

because her brother who was to get the farm died in an accident and there were no 

other men in the family he could find to leave it to. Her mum swears he hated her so 

much if he could have found any male with a drop of his blood he wouldn’t have 

given it to her. She’s spent every bit of energy since she got the place removing 

traces of her dad. Right down to taking down the fences he divided his small lot into. 

The fact she owns the place means her dad can’t be kicked out of his home, off 

country, which is what usually happens to stirrers in Ellis. They get run on out of 

town. 

Her parents love Reggie. He’s become the son her dad never had. 

Seraphina has a long wrap-around skirt on, a tie-dyed tank top she did herself. 

Her feet are bare. Her hair is twisted up in a French knot and she feels older, exotic. 

Up for adventure. They are going to a party in the next town. Everyone she knows 

will be there. They’ll pick up Evie on the way. It takes longer but her mum has a 

problem with Evie. She doesn’t approve of her, so it’s easier not to mention she’s 

going with them. 
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‘Get shoes,’ says her dad. ‘People might think I can’t afford them.’ 

‘Worrywart,’ she says, and goes up on her tippy toes to kiss him on the 

forehead, like he does her. But she goes and gets her Indian thongs all the same. 

 

*** 

 

Seraphina puts her seatbelt on and waves her parents goodbye as Reggie reverses the 

car around. The peppermint trees are in flower and she grabs some leaves that hang 

over the drive, crushing them in her fingers. Perfume fills the air. 

She whoops out the window to the horses, laughs at their serious, steady 

glances. Reggie doesn’t join in on this old joke of theirs. In fact, he doesn’t seem in a 

very good mood. Especially considering how huge and good this party should be. 

She puts her hand on his thigh. 

‘What’s up?’ 

They’re on the road before he answers. ‘Oh, you know – Billy, Lionel’s 

cousin?’ 

‘Yeah. What about him?’ She doesn’t like him much. But the thing is it’s hard 

to criticise family.  

‘Evie wants us, on the way, to do him some favour.’ 

‘Where?’ 

‘Up Top Hill.’ 

‘Right up there? It’s a long way out.’ 

‘I know.’  

He’s glum. Unlike Reggie. 

‘I’ll talk to Evie,’ she promises 

Grateful, he leans over and kisses her cheek. 

 

*** 

 

The trouble, is Evie won’t be dissuaded. She promised. 

‘You got to stop promising on favours you can’t deliver,’ says Reggie. 

‘But you’ll help. You won’t let me down. Will ya, cuz?’ Her voice is honey 

smooth, and her look like a child’s. It’s her style. It’s worked a million times before. 

Fin wishes she hadn’t organised Evie to get a ride with them. She could have 

gone with Jono or Kirsty or any one of their friends and it would be their problem, 
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not hers. But they go everywhere together. Have for years. Despite what her mum 

says, Evie is loyal and fun. And Reggie might be getting a bit sick of Evie hanging 

around more than he likes, but she is family for him as well as her best friend, so his 

hands were tied as tight as hers. 

‘Okay,’ Reggie says, ‘but we drop Seraphina at Janice’s and swing back and 

get her.’ 

‘Why get rid of me?’ she asks, trying to read their faces for clues. Evie’s 

playing her fingers through her hair, a nervous gesture. Not a good sign. 

‘What? It’s illegal?’ she prompts. 

‘Something like that,’ says Evie. 

‘Not dope-growing again? When are those boys going to learn crime doesn’t 

pay?’ 

‘I just have to give Kyton a message to get things ready. The buyers will come 

in next week.’ 

‘How come Billy gets you to do his dirty work?’ 

‘It’s Billy,’ she says, like that explains it. And it does. 

He’s a bloody dill, always mixed up in reckless rackets but charming too. Has 

a way of making people do stuff they didn’t want to ever since they were in primary 

school. Once he had Evie put flour all over Miss McKinnon’s chair, just for the 

pleasure of seeing her walk around all day with a white arse. 

It won’t hurt her to go. Even if her parents would be furious if they knew, how 

are they ever going to find out? 

‘I’ll come with you two,’ she says, firmly. ‘Then you don’t have to backtrack 

so much.’ 

She knows Reggie’s not happy from the glance he gives her, but he won’t tell 

her what to do. Never has. But she waits for the mood to not be so tight before she 

asks. 

‘Is Kyton that tall white fella that left school in Year 9?’ 

‘The one and the same,’ says Evie. 

Seraphina nods. She can’t work him out. Like her he’s always mixed on the 

wrong side of the tracks. The difference is his mates are the town’s little criminals 

but he’s got a good heart. He’s taken heat for her a few times with the town’s white 

bullies, who call her gin and moll. 

She looks out the window. The pine reafforestation and sustainable treeing or 

whatever the forestry department likes to pretend it is, rather than just raped and 
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pillaged land as Seraphina thinks of it, is long left behind. The old Ford has climbed 

tracks deep into forest and they are surrounded by old growth – the big, heavy guys 

that haven’t had a saw near them for over a hundred years. The slope’s too steep 

here, old chains and horses were never a match for the incline, and while in recent 

times they’ve heard a chainsaw scream, seen the dozers work the scrub, their 

position saves them – again. 

The giant trees stand like kings, wide dark trunks pushing them up high enough 

to close off the sky. It’s creepy but magic at the same time. The tall timber’s stripped 

them of light on this red gravel road decorated with warning signs every so often 

declaring the road’s fire tracks only, and closed. 

‘I know we’re doing all we can to protect these trees, but really it’s a bit 

oppressive, this forest.’ 

‘Got to think of them as your friends.’ 

‘Bit tall for me.’ 

Reggie laughs. His eyes crease up and his mouth is generously wide. ‘You’re a 

funny girl, my Seraphina. But I love you all the same.’ 

She lifts his hand from the gear stick and kisses it. 

‘Oh, come on you little love birds,’ complains Evie from the back seat.  

Seraphina turns around. ‘You’re just jealous!’ 

Evie grins her goofy grin and shakes her head, no. 

Reggies pushes the tape in. It’s a new artist. Patti Smith. They’ve just 

discovered her. She’s punk. City. They are surfers. Country people. More likely to 

listen to pop. And Johnny Cash and Bob. But she speaks to them. Because the Night, 

their current favourite song, blasts through the new speakers Reggie installed just last 

weekend to give her songs the volume they play best to. 

They sing loudly along to the lyrics. ‘… because the night belongs to lovers, 

because the night belongs to us.’  
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37 

 

The first morning Fin woke up in her new room, she didn’t know where she was for 

a moment. Her hand gripped tight on her tool under her pillow until she remembered 

and relaxed. Cairo was asleep on the rug beside her bed. When he saw she wasn’t 

getting up straightaway he went back to sleep. Fin slipped the tool into her 

pillowcase and listened to the sounds of the house.  

Here she was. Deciding had been harder than she expected. When she told her 

parents, she hadn’t expected there would be any real obstacles. They wanted her 

happy. But while her dad disguised his opposition, her mum hadn’t been as subtle. 

Even though, as they said, ultimately the decision was her choice, it wasn’t that 

simple. To Marco’s disappointment she’d resigned herself to the flat her mum found, 

which was at least light and in walking distance of the river, which was okay but was 

not ever going to be as pleasing as the ocean. For the first time since it happened she 

felt her parents’ love as something stifling. 

Then Pete had called. He and Stella were coming back because she’d been 

approached to audition for a feature being shot with funding from the new state film 

council. Yippee. He’d do the doco for her if she was ready and look for some 

commercial work in the meantime. They would move in with Marco. As soon as she 

told her parents about how she’d share the house with Marco, Stella and Pete they 

changed their tune. As Evie said, they thought the sun shone out of Pete’s arse. It 

wasn’t really nice of her but on the upside she thought Marco’s place the better 

choice. She felt a change, with friends around all the time, would be good for her. 

She lay it on thick and Fin sensed she was just positioning herself in opposition to 

her mum, which was her wont. 

For Fin there was a definite economic upside she couldn’t ignore. Marco was 

charging hardly any rent so she could put more money into the doco. She had hit up 

everyone she could think of, including the film council. She was doing the waiting 

and seeing thing, but with Pete’s arrival she wanted to be able to get started and her 

small savings would be enough to do that. 

It was so very strange to be in his house but in her own bed, with her own 

things not his. She thought it was important on her first night to make it clear she was 

serious about needing her own room. Across the hall was his room. He would be 

waking up to the same view, across the scrub to the river but from a different angle. 

Some people have matching towels, Evie had said, you have his view and her view.  
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Getting up, she found his room empty. Cairo followed her and said morning in 

his nuzzling way but went on ahead to the kitchen.  

Still in the T-shirt she’d slept in, Fin wrapped a sarong around her shoulders 

and wandered down. Seeing Marco, she felt shy like she had after they first time they 

had sex. 

‘Hi.’ 

‘Hi, lovely.’ He was already dressed in boardies and T-shirt. Hair wet. 

‘You been to the beach?’ 

He put a hand to his head. ‘No, a shower. Don’t ask why. I thought I should be 

clean on your first day.’ 

So he felt a bit strange too. Good. She hugged him quickly. 

‘I did have a quick gander at the swell, from the hill. Looks good.’ 

‘You take Cairo?’ 

‘No. He was in your room. I won’t take him if you’re home without you 

knowing.’ 

She was glad he understood the dog was not his to take. 

‘Sleep well?’  

‘Course,’ she said. ‘In my lovely bed. I might let you in sometime.’  

‘And if you knock you can come into my room.’ 

‘Knock? You don’t even shut your door!’ 

‘No,’ he said. ‘Yes. Whatever you want. Come into my room anytime.’ 

‘Don’t joke with me if it’s not a joke.’ 

He hugged her. Said he wouldn’t. 

She had spent a lot of time trying to sort out ground rules. Julia had warned her 

it was a waste of energy. It was like putting things down in quicksand and would all 

just disappear as they got used to being in the same house – but it hadn’t stopped Fin 

trying to insist on getting expectations locked down before she moved in. Though 

less than twenty-four hours in, she could see part of living with someone meant 

constant negotiation.  

‘Do you want to skip breakfast, go to the beach, eat later?’ 

‘Sure. You better give Cairo a bit of that bacon though. Don’t want to start off 

on the wrong foot.’ 

Stella and Pete were still sleeping when they left. She followed Marco’s lead 

on the walk, pretending getting down to the sea was a ceremony she was recording, 

tracking them smoothly on a dolly. She titled the film Marco and Fin’s First 
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Morning Living Together, but Cairo kept cutting in and out spraying sand and 

generally ruining her efforts to dramatise the event, which was after all something 

they had done many times before. 

Fin hadn’t worried about wearing a skin and wore only bathers. The silky 

sheen slipped against the tacky waxed surface of the newish short board her dad had 

recently presented her with. It was fast and well suited to the short, smaller breaks of 

the city beaches.  

When she was thigh deep, Fin steadied her board with a hand and slipped her 

entire body into the water, giving herself to it in a well-rehearsed ritual. She never 

met lightly with the sea. As a girl she had run into it much like Marco did, claiming 

the sea immediately he entered, but she no longer felt so entitled. After the night in 

the forest, she had been scared of everything, frightened sometimes even of her own 

breath as she’d lie in the dark waiting for sleep to come, more afraid of the deep 

sleep pills brought than insomnia. It had taken a long time not to panic all the time. 

The time she froze at the sight of a tattoo on a shopkeeper’s arm as he reached for 

her money wasn’t the only incident where fear had pushed her to the ground, shaking 

in fear. Thankfully, she was a thousand times better now. She turned her face to the 

sun and gave thanks.  

‘Yes,’ said Evie, ‘now you walk, not run.’  

Fin smiled and splashed water over her face.  

In those first months back from the ward, her parents had reintroduced her to 

the ocean. Her mum didn’t want Evie hanging around, being her only friend. She 

thought Fin should let go, move on. Fin realised fairly quickly not to mention her but 

she wouldn’t lie if her mum asked about her. But she rarely did that either. It started 

conversations none of them could handle. She had to get to know the sea near the 

city. Down south was out of the question. Going home impossible. 

At first when Fin floated between her parents in the shallow rock pools, 

starlike, she did so with her face to the sun, unable to turn her face into the water. 

When she finally took a mask and turned downwards she was amazed to see a world 

she knew so well, the knotted reefs with their families of shells and lashings of weed 

on the shoreline.  

The sea appeared to be the only element of her past still as she remembered. 

Though she had to adapt how to explore it. The snorkel she couldn’t use, amplifying 

the sound as it did. The audio of her breath terrified her, reminded her too animatedly 

of hands on her neck and the painful labour of fighting for each intake of air. 
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It was her dad who convinced her that learning to control her breath in 

freediving would be good. To build her cardio up, he started her running. She ran a 

lot in all kinds of weather. She ran hard. In bursts and in long stretches, in a pattern 

he made for her. She worked on holding her breath for longer and longer times. 

Putting her body under pressure. She practised being still and relaxed in the same 

breath. She learnt to feel her muscles in yoga and what they were capable of. Each 

day they practised pranayama on the beach as the sun rose behind them over the 

dunes, slowly showering light over them, warming and encompassing. She would sit 

like she was a child between her parents as they meditated. And once or twice she 

swore she saw Evie come sulking past, but when she looked again she saw it was her 

own projection. 

In the mornings, when the sun was well up and the sea recast into a living blue 

canvas stretched to the horizon’s edge, her parents would take her out in a dinghy her 

dad’s friend loaned them, to practise diving from its side. In the beginning, she 

gently rolled off the dinghy’s gunnels only into water hardly deeper than her father’s 

height, incrementally heading out further each day but sticking to the same routine, 

tipping over the side and slowly descending in the weightlessness of sea. The idea 

was to let go of effort. To head down to the sandy ocean floor expelling the breath 

gradually from her diaphragm, conscious of its movement through each cell in the 

body before it passed out in tiny bubbles from her nose. 

Over time, Fin could slow her heart rate, make a dive last for minutes, find 

depths measured in the tens of metres. As her breath became hers to control again, 

she had to less and less focus on the mechanics of the process. Finally, she was good 

enough so she could be wherever she was, in the moment, resting on the ocean’s 

floor – an observer of her small place in the fluid expanse as fish passed by 

unperturbed.  

The reef’s face would come alive under her gaze. The shell-backed and soft 

creatures of the creviced edges and pock-holes would carry on their business as if she 

wasn’t there. She would watch sleek crab pincers searching the drifting filaments for 

feed, delicately feeding morsels into hidden mouths while abalone on prominent 

cushioned lips kissed their way along the lime-face, and corals and grasses waved 

distractions, through which small fish darted and big fish hunted. 

Within a year she had learnt to sit with her breath in all manner of deep places 

until she was ready to surface.  
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When she did finally have strategies in place to manage moving forward, it 

wasn’t without Evie as her mum might have liked. She thought if Fin could wean 

herself off the stronger medication as she had, she could give up Evie too. But she 

didn’t understand – it was up to Evie to go.  

 

*** 

 

Fin took her time getting into the water. She waited until after Marco had caught a 

ride to shore and she could follow him as he turned to head out to deeper water. They 

paddled together out to the back making their way easily on the outgoing rip. The 

waves were small yet perfect. As Fin sat out on the swell line waiting, legs dangling 

off the sides of her board, she felt like bursting with happiness as Marco shot her a 

smile before they both turned to face the horizon and see what was coming.  
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38 

 

Fin still dreamt of writing a feature-length script on the Batavia but the project was 

far too large to ever pretend she could do alone, even though her ideas were now 

well formed. A plot of revenge by ghosts, women from the wreck who sought 

retribution for being unheard. There was a real girl (herself) who acted on their 

behalf to bring their stories to the public’s attention. A film within a film. Having 

only worked in documentaries she had no contacts to make a pitch to. And Evie was 

against her, in her ear about just making a documentary if she was so enamoured 

with the idea. 

When Fin read in the paper an article promoting the opening of a new cinema 

and the list of dignitaries and identities in the small film world of the west coast 

attending, she wanted to go. Networking. It was what you had to do if you wanted a 

creative career. Taylor would be sure to be there and hadn’t she said get in touch? 

Evie was dismissive of her plans to try and attend.  

‘It will be like a shark tank, and you the little fish.’ 

Fin was not put off. Living with the others, the daily chatter and routines, the 

interest they showed in her ideas had swelled her confidence. 

‘Well I am going, anyway.’  

‘So I suppose I have no choice?’ 

Unusually forward, Fin asked Stella if she would come with her. She thought it 

was a great idea and said she’d enjoy the company. Pete apparently wasn’t convinced 

it was worth coming back from the gold fields where he was making a beer ad. 

Money had to be made, he had said pointedly. Stella hoped to use the event to 

schmooze and widen her contacts. The film role she’d come back for had fallen to 

someone else and she was currently in rehearsals for a modern adaption of the play 

Lysistrata, where women withhold sex to stop violence against women. It was 

didactic and according to Evie dead boring, though Fin found it confronting. They 

did agree that Stella was certainly going to be the star when it opened, after seeing 

her in dress rehearsal, sneaking in with Pete to sit in the boxes of the empty city 

theatre. Fin had really enjoyed hearing her singing. Her voice had a great range, but 

when she mentioned this to Stella she’d laughed and said she thought she’d best be 

remembered for the scene where she was only in her underpants – if anyone came to 

the play at all. Fin wished she could just hug her, she seemed so despondent, but had 

only managed to mumble some banal reassurance.  
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One of her personal goals, and she set new ones regularly, was to get closer to 

Stella. She admired her and liked her, had since their first meeting, but she had no 

idea how to be friends without Pete in the equation. While he was away she was 

working at spending time with Stella when she could and the opening seemed a 

perfect chance to do something together.  

By the time the night arrived she was unsure about going at all in case she blew 

the opportunity. She spent most of the day trying on outfits, none of which suited 

her, and then gave up, staying in her room as if she was ill, wishing she could scream 

at Evie who had been in her ear all day about what a dumb idea it had always been. 

When Marco came in after a cursory knock on her door, she was surprised at his 

forwardness.  

He picked up her white silk shirt and the green one with the embroidery on the 

neckline. ‘This or this,’ he said. ‘Or I’ll lend you a potato sack. You’ll look good in 

anything.’  

He hung the two shirts up against his chest. ‘It will be fun. Stopping thinking 

of everything as a test.’ 

‘I don’t know what you’re talking about,’ she said, taking the shirts and 

smoothing them out on the bed.  

‘Well, hurry up,’ he said, patting her on the shoulder. ‘Stella’s keen to get there 

on time. She loves a big party.’ 

Fin wouldn’t disappoint her. She wanted them to be friends, and anyway Evie 

would never let her live down chickening out. She took the green shirt. 

‘Perfect,’ said Pete. 

 

*** 

 

Marco dropped her off with Stella out the front of the lit-up foyer. Fin managed to 

get out okay but once on the pavement she had no idea what to do. She hadn’t 

expected quite the crowd that was milling outside or the formality of the event. She 

wasn’t sure what she’d imagined but it hadn’t been this: crowds of onlookers, held 

back by bouncers and ropes from the aisle along which the invited guests walked. 

‘We’ll need an invite. I had no idea.’ 

‘No, we won’t,’ said Stella assuredly, ‘just stick with me.’ 

Fin didn’t let the strappy heels Stella had loaned her stop her from walking as 

confidently as she could. In fact, they gave her a place to focus her nerves and soon 
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she was walking like Evie would say, sassy. Stella – in a low-back dress, her hair 

flowing to her waist – walked liked she owned the space, like spotlights should turn 

on her as she swished towards the entrance. For luck, Fin touched the green stone 

totem necklace that hung at her neck. A present from her dad. Gaining confidence, 

she managed to catch Stella and match her stride towards a pair of bouncers who 

threatened to block the way.  

‘You’ll have to hold on to my arm, okay?’ Stella said. 

Fin was all right with that now. Considered her safe. They shared a bathroom. 

A kitchen. The house. Most importantly, they shared Pete.  

Fin threaded her arm through Stella’s. Like her date. 

‘Don’t stop,’ she whispered, patting Fin on her forearm. ‘I’ve got this.’ 

When one of the bouncers advanced at a pace towards them, Fin’s heart began 

racing even faster. She should never have thought she could manage this situation 

and if Stella’s arm wasn’t linked in hers she might have frozen. Stella flashed the 

bulky man her biggest smile and didn’t slow. Never letting go of his gaze, she kept 

walking forward without hesitation, and Fin without missing a step stayed with her. 

When they were level, Stella thanked the burly man in the tight black suit and 

winked. 

‘Welcome, ladies,’ he said, and backed off, wiping his sweating, bald head 

with his palm. 

‘How did you do it –’ said Fin, amazed as she found herself walking under a 

thousand fairy lights canopying the red carpet – ‘get him to let us in?’  

‘It’s an old trick.’ 

‘Really?’ 

‘You didn’t see how it worked?’ 

‘No.’ 

‘Well, I’ll tell you later. Now, let’s schmooze.’ 

The theatre foyer was lit in softer lights, a stage for the type of crowd Evie had 

predicted to look good in. A smattering of beautiful young models among business 

people, and well- and lesser-known industry types. Some hangers-on. Maybe others 

like her who had snuck in.  

Once she had a corner position from which to watch the crowd, she let Stella 

go to hunt some visiting director from the States she had her eye on. Fin’s aim was to 

make contact again with Taylor Butler and she was content to keep an eye out on the 

swirling crowd and hope she spotted her eventually.  
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The men were dressed in evening suits and the women, regardless of their age, 

all seemed to be uniformly tanned, blond and frocked in evening gowns. Taylor’s 

height, pale skin, dark hair and satin purple pantsuit made her easy to pick out. Out 

of the rain and dressed up, she was more than glamorous-imposing. A bit like the 

singer Cher, Fin thought, if a likeness had to be made. 

Clearly not coy about her height, Taylor had added to her advantage with extra 

high heels. Her lips were painted in a deep red and her eyes heavy with kohl. A man 

Fin took to be her husband and business partner, Digby Burton, was steering her 

around. He held her elbow like a tiller, pushing her this way and that, in and out of 

different groups and conversations. For someone so in control of another he seemed 

distracted, a man looking for something or someone. Taylor seemed calmer, offering 

a smile to everyone as he moved her on, like a fisherman trawling for a bite. 

Nonplussed, she seemed to glide smoothly away even when he was abrupt. Fin 

wondered why anyone would pretend to not mind being treated like a lure, especially 

when they were as powerful as Taylor.  

‘You going to watch all night?’ asked Evie. 

Fin shrugged. It was her idea. Her energy to get here and Evie hadn’t helped 

her at all. For once she could take a leap, she thought, ignoring her. 

Fin watched carefully for a chance to find a way around Digby, trying to avoid 

making any eye contact with some of the men Guy Fawkes was keen to kill. Like 

Craig Love, the bullish man with the too tight and skewed bow tie – from all 

accounts he liked a good whipping if one was to believe the gossip, and a total thug 

when it came to his building projects. More men died on his sites than any other 

because of his cost cutting, which apparently included illegal migrants without 

papers. What she had seen proof of was that his mining activities had left half the 

states northeast a wreck. Not that anyone here, Fin thought, taking in the baubles and 

wealth, would have ever been inland. The coast was their strip.  

Then there was Steve West, with the skinny woman with a huge diamond ring 

on her wedding finger that said ‘wife’ in the glitziest way, in a dress that looked like 

a petticoat, showing every bone in her body. He was the man behind the country’s 

biggest mining consortium. It was no surprise he was talking to the Premier. They 

were thick as thieves. Their wives second cousins. Fin wrung her hands and bit her 

lip. She shouldn’t have come. But you have, said Evie, as Fin felt in her purse for her 

tool. And you can’t go killing anyone either, even if Guy would be proud of you, no-

one else would be. Fin smiled. Evie was right. She was just freaking out. She closed 
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her purse and readjusted her stance, taking a glass of wine from a passing waiter’s 

tray because water didn’t seem on offer on any of the many trays circulating. 

Taylor was walking back again her way. She must have completed one lap of 

the crowd already. When Digby left her side for a moment to chase a waiter to 

replenish their drinks, Fin didn’t actually swoop, but she did manage to reach Taylor 

a second after Ken Sufflick, Minister for the Arts and Immigration, had grabbed her 

arm. A short man, he studied Fin coldly, unhappy to have competition. She nearly 

fell back and let him have Taylor to herself, but she knew Evie would have a go 

about being weak and she didn’t need her carping at her. To her surprise and pleasure 

she found she had the gall to stand her ground.  

‘Hi,’ she said, starting to think she had crashed a clumsy pick-up because Ken 

reacted aggressively, trying with a hand to Taylor’s back to immediately steer her 

away. He was definitely not willing to share her, but she was not as obedient with 

him as she had been to Digby’s instructions.  

‘Hello again, Fin Wills,’ she said, ‘you’re not stalking me?’ 

‘No,’ said Fin, horrified she might think that of her. 

‘I’m joking.’ 

‘Oh, good. I want to talk you to about an idea,’ she said, wondering how she 

would be able to unpack it here and now, in the noise and movement of the cocktail 

party. Stupid – she should have worried less about how she’d cope with coming and 

more about what she’d do when she was here. She should have brought her synopsis, 

been able to hand over a proposal that Taylor could read later. Unsure what to do, 

Fin stood fixed to the spot as she tried to make a plan about how to proceed.  

Being friendly, Taylor went to put her hand on her arm. Fin instinctively pulled 

away. Smiled quickly to try and cover up being so standoffish, but Taylor didn’t 

seem to even notice.  

‘Look, I’d love to catch up. Listen to it. You know my company. We’re always 

looking for ideas. Drop me your phone number, so we can set something up.’ 

Fin stuttered her thanks, then, because Sufflick was looking at her like she was 

dog shit or something, she began to prattle compliments needlessly. He had been the 

minister to hand over the public land to Craig Love for this cinema. Everyone in 

attendance tonight knew it would do nothing for the local film industry, playing 

overseas features. He had a bad habit of splurging public money on bad features by 

Americans that were co-productions in name only, cut the budgets of small 

productions, been useless on almost every level as the Minister for the Arts, but she 
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found herself lavishly praising him. The longer she spoke, the harder Sufflick stared 

at her, scornfully. When the pair didn’t move on, Fin kept talking, telling them all 

how much she enjoyed Taylor’s films and how she hoped to see more, right here in 

this cinema. Ken cut her off mid-sentence when she was explaining how much she 

had liked Harvest. (She wondered at her lack of tact even as she said it, but she did 

like it and had never worked out why it failed so miserably.) 

‘That lost a fortune, didn’t it, dear?’ Sufflick said, amused. ‘Digby said it put 

you in the red. West coast lobster red.’  

He gave Taylor another nudge in the back. This time, with an apologetic smile 

to Fin, she allowed herself to be pushed away towards Digby and some badly dressed 

man who looked as comfortable in a suit as Fin would have in a dress. 

‘Nugget, you randy old sea dog,’ Ken shouted, making a show of clapping the 

ruddy faced man on the back.  

Digby blazed a smile.  

 

*** 

 

Fin looked at her hands gripping her drink and tried to settle. Look like you belong, 

Pete used to say, and then people think you do. The trouble was she wasn’t sure what 

that meant. She had no wish to look like these people at all. Desperate, she watched 

for a glimpse of Stella as she reassured herself that at least she had come. She’d 

acted. Done what she came for. At least tried. She was not a scared rabbit, which was 

good, but she was very relieved when she finally sighted her friend and made a bee-

line for her. 

She should have taken Stella’s initial offer to stick together all night instead of 

being so insistent she wasn’t needy. It made sense to have had a witness. Stella 

would have stopped her babbling quite as much as she had and given her a chance to 

reflect on the interaction. Something unsafe and sleazy in the exchange with Ken that 

she couldn’t put her finger on was worrying her. It might just be that he was 

powerful and used to commanding the stage for himself. Whatever it was, she’d 

never know. There’d be no feedback on her rave to Taylor either. There was no point 

asking Evie. She couldn’t be trusted. She would put her own spin on it to spite her 

for coming. She just had to accept if there had been a subplot in her interactions she 

wouldn’t be able to decode what it was. 
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       39 

 

Fin and Stella were both subdued on the way home, the train’s clunking and rickety 

swaying a handy cover for their silence. Fin kept replaying her conversation with 

Taylor and Ken in her head, wondering why she’d babbled like she had. Been so full 

of false praise. So fake. 

‘How did you go?’ she asked Stella, a few stops out from home, hoping 

conversation might end the swirling of her own murky thoughts, which were starting 

to press, making her anxious. 

‘I always feel a bit dirty after those kinds of events.’ 

‘Do you?’ Fin was surprised. She thought it was just her. 

‘Yes. It’s like you’re selling yourself. A meat auction.’ 

‘I didn’t feel that, exactly.’ 

‘You’re selling ideas – that’s a bit different. I’m putting my body out there.’ 

‘It’s not like whoring.’ 

‘You can be blunt,’ Stella said. 

Fin worried she’d been offensive. 

‘I don’t know,’ said Stella, her face giving little away, ‘sometimes I think that 

would be a straighter transaction.’ 

Silence shadowed them for three stops. 

‘It wouldn’t be any clearer,’ said Fin.  

‘What?’ 

‘Whoring. It’s not really a straight transaction. It’s not really sex that’s being 

sold. It’s power.’ 

Stella smiled at her, curious. ‘Sometimes you take things a little literally.’ 

‘Marco says that too.’ 

‘Then it must be right.’ 

Fin thought there was no point replying to that. If she was making a dig, she 

didn’t want to know. Surreptitiously she studied Stella’s face. She could see her 

profile and her face was reflected in the window. She looked pensive but beautiful. It 

struck her that if she ever got the Batavia story up she’d make Stella the lead. She’d 

be a perfect Lucretia. A ghost with style would be a stronger way to play with the 

idea of women’s power being linked to beauty.  

Fin sparked at the idea, felt the evening might not have been a complete waste 

of time. ‘I think Taylor might be all right.’  
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‘She’s ambitious. He can be a loose cannon, from all accounts. But they are 

almost bankrupt, I heard.’ 

So it was true what Ken had said.  

‘Bit like me then,’ said Fin. 

‘Bit like us all.’ 

‘Not like Marco. He’s not ambitious. Or broke.’ 

‘Oh, don’t be too fooled. He’s not broke but he is ambitious. You don’t work 

as hard as he does to make things look a particular way because you don’t care. He 

just doesn’t want the same things as we do.’ 

Fin thought about that the rest of the way, how she could feel ambition like a 

small monster in her guts, sometimes, eating at her. It wasn’t just Evie who liked to 

win.  

You don’t have to prove anything, Julia liked to tell her. Being successful isn’t 

the pinnacle of wellness. Far from it. Fin wasn’t at all convinced it wasn’t just a line 

successful people used to reassure those less well off.  

 

*** 

 

Marco woke up when she got home and mumbled an enquiry. She leant over his 

sleepy form and kissed him. 

‘Sleep,’ she said, ‘tell you tomorrow.’ 

If he’d woken up she would have talked to him but he was back asleep almost 

straight away and she stripped off her clothes and put on the T-shirt she wore to bed. 

She checked her room. Under the bed. Behind the curtain. The door. Her rituals 

calmed her. She thought of having a shower but Stella was in the bathroom. She 

could hear the water running from the kitchen where she was making tea while Evie 

tried to get some attention. 

‘It was a big-end-of-town party. You did good,’ said Evie. 

‘I just feel a bit stupid. I really tried to suck up to Taylor.’ 

‘That’s okay. Everyone tries it on.’ 

‘You do what you have to.’ 

‘Yes.’ 

But gibbery flattery was a mistake. Fin couldn’t handle Evie, not right now. 

Memories of silly sucking-up talk whacked her violently. At the shack in the 

looming dark it’s Evie gabbling on about how impressive the bikes are. How shiny 
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the chrome. The spotless sparkle of the high mirrors. The powerful engines, the low 

leather banana seats. So great. The whole package. Her voice pitching up and down 

like she’s not certain what tone to use. What tone does work on bikers who’ve 

corralled two girls at the back of a miserable shack?  

Fin was mad she let that image in so easily. She banged the kettle on the stove. 

Once, twice, a third time. 

‘You okay?’ asked Stella, coming into the room, towelling her hair dry. Even 

in her nightie she looked like a star.  

‘I was thinking of how much I can’t stand alpha males.’ Not a complete lie. 

‘Why do you think she let Digby dominate?’ 

‘Taylor? I suppose lots of women let men run the show.’ 

‘But she’s extremely powerful. Our most successful director-producer.’ 

‘Don’t fret too much about Taylor. I’m sure she is fine. She’s in the big end of 

town.’ 

‘Where all the big boys are, and they don’t look nice.’ 

‘No they don’t. And probably aren’t. You know how it goes, the more status 

and money involved, the more creeps. It’s as good a reason as any to stay out of that 

market place. Besides the fact that the films they make don’t impact the world really. 

All froth and bubbles or gratuitous violence.’ 

Fin was thinking Taylor’s films didn’t really fit into either category. Maybe her 

idea had a small chance. 

‘Night,’ said Stella. 

‘Hey,’ said Fin, remembering she wanted to ask, ‘that trick? How did we get 

in?’ 

‘Oh, that trick you missed?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘I went there earlier and paid him. Twenty bucks.’ 

‘I thought it was magic,’ Fin said, laughing at her own naivety.  

Stella smiled, shook her head.  

‘God, I love you. It was just money. It makes the world go round and don’t 

forget it.’ 

And before Fin could jump, Stella had planted a kiss on her head and 

disappeared. Fin was overwhelmed. She liked the kiss. Its softness. The idea she had 

succeeded with one goal at least that night. 
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40 

 

Their documentary with the working title Acts of Violent Good got up with the new 

film board. On the Monday they received the funding agreement. On Tuesday 

another official letter came bringing more good news. Green Forever, the umbrella 

environmental organisation, had also chipped in with a donation of about half the 

size. If her life was a film, this was an incredible turning point. The drama was 

ramping up. No more beer commercials for Pete. No more pretending more research 

was needed. They had proper money. Could get on with the job of making a good 

film. A doco. Even Evie was happy. 

It was a fine meal of chicken and vegetables Fin cooked, with Pete to celebrate.  

‘Really killing the fatted calf,’ said Stella, and Fin stopped herself in time from 

correcting her. She was getting much, much better at not taking everything so 

literally.  

On the table were three dishes. One of stuffed capsicums with rice and vegies, 

some greens in another, and a chicken that Pete had traded from the neighbours in 

exchange for a record, and killed, plucked and roasted himself.  

Trying to be discreet, but not discreet enough, she pulled a small quill out of 

her mouth.  

‘Don’t tell your dad I failed to get a clean skin. He’d be ashamed,’ said Pete. 

‘He would not be. He’d be pleased you had a go.’ 

It wasn’t the only thing her dad had taught him when he’d come to visit soon 

after she went home for the first time about six months after it had happened. 

He’d shown him how to fish for abalone and cray. How to burley for garfish. 

Scoop for flounder. Take an alternator apart; clean a distributer. Plenty of things his 

own family should have shown him but her dad loved the role. He should have been 

a teacher. If they had sustainable living courses he’d be a professor, but with Pete he 

was just trying his best to be a dad.  

He’d taught Fin plenty over the years and when she moved out from hospital he 

had a new strange bag of new skills to teach her, ticking each task off when she 

mastered it. He taught her self-defence and plenty of basic tricks useful for a career 

in car-theft and break-and-enter had she been so inclined. She could pick most door 

locks or jemmy them swiftly, hotwire a car, disable an engine, flatten a complete set 

of tyres with the aid of her little tool. The idea was that if the worst of her fears 

happened she’d be able to help herself. No-one wanted her to think anything bad 
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could ever happen again – it was just important, vital, she felt she could defend 

herself. Even though she’d relaxed a lot, and modified many of her rituals to stay 

safe, she still carried the tool with her at all times, outside. In the house, with the 

three people she loved best, she’d found she could keep it in a drawer with her socks, 

unless she was the only one home. 

‘The chicken’s great,’ Stella said. ‘I’m surprised, given it was a Steely Dan 

record you traded.’ 

‘You don’t like Steely Dan?’ 

‘No,’ said Stella, ‘I do not. I wouldn’t have given you anything for it.’ 

‘That’s the difference between us,’ Pete said. ‘I’m tasteful.’ 

Stella leant over and kissed his mouth. 

‘Tasty.’ 

See, it’s not just Marco who thinks it’s okay to kiss in front of other people, 

Fin wanted to tell Evie – but it wasn’t the time.  

Marco squeezed her thigh under the table. 

When she first moved in, they used to be constantly touching and kissing each 

other. Especially in the mornings, with the warm pleasure of the bed still on their 

skin as they prepared to spend the day apart, or with the thrill of seeing each other 

after a night spent separately. Fin had liked the easy intimacy; it was so new to her, 

that was until Evie accused her of thinking she had invented sex. Her comment cut. 

Fin had been embarrassed. The implication she had been caught showing off her new 

comfortableness with displays of affection stung her. When she’d confronted Evie, 

she’d claimed it was said without malice. She was just brusque, often said what came 

to mind without much filtration, Fin should know that. But the comment had 

inhibited her and she suspected Evie didn’t mind that by making her uncomfortable 

she’d restricted Marco’s gestures of affection. 

 

*** 

 

On the Wednesday a third important letter came. It had the Unsinkable Productions 

logo on the front. From Taylor Butler: she had received Fin’s letter, she wanted to 

meet. Next week. Thursday, 10am, her office.  

Fin went looking for Marco to give him the good news. 

He was dressing timber out the back, standing barefoot in a sea of wood 

shavings. 
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‘About the doco, more funding?’ 

‘No, my feature idea.’ 

‘On the wreck?’ 

‘On the women.’ 

He stood with the plane in his hand. It was such a fine-looking tool, carved out 

of dark polished wood into a smooth, curved shape so the hand could work the 

hidden sharp blade like a musical instrument, shaving wood till it became what was 

wanted. She wished he’d keep working. She liked watching him work it gracefully 

over the hard surface and make curls of buttery wood. She also preferred he didn’t 

look at her like he was. Like he disapproved. 

‘I know we said we wouldn’t restrict the other, but do you really think it’s a 

good idea all this delving into the Batavia story? It’s pretty dark. Is it good for you? 

It seems to affect your moods.’ 

‘What do you mean?’ 

‘I mean I can tell before I even speak to you if you’ve been working on the 

doco or the feature idea. And I can tell you what I prefer.’ 

His bluntness was brutal. Fin had no idea what to say to him. Evie would tell 

him to go fuck himself.  

Deflated, she kept her distance on the step watching him for a while, picking at 

a scab on her hand from wrestling with tomato stakes the week before, uncertain how 

to express her feelings, a mix of anger and bitter disappointment. How would he feel 

if she talked like this to him? Don’t work on such and such’s house. You come home 

grumpy. Not that he did. Though that wasn’t the point. He should back her up. For 

the first time she compared him to Reggie. This was no good. Dangerous. She was 

Fin. Older, wiser. It was stupid to have let that thought have an ounce of light and 

she abruptly got up. 

 She didn’t know what to do. She couldn’t go and write. Or even sit in her 

study. And she didn’t want to go out. It would send too strong a message about being 

unsettled even though Cairo could do with a good run. Contentedness had slowed her 

running to shorter, slower jogs. Fin wandered around the house looking for jobs, 

until a bowl of lemons on the kitchen table caught her attention. Perfect. She set to 

washing and quartering them to make preserves, enjoying the sting the juice made on 

the open cut on her finger.  

Evie got in her ear telling her to hold her nerve. History was on her side. 

Women everywhere who had been violated were on her side. It should have been a 
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doco, but fiction was all right. If Marco didn’t like it, so what? It was selfish of him 

to want her happy all the time. If you weren’t sad sometimes, even distressed, then 

you weren’t really alive.  

Fin wasn’t sure. Perhaps, like Marco couldn’t afford to get angry she couldn’t 

afford to get depressed either, even if it was just a story affecting her. But she wanted 

to do it. She’d go to the meeting, especially given Evie’s shift. 

Now she’d settled on a course of action she’d go for a run. She wasn’t running 

away. She was running to keep grounded, to be fit. Not that Cairo gave a hoot why, 

leaping excitedly around at the sight of her pulling on her running shoes.  

To her surprise Marco was out the front on the verandah. 

‘Sorry,’ he said, ‘I guess I broke the rule.’ 

‘Yes, you did,’ she said. ‘I’ll be back in an hour or so.’ 

‘Can I ask why you don’t run the river way?’ 

‘I don’t,’ she said, ‘ever at this time of day. I can look after myself.’ 

‘I know,’ he said. 

‘Do you?’ 
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41 

 

Marco was out when she got back. Gone to quote on a job the note said. Fin was glad 

for the space. While she felt much better, she was glad the pressure was off. He 

could have an opinion and she could disagree. It was adult. Julia had warned her they 

would not always get on. As had her mum and her dad and Pete. Stella probably 

would say the same thing. Cairo lay at her feet on the verandah steps while Fin drank 

a glass of water, glad, yes glad she lived there.  

She watched her slice of river. Funny how quickly she’d owned it. That was 

the main trouble with white people, according to Pete. They were always thinking 

possessively. Country, sea, people. They liked to claim them for themselves. Stories 

should have been on his list too, thought Fin. We like to take them and tell them too.  

Fin knew Pete also didn’t really approve of her interest in the Batavia, though 

he’d been less openly critical. It was dumb – because he, like Evie, should be 

celebrating her interest in the tale. Even being able to look at the Batavia story meant 

she was much better. Four years ago – three or two or even last year – she wouldn’t 

have been able to. While it was true she could spin unhealthily in some of the 

Batavia’s more gruesome details, she was aware of why it happened. It wasn’t out of 

control. There were some obvious clear parallels with her own past and she didn’t 

need to consult Julia to know part of her fixation on the narrative came from not 

having an airing of her own story. Without anyone being charged, without a trial, her 

scars stayed hidden. There was no public reckoning of the damage to her. It could eat 

away at her in her darker moments. Batavia gave her an outlet. The idea she had 

would give them justice and by proxy herself. Especially by writing the 

contemporary character in. Not her, but the damaged young woman looking for 

justice who would always be a part of her.  

Fin just knew it mattered the story was told. Her script would allow those 

women a chance to show how they did more than survive. She would take the 

audience into their tiny and dangerous world, within the three tents they were 

restricted to on the island. A space no bigger than about fifty squares. In detail, she 

would show their suffering. 

The trouble for Fin was that regardless of her motivation she couldn’t make 

some of the facts any easier to handle. Like the day she did the maths on how many 

times a day the ‘common’ women had to fuck. If only forty of the men chose to fuck 
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them and wanted to every day, it was ten fucks a day. Some men would want to fuck 

more to flex their considerable power and there would be others with a need to 

bolster a sense of power. Much of the fucking would have been done with the blood 

the killers still had on them from recent murders.  

Her skin crawled. Her defences to keep her own memories in their safety boxes 

became hyper-vigilant. 

Most people, not just a woman with her past, would be sickened by the detail 

in the facts. There had to have been pregnancies because there was no contraception 

available at the time. Lucretia, Fin worked out, could have had a baby. There had 

been time. Like so much about the women, this was left to conjecture, and imagining 

what might have happened all too easy and disturbing. She might be writing a 

fictionalised version of the post-shipwreck chaos, but what she read had happened to 

real people. Real women. 

 

*** 

 

It wasn’t just to make it easier for her that Marco dropped her off at Taylor Butler’s 

office. He was making a point about supporting her and she was grateful this could 

be done without talking more about it. The company’s offices were in a little 

weatherboard house in a street bordered by the railway line, on the north side of the 

city where space was cheaper. The street had once been home to blue-collar workers, 

but now there were all sorts of businesses. Fin passed a landscaping service, a 

fashion designer-direct shop and a surveying company, all before she spotted the 

purple and yellow of Unsinkable Productions with the logo of a ship on its wooden-

boarded side.  

Taylor was waiting outside in skinny jeans and a white cotton shirt, leaning on 

the fence and waving her over like they were old friends. Marco acted cool, drove off 

as soon as she was out of the car, a finger lifted off the wheel saying goodbye.  

‘Find it okay? People often get lost,’ Taylor asked, extending a hand. 

‘Easy.’  

Fin followed Taylor, entering the narrow hall. There was an office off either 

side. 

‘Digby’s,’ Taylor said, pointing to the neat one. ‘And mine.’ 

Hers was a mess – papers everywhere, folders. The typewriter almost buried. 
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‘I get so many scripts to look at. Not enough time to read. Certainly none to be 

neat.’ 

Taylor moved on and Fin found herself at a small conference table in an open 

plan room with a kitchen. It was a light room, clearly a new extension that opened 

onto a patio with old vines on a pergola out the back. A side door to another room 

was closed. She took up an offer of lemongrass tea with ginger and had just sat down 

when Digby entered from the room at the side. He wore only a towel at his waist and 

took her so much by surprise that she started, and had to work harder than she had in 

a while to maintain her composure. 

‘Anyone for yoghurt?’ he asked, going to the fridge behind where Taylor was 

seated, surveying Fin like a hungry wolf. For a terrifying second or two she thought 

yoghurt might be code. For sex or a blow job or something, because he was 

definitely looking at her in a lecherous manner. His smile was tight, like it was 

paining him to hold it. 

‘Can you stop doing this?’ said Taylor. ‘It might be some groovy American 

style but here it’s just considered crass to come in to a business meeting undressed.’ 

‘I’m not in a meeting.’ 

‘Digby.’ Taylor was clearly angry. 

‘Sorry. Sorry, Fin. I forgot you were coming.’ 

Taylor rolled her eyes as he left. 

‘Sorry. He’s very neat but it’s a front for an untidy mind.’ 

Fin was pleased to see Taylor was not the pushover with him she’d taken her 

for and liked her more. 

‘I want to do a film,’ Taylor said, ‘with you, on the Batavia.’ 

Fin thought she’d misheard. She’d only just asked for a meeting and her 

proposal had been far too sketchy for this sort of interest to be on the table. 

Taylor was studying her closely.  

‘Really?’ 

‘I thought it would make a great film.’ Taylor leant in across the table. She was 

flushed with excitement. 

The room rippled with dramatic tension. 

This was like magic. Like getting in to the Ritz Theatre. But that had been a 

trick. Fin sat up straighter. 

‘I’ve been thinking about it for years and now suddenly Digby says okay. I 

love that story. It might be full of all sorts of shit but we can do a great job. I love 
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your creative take. The young filmmaker, the story within the story. The idea truth 

has its own way of coming out.’ 

‘Hang on,’ Fin said, her skin creeping. Her proposal had not contained details. 

It had pitched a historical narrative. Because at film school she’d been advised not to 

hand over creative ideas to others who might take them until there was some trust. 

‘How do you know about that?’ 

Taylor smiled. ‘When I got your letter I rang Pete. See if he had any idea what 

you might be trying to bring to my table. I’m sorry to shock you but he let some 

information slip. I thought we should get together.’ 

‘Really?’ 

‘Call him.’ She gestured to the phone. 

She was in a quandary. Pete didn’t like the film. He didn’t break trust with her, 

either. 

‘You’re right,’ Taylor said. ‘He doesn’t like it. But he loves to work, and I 

suspect he must love you, because when I told him we had seed money he was a bit 

more forthcoming about your structure. I love it.’ 

There was a lot of the love word being hurled about. 

‘He said it was very important to you.’ 

Fin tried to be cool. ‘Film is. This is.’ 

 

*** 

 

Evie had always dismissed the Batavia as a hard sell. She claimed the story was too 

dark to be commercial, and if it was focused on women it immediately catapulted 

into the other section of entertainment: not just feminist ‘other’ but ‘other’ that no-

one will fund. How Taylor had found a way when she was broke seemed too good to 

be true.  

‘You have money?’ 

‘Writers don’t usually ask producers that sort of question. They say thanks.’ 

‘Thanks.’ 

The older woman smiled, like she might be amused. 

‘You must know about the new tax break, 10b.’ 

Fin shook her head. 

‘Well, you should, a small producer-director like yourself. Look into it. 

Anyway, it’s very generous, and it’s generating interest from companies who’ve 
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never had a thing to do with film. 10b-a is mooted for next year and will pull more 

in. People want to get into projects now, on the proviso they’ll be able to make good 

money when the percentage increases. It’s very lucrative for the rich to skim tax. 

Seems there are more punters out there than we thought. Digby’s made some 

connections. You understand we are talking very preliminary. An adaption of the 

story from you, a draft. That’s it for now.’ 

‘I get it.’ 

Fin felt her heart start to pound. It was ever so scary to get what she wanted but 

the more they talked, the more Fin liked Taylor. She found her warm and engaging. 

And she was well informed, with heaps of enthusiasm. 

Taylor had certainly done her background reading. The two animatedly 

discussed the outline of the story as it was known. When Taylor corrected her on the 

name of the island where the cabin boys and some women were chased into the sea 

and drowned to avoid being bludgeoned to death, Fin was embarrassed.  

‘It’s not a test,’ Taylor said, and put a hand onto hers. Fin made herself endure 

having her personal space invaded. She was glad when it seemed she got away with 

her fear not manifesting in some awkward involuntary recoil of her hand.  

‘We could talk all day about what they say happened. I’m not so sure if any of 

the facts are so firm one could stand upon them. It doesn’t matter, what does is that 

it’s written from a woman’s perspective,’ Taylor said. ‘A feminist take.’ 

‘A feminist perspective? Sure,’ she said, quickly. ‘I’ve never considered it to 

be anything else.’ 

‘Good, but I don’t need a feminist thesis.’ 

Fin nodded. She had no idea what that would even be. 

‘I want the contemporary story to hold equal weight with the historical one.’  

Taylor kept staring intensely at her and Fin had a sense this work seemed as 

important to Taylor  as it was to her. It felt like they were making a connection about 

its significance without talking about it and she was pleased she managed not to drop 

her gaze against the intensity of Taylor’s continuous eye contact.  

Nothing had felt this important since she and Evie embarked on making 

Ghosts. 

Taylor sat up, business-like again, and the spell broke.  

‘I did think to ask Angela Lowson before your letter. Ghosts was what tipped it 

in your favour. You understand that relationship between trauma and a supernatural 

world, and you’re also used to the hard yakka of research. Your documentary 
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training has given you that. And Pete, he’s a rising talent I want to work with and 

you have a relationship with. That’s if I haven’t put my foot in it.’ 

‘No.’  

She was trying to process a lot and her head was getting busy. Angela Lowson 

was a screenwriter with credits. It was hard to comprehend she’d got the tick over 

her. 

‘Angela’s views can be rather, let’s say, forthright,’ Taylor said, giving a snort 

of laughter at something she wasn’t going to share. ‘And she’s not a Western 

Australian like us. This is our story.’ 

That was exactly how Fin felt about the wreck. It was their wreck.  

‘Your proposal to me,’ said Taylor, ‘I hope you don’t mind if I give you some 

advice?’ 

‘No.’ 

‘It was dreadful. Appalling. Film-school graduate stuff. No detail. No hook. 

Luckily, circumstances stacked up in your favour. One, I’ve always wanted to do 

something on Batavia since I was a small girl and used to visit a fishing family out 

there and learnt about the story. Two, I’d seen Ghosts in Singapore and loved the 

style. Three, Pete’s your mate. Four, you told him your cracker of an idea for the 

story to not be just historical and he told me, five – amazing serendipity – Digby gets 

me some money.’ She grinned. ‘And about time too. That is why you will leave this 

table with a cheque in hand and a contract.’ 

She turned away and called for Digby.  

Fin would never quite know what happened next. She was overwhelmed. It 

took all her energy to stay calm while they went through the formalities. 

She did remember this. When she was at the door leaving, Taylor offered her 

hand and said, ‘You are absolutely the right person for this job,’ and she felt sure the 

producer knew exactly why this was.  
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42 

 

As agreed, Marco was waiting for her in the café around the corner. She had a 

moment to observe him before she stepped into the scene with news to change the 

balance in their relationship. And not just because she was now fully employed, an 

equal breadwinner.   

He rose tentatively and kissed her. ‘How did it go?’ 

‘Oh, so good. Fantastic. Let’s go “special dinner” shopping,’ she said, ‘and I’ll 

tell you all about it. I’ve been paid a fat cheque and it’s burning a hole in my pocket. 

There’s two more if I complete a treatment she likes and go on to do a first-draft 

script in the agreed time. Then we’ll wrangle on the script fee.’ 

‘Great,’ he said. ‘That is great.’  

‘Come on,’ she said. ‘I want to buy cake. Fancy cake and ice-cream, and 

champagne.’ 

Marco put his arm around her. Gave her a squeeze as they walked to the shops. 

‘What about the doco?’ he asked. ‘Pete’s raring to get into it full-time.’ 

‘It won’t stop that.’ 

His look hardly convinced her he believed her and it annoyed her enough to 

make her stop in her tracks. He had no right to interfere in her work. Imagine if she 

told him how to run projects. 

‘You know Ghosts didn’t earn a fraction of this fee. Not even with the prize. 

And that was years of hard work. Four thousand is enough to buy equipment. A new 

projector for a start, a new stills camera. Replace the stuff I’ve lost.’ 

The idea of so much money, to do a project she’d thought about trying to raise 

herself, well, it was nothing short of incredible. He should be more pleased for her. 

Pete obviously had managed to put aside his reservations to help her succeed. 

At the Italian deli Marco had to pay for the treats she selected because the 

cheque needed clearing, a detail she had not considered in her excitement. 

‘I owe you,’ she said, wishing she didn’t.  

‘You do not,’ he said.  

‘When it clears,’ she said, ‘I’ll pay you back.’ 

‘I don’t need your money,’ he said. 

‘I don’t need looking after, either,’ she said, just managing to keep her tone 

light enough not to turn it into the big deal she felt it could easily become. 
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‘I know,’ he said. ‘Sorry, and sorry for the crack about the documentary.’ 

She knew he was. He was just a bit scared for her. Her mum did this, could be 

unintentionally mean trying to protect her. 

When they had the parcels on the back seat, before she put her belt on she leant 

across and kissed him.  

‘What’s that for?’ he asked. 

‘Because I love you. And I like you too. Even if you’re bit of a stick-in-the-

mud.’  

‘No-one’s called me that before.’ He smiled warmly at her.  

‘Well, I am unusual.’  

He rolled his eyes and she leant over and kissed him again. He kissed her hard 

back as she wrapped her fingers into his hair. Let his fingers pull her closer by the 

neck. She didn’t care who saw. This was the scene she’d imagined unfolding an hour 

ago. 

‘Best get home,’ she said, breaking off the kissing, keeping a hand to his thigh. 

Stroking it. 

At home, Stella was out and they forgot to put the ice-cream away in their rush 

to the bedroom. 

 

*** 

 

‘You know,’ said Marco, as they lay together, both uninterested in getting back up, ‘I 

could count on one hand the times we’ve had the house to ourselves.’ 

Fin understood what he didn’t say. Like her, he’d learnt to be on his own a lot 

more than most people. While the dynamics in the house were good, it was often 

very busy. Stella often brought friends over, who were all nice, but they took up 

space and to avoid people both she and Marco had been withdrawing a little into 

their own spaces and were getting unconnected. It wasn’t just the work pushing them 

a little adrift from the other. 

By the time Fin got up again, the ice-cream was liquid, a tub of white cream 

with pistachio green bits floating in it. As she put it in the freezer she found herself 

marvelling how easily it would reconstitute itself. Be more or less as it was before. 
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43 

 

Cairo announced Pete’s return in a steady stream of joyous barking. Fin leapt up to 

met him outside. She wanted to catch him before Marco and Stella came out. Do a 

quick air clearing. 

‘I had no idea she would contact you so soon,’ he explained, as she helped him 

with his gear in the door. ‘I’m so, so sorry. It was a massive breach of trust.’ 

‘It’s fine.’ 

‘Is it?’ he questioned, wanting reassurance. 

‘Yes, it broke all the rules but don’t worry. I’m glad you spoke to her.’ 

‘You are?’ He was clearly relieved. 

‘Yes, I am.’ 

Pete hugged her spontaneously, in an unusual display of physical affection 

with her. She was just thinking how different the feel of his body was from Marco’s, 

less muscle, softer arms and some belly, when Stella burst out the door, skipping 

down the steps.  

‘Pete,’ squealed Stella. 

‘Stella, baby,’ Pete growled in a take-off of Marlon Brando. 

Marco and Fin gave each other a look, one that said weren’t they dramatic but 

kind of cute, before taking a bag each from the car and dropping them outside Pete 

and Stella’s room.  

‘So, what you been up to?’ Fin asked Stella, noticing her red hands and the 

paint on Pete’s neck.  

‘Practising her graffiti skills,’ said Pete, looking under the sink for turps. 

‘Where?’ asked Fin. 

‘Down the road.’ 

‘The new smoke ad?’ It had been erected a few days ago. Ten metres by five of 

colourful smoking inducement next to the railway line. 

‘Guilty as charged, your Lordship.’ 

She gave a little bow. 

‘Come here,’ said Pete, and Stella obeyed, joining him at the sink and allowed 

him to pour the paint stripper over her cupped hands.  

‘It stings my cuts,’ she complained. 

‘Don’t do the crime if you can’t do the time,’ Pete joked. 
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Stella turned and made a face at Fin, who, finally acting on her desire to be 

able to offer physical comfort, ran a hand gently over Stella’s bent head. Her hair 

was like silk. Shimmery and soft.  

‘Poor thing,’ she said. 

Stella winked. ‘Happy for the attention.’ 

Fin grinned. She loved how Stella was so bold and cheeky. She seemed to fear 

nothing. Certainly not authority. She was a member of the Land Rights Action Co-

operative, Flick 54B group, the anti Restricted Public Gathering Act group, and a 

member of the fledgling organisation BUGA-Up, who took their anti-smoking 

campaign onto billboards, defacing them. Stella had started the WA chapter as soon 

as she’d arrived back, fired up by actions on the east coast. 

‘Look out at the Peter Jackson billboard tomorrow morning,’ she said. ‘I’ve 

created a new slogan.’ 

‘Perhaps,’ said Marco, ‘we don’t have to know every illegal thing you do.’ 

‘Worried the cops will come interrogate you?’ 

‘Something like that.’  

Fin admired the way, like Stella, Marco could make serious things sound light 

too. She knew he was as scared of police as she was. Perhaps not quite as obviously 

jittery in their presence. She loathed and feared them. They’d butchered her case. 

Harmed the Aboriginal community. Made trouble in every corner of the Ellis 

township, just to cover their arses. She didn’t trust them at all to work in anyone’s 

interest except their own. And how about the way the drug squad had pinched a lot 

of Marco’s smack but made sure he still had enough to be charged with importation? 

The lot of them were corrupt. And as for that bastard Second Sergeant Rory James, 

he was the lowest of the low. Thought a girl who’d go out with a black boy got what 

she deserved. Before, she would fantasise about his death. A fire. A remote car 

accident. But it wasn’t healthy to be bitter and revengeful. Julia had been clear about 

that. 

Fin got out the broom, ready to sweep.  

Where was all this emotion coming from on what was such a good day? It was 

best not to think about it. It served nothing to get mad. She brushed the broom 

scratchily over the wooden boards. 

‘Let’s get outside,’ said Pete, who read her all too well. ‘Come on, Fin, leave 

the sweeping.’ 
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‘Yeah, leave it,’ said Marco. ‘It’s my turn anyway.’ Gently he took the broom 

from her. 

Once they moved outside to the verandah, Fin felt immediately much better. It 

was the sort of heat that made her feel like life had promise. The evening warm. An 

early spring heat, yet this was at the opposite time of year. She picked the deadheads 

off the potted daisies as Marco and Stella settled out on chairs to play guitar. Stella 

studied his finger movements closely as he taught her a new song by Pink Floyd. A 

little old, but still popular. They all knew the words and were singing over and over 

as Stella slowly picked up the chords. She was keen but no natural talent. 

Fin settled on her favourite part of the verandah on the steps, watching the 

night hunker down in the scrub and the last of the light feed out the crack of horizon. 

She was happy. Really happy. When Pete moved to join her, she shifted her bum to 

give him room to sit down.  

‘What would songs be about if they weren’t about love?’ he asked.  

‘Love gone wrong, fucked-up lives, lies, hate, lots of stuff.’ 

‘What’s up?’ 

‘Evie’s not happy.’ 

‘But it’s not about her. It’s you. You’re the one alive.’ 

She felt her throat constrict. Pete had no right to talk like that. Well, not 

strictly. He had more right than anyone. But he shouldn’t say it even if he thought it. 

‘We don’t have secrets, do we?’ Pete said, kindly. 

‘No.’ 

‘Then don’t worry. She might not like it, but it’s about you. If you think it’s a 

way of letting go, then do it. Taylor loves it.’ 

‘You’re sure.’ 

‘You can’t ever be sure, can you? Not once you’ve been so wrong, or 

wronged.’ 

‘You’re right.’ 

‘It’s what we live with, it’s life, not knowing. The illusion we have to give is 

being sure. Like Stella does so easily.’ 

Fin found the tightness she’d been holding dissipate. Really, sometimes Pete 

was quite the philosopher without knowing it. Everything was an illusion, life, death, 

the places in between. The difference was some people experienced it, others knew 

it, and some disbelieved in everything except their own reality. 
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Fin leant a little into Pete so he’d know she was okay, watching the wind play 

in the scrub, rattling the undergrowth, and the slip of the river passing noiselessly. 

After a time, Pete said, ‘We better get cracking with this doco, hey. I don’t 

think I want to work on another commercial again.’ 

‘I know. I’m not trying to slow it down; the guys down south haven’t given me 

a meet time yet.’ 

‘Try some pressure.’  

‘You want to?’ 

‘No, you do it. You’re the director-producer. And don’t start to make excuses 

with me.’ 

‘Okay. Mr Tough Guy.’ 

She picked a piece of lemongrass stalk from the bush that brushed against the 

verandah steps. Her fingers split it neatly into three and she made a box plait, twisted 

it into a bracelet and handed it to Pete who slipped it on his wrist. 

‘Olive branch,’ she said, and he smiled. ‘I’m onto it. You’ll see.’ 

 

*** 

 

Fin sat on the phone for days, rang every one she could. Threatened the Billington 

Bomber’s people that he had a week to make contact or she’d leave him out of the 

film.  

‘Really,’ said his spokeswoman. 

‘Watch me,’ said Fin, banging the phone down – and in the background Evie 

laughed. 
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44 

 

The landscape grew more and more familiar. Hills rose and fell. Memories gathered 

as the passing forests thickened, filtering her mood like leaves dispersing light.  

‘You right?’ Pete asked. 

‘All good.’ 

It was a total lie. It was hard to be back south, always was. It was tricky to keep 

from examining the past as images floated free into her consciousness. Just as bad 

for Pete. She was glad they had come separately to the rest of the small crew, so they 

didn’t have to work at pretending not to be uneasy but could adjust old strategies till 

they felt more in control. 

Fin pulled on her sunnies, reflecting light back to the windscreen. Often, since 

it happened, she had had to deal with the possibility that the men at the shack weren’t 

quite the strangers to the area the police had insisted they were. It made no sense to 

her that they would have been strangers; everything about the set-up screamed 

established. But nobody talked. Especially after what happened to Reggie in the cell. 

These days she tried not to think about how close the local cops might have been to 

the buyers. The buyers to the higher echelons of policing. Perhaps political 

protection. 

Only one of the four police arseholes was left in this area, the thin-faced 

Scottish imbecile who sent the initial search in the wrong direction by incorrectly 

noting Fin said she drove towards the Southern Cross, not away from it. He didn’t 

even ask where Top Hill was. Any blackfella could have informed him, but the 

police didn’t ask anyone in that community questions, they just locked them up or 

harangued them. Then later, the very same dickhead said the men didn’t exist. Were 

figments of her imagination. A concocted excuse to let off her boyfriend and Kyton. 

Though why didn’t get a mention. 

Fin shuddered. She managed to pack up her bitter thoughts, keep the replay 

from unravelling. They came to Turton, where Pete stopped at the junction. They had 

a choice of two routes to reach their destination from here. Both marked with bad 

memories. One was where they picked up Reggie and took him to Blackheath 

station. Tried to beat him into a confession to the rape and kidnapping of Seraphina 

Bryce. A secondary list of charges related to growing a prohibited substance. The 

other road where Kyton’s body had been found a week later. A hit-and-run was the 

verdict. Accident.  
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Bullshit. 

Fin looked left. Tried to make Reggie’s smiling face go away. Didn’t dare look 

to Pete, where she’d seen him like a shadow. 

‘Kyton’s way it is,’ said Pete. 

She swallowed hard and wished she’d never started this project, never gone 

back into the country that had brought her so much grief. She should have taken the 

Billington Bomber out of the film. Not tried to cover two campaigns. The 

Noonkanbah story had plenty of material and could have stood on its own. Guy 

Fawkes was aptly self-named. A cracker. Bright. She’d liked working with him in 

the preliminary work. They could alter the theme. Make it have a land rights focus, 

find some other smaller campaigns to balance the action in the north. It was her film 

after all. She could do what she wanted. 

‘Forget it,’ said Evie. ‘You’re here now.’ 

Out in the east, the morning sky was big and whitened by the reflection of the 

bleaching fields of the state’s grain bowl. 

After a while, pine plantations began to spike the skyline, signalling the return 

to tree country, and the sky deepened into blue. Newer plantings with small young 

trees, perfect for Christmas, fell back from the road in an orderly fashion like school 

children at assembly. Within kilometres, taller established trees appeared, which, 

regardless of their considerable age and imposing height, would never belong. 

Square after square of timber forest bordered by brown, narrow fire-tracks passed by. 

Multiple entrances hung with a chain and signs in red that read Closed. 

Fin knew exactly where the crooked white cross would appear that marked 

where Kyton was killed. She guessed the plastic lilies his mum had put up before she 

left town – to get away from the gossip and cops – were still there, but she didn’t 

look. She did emergency breathing for a few kilometres till they were past it. Poor 

thing. Tragic road accident, said the headlines in the local paper. By the time the 

coroner’s report came down, clear evidence he’d been bound, part of the rope still 

tied on his bloody wrists and a host of injuries on his body consistent with a beating, 

not a vehicle, no-one cared. Reporting was small. He was white trailer trash, a drug 

dealer, got what he deserved. Very soon the stench of his death was buried and 

another foul tale busied locals’ tongues. It was hard not to think about it, have her 

feelings rise sticky as old blood. 

‘Don’t go there,’ warned Evie. ‘Nothing good comes from dwelling in shit.’ 
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Fin made herself look at the sky, focusing on the blue and noticing every 

feature in the washed-out details. Taking her attention outward was the only way to 

ground herself because she couldn’t pull Evie in closer. If she did, Evie wouldn’t 

leave when they met up with the crew. She would want to dominate, take centre 

stage. And she couldn’t. Evie had to trust her, that it was better to go it alone. 

The road went on. And the memories slowly faded like overexposed negatives. 

The car was a cocoon and she felt safe enough with Pete so she never lost control. 

That was until Naroop when Pete slowed as if he planned to pull up and she almost 

lost it. Desperate to keep going, she flicked a look at the petrol gauge and was 

relieved to see stopping was not an imperative. 

‘You’ve still a got a bit,’ she said. ‘Wait for Narringup, it’s always cheaper. 

Only another twenty minutes away.’ 

‘Sorry,’ said Pete, ‘I should have thought.’ He accelerated, drumming his 

hands in an agitated fashion on the wheel. 

Fin watched the petrol station as they passed. Saw a silver car parked, the fly 

screen door open, saw herself skipping down the step – and pulled her gaze away 

before the flashback shot she was allowing to play lost its look of stilted jumpy 

frames and became a deep memory of the happy time buying ice-cream, having a 

licking competition to see who’d last the longest to Top Hill that afternoon. 

She turned the music up and let JJ Cale play. When in doubt call on me, don’t 

go to strangers, she sang. 

At Narringup Fin used the phone in the red box on the corner to call home. It 

was one of the three phone boxes she’d passed that night. The cops had implied more 

than once that she should have used one to call for help. This unstated accusation that 

she’d somehow failed to follow an emergency protocol, putting her at fault, would 

replay over and over, as useless as it was painful. She’d like to have had the cop act 

out how it would have gone. She’d even written the scene for that bastard a few 

times with Julia, though she could never get the dialogue right. In each version she’d 

written she simply abbreviated the conversation to Help. The shot would be so tight 

only her mouth and the mouth-piece were in it before the camera lens opened and 

rose up to give a bird’s-eye view of just how insignificant she was. 

She could visualise her parents’ phone, where it stood in the light-flooded 

hallway as it rang, longer than she expected. Long enough for her to think she’d 

misjudged their routine and they might not be there. Just as she was considering 

hanging up, her dad answered. 
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‘Just to let you know, dad, I’m going Gwardyup way.’ 

‘And who are you with?’ 

‘Pete.’ 

‘For the film?’ 

‘Yep.’ 

‘Have you thought about making comedy? Something light? In a studio.’ 

‘Been talking to the blokes behind my back again?’ 

‘As if,’ he said, laughing. ‘Pete would never tolerate it and that man of yours is 

so loyal he’ll hardly answer the most innocuous questions about you.’ 

‘Good, isn’t it?’ she said.  

‘Looks that way. Now, make sure you don’t forget to ring on your way back. 

Stop in. If you can. We’d love a visit.’ 

Before she and Pete headed off again they grabbed a pie from the shop. The 

takeaway choices were poor but they wouldn’t get any better. When they came out 

through the screen of coloured fly strips a blue Ford had pulled up in the muddy car 

park. The two men in the front seat waved Pete over. Reluctantly, he mooched over 

and leant in the driver’s side window where a short conversation Fin couldn’t catch 

took place. When the car pulled away the driver spun the wheels in a show of 

contempt. Pete took his time standing in the middle of the car park squeezing every 

drop from the small packet of sauce onto his pie before heading to their car.  

‘Was that Ryan Collins?’ she asked. 

‘Mm.’ 

‘What’d he want? I doubt he was giving you a welcome home speech.’ Some 

of Pete’s family had been far too hard on him. Especially Billy’s mob and all the 

others who felt guilty about what had happened to his little brother.  

‘Something like that.’ He drew his lips tight. 

Fin felt the fist in her heart, pumping hard. God it was hard to keep everything 

boxed up safe.  

Pete drove on in his own world, silent and grave.  

‘Tell him,’ said Evie. ‘Tell him. Look how shaken he is.’ 

Fin wasn’t sure words were much help, but there was hardly anything else on 

offer for pain. People used drugs, but they clearly weren’t magic either and they 

came with a price. She had no medicine except words and she used them carefully in 

case they were no help.  

‘It wasn’t your fault you were taken away.’ 
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He let a bit more road fall under the wheels till the road narrowed. Light was 

cut back with hill and tree and Fin was just deciding she should have kept her mouth 

shut when he turned and replied. 

‘I know. It wasn’t your fault it happened. It’s not it being a fault that makes it 

how it is. It’s that it happened. And we can’t be who we were, in your case, or me, 

who I was meant to be.’ 

‘Maybe we shouldn’t have come. Forget the Batavia freaking me out. This 

here is where the real shit for me is.’ 

‘Hey, calm down, you’ll be fine. You’re with me.’ He squeezed her a smile 

from his sad face. 

‘Yes, calm down,’ said Evie. ‘You knew you’d be coming here. Don’t let the 

past pull you down.’ 

Fin started packing up the images that had torn loose of their files and wished 

she could throw the lot away. Instead she followed old strategies and methodically 

packed them up. 

‘Look, Fin, we won’t be here long,’ said Pete. ‘I know I put pressure on you to 

work up this side of the doco but I want to make a star out of this dude who is 

blowing up these forestry bastards. He’s got balls.’ 

The vehemence in his voice was unexpected. Fin decided it would be better to 

count white markers on the side of the road than to talk anymore. 
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Behind Kyton the door of the shack flings out. Three men stand across the open 

doorway. The squat one in the middle is a bearded lump of a man. His face looks like 

it’s been flattened by brawling and his eyes are like two pieces of coal jammed into 

sockets by a heavy-handed maker. To his right is a tall and skinny man like a 

starving street dog, the other with a baby face, rabbit twitchy. Their gaze latches on 

the teenagers in the car.  

Seraphina is shocked by Reggie’s reaction. He looks dead scared. It’s terrible. 

Over the years she’s been going out with him, two now, she’s seen him in plenty of 

tricky spots. Getting smashed by cops, bashed by the local racists at the dune park. 

He’s been spat on, targeted at footy. Manhandled out of shops, accused of stealing. 

And he never shows fear – but he does now and it changes his whole face into 

something ugly and frightening.  

Kyton rips Reggie’s door open, pokes his face inside and hisses.  

‘Where the fuck is that dumb arse Billy? These are not nice guys he’s sent out 

to me. Evie, what the fuck you get these two out involved for?’ 

‘I needed a lift.’ 

‘If I had time I’d wring your neck.’  

‘Billy told me to come check you’ve got the crop in. Said buyers were coming 

next week,’ she said, in the voice Fin’s mum called sulky. 

‘Really! Well these blokes say they’ve bought the crop. Bought the other guy 

out of business.’ He runs a hand through his hair. His face softens. Jesus, Seraphina 

thinks, the guy looks like he might cry. 

Kyton leans across Reggie to Seraphina, his body shielding her from the gaze 

of the others.  

‘This is bad. Really. Try and act calm. Run away maybe. You know the way.’ 

‘I’m not sure I could find my way back,’ Seraphina says. She can hardly think. 

This is crazy… 

‘Evie, you help her.’ He is dead-set terrified. Seraphina realises her eyes are 

misting over. She wipes away the tears.  

‘Don’t cry,’ he says, toughening, his voice steadying. He’s stepping up. Being 

manly. ‘Sorry, Reggie, hopefully I overreacted and it’s all going to be cool.’  

Reggie is staring fixedly straight ahead like he can’t believe the scene 

confronting them. ‘Who the hell are they?’ 
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‘I don’t know. Jesus, I don’t know what’s going on. They are stressing me out, 

my friend. Complaining the crop’s not up to standard. I told them it is. Good as 

always. They reckon they want their investment back. Got any money?’ 

‘Of course not.’ Reggie’s brown skin has gone pale. ‘But I could get some, if 

we can have some time.’ 

Kyton nods. ‘Thanks. We’ll try and buy some.’ He’s doing his best but he can’t 

hide his desperation. Just then from the verandah the short man yells at them to get a 

move on.  

They’ll have to beg, Seraphina thinks.  

Reggie swings an arm around her, and nuzzles into her so he can whisper. 

‘If it gets heavy, do what Kyton says and just go. Forget us. Go tell Billy 

what’s up.’ 

She wishes she wasn’t dressed for a party.  

Neither of them notice Evie getting out till the door slams closed. 

‘Oh, what the fuck?’ says Reggie.  

Evie’s sauntering up the drive to the guys, who appear more and more like 

characters from the movie Stone. She swings her hips. Her denim mini barely covers 

her arse. Her halter top is short and flowery. She’s trying to simper. 

No, Seraphina wants to yell. Evie is hopelessly lacking in intuition. These are 

not dumb Year 12 boys. These are men. Bad ones.  

She gives them no choice except to follow her. But as soon as Fin gets out she 

knows they should have kept their doors shut and reversed out. Driven fast. Fled. 

Gone for help. The mood is so intensely stressed that Seraphina finds her breath is 

too rapid and faintness makes her falter. Evie is well ahead. A few paces from the 

men. In grabbing distance. 

Kyton hurries ahead trying to grab Evie before they do, but is too late to stop 

the short man’s hand from striking quickly and taking Evie around the neck. ‘Nice of 

you to bring a few chicks,’ the short man in the vest says, ‘It isn’t even my birthday!’ 

He has Evie’s head pressed into his chest. He ruffles her hair before he releases 

her to stand upright. His hand with the chunky silver rings keeps hold of her arm. 

She is red-faced. Shook up. Seraphina offers her a weak smile.  

The skinny one laughs in snappy sharp snarls, twitching on his heeled boots, 

pinching his hands into the tiny pockets of his black leather waistcoat as he turns 

revealing inked red roses and cross. Bikie colours. Gabriel’s Angels is written in 

Gothic lettering above the picture.  
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It happens so quick Seraphina’s not sure how she’s also corralled between the 

men and shepherded in the door. Her stomach heaves. She feels like she is about to 

puke with fear. 
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47 

 

The Billington Bomber, Darren Beddle, was a much more handsome and engaging 

character than they might have got if the film was fiction and had cast for a lead. He 

had charisma in spades and the camera loved him in a way it only responded to a rare 

few. On film he was at least as compelling as Guy Fawkes. Neither of them had 

banked on him being so good in front of a camera and from the moment they arrived 

their mood lifted as they envisaged how well the footage would work. 

Documentaries worked or failed as much on the power in the subjects as the 

theme and it was always impossible to know in advance who would work on film. 

But Darren certainly did. His presence was so engaging it was possible to imagine 

they might reach an audience beyond the green belt they had targeted for. A wider 

audience meant more exposure, and more exposure meant a better chance of funding 

for the next project. 

Darren had a healthy ego, as she would have expected in someone so single-

focused, and she was well aware everything he did was self-promotion. As the man 

who had trained the Noonkanbah activist Guy Fawkes, he expected his cause to be 

the main focus of their film and was a little pissed when Pete told him it depended 

how it worked out. Fin couldn’t help smiling at how cool Pete played it. Darren was 

going to be a star. What Pete wanted was to force him to take him into his hide-out 

so they could get an inside view and film the action of the preparation for each 

attack. In particular, to get footage of how the homemade explosives were put 

together. When Darren walked into Pete’s trap and invited the crew to come and film 

him in his latest hideout, to prove how complex his operation was, how deserving he 

was to be the star, they had a good quiet laugh at the way ego was so often the 

downfall of a leader. 

Pete and the crew would go. She wouldn’t. Couldn’t. His place was high in the 

hills and she didn’t have it in her to go so close to Red Hill. 

 

*** 

 

The day of their departure was cool. Fin was first up. She pulled an old jumper on 

over her jeans and packed in the room in the last of the dark, readying to leave. She 

was all done by the time the sun began to rise.  
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While Fin shoved her things into the van, the sky brightened in stripes of soft 

blue and pink, like layers of coconut ice. To the east a yellow spot grew and flamed 

as the sun rose, a golden halo heralding its ascension. Sunrise always made her feel 

good, like she’d won a prize to participate in life, and today she was particularly 

cheerful. They had good footage with more to come and she was heading back home 

to Marco who she’d missed more than she anticipated.  

In the nearby trees red wattle-birds were doing what they did best and making 

a barking sound at neighbouring honey-eaters who’d risen early too and looked like 

invading their territory. 

She was leaning on the back of the van soaking up the morning when Darren 

managed to sidle up next to her and catch her unawares. 

‘Oh, fuck!’ She almost jumped out of her skin. 

‘Sorry,’ Darren said, ‘I didn’t mean to freak you out. It’s an occupational 

hazard, moving quietly.’ 

‘I suppose it is,’ she said, stepping back, watching him pinching the tobacco 

from a pouch, carefully leaving behind the pieces of orange peel in it and rolling a 

smoke. He could do it one-handed. A man of some practice. Right now she wished 

she smoked too. Her hands desperately needed occupying; to stop them fiddling, she 

tucked them into her jeans pockets. Too close to her Darren leant into his cupped 

hands and lit the thin smoke he’d made, before slowly blowing out a long puff her 

way. Contemptuously. 

‘Pete says you’re not coming to the camp.’ He made it sound like she was 

committing an offence. 

‘That’s right.’ 

‘You don’t like trees?’ 

She wasn’t sure if she imagined the loaded tone getting heavier. On the spot 

she decided to play it like he was teasing. ‘Love them, just not all gathered together 

at once.’ 

‘Ah, so it’s forests you’re against.’ He grinned his crooked charming smile. 

‘Any particular reason?’ 

‘No,’ she said. 

‘I admit,’ he said, ‘while I’d die to save them, there’s certainly places in them I 

don’t like, man-made places. Found a shack once, thought we’d use it. Had such a 

bad vibe, never went in. Glad.’ He drew in on his fag like it needed a lot of attention 

and sent out the smoke in a long stream. ‘Found out later, something terrible 
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happened there, some girls raped and one of them from the Ellis mission killed, a 

young fella too, some heavy shit went down. Too heavy to talk about on this 

beautiful morning but you’d know it, wouldn’t you, being from around there?’ 

How the fuck did he know where she was from?  

Fin’s face rallied. Did its best to look friendly, not afraid. She gave a non-

committal shrug, desperate to walk away, but her legs were like jelly and even the 

van at her back didn’t feel like enough support. When Darren took the opportunity to 

bend, his face inches away from her, he smelt of old sweat and his smoke was no 

longer sweet. Fin counted to three over and over in her head and forced herself to 

stay still. 

‘Really, you never heard of it?’ His breath bounced on her face inches away. 

‘Can’t say I have.’ Thankfully, her voice didn’t give her away. 

‘Ready to go?’ Pete called. ‘Hurry up, Fin. Better get a start on these guys if 

I’m to catch up.’  

He took Fin by the hand, opened the door, saw her into the passenger seat. She 

locked the door. 

‘Check you later, Darren, at the spot! Can’t be late.’ He swung his hand up in a 

wave, the ignition already started. 
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Fin was shaking so badly she had to hide her hands between her thighs. 

‘Look,’ said Pete. ‘You’re overreacting. It wasn’t complicated. He would have 

no idea how much he scared you. He was just trying to work an angle. Scare, then 

swoop in and protect. It’s a good old whitefella pick-up technique.’ 

‘What a dumb prick,’ said Evie. ‘I never lived at Mission.’  

Fin chewed energetically on some gum she had as they made their way 

northwest through farming country and two dead forest towns. Old shop fronts were 

boarded up and no-one had even bothered to vandalise them with graffiti tags. Only 

feral cats and rats still hung about behind the weatherboard walls. 

At the junction she rang home and her dad answered so she gave him the news. 

She’d stop in briefly and then catch the train home in the evening. Though he tried to 

hide it, not make a big deal of it, she knew how much he was pleased. 

‘He’ll have a big feast on, by the time you get there,’ said Pete. ‘Lucky you.’ 

Fin grinned. That was a fact. 

Eventually, for the van had no heart for the hills, they arrived in Ellis, the 

largest town for miles – though it wasn’t very large at all. The population figure 

claimed on outskirt signage was as dubious as other claims of comfortable hotels and 

tasty counter meals. Ellis existed to serve the main southern train line and some of 

the dairy and fishing industry. Its proximity to the coast had attracted new residents 

in the last decade and it had undergone a mini-boom of sorts, and though there were 

only a hundred metres of shops in the High Street, the buildings were more beautiful 

than any of the goods for sale, including those in the Unique Curiosity Shop, which 

looked to be doing better than most of the other shops, which didn’t say a lot for the 

place. 

Pete parked the van just in front of the old blue, battered ute once earmarked to 

be hers. Her dad, sitting behind the wheel, waved a greeting. Fin gathered her bag 

while her dad got out and yarned in the window with Pete, talking fish catches and 

solar panels. Blokey talk he liked. It was only a brief catch-up and Pete apologised, 

but he had a crew to gather up. He would come another time. Soon. 

On the gentle folds of coastal land, sky triumphed over country, a deep blue 

screen dotted with puffy clouds. At ground level, green cover rich with yellow dune-

weed stretched out lazily, leaning in the wind as her dad drove them out to their 
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place near the coast. Fin felt home and then not. The two feelings pulled against each 

other but it was no longer bad, just how it had to be. 

There were no horses in the paddocks and Fin was sad to find out Lottie and 

Claude had been given to Blake Talbot’s grandkids by her mum, without asking her 

first.  

‘Please,’ said Evie, ‘try and not act like you are five.’ 

Fin pulled herself back from being critical. Her mum could do what she 

wanted. They were her horses and Fin could still see them anytime, as they were just 

down the road. It was silly to think things had to stay as they were for her. That was 

the sort of thing an unwell person expected and she was fine. 

Despite the cool she sat with her parents outside on the verandah, the land a 

familiar view as they talked, catching up on all sorts of news. All the while Tabby cat 

skulked them trying to get back the cushion she’d been pushed off for Fin to sit on. 

The land was looking good, despite the long summer. Grass not burnt. Vegetables 

thriving. The bush beyond still springy. They were all accustomed to the role a view 

played to helped steady them. In all the good parts of their life, down the beach, out 

in the boat, up in the hills, they would gather and look out, not at each other. It was 

only in the city after that they were hemmed in. Forced to closely concentrate on 

each other.  

Talk was chatty, easy while the conversation was of local news, general life. 

For a while they were all bent over some pictures of Marco, Pete and Stella and the 

house. Fin had found the sleeve of photos tucked in with her script notes and they 

made her realise, with a jolt, that part of her had always planned on visiting. 

‘It’s a nice house,’ conceded her dad, handing the photos back.  

He was a stone man himself with a personal appreciation of the hard work and 

art in making a natural look. 

‘Come up, sometime,’ she said, and realised as she did just how much she felt 

his house was hers to share. 

It was her dad who went to the kitchen to finalise the meal. He served country 

fare: mash potatoes, garden greens with lumpy homemade beef, and herb sausages 

from one of Blake’s herd. She knew they’d taste better than they looked, they always 

did. He was proud the food was all sourced locally. Her parents were a walking, 

talking example of the think global, act local sticker most people simply stuck to 

their cars and forgot about.  
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Since it happened, after they felt they’d lost the long fight for justice, her 

parents had become more reclusive, more self-contained. They rarely went to town 

and all her dad’s outspoken ways were muted. He was disappointed with the way 

people were too scared to stand with him and fight for the truth about Reggie. He 

knew why – around here, retribution came fast and was immune to laws – but he 

thought they were cowards. Prepared to die on their knees, drinking themselves to 

death. When Reggie’s aunt – his mother, effectively – died, her dad paid for the 

funeral and then cut all ties. It tore him up too much to be close to people’s 

hopelessness and he had to find a way to try and control his own anger with them 

and the cops. He had to move on. He was still a husband, a father and he knew he 

had to be more thankful in the way he lived, or his wife would leave him. They came 

this close, Fin had told Marco with her thumb and finger a millimetre apart, to 

splitting up. She was ready to walk. Leave him the land to bury himself on.  

Becoming self-sufficient, always part of how they lived, had become an 

obsession. It was something to pour their passion in together. The two of them 

making their own world.  

The meal was quiet, as they ate the good food. Fin couldn’t think when she’d 

last eaten red meat and it was good. When she commented on the sausages’ tastiness 

he promised to send her off with some frozen ones, a box of vegetables, and his 

special fruitcake. 

Food was love and she’d take all they wanted to give.  

‘ovely-lay ood-fay,’ said her mum, ‘ith-way y-may ovely-lay aughter-day.’ 

‘antasticfay,’ her dad said. 

‘Still speaking pig Latin!’ said Fin. 

‘no-ay pecial-say ccasions-oay.’ 

‘ove-lay ou-yay, ou-yay ad-may hings-tay,’ said Fin, laughing, remembering 

the special and secret conversations they’d shared in the language when she was 

young, and how after, they’d use it to try and lighten the mood.  

Her parents waited till they were washing up together to tell her the news they 

were moving to old Conner’s place at the point. He’d moved to his son’s in town. 

Did she remember the place he had up on the point, ten kilometres away?  

Of course she did. It was the most discreet house in the district, with a view for 

miles. The only access was by a steep drive, which came in from the south. Over the 

last few years they had been slowly renovating his place and hoped to go off the grid 

soon. Be entirely self-sufficient. The university was helping with solar technology. 
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They would use water-harvesting. Heat with wood and fire. Eat from their gardens. 

Their plans were on schedule to trial it in a few months. Test how close they could 

live without the space the house gave them to escape from each other, and without 

being able to organise contact with other people easily. 

‘So, you’re dropping out?’ she said. ‘Finally.’ 

‘Well, I think to drop out you have to be a part of the society to begin with. It’s 

something rich folk do. We’re just moving sideways. Out of everyone’s way.’ 

‘If it’s what you want.’ She was surprised at her sooky tone. 

‘The thing is, Fin, now you seem settled, in a good place, we thought we could 

give it a go. The only worry is, we won’t have a phone. If you need to get in touch 

with us, you can call us on the radio. Dad will give you a card with the call sign.’ 

‘I don’t have a CB radio.’ 

‘Well, it’s not happening straightaway. Dad is trying to find a good one for 

you. We won’t ever move until you have one. We’d never break contact.’ 

Her mum squeezed her arm reassuringly. ‘It’s a problem, we know, but old 

Conner never got the line on. If it goes all right we’ll pay to have it on, but they want 

a fortune, so we’ll see.’ 

‘Cross that bridge when we come to it,’ said her dad. 

Fin looked out the large sweep of windows across the land. Inside the frame 

was the picture of home she’d held on to for years. A misty self-pity blurred the 

view.  

‘You won’t miss here?’ 

Her parents looked at each other. Some code passed between them. ‘We’re 

ready for a change.’ 

She tried to be light but it wasn’t possible to pull it off completely. She’d come 

a long way but it would never be far enough. 
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48 

 

Fin wondered how many kilometres it might be to the city, how many minutes would 

it take, how many seconds. She did hundreds of sums over and over till she felt 

enough in control to let her mind sit idle, her head against the cold glass of the train 

window. Hours passed in this way, but it was the only way she knew to survive 

leaving her parents, because a part of her wanted to go back in time, be their girl, not 

be unseen, broken and foul. 

‘Oh, come on,’ said Evie. ‘Stop feeling so sorry for yourself. What about those 

women you’re so into? What about them? Now, that was a hard time.’ 

Fin radiated a prickly heat. It drove her mad how Evie couldn’t bear her to be 

even a little bit sorry for herself. She was always comparing her situation, if not to 

the women of the shipwreck, to her or some stranger on the news. Well, sometimes 

Evie was selfish. She was entitled to miss her parents, her past. The life she never 

got.  

‘At least you got one. And from where I am it don’t look too bad at all. Reggie 

was no saint.’ 

‘Oh, shut up.’ 

Fin leant on her bag and blocked Evie out. She was in a bad mood making 

snide comments and it was an effort to shut her down. Fin shifted around different 

seats ignoring the look the woman down the back gave her, like she was mad. 

The train made sluggish progress, the cold air blowing in through the cracks. 

She tried to imagine how Lucretia and the other women had managed their journey 

on the crowded boat. They’d had about as much room for all of them as one train 

carriage – and that was only for the privileged. Women travelling below deck would 

barely have had the space of a train-seat to call their own. For six months! What 

ambitions or desperation drove them? Common belief was wifely or daughterly duty. 

It seemed incredible, but the more she considered it, the less incredible it seemed. 

Four hundred years later the reason she was with Reggie that fateful day was also 

driven by a sense of duty.  

Alert to more of her past washing in dangerously, she swiftly steered herself 

away from unhealthy comparisons.  

 

*** 
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‘Maybe if you stop describing women in relation to men,’ said Evie, ‘it might work 

better.’ 

Fin didn’t like to admit it but Evie might be right. How did it happen so easily, 

as if it was natural, to describe women in relation to what happened to men? She 

blew warm air on the train window and drew three circles in the foggy pad she 

created. In one she wrote men, in the other women and in the intersecting circle she 

put a question mark. If she could work that out, she told herself, the story might 

begin to have a tension. What if the women weren’t victims? What if the reason for 

their absence from the records was because their behaviour had been an affront 

rather than merely tragic? 

‘Now, there’s an idea,’ said Evie.  

At the city station, outside the confines of the train, it was even colder and the 

air nipped at her exposed skin, her face, hands and legs. She was going to call Marco, 

but the last bus was waiting at the exchange with its engine running, and she had 

made the fuss about not acting like she needed his help – so, impulsively, she 

decided to catch it and only just dragged her bag on board before the doors closed 

with an air-driven hiss.  

She sat behind the driver, one of two passengers, and held her packages on her 

knees with her bag between her feet. When she reached her stop she hesitated on the 

steps, as if her bag was the problem. The area scared her. It was badly lit and she 

didn’t know all its corners.  

Even if she did, it wouldn’t have helped much. This was way out of what she 

considered safe behaviour.  

‘You right, love?’ the driver enquired. 

The only passenger awake scowled at her as if he couldn’t bear the hold-up. 

She didn’t want to go back to her seat.  

‘Fine,’ she lied, and stumbled as she hurried off.  

‘Really,’ said Evie, as Fin put her bag over her shoulder and readjusted her 

parcels, ‘for someone who acts often enough like a little girl, you sure choose some 

bizarre times to stand up for yourself. This is high-risk behaviour. So you think 

you’ll cope?’ 

‘Shut up. Shut up,’ she said as she strode off. Act confident, that was the trick. 

Fin kept to the edge of the highway as she walked. It was eerily quiet. One or 

two cars passed and she made herself not turn to watch them, but she was listening 

closely for any change in engine sound that might indicate a car was slowing down. 
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When she turned off down the side street it was even harder to act in control. The 

street was unlit and deserted. She hesitated and struggled to resist the urge to run. 

Instead, she stopped and rearranged her load, taking the tool from her pocket and 

opening a blade. It made her more confident, though she remained cautious, walking 

down the middle of the road so she had a good view of both sides of the street. When 

the gusting wind banged sheets of tin at the old flour mill she jumped and nearly took 

off running, but the thought of Evie laughing was too much and she held herself to a 

walk.  

She was almost home when she saw a cloaked figure coming towards her. She 

stopped and gripped the handle of her knife tighter. Swung the bag behind her 

shoulder so her arm was free. Hold your ground, her dad had told her. Watch a 

predator like you would a snake. Let it move. Give yourself time to plan an attack.  

‘Hey, Fin, it’s me,’ Marco called, opening up the blanket he had around him, 

like a pair of wings. 

‘You trying to scare me to death,’ she said, hoping she sounded light-hearted as 

her trembling hand squeezed the blade back into its slot. 

‘What do you think you are doing?’ 

‘I’m coming home,’ she said. 

‘I could have picked you up. Your parents called a while ago, thought you’d be 

home and when I told them I hadn’t heard from you we were all worried. I was too 

scared to leave the house in case you called, then Cairo started going off and I 

thought I’d take a look. There’s never anyone out in the street at this time.’ 

‘Well, I am.’ 

‘I can see.’ 

Fin kept moving towards him. Fear gone. She’d missed him. He looked good. 

Handsome and strong. She was glad he’d met her like this in the open. They could 

walk back together rather than her coming into the house alone, entering like a 

worrisome child.  

‘Sorry, there was a delay round Picton. I got the last bus. I’ll call Mum as soon 

as I get in.’  

She let Marco take her bag and share out the blanket over her shoulders. 
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49 

 

They kept the lights off in the kitchen ostensibly so Stella wasn’t disturbed, though 

Fin was glad to have the intimacy candlelight created. It put them both in soft focus. 

Made being scared feel longer ago than just a few minutes.  

She spooned lumpy co-op honey into her cup of tea, licking the spoon for the 

last traces. ‘There’s nothing attractive about fear, is there,’ she said. 

‘Now, that’s surely not a new epiphany?’  

‘No. Known it for some time, I just don’t often let myself be quite so exposed. 

Like tonight.’ 

She sipped her tea – and then asked if he was scared in jail. It just came out. It 

was the first time she had raised the subject since he’d told her, and in the weak light 

it was hard to read his reaction. 

‘Yes,’ he said, after enough time had passed that she was getting worried. ‘In 

the beginning I was shit-scared what would happen to me but later I was more scared 

by what I might do.’ 

‘Like what?’ 

‘Oh, are you sure you want to talk about this?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

At that moment Stella came in. She was wearing a long nightie that Fin always 

thought was old-fashioned. She didn’t look sleepy and came and hugged Fin, who let 

herself rest her head a moment on Stella’s shoulder, catching the clean and 

wholesome smell of her. 

‘Welcome home. Marco was worried.’ She patted his head. ‘We all were, even 

Cairo, who I think has claimed your bed.’ 

‘Has he?’ 

‘Yes. Pete’s good?’ 

‘All good.’  

Stella stood there still, wavering between staying and going, trying to get a 

sense of the mood. 

‘We were talking about fear,’ said Fin, inviting her to stay. She was the least 

scared of them all. It would be good to have her join in. ‘Marco’s talking about jail.’ 

‘It’s not that interesting,’ he said, offering an apologetic look to Stella. 

‘I’m interested,’ she said, and sat next to Fin, helping herself to a cup of tea.  
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‘Well, when you don’t have many choices, the ones you can make are around 

your own behaviour. And they don’t come at you like great moral moments; rather 

they offer themselves in small events. Will I give a guy a hard time so he backs off 

me? Will I take something that’s not mine because I can? Will I let myself hate the 

person who treats me like shit? That kind of stuff.’ 

‘Just simple stuff,’ she jested, and was rewarded by the slightest of smiles. 

‘Were you beaten?’  

‘Fin,’ he said, ‘it was a prison. Of course I was beaten.’ 

‘They beat you in the cells,’ said Stella. ‘Beat you getting in and out of vans. 

They do whatever they like, the police. You know that.’ 

Fin did and she couldn’t understand why Stella would do so many things that 

gave the police the chance to treat her so badly – but she let it go while Stella was on 

a roll. 

‘The prison guards would be a hundred times worse because they live with the 

prisoners. It’s all one violent inhumane scene. They are just more powerful in it, 

have the upper hand. Most of them probably go home and beat their wives too.’  

Stella poured more tea, thick as soup, made a face at it and refilled the kettle. 

‘It must have been awful,’ Fin said, and Stella muttered God under her breath, 

which stung her. 

‘Of course it was,’ Marco said, also clearly annoyed, ‘but that’s like saying gee 

those guys on the Batavia did it tough. Some places are tough. I mean, in that story 

you are writing…’ 

‘It’s a film script.’ 

‘Well, you were talking before you left about how scared Lucretia would have 

been. Well maybe she was scared, but maybe she wasn’t. After all, she lived in brutal 

times. Women had no power. The Church was burning people for witchcraft. 

Keelhauling was a punishment on a ship. Shall I go on?’ 

Fin wasn’t sure what to do. She felt under attack. Ganged up on. Stella even sat 

down on his side of the table, after putting the kettle on. It seemed pointed. 

‘You know, I read there’s an art to making sure a man survived.’ 

‘What?’ She had no idea what he was talking about. 

‘Keelhauling.’ 

Why would he want to talk abut this? 

‘Too fast and he got ripped about, maybe even decapitated on the keel; too 

slow and he might sink enough to miss the keel but drown instead.’ 
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‘That’s right.’ 

‘Terrible,’ said Stella.  

‘Yes, tough times. Coen, the man in charge of Batavia, liked to put people’s 

heads on stakes as warnings against any insurgency, or even polite disagreement. 

And this is where your main character was voluntarily going…’ 

‘Have you been reading while I was away?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘Why?’ 

‘Interested, I suppose.’ 

She wasn’t sure that wasn’t a bit of a fib. More like he wanted to know where 

her head might go on the days she worked on the script.  

‘So, what’s the point you’re making?’ 

‘In the context of the shipwreck, the way people behaved might not have come 

as such a shock. She might have played it out the best way she could to survive.’ 

‘Pelsaert abandoned her.’  

‘The boss?’ asked Stella. Fin got more annoyed when he took it upon himself 

to tell her, yes, as if he was the expert. 

‘Perhaps she encouraged him. If she hadn’t, what would her chances of 

survival have been? The skipper, whatever his name was, he couldn’t be trusted to 

take a boat off by himself. They’d all have died if it was true that he was part of a 

mutiny plan and they’d allowed him to set off alone.’ 

‘But he left her…’ 

‘Perhaps she wanted to stay.’ 

Fin replied only with a murmur. There were too many angles to this point of 

the conversation. None of which she trusted herself to follow at this time. 

‘It sounds so gripping,’ said Stella. ‘It’s got everything. Love, Lucretia going 

to her husband, betrayal, intrigue, violence – and in the end don’t the good guys 

win?’ 

Fin looked at Stella. ‘What, is everyone a Batavia expert now?’ 

Stella shrugged. ‘You talk about it a lot. I’m a good listener. I’ve got familiar.’ 

She was surprised they thought this. ‘I don’t talk about it a lot.’ 

Marco and Stella passed a knowing glance between each other, some secret 

traded. There was a pause that no-one looked likely to fill until Stella took up the 

challenge. ‘You’re always muttering in your study, and if I’m on the verandah I hear. 

It’s like you’re having a conversation with someone or running through a two-
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hander. And then you talk about it during the day, and at dinner. It certainly gets 

more air than anything else.’ 

Fin could feel her skin creep with heat. Stella must know about Evie. She’d 

deny it. No-one would take it very far if she did what Evie urged was the best 

response in an emergency and that was to take the piss.  

‘Well, I am mad…’ she said, and as she suspected it closed the subject off. A 

slightly embarrassed silence fell and she knew she had to be the one to break it 

having made it. 

‘What scares you, Stella? We all know it’s ghosts for me,’ she said, making 

sure her tone was light. 

‘Well, I’m scared of being alone,’ said Stella, seriously. ‘I can’t bear it.’ 

‘Really?’ 

‘Yes. I always had my sisters, or a boyfriend or a group. Or all three. I’m 

hopeless on my own.’ 

Fin didn’t think it likely she’d have to ever experience it. She had so much 

going for her. 

‘I’ve never gone anywhere, or done anything on my own, ever. I have to have 

someone around all the time.’ 

‘But maybe that’s not because you’re scared but because you are getting what 

you want?’ 

‘I don’t know. I just know even when Marco went out looking for you I wanted 

to come, because I didn’t want to be left in the house alone.’ 

Fin was seeing the pattern. Stella was always in company. She’d rarely come 

upon her alone in the house.  

‘I’m not brave like you,’ she said, squeezing Fin’s hand.  

Fin thought it was strange, the unlikely way she could be seen. The candles 

burnt slowly down while they talked about what constituted bravery and what 

constituted survival. It was a strange conversation. They had moments of great 

clarity and agreement and then a new issue would be introduced and all their well-

thought-out propositions and arguments would fall apart. In the end they agreed on 

one thing: to be brave meant more than acting for oneself; it had to be for others. On 

that note they agreed to put the talk to one side and find their beds.  

Marco stopped at her bedroom’s doors. 

‘Look, I’ve got something to show you,’ he said. 

‘What?’ 
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He opened and closed the door. 

‘For you,’ he said. ‘Hear?’ 

He did it again. She heard nothing. 

‘Oh,’ she said, getting it. 

‘No squeak.’ 

‘Yep, open and close it as much as you want.’ 

He was so kind. She put her arms around him and let herself rest on him. 

‘I didn’t know you noticed the thing,’ she mumbled, into his shirt. 

‘Fear’s a funny thing,’ he said, ‘if opening and shutting a door helps, go for it.’ 
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50 

 

The phone rang shrilly, and before she’d even pushed her chair back to go answer it 

Stella could be heard running up the hall.  

‘Fin!’ she called. ‘Taylor.’ She didn’t try and hide the disappointment the call 

was not the one she had been waiting for as Fin took the phone from her. She wasn’t 

keen on surprises. 

Taylor rarely rang. They had a regular meeting schedule.  

Nervously, she said, ‘Fin here. Yes?’  

‘Has Digby rung you?’ Taylor demanded. 

 ‘No,’ she said. ‘Why would I talk with him?’  

‘He’s got an idea he wanted to push to you. I told him it was none of his 

business – I’m glad he respected me.’ 

‘But he doesn’t know where I live, or my number,’ Fin said. ‘Does he?’ 

‘Well, it’s on the contract.’ 

‘Of course,’ she said, wondering at her nervousness. She was in business with 

him. They had to have contact. Evie was right. She had to grow up. 

‘What did he want?’ 

‘He’s decided it should be a horror movie. Batavia’s Women can be the west’s 

own historical horror story. He’s of the opinion fear is in fashion. He’s been 

inundating me with examples. Mad Max, The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith, The Last 

Wave. There’s a taste for blood and the supernatural in the viewing public – so, you 

tell me: how much more appeal would a film that had so much sexual tension in it 

have? That’s his line. If he rings you, tell him to fuck off.’ 

Fin didn’t know what to say. 

‘It’s our film,’ Taylor said. ‘He’s just the guy that gets the money. Don’t 

forget.’ 

She hung up. 

Fin restored the handset and then lay in the hallway on her stomach, her head 

resting on her crossed arms.  

‘You okay?’ Stella asked. 

This was the type of situation Evie was always on about. How dramatic and 

childish she could be. How indulgent. She sat up. 

‘Digby wants lots of gore, detailed rape, that sort of fright in the script.’  
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‘I don’t like the sound of that.’ 

‘No, I don’t either,’ said Fin. ‘The historical narrative is already so full of bad 

shit – it doesn’t need hyping up. I’m trying to ground it. Show the details. Explain 

how the women worked to survive. There’s no point writing this story if the women 

are just victims. They were victims of course but they can’t be seen only as that. 

That’s where my contemporary character is so important.’ 

‘I don’t really get what you’re trying to do.’ 

‘I’m saying you’re less of a victim if you can tell your story. If you are allowed 

to own it. Be known. Denying people a story except as the object of someone else’s 

actions is degrading and patriarchal.’ 

‘Is this an essay on feminism or a film?’ Stella asked, a smile playing with her 

lips she worked to restrain.  

Fin stood up. So she was more equal. ‘That bit about the patriarchy? That is a 

quote from some book. No good?’ 

‘No.’ 

Well, at least Stella was being kinder in her criticism than Evie.  

‘Don’t over-think this, write it from your heart,’ Stella advised, putting her 

hand on Fin’s shoulder for a moment. The softness of the touch, so different from 

Marco’s, was as much of a shock as it was to realise that Stella believed she might be 

capable of channelling what she felt but as yet as had not found a way to write. In 

gratitude she put her own hand over Stella’s. For what seemed a long stretch of 

seconds they considered each other, then Stella put her forehead into Fin’s and rested 

it there. 

‘Tell their story. That’s a powerful act all by itself. And if you entwine it with 

your contemporary character, good. Don’t they say writers should write about what 

they know?’  

Fin nodded in agreement and went back to her study, squeezing past the 

bookshelves to sit down. Her wooden desk was too big for the room and to have 

herself facing out the window it took up even more space. If she hadn’t thought of it 

as a friend it might have been intimidating. Made from recycled two-hundred-year-

old karri it was the one large possession she had moved from her room at her 

parents’. It had been her dad’s until her tenth birthday, when he gifted it to her, 

declaring she was the writer of the family and he’d stick to his stories in stone.  

When she’d first moved it in, Marco had wanted to restore it but Fin had 

objected, well aware he didn’t renovate anything in a hurry and she’d be writing on 
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the floor. One day, when there was time not to have a desk, she’d let him bring it 

back to its former glory.  

Part of Taylor’s cheque had been used to replace her old portable typewriter, 

which sat in a little brown leather case. Its small keys, with the d that stuck and that 

had to be helped back into place, had been relegated to a role as footstool under her 

desk. The new, bigger, faster model she had invested in hadn’t magically improved 

her output but when she had a flow on, as she did now, it certainly made it easier.  

Fin’s gaze fixed on the old note in bubble-writing she had taped above her 

desk. It was slightly yellowed and curling from the edges but it didn’t matter, she 

knew it off by heart. How to write… Put one Word after another. Keep going. 

From the kitchen, Stella heard Fin laughing and hoped it was a good sign. 
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51 

 

Fin was sitting at the table eating sliced tomato on toast for breakfast while Marco 

dallied at the kitchen doorway, staring at her. She gave him another glance. Morning 

light fell on him, illuminating the ends of his long hair. He was beautiful. Desirable.  

Unexpectedly, Stella and Pete appeared behind him and pushed him into the 

kitchen next to Fin. 

‘You coming?’ 

‘No,’ said Fin. ‘Don’t think I can.’ 

In his hand Pete had Fin’s super 8. ‘Okay if I borrow this?’ he asked, holding 

up the camera. ‘It might get a bit savage out there. Good to get it on film.’ 

‘Coming where?’ asked Marco 

‘The anti-54B rally.’ 

‘Like I said last night, I’ll be with you in spirit,’ Fin said. 

‘Bodies are good,’ Stella said frowning. ‘No politician’s going to count a 

spirit.’ 

‘Sure they will. There are formulas for this. One demonstrator equals ten votes 

or something like that.’ 

Stella rolled her eyes. Like Evie was doing.  

Only once had she been to a demonstration since it happened and that was the 

Reclaim the Night rally with her mum a long while ago. But that was being in a sea 

of women, the men politely taking up the back lines for a change. She’d been too 

busy, she told herself, for the other rallies, Noonkanbah, not 54B and the anti-

American-warship ones. But the truth was she’d been too scared to go, even with 

Evie – who she didn’t trust not to go over the top and want to provoke the cops into 

attacking them, which wouldn’t be good.  

‘You sure you won’t come, Marco?’ 

‘Yes. If I get arrested my record comes up. It won’t be worth it. I’ll get so 

much grief I may as well leave town and I don’t feel like doing that.’ He gave Fin a 

warm smile of commitment. 

‘Surely you’ve paid,’ said Stella. 

‘For my sins?’ he queried, raising an eyebrow. ‘Sometimes the past just 

doesn’t want to let go.’ 
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‘That’s exactly what I’ve been saying. That’s what the Batavia story is about,’ 

said Fin, before realising she was being very loud and pushy like Evie.  

‘But the future is what we control,’ said Pete. 

Fin decided to go, to dress for combat. Make sure she was protected. She wore 

jeans, a long shirt, tough boots. Marco sat on her bed and watched her dress. 

Observed her slip her tool into her pocket. 

‘You know, if they bust you, that’s considered a concealed weapon.’ 

‘You want I should leave it?’ 

‘I’d prefer you didn’t go.’ 

‘You’re not very good at following our rules,’ she said. 

‘I thought you just said in the kitchen some rules are better broken.’ 

Fin considered him. He kissed her on the cheek.  

‘Take care.’ 

 

*** 

 

She sat in the backseat with Pete’s film gear and another small box like a lens case. 

‘What’s this?’ 

‘My binoculars,’ said Stella, turning round to look. ‘They’re Dad’s old 

birdwatching ones.’ 

‘Why are we taking them?’ 

‘Oh, I like to get a view of what’s happening,’ she said. ‘From a distance. It 

makes it easier usually to know what sort of forces we might be up against.’ 

Stella made it sound like war. Evie better be impressed with her since it was 

her who’d been in her ear about the importance of taking action, not just making a 

film about those who took extreme means to make their political points. If she didn’t 

join in, who knew what the government might try next was her current line. Last 

week Guy Fawkes had taken out some more plant equipment, up north, and the 

government was talking of running armed police with army support to go in and 

protect the drilling rigs planned to do the dirty work at Noonkanbah. Not satisfied 

with changing the law to allow drilling on Aboriginal scared sites, the government 

was now proposing arming mining companies to do it. It was crazy. What a way to 

treat country. 

   

*** 
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They could hear the demonstration long before they saw it. Whistles, shouting, the 

chanting slogans, and when they turned the corner into the mall where the rally 

started, Fin stopped in her tracks. It was like stumbling into a siege. Hundreds of 

people stood in front of her. Banners waving. Young people mostly though not all. 

Some kids in prams. Mums and dads. Older folk. Ahead on the rise were the police. 

Rows of them in dark blue combat clothes stood at the ready. They’d come for a 

fight. It would be up to the crowd to keep matters calm, because it was pretty clear 

from their numbers and the early call-in of specialist gear that the police were ready 

to rumble. 

As Fin took in the scene, she wondered how she could ever have fooled herself 

into thinking lending cameras and scanning footage for evidence on incidents was 

sufficient support.  

The crowd chanted like a loud and bullish animal, One, two, three, four, 54B 

no more. The sound, echoing, thrummed loudly in the confines of Forrest Place. 

Scared but desperate to keep up, Fin walked faster, closer to Pete. In no time at 

all they’d caught up with the throng. As they neared the crowd, even though they 

only were at the tail, she grew more and more apprehensive and was faltering when 

she caught sight of the new Aboriginal flag, red, yellow and black, waving up ahead. 

It buoyed her for a moment to see this new symbol of the fight for rights.  

Everyone needed reminding, no matter the issue, that this was Aboriginal land 

they stood on. She imagined she caught a glimpse of one of Reggie’s cousins and 

while she wasn’t sure it was him, it was nice to think someone in that family had not 

lost their nerve, was out with her today. 

54B had been the focus of running protests for months. The new law prohibited 

more than three people gathering in the same place. A law made clearly to prevent 

public dissent. People who had a profile in the protest organisations were being 

regularly charged and fined. While it might have been meant as an intimidating tactic 

it had backfired. Even people who normally would not protest the government were 

out today opposing the threat to their individual freedoms and there were some 

strange bedfellows. Priests, Unions, The Country Women’s Association, marching 

alongside the 54B not for me rainbow banners of the Gay Pride Association. 

Fin turned to check she was safe. Pete was still behind her, Stella in front. As 

the crowd got bigger and rowdier she was swept up in the surging press of people 

and began to panic. 
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Even way back against the shop fronts where she retreated, she was getting 

jostled and she could see Pete who had retreated to find her was itching to go 

forward into the melee, not out of, leaning right into the chaos with his camera. 

‘I’ll be fine,’ she said. ‘You go. I’ll go back.’ 

‘Sure?’ 

‘Sure.’ It took him only seconds to adjust the camera on his shoulder and 

plunge forward, shouting, ‘Press,’ to clear himself a path through the crowd. 

  

*** 

 

‘It was so crowded at the city cop station,’ Stella said. ‘Someone said there were 

thirty-three of us arrested. I was in the cells for hours till I was processed. Got off 

with a warning this time.’  

‘Poor thing,’ said Marco. You would have thought he could smell the piss and 

fear in the lock-up from the look on his face.  

‘They tried to take your camera, Fin, but lucky there was a lawyer there, some 

bigwig. A human rights lawyer, from Sydney.’ 

‘Oh, from Sydney, must have been important.’ 

Stella poked him in the ribs. ‘Be serious.’ 

‘I am.’ 

‘It was terrible,’ Stella said, not put off by his sarcasm, rubbing Pete’s 

shoulder. ‘You were great. The thing was, no-one wanted to aggravate this lawyer 

too much, and Pete hopped it with the camera while they hesitated. I mean you could 

see in the cops’ expressions, their desire to just smash the guy in the face and grab 

the camera. They are fucking thugs, these police. I thought the NSW cops were bad 

but in comparison they are chicken shit. And they all had their badges off or Band-

Aids over their numbers – the cowards.’ 

‘Band-Aids?’ asked Fin. 

‘They say they do it so you don’t get pricked by them. Clever little liars. Did 

you get that?’ 

‘I did, babe.’ 

‘Did you give the cops this address?’ Marco asked.  

Stella uncurled her hair from her finger. ‘No. Of course I didn’t. All my ID still 

has my Sydney address.’ 

‘Good,’ he said. ‘Thanks.’ 
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‘It cost,’ she said. ‘They hit me using the old phone book trick for being an 

eastern states stirrer.’ 

‘Arseholes,’ said Fin. ‘Show me.’ 

‘Nothing to show yet, tomorrow it will be a bit of a square mark. But if they 

think a beating’s going to stop me, they’re wrong.’  

‘I’ll stay next time,’ Fin said. ‘Be braver.’ 

‘Honey,’ said Stella, ‘you’re about the bravest woman I know.’ 
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52 

 

Seraphina takes in the room so if she has a chance to run she’ll know the layout. Evie 

is making her face at her. That panicky one she tries to cover up with a goofy smile. 

Seraphina is too busy to respond. She has to get this place mapped out. One window. 

Two doors. One at the front, the other at the back. There’s not much furniture to 

obstruct a run through the place. What there is looks like it comes from a dump. A 

banged-up wooden table and a plastic chair. An old floral couch with one cushion 

missing from Billy’s mum’s yard, that’s about it. Striped mattresses huddle near the 

open fire that’s as scrappy as everything else. Flames low and desperate cling to the 

heavy logs. Some grimy grey blankets are kicked about on the concrete floor. 

‘No,’ protests Reggie. 

She turns. The squat one puts a hand to him and pushes him back outside. It 

happens so fast Reggie and her don’t even have a chance to look at each other. 

Seraphina clenches her fists. Presses her nails into her palms. No crying. 

‘So, my pretty, what’s your name?’  

‘Seraphina,’ she says. 

‘Wog name, is it? Or boong one?’ says the short one, snaky. He bristles like a 

crime’s been committed. 

Seraphina gives a bit of a smile so everyone knows she’s not offended and 

racism is fine by her. Her belly is as jelly, as are her legs. She might be naive but she 

knows she better be amusing and quick about it. The best way to fend off attack is 

flattery – it was written in some universal safety instructions for women she already 

knows by heart. Luckily, she’s had some practice with bullies over the years. Evie is 

even better but she goes too far. Like now, she’s standing with her legs crossed at her 

ankles to accentuate her figure likes she’s learnt from Dolly magazine and is twirling 

her hair on her finger coquettishly. Over the top. Trouble making.  

‘Can I look at the bikes?’ Evie asks, looking at Angel who’s obviously the 

boss. 

‘Take her out,’ he orders Rabbit, ‘with this one.’ He pushes Seraphina in the 

back. ‘And you, Kyton, get the boy in the packing shed, then join them out back.’ 

As she is escorted outside she tries not to act as frightened as she feels. They 

are far too close for her liking, walking so near her they almost brush against her. 

Rabbit’s smell is meaty, dressed up with Brut 33, and the overall effect is revolting. 

Worse than week old road-kill. Rabbit’s boot-heels click on the floors and his belt-
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buckle jingles metallically. The choppers are big Harleys, low-slung so even the 

shortest – Angel – can sit like a king. Dog face is sniffing and coughing, as he 

stumbles behind her, his feet all out of time, as if he prefers a steady lope in the open 

to this confined run. 

Evie fingers the cold steel of the handle-bars and pats the leather saddle seat 

while Seraphina stands still, unable to join in this game. She’s too scared. She can 

smell her fear as it beads and glistens on her neck, above her top lip.  

‘You like it?’ Rabbit asks, as a sneaky grin crawls onto his face. 

‘Of course, it’s just so cool,’ says Evie. 

She speaks easily while Seraphina can barely swallow. Maybe she’s pegged 

Evie unfairly. The gibberish flattery coming so easily out of her mouth seems to 

work to keep him happy. He encourages them both to stroke the bike and admire 

every facet of it, from the large shiny mirrors like antennas off the handles to the 

wide leather seat. Seraphina listens to facts about speed and revs and acceleration 

and cornering, desperately wondering how many times she’ll have to go around 

before she gets a chance to maybe push past them and make a run. While Kyton 

gives her room, Rabbit keeps grabbing at her, holding on to her dress like it’s some 

game. His other hand is deformed. The thumb is separate but the fingers are all 

joined. It’s got some rash and he itches it with his good hand. 

It’s her chance. But she hesitates.  

And, as if he knows her mind, Rabbit urges her inside, the mitten-hand hard on 

her back. 
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53 

 

Fin walked on with Cairo, having no plan in mind, just a sense of emptiness and 

frustration. Writing the Batavia script wasn’t anything like the healing process she’d 

argued it would be. It was messing with her head. 

When Fin and the dog reached the point where the rocks fell down and the low 

cliffs began, instead of doing a loop and going back to the designated path, she kept 

going, climbing up the crumbly slope, grateful for the rough grip under her palms 

and fingers. Pain made her feel real.  

At the top Cairo looked at her, ears pricked for a favourable directive.  

‘Go,’ she commanded and he ran on, pleased with his freedom.  

Down below, the sea pushed down from the cove where she used to float when 

she lived alone in her shack. How long had it been since life had offered enough time 

to do that? Or the buoyancy to get in and trust the water to hold her safe? Evie might 

have been right – she should have perhaps left the past alone – but it was too late to 

stop now. She was in it. Obligated. And she told herself it wasn’t all bad – it was the 

biggest break of her career. 

Fin kept walking all the way along where she used to run, miles up, right to the 

car park where the coast road ran into a dead end in the dune country. She’d never 

ventured further and broken the rules her parents had set but part of her was feeling 

reckless enough to go on. She had lived well away from their protective control and 

been safe. She could see what happened. Tempt fate. Unable to decide if this would 

be brave, or foolish, she sat on a bench to consider things. 

Perhaps things didn’t happen for reasons. If everything was random, what she 

did couldn’t matter. Why had she been so gripped by the Batavia story? Did she 

really believe telling her version of it could change anything? Surely that was just a 

therapy line. A lie. As if stories changed anything. The most they could do was to 

make things bearable to carry by giving even the most traumatic events a beginning, 

a middle and an end and stop them intruding on every aspect of life. That was what 

Julia had helped her to do with her past, all those sessions in her office, all the years 

of talking – wrapping everything into neat volumes and getting it boxed away hadn’t 

changed anything except her ability to cope. Not really. 

‘Jesus,’ said Evie. ‘Now coping is nothing? Life worthless? You’d sing a 

different tune if you were me.’ 
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*** 

 

Ready to go, Fin scanned the area for Cairo. Last time she’d seen him he had been 

running away into the sand hills behind. Sure enough, he was there digging, his hind-

legs and tail in the air. Sand flying, spraying.  

‘Come on,’ she said. ‘Cut it out.’ She had no interest in him excavating an old 

chicken wing or something equally rotten and eating it. 

He came the third time she shouted his name carrying something very large, 

very pleased with himself.  

A lolling small head with a fixed smile hung out of his mouth. 

‘Drop it,’ she said, horrified, and he obeyed, releasing it at her feet. Wagging 

his tail he held a paw on the doll unwilling to release it until he was praised. A 

plastic baby with one arm, two legs. The size of a small newborn. It was naked. Not 

even pants covered its plump bottom, with authentic wrinkles. 

‘Off,’ she shouted, swiping him. Sulkily, he sat down. 

Gingerly, Fin bent down and picked the doll up while Cairo looked on, still 

waiting to be rewarded for his gift. It was one those Baby Borns, with the chord that 

when pulled made the doll cry.  

Unsure what to do, Fin stood with the broken doll in her hands. It looked too 

real to put in the bin. It didn’t the feel right thing to do. It needed a proper burial. She 

chose a soft bit of nearby dune to dig a smooth hole, scooping the sand with her 

forearm. Then she put some grass in the middle and laid the doll carefully in its 

shallow grave. Cairo, annoyed, whined next to her. Fin couldn’t bring herself to 

entirely cover up the doll. Its face would have to stay unburied. It hit her then. Like a 

slap. They must have made Kyton bury Evie. That’s why she was found half buried. 

Not because someone was in a hurry but because the person knew her. Loved her. 

Couldn’t bear to see her in the dirt. That’s why the pillow of leaves under her broken 

neck. 

Why only now does she comprehend this fact? A rush of puke comes up her 

throat and then recedes. She spits the bitter bile from her mouth and walks away.  

Behind her, the doll with eyes that wouldn’t close lay staring at the sky.  

 

*** 
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Cairo was soon on to the next thing. A bunch of seagulls to chase. A KFC wrapper to 

lick as Fin veered away from the beach and went back towards the house where she 

used to live as the dog settled in to the excitement of the suburban streets. There 

were cats and lawn and rubbish bins to investigate. Poles and gutters. Sprinkler 

knobs. All for him to sniff. If only she could forget what she’d just allowed herself to 

know. God, nearly five years to cotton on to that. 

She had to keep walking. It was like the drive that night. Only forward. Home 

was the only place to go. At the railway line Cairo dawdled and pissed on an old beer 

carton so slowly she yanked him on to a lead. 

From there she went to Spencer Street.  

At number 33 she found a new cyclone fence and behind it a flat building 

block. Even the old corkwood the birds loved was gone. The entire block was 

obliterated. Every scrap of house, every plant, every tree – razed like they had never 

existed.  

Devastated, she turned and walked the left side of the street, never having had 

any faith in the right side of the street being very safe. She went back the same way 

she had come. She cried all the way home, as the wind wormed into her ear, 

whistling a message she knew was for her. 
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54 

 

The yard was still empty. The driveway clear. No-one was home. Yet as soon as she 

opened the front door she could feel someone else in the house. Cairo initially 

seemed unperturbed, then, picking up on her fear, stood still with the hairs on his 

spine raised.  

Fin carefully undid the blade of her knife and, slipping his lead off, indicated 

with a nod of her chin Cairo to go first. She held the knife out in front of her, fist to 

her chest, ready to strike. The dog’s nails clicked on the wooden boards.  

At the kitchen entrance his tail started to wag.  

‘Hey, Cairo,’ she heard Pete say.  

Fin leant on the wall and slipped the blade back away. 

‘Hey,’ she said, hugging him, desperately tight. 

‘You right?’ 

‘Not really, you gave me a fright. Where’s the car?’  

‘The crew took it. I’ll get it back.’ 

‘The crew! How are Tim and Leon, still talking?’  

‘All good. I caught the bus.’ 

‘Oh. What happened? You’re finished with the filming?’ 

‘Almost.’ 

‘Come on, surely you can’t need more film. It’s not cheap.’ 

‘Don’t worry, I still have stock.’ 

‘What you been doing then, plotting with them?’ 

Pete looked around like someone might hear.  

‘There’s no-one else here,’ she reassured him. He reminded her of Reggie, the 

way his face took on a glow when he had a secret about to spill, the glint of 

excitement in his deep brown eyes making him seem mischievous. She softened. Sat 

down. 

‘Promise to keep my secret. Even though you and him are like this?’ He 

crossed his fingers. 

‘Marco?’ Fin asked. 

‘Yes, he’s my best mate but you can’t tell him this. Or Stella.’ He pushed an 

exercise book towards her, though he didn’t let it go. ‘Promise.’ 

‘Promise.’ 
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‘I trust you.’ 

‘Thank you.’  

Underneath the table, Cairo leisurely licked his groin as if to say, take your 

time till you get my food. Neither Fin nor Pete moved to pander to him.  

Fin looked at the pages scribbled in Pete’s hand. It was the oddest kind of 

recipe book. Ingredients like fuel, phosphate, screws, a pressure cooker.  

‘I’ve been learning how to make bombs,’ Pete whispered. ‘How to blow up 

seriously tough stuff.’ His look invited her to join him in the excitement.  

Fin was horrified. ‘You’re joking.’ 

‘No. I can make all sorts of explosive devices now. It’s crazy what sort of 

explosion you can get out of ordinary run-of-the-mill farm materials. It takes some 

doing but they are just as good as any army-issue bomb.’ 

‘How do you know?’ She didn’t want Pete going back to his violent ways. 

He’d only just escaped the law last time. 

‘Because I’ve been practising with Guy Fawkes. We go right out into the 

desert country, past the mining towns, way out east where only the mob hang about. 

The last thing they are going to do is run to the cops if an old dozer goes up or a 

disused radio tower.’ 

‘I had no idea.’ 

‘Well, you do now,’ he said. 

‘You’re not going to blow up stuff with Guy?’ 

‘No,’ he said, ‘of course not. He has his team. I have some plans. I’m 

committing the recipes to memory, then burning the book.’ 

‘What you want to blow up then?’ 

‘I don’t know. The world.’ 

‘You’re not that angry. Not still?’ 

‘I don’t know, Fin, some days when I’m out in country alone, I scream and I 

scream.’ 

‘Do you?’ 

‘I do.’ He looked up at her, meeting her eyes, his whole face so sad she didn’t 

know what to do. 

‘I just wish,’ he said, ‘I had a problem that could be solved by blowing things 

up.’ 

When he started to cry she had no idea how to comfort him. She cried with him 

but her tears were for Kyton. For Evie.  
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*** 

 

In the morning it was like nothing had happened. Fin was glad. The guys had been 

surfing, she’d slept in, the dog had got a run with Stella and the day was sunny. 

Pete was making poached eggs. Marco was cutting bread. 

‘Oh, I forgot to tell you,’ Pete  said. ‘When I was north I was talking to this 

protestor at the camp, Gloria. Her country’s the mid-north. She told me that in their 

songlines the Batavia is referred to.’ 

‘That’s amazing. She said this?’ 

‘Yes. She did. Somehow, and I don’t know how her people – and I assume she 

only knows women’s business – have heard something about the wreck and it’s in 

there. How much and what exactly I don’t know. But it’s permeated.’ 

‘That’s incredible.’ 

‘It is.’ 

‘I don’t suppose there’s any way of finding out more?’ 

‘Maybe. The trouble is, she got arrested at the blockade and there was a 

mountain of unpaid NSW traffic offences. So they sent her over to Goulburn prison.’ 

‘You’ve got to be kidding!’ 

‘No. I’m not. One less person at the blockade camp. Police happy. All costs to 

NSW. It’s a win-win as far as the powers that be are concerned.’ 

‘God, it’s a dirty old world.’ 

‘Same as it’s ever been,’ said Marco. ‘Nothing new.’ 

‘That’s exactly my point about the Batavia.’ 

‘I wouldn’t go that far. We have moved on a bit since then.’ 

‘I agree. Wheels are turning, Fin. Three hundred years ago you wouldn’t have 

any of the power you have now,’ said Pete. 

‘Yes and no.’ 

‘What’s that mean?’ 

‘I don’t know. Yes, of course I’m more powerful – but…’ She poured milk on 

her muesli. 

Marco cut bread for toast, took half of Pete’s avocado and put it on his plate, 

prattling about its freshness, the texture of the toast, how fresh were the eggs, 

amazing, and other meaningless small talk trying to shut the conversation down. Fin 

let him. Talking wasn’t always the way forward.  
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55 

 

Reggie is their first subject. One of more than a hundred interviews that they will use 

for research in their  film. 

He came though Seraphina. Belonged to her. Though a ghost did not have to be 

attached. It did not have to have a relationship with a living person. Some had places. 

Others grudges. Some came with messages for strangers. Their counterparts with 

messages for loved ones. Others belonged to nature. One or two weren’t once people. 

They were wanderers, spirits who went where they were needed, to do jobs the 

universe asked of them. Some ghosts could borrow people’s bodies. Some hid as 

trees. Many were busy correcting mistakes, atoning, taking revenge, reminding. The 

ghosts as varied as those that believed in them. 

From the start Seraphina’s mum is dead against the idea. She actually uses that 

expression though neither Pete nor Seraphina dare to laugh. The whole idea might 

have stopped as soon as it started except her dad came on side. 

‘Why not?’ he says. ‘Anything that helps.’ 

Reggie does what they ask at the end of their work with him. Not Evie. She is 

staying. She’s not going anywhere. Reggie’s tired of being in a no-man’s land. 

They help him leave with the magic of rituals they’d found after reading books on 

exorcism, everything from Carlos Castaneda’s Separate Reality, to The Catholic 

Guide to Exorcism by Cardinal Hughes. Seraphina’s nightmares stop. 

Her mum is sceptical he ever existed. Or that Evie still does. She’s no believer 

in Ghosts, less in their rights to come and go.  

‘When I gave up thinking my dad was everywhere on this farm, he went. It was 

simple. I made him haunt me. It was nothing to do with him. I made peace with the 

idea of him being an old bastard and that was that. You have to make peace with 

Evie, if you really think she’s here.’ 

Seraphina looks disbelieving at her mum. 

‘Reggie went because you let him go,’ she insists. ‘You got well.’ 

‘No,’ she says, ‘because we listened and helped him.’ 

Her mum is itching to use the word she’s prohibited anyone else using about 

her daughter. Crazy. 

A desperate mood grips them all. For months. It’s like being in a rip where two 

tides meet at sea. It pushes and pulls when they should be working together. 
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But Seraphina’s mum sees working with Pete on her film project is helping her 

daughter. Slowly she’s making some peace. Some progress. She talks less to herself 

out loud. 

‘If it makes you feel better it was his choice, then that’s up to you,’ she will 

eventually concede. 

Seraphina loves her mum. Respects her. But she’s wrong in thinking ghosts 

have no autonomy.  

When the film is finished years later (when Seraphina has become Fin and 

living on her own), she refuses to see it.  

Every day, though not the praying type, she continues to pray for Fin to let go 

of the crutch she thinks her daughter has made of Evie. 
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56 

  

Taylor rang with incredible news. Digby had swung them a trip to the Abrolhos 

Islands. A pre-production long weekend, travelling by charter boat. All for free; it 

was amazing. She couldn’t believe their luck. 

Fin was dazed when she told her. It hadn’t crossed her mind she would ever 

have to go there. It had never seemed a possibility she had to seriously entertain. It 

was too remote surely to actually shoot at. Later in the week, as she rode to meet 

Taylor to discuss it, she still wasn’t sure if the feeling in her stomach was dread or 

excitement. To choose to go where the horror lay, onto the very shores where human 

bones were lying, might be a little too much for her and to absorb a physical sense of 

the place more than slightly dangerous. She wasn’t sure the image in her head wasn’t 

enough.  

‘Since you’re the one alive, try for excitement,’ Evie said. ‘Leave dread to me.’ 

Fin pedalled into the wind towards their usual meeting spot, a local beach café. 

It had good coffee and terrible food, not that they had made the mistake of eating 

there more than the once, but it was a perfectly brilliant place to sit close to the sea 

and talk through ideas. Like Taylor had said, they were never going to be bothered 

by anyone she knew there and could talk openly.  

It was a Tuesday morning and the beach was quiet as it usually was mid-week 

unless there was good surf. There was no chance today of it getting busy. The 

weather was windy and onshore, and the froth of unformed waves flounced ragged 

on the shore. 

Along the inner rim of the horizon, ships lined up, looking like toys from such 

a distance. Three were waiting for their turn in port today. The holiday island, not far 

offshore and usually a white disc in clear sight, was obscured by the lengthy run of 

iron. It needed a certain light to lift itself out of the sea and be seen from shore 

though Fin didn’t mind its disappearance from view. She had no fondness for the 

place and had never been there. It too had a horrible history. Penal and punishing.  

‘This will be fun, a good trip to frame the perspective. I can’t believe Digby’s 

swung it. I was seriously thinking of divorcing him before this project. You know he 

blew Harvest?’ 

‘You told me.’ As had many others. 

‘He fucks the wife of the American co-producer. How dumb is that? The fella 

was prepared to take a big loss just to show us how mad he was. Screwed us.’ 
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Fin had heard he’d fucked the man’s daughter. Both stories appalled her but 

she hoped Taylor’s was the true one. 

‘Shit reviews. Fuck-all distribution. And it was good,’ Taylor said, regretfully. 

‘Really good. I thought I was going to kill the prick. A year or two of hell. I’ve been 

making commercials just to keep the front of a business alive, to pay the rent and the 

lease on the BMW. Looks count in this game. Then he gets us this far, some funds 

from his old mate Nugget, a draft paid for and now money for pre-production. He’s 

got this group of businessmen interested in investing and so we can go take a look at 

the historical location as a possibility for the filming. Can you believe it? Incredible.’  

She threw her head back and laughed, though when she straightened again Fin 

was surprised to see tears at the corners of her eyes. It must have been harder than 

she had guessed or Taylor was not as tough as she looked. Taylor’s vulnerability and 

her commitment to the project struck a raw chord in Fin opening her up to 

considering the trip as something she might be able to sacrifice her safety for – if it 

meant this much to Taylor. 

Avoiding more scrutiny, Taylor left the table, abruptly striding away to the low 

brick wall of the car park. Fin was unperturbed by the sharpness of the manner in 

which she went. She understood the need to get space when things were hard.  

A messy stream of swell emptied on the beach and then dragged itself back and 

out. Over and over. As she drank her coffee, Fin watched it, thinking it was like one 

of those French experimental films she engaged with visually but never understood.  

‘You surf, don’t you?’ said Taylor, returning with two fresh coffees in her hand 

as if nothing had happened.  

‘Yes,’ she admitted, thinking it was a strange question. 

‘Well, you’ll love the islands. I might let you have a few minutes off to do 

surfing. I never learnt. Funny, but the water’s not really my thing. I can’t explain the 

obsession with the Batavia’s women as some great love-of-sea-based drama.’  

Julia had always said if in doubt be silent. So Fin didn’t reply. She was still not 

sure where the conversation was going. It felt like Taylor was foreshadowing a new 

theme. 

‘Women’s scars so rarely get an airing.’ 

‘That’s true,’ Fin cautiously agreed. 

‘It makes me mad how easy it is to get funding for men’s stories. Digby has 

worked like a dog on this. As he should.’ She passed Fin a grin that was like an in-

joke. It was similar to what Stella might do if she was commenting on some 
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unfavourable aspect of Pete’s behaviour. But it didn’t feel right Taylor doing this, it 

was too intimate, and Fin was careful her expression stayed neutral.  

‘Now tell me this, young Fin. How many films about war could you reel off, 

just off the top of your head?’ 

‘All Quiet on the Western Front, Apocalypse Now, The Deer Hunter, The Path 

to Glory…’ 

Taylor interrupted. ‘You don’t have to list them but you get the idea –

hundreds.’  

‘And hundreds.’ 

‘Exactly. And no-one asks why do we have to make another one? In fact, I hear 

there’s funding for a film about Gallipoli to shoot this year. A film about our lads 

losing a war. No-one complains. I think one’s coming out about the Boer war too, 

some Aussie soldiers who were falsely accused of war crimes, or something. Who 

cares? Anyhow, I resent all the money that comes in for them, basically for men’s 

stories, so easily.’ 

Fin smiled as Evie cheered, ‘Hear, hear – right on, sister!’ 

‘I am so looking forward to this film. It will stir a few people up, putting the 

women centre of the story. And there’ll also be the usual amateur experts objecting 

we have played with “the facts”. But we’ll ignore them too. Who knows what a fact 

really is in a story not told? Your version is as good as it gets, in my opinion.’ 

‘It works?’ 

‘Oh, yes. Your script is amazing. Heartfelt. Strong enough for Digby to pick up 

this investment group.’ 

In the habit of being self-effacing, Fin nearly said it’s just a draft – then pulled 

herself up. 

‘A good draft.’ 

‘A damn fine draft. Be proud. I love that revenge twist.’ 

‘Not too dramatic?’ 

‘It’s a film. We want people to see it, and enjoy it, not leave feeling depressed. 

A good ending is one that leaves the audience with a sense of possibility and hope. 

Doesn’t have to be saccharine. We’ve talked about this before. I think it’s good. 

Ambiguous.’ 

‘Oh, good, I just think sometimes it was too much of an invention.’ 

‘You’re meant to be creative and it’s not actually original, this idea. It did go 

missing, didn’t it? It was never recovered.’ 
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‘I think Pelsaert’s cameo was always contraband, so never on the official list.’ 

‘Like the unnamed women who were on board.’  

‘That’s right. I’m not sure it could have ever been recorded as lost.’ 

Taylor grinned. ‘Doesn’t matter, you used it.’  

Fin was pleased with the praise but it was the after-taste – that there were 

women on board that ship who were not even named – that grated. Tolerated because 

they were a ‘calming influence’, no-one would know how many. It stopped her 

feeling quite as elated as she might have been had she managed to successfully keep 

that thought from unfurling. 

Worse feelings arrived while the ocean filled the pause that settled between 

them. Waves called out, shush, every time they hit the shore. Fin tried to listen to the 

external sounds but her internal world would not go quiet. The nagging fear she 

might not handle the islands was prickling uncomfortably on her skin. It would be a 

situation where she would have less control than she liked and, even worse, it was 

full of angry ghosts, or so the story went. Restless ones who had died such violent 

deaths and never been accounted for might find her an easy target. 

‘They are beautiful,’ Taylor said. 

‘What?’ Fin came back from where she had let her thoughts drag her. 

‘The islands.’ 

Taylor talked on, plying her with information about the investors. Favourably. 

They were not controlling. They were open to funding the whole film. Maybe. But 

the money was Digby’s area and she didn’t interfere. She did know they were all 

virgins to the endless suck of film projects, and at this point she laughed, like she 

was an old hand at temptation, had seen suckers come and go before. It was all new 

money. Beside Nugget, who had more fishing licences than anyone else in the state, 

the others were speculators, entrepreneurs who’d made it big in the development 

game. 

‘Developing what?’ 

‘God knows. Trashing the state, I think. Mining, forestry. Think ugly and it 

will be them – but they are the money men. How they get it is not something we 

need to think about. The same suspects who were at that terrible cinema launch. 

Swinging dicks I call them.’ 

Fin had other words. But it struck her not just as ironic if some of them were 

the very same men her documentary was working on exposing as greedy and corrupt, 
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but fairly sickening. It left her feeling dirty and her face must have given her distaste 

away. 

‘Don’t go all righteous on me,’ said Taylor. ‘It’s an expensive game we’re in 

and we don’t look gift horses in the mouth.’ 

Fin nodded. Evie said nothing, didn’t interrupt, which was lucky because 

Taylor was moving on and the other news Fin was hearing was better. 

Taylor was inviting Pete. She thought his work was strong and she was keen to 

give him a go. She was talking with him this week. If Stella was available to come, 

they’d have a look at her through a camera. See how they liked each other. They 

needed an actor, someone the camera liked, and Taylor was confident Stella had just 

the look the investors would want. Obviously they were just promotional shots. All 

that could happen in two days of a look-see reccy. And of course it wouldn’t be a 

guarantee of a job, there was a lot of process and other people involved in getting the 

actors and filming was much further down the track yet. But.  

Marco could not come, officially. If Fin wanted him to travel with her, then he 

could. Three couples. It would be kind of cute. Fin wasn’t sure about that but she 

wanted him to come. 

‘I’d have to pay for him? How much?’ All her savings were in the 

documentary, together with Stella’s dad’s loan and one from Marco too – at least 

until the second part of their funding was released and that wasn’t until post-

production. They’d probably have to ask Marco for another loan, knowing no-one 

else with money. There were her parents, but though they’d hand over what they 

could spare in a flash, she didn’t want their help. It was stubborn, she knew, and 

slightly stupid, but being independent of them financially had been a big thing. It was 

a huge milestone after her out-patient days and she couldn’t bring herself to ask for 

their help.  

But if Marco had to pay for this trip she would sacrifice a little pride and ask 

for an advance on her next payment.  

‘Don’t be silly,’ Taylor said, in response. ‘We are not that penny-pinching. I 

just mean he won’t be paid. The rest of you will be. We don’t need him in any way. 

He’s got nothing we can fake for the financiers so he can’t go on the official list.’ 

‘Does it matter if he’s not on it?’ 

‘Oh, it’s slightly illegal, but who’s going to catch him? I won’t tell Nugget he’s 

coming. What he doesn’t know can’t hurt him.’  
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Fin knew this wasn’t always true and she felt her skin tighten and her 

expression become fixed. Marco was very careful when it came to the law, and she 

was sure he would not be keen on breaking some law by coming. But she didn’t want 

to go without him and more quickly than she would later think had been possible she 

found herself deciding not to tell him about his ‘illegal’ status. At least, not till they 

came back. She’d confess then, when it cost her nothing except contrition. 

‘When,’ she asked, ‘are we going?’ 

‘By the end of the fishing season. There’s some charter lined up. The details 

will unfold.’ 

By the time they stopped talking the wind was even stronger as they walked to 

Taylor’s car. Fin, pushing her bike, struggled a little. Taylor didn’t slow. Fin thought 

about how when she went to the islands she’d better be on top of her game because 

Taylor would expect her to keep up. 

‘That’s the least of your worries,’ said Evie, catching her up. ‘If Marco finds 

out about your lie you will be up to your neck in shit.’ 

Fin rode faster into the headwind to try and block her out. 

‘Has it come to this, that to make a film about a load of creeps, you’ll even 

become one?’ 

‘You heard her,’ said Fin, ‘it’s how it goes.’ 

‘Every arsehole in history has bagged that excuse.’ 
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57 

 

Parked in the car park under a yellow security light, Fin and Marco sat close to each 

other soaking in the last moments of being in a private pod. She always liked being 

in the shelter of his car. Cars were a safe place and she lay relaxed with his arm 

around her, her head resting in the centre of his chest. His smell, like that of the old 

leather seats, was both familiar and satisfying.  

Leaving in the dark was always slightly surreal and a little unnerving. Their 

instructions had been to meet here at the harbour at 5am, although it was nearing half 

past and the bus still nowhere in sight. All the traffic they had seen on the road 

besides a few trucks was a mini-van coming out from the refugee camp, its windows 

masked. They hadn’t seen the bus with the others on the highway as they drove up, 

from where they’d spent the weekend camping at Marco’s secret spot. 

Fin had been dozing, enjoying the last chance of privacy, but it had stretched 

on too long and now she was worrying, hoping nothing had gone wrong. For a 

minute she thought she saw the others in a van that went down to the wharf and 

parked behind a truck, but she was wrong. It was a delivery van or something. She 

saw the driver get out and board the sleek and super modern charter boat arranged 

for their travel. 

The charter boat would have been at home among the boats cruising the 

Mediterranean and was entirely out of place in the working harbour. It rocked 

indiscernibly on the wash of the fishing boats coming in low in the water with the 

weight of their night catch. Innocent III written in white lettering, bright against the 

blue bow, was easy to read. Marco thought it a stupid name and got started on a long 

and speculative lecture about how and why a boat would be named something he 

thought un-nautical and frankly stupid. Fin hoped if she wrapped her arms around 

him tight and snuggled in closer he’d shut up, but he didn’t. Her silence had the 

opposite effect. It egged him on and he began to share a list with her of alternative 

names, proceeding alphabetically. He was at Renegade when she’d had enough. 

‘You’re weird,’ she said, mumbling into his jumper, ‘but if you must know, 

you can’t get another name for a boat. Once they are named, that’s it. It’s considered 

very bad luck to change a name.’ 

‘But why would you name a boat Innocent? Innocent of what?’ 
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‘I don’t know. The owner was probably naming himself. Innocent. Maybe he 

was the third brother or the third child or something. Maybe someone had accused 

him of something. I have no idea. Why are you obsessing?’ 

‘Exhaustion, I think. Someone kept me up the night before.’ 

Fin looked up at him, wondering how to play this. ‘You know the British army 

selected officers dependent on the angle of their chin? You’d have made it.’ 

Amused, his green eyes searched her face as his pointer-finger traced a 

question mark on her forehead. 

‘Is that your best diversion? Your best shot?’ 

Fin lowered her eyes, not wanting to talk about how he’d caught her with Evie 

at their camp last night as they argued about the wisdom of the trip. Evie had a 

feeling the past was going to turn out to be worse than Fin thought and she had got 

mad telling her in no uncertain terms she was from the past herself so if she was so 

worried about the ghosts maybe it was she who should stay away. Her raised voice 

and odd conversation didn’t worry Marco as much as when he caught her leaving 

food and water in the little underhang on the cliffs near their camp. He’d been polite 

enough to not ask for an explanation but he was fishing now. She didn’t bite. How 

could she tell him Evie forced her to make stashes like this when she was nervous, so 

she knew they had places to run to? Evie was convinced they were going to be in big 

trouble, especially with Fin maintaining her deceit about Marco’s status on the trip.  

Fin got out of the car. She had to make a physical change. Shake off her dread, 

think about what she needed to do. Outside the vehicle cool wind attacked her, 

blowing briskly like it knew where it was going and who it wanted to provoke. It cut 

sharply on her skin and to protect herself she leant her stomach and chest over the 

bonnet, warming herself on the metal over the engine, which still radiated heat. To 

the west, empty clouds rolled in like cotton fleece in tumbling balls across a buttery 

sky edged in pink, beautiful and soft, more welcoming than the wind.  

Turning her head in the other direction, she caught the sun pushing its way 

overland, brightening rapidly in a bloom of rushing, splurging colour without 

restraint, as if an experimental artist throwing paint at a canvas was in charge of 

decorating the scene. This is dawn, bellowed the yellow. Time starts and ends with 

pink, proclaimed the pale streaks, twirling like streamers cheering the break between 

night and day. Yellow fading quickly as the blue of morning hardened and declared 

itself the winning colour.  
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‘Welcome, day,’ Fin said. And as the day slowly sharpened into focus, she 

knew what she had to do. 

Marco opened his door and she watched him with one eye from where her face 

pressed against the warm metal, so the view was watery as if she was just below a 

surface line.  

She had to give him a choice. 

‘Hey,’ she said, putting out a hand, ‘come here.’ 

It was harder than she thought. As she tried to explain herself she watched his 

jaw clench and unclench. His fingers raked his neck. Scratched his head. He swung 

this way and that as if in an enclosure. 

‘You can just go,’ said Fin, knowing just how devastating her deceit was to 

them both. ‘Leave my bag, and surfboard. I’ll totally understand.’ 

It didn’t matter that she didn’t want to go without him. She had to. They 

couldn’t both turn back, because where they had been was at this moment smashed 

up, sure as a ship wrecking on rocks. 

While he opened his mouth as if to speak a few times, each time he changed 

his mind. His Adam’s apple rose and fell. Then he turned. Walked away. She made 

herself not throw out a hand and try and grab him. She stood still. Chasing was 

foolish. Begging a stupid option. She didn’t need Evie telling her any of this as she 

slowly twisted around to see where he had gone.  

He was at the rear of the car, a pile of their things appearing on the bitumen 

from the boot soon told her what he was doing. He was sorting out their stuff into 

two piles. His and hers. When he got to the tent he hesitated. Like he couldn’t decide 

which side it might belong to and in the end he laid it in the middle dividing the two 

piles. 

She made her way closer but she stayed leaning on the car’s bonnet, watching 

him through the windscreen, wishing he would speak to her but not sure she wanted 

to hear what he had to say. Just when she’d decided an approach would be adult, 

because he might think it was cowardice that kept her away, he came striding 

towards her.  

He stopped just short of her and looked her in the eye – that sweet habit of his 

as if truth could be gathered in irises. 

‘You’re too scared to go alone.’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘The fact I’m not official or legal is the only dodgy thing about this trip?’ 
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‘What do you mean?’ 

‘I mean it’s the only thing that’s not kosher?’ 

She wasn’t sure what he meant. 

‘Yes,’ she said. ‘I don’t know what you mean.’ 

‘I don’t know,’ he said. ‘The boat. It’s pretty flash. Digby’s a hustler. Taylor’s 

desperate. I’m not liking this scene much.’ 

‘Oh, come on,’ said Fin. ‘Now you’re being paranoid.’ 

He glared at her. She saw a hardness he kept well hidden. The sharp bit of him 

that must have kept him out of the worst of it in prison. 

‘When you’re paranoid it’s being careful; when I am it’s a problem.’ 

‘No.’ 

Fin shook her head from side to side. Her head was filling up with rubbish, old 

worries and it was hard to shut everything down and now she could have sworn Evie 

was agreeing with Marco.  

‘What about the food? What’s it got to do with this?’ 

‘What?’ 

‘Last night, leaving the food on that ledge?’ 

‘Oh, no. That’s nothing. Nothing to do with this.’ 

‘Sure?’ 

‘I make hidey spots if I’m scared.’ 

‘What are you scared of?’ 

She nearly said ‘you’. But it wasn’t the truth though it was close. She was 

scared of what might unfold. 

‘I don’t know. Of what happens.’ 

‘You don’t compromise me again,’ he said, the hard edge gone.  

‘No,’ she said. Her fingers crawled to the cuff of his shirt. She pinched the 

flannelette between her thumb and pointer-finger. Tugged. For a moment she thought 

he might go against the direction she wanted. Then he grabbed her and his embrace 

was too tight but she felt his heart jumping around in his chest pound against her. He 

put his head into her neck. His hands tight-wrapped around her, fingers almost 

knitting into her ribs as he squeezed her. Her sense of relief faltered. Perhaps he 

wanted to hurt her after all, but his grip softened, his hands moving to her shoulders 

and gently pushing her back, so he could appraise her. 

‘I love you,’ he said, ‘but I can’t handle feeling set up. Too many triggers.’ 
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‘Sorry,’ she said. ‘It was a bad call. I was too scared you wouldn’t come if I 

told you.’ 

‘That’s not good enough,’ he said, and she knew it wasn’t. 

Timidly, she kissed his unshaven cheek. It was rough. Suited the occasion. 

‘But I’m here,’ he said, ‘and I’ll go. Like I would have if you’d been upfront 

about the deal.’ 

She hung her head. He kissed her hair at the crown, ran a hand down to her 

nape and gently tilted her head up. His thumb took a tear from the top of her cheek. 

‘It’s done,’ he said. ‘Don’t cry.’ 

Fin wiped her face on her T-shirt. She wasn’t sure why the tears. Crying was 

not something she allowed herself to do as a rule. She swung an arm around his neck, 

and kissed his mouth. 

‘Forward,’ she said. 

‘Yes,’ he agreed. ‘No other way to go.’ 

‘Oh, yeah,’ said Evie, ‘I don’t think so.’ But Fin ignored her. 

 

*** 

 

The tent she’d insisted on keeping, not being keen at all on sharing sleeping space, so 

– despite his reservation that the islands weren’t going to be the kind of place to 

camp – it went into the pile with wetsuits and diving gear. And two boards. While 

still shaky, she was getting a sense of order and even if it was only of their gear it did 

help. She checked the piles three times to be sure while he leant on the car and 

watched her regather herself by the force of her routines. 

‘It’s going to be okay,’ he said.  

She forced a smile. She hated that expression. 

The sun climbed sharply and the place came abruptly alive. Fin even in a 

pensive mood found her mood brightened. Keeping a distance from Marco she 

watched on at the business unfolding on the flash ocean-going cruiser. While it was 

stylish and expensive and had to have cost a bomb, there was nothing glamorous 

about the crew. They weren’t in uniform, or dressed in white as the scene demanded. 

Fin couldn’t help finding aspects of the scene oddly cartoonish. A man with arms 

thick as Marco’s legs, covered with splotches of bright red Mercurochrome like he 

had a strange pox, hurried up a gangway, legs bowed. A scrawny small guy, a thin 

stick topped by an unruly mop of hair and an even wilder beard, carried a box as big 
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as himself above his head. Both men moved like speed was valued over care and the 

big white bags they began to load one at a time were slung as if the contents might 

have been potatoes. It crossed her mind that the crew didn’t look like sailors. They 

walked the gangway and decks too unsurely. Landlubbers, her dad would have said. 

The crew boss was easy to pick out. He did the least physical work but the most 

shouting, framing his hands at his mouth in a megaphone as if that was necessary. 

High up in the cockpit she could just make out the skipper leaning out his small 

window, a coffee mug in hand, surveying his crew with what she took to be disdain. 

Fin realised too late she was not the only one watching. The crews from the 

fishing boats, having unloaded, were watching her just as closely. It suddenly struck 

her the shorts and T-shirt she wore were attracting unwanted attention. Evie might 

say one could wear what one liked but there was a price. While at another time and 

place she might tough it out these days, this was not the time or place to do it. It was 

not a good idea to be seen as a babe before she’d even stepped on board the boat. 

Look what had happened to Lucretia. 

‘Look what happened to who?’ said Evie. Fin did her best to un-hear the 

pointed message. Of course she knew what she meant. This was the reason for the 

film. It was for all women who’d suffered. Too stupid to not have covered up a bit 

before she got out? Really, sometimes being with Marco, comfortable in the 

protection his presence offered, dulled her sense of danger and on cue wolf-whistling 

rang out crudely.  

‘Totally predictable wharf behaviour,’ Fin said, ducking and turning her back. 

Incredibly embarrassed. 

‘A fairly predictable response from men like that, I would have thought,’ 

Marco said, frowning. 

Flustered, Fin rifled through his bag on the far side of the car for a shirt of his 

to cover herself. 

‘You do know,’ Fin said, stung by his righteous tone, ‘that the sexualisation of 

women is something men do, not something women are responsible for.’ 

‘I do,’ he said, ‘but when you know it, why play into it?’ 

She figured he was being unfair and unreasonable because he was still angry 

with her, but a reason didn’t make it any more right than hers for lying. She glared at 

him, uncertain what to do or say, her stomach turning nervously on its emptiness. 

Unsure, she looked away and when she felt his hand on her shoulder she was 

surprised by the gentleness of his touch.  
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‘Sorry, I’m on edge and men like that always trigger me.’ 

Of course they did. She’d seen how he arced up around crude macho types 

before.  

They’d both have to put on harder armour. Prepare. This wasn’t going to be an 

easy trip. 
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58 

 

‘Here are the others,’ he said, sounding as relieved as she felt with the distraction. 

She couldn’t have cued the turning point better herself as the mini bus came rattling 

down the ramp, unmistakably belonging to Unsinkable Productions. The name 

written in purple sparkle paint along the side shimmered glamorously as Digby came 

to a dramatic stop, grinning from ear to ear. Brighter than ever. Always the big 

character. Flinging his door open, he called out a brisk ‘top of the morning’, in an 

affected English accent and headed straight to the charter boat, a hand in the air 

waving to the skipper as if he were straight out of some James Bond film. 

Everyone seemed to be playing a role. Stella flounced out the side door in a 

whirl of hair, her loose Punjabi suit creating the impression she was off somewhere 

exotic. She ran at Fin, who knew exactly which scene her friend would want her to 

play and she obliged, running towards her with outstretched arms. Like a clichéd 

love scene, Fin caught her and swung her around theatrically. 

‘Am I glad to see you,’ said Stella.  

Fin grinned. She was equally pleased to see her and more so to see Pete 

strolling towards them. He had her super 8 running, the lens to his eye. So he was the 

director. She saw it now and felt glad.  

The morning light did Stella favours she didn’t need, enhancing her beauty 

with soft fingers as carefully as a beautician’s brush. She was so beautiful, even 

though she was flouncing around for Pete’s camera, that the working fishermen 

gawked but did not whistle. She captured some other part of their imagination, where 

mermaids swam and angels hovered and all unspoken worship of women was 

practised.  

Seeing Taylor beckoning her, Fin went over and braced for the obligatory hug. 

She hadn’t quite acclimatised to how tactile Taylor was and she had to force herself 

to relax as she was steered with a hand to her back towards the sea wall made of 

iron-coloured rocks.  

They climbed the rocks, and at the top Taylor leant against her as both of them 

gazed out at the sea, which opened up like a flat blue package.  

‘The islands are out there. Imagine. Isn’t it amazing? And we get to see them.’ 
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Fin followed the pointing finger, but of course all they could see was the sweep 

of ocean, immense and endless, uncontained by the horizon where sky and sea fell 

like lovers into the other and couldn’t be separated. 

‘It feels really big to be going.’ 

‘It is,’ said Taylor. ‘It’s one big deal. I can’t imagine we’ll ever raise the 

money to shoot there, but Digby thinks it might be possible. I kind of think he’s 

talked his investors into the idea that wasting large sums of money is a great way to 

show off just how rich they are. You know how these men are.’ Her laugh sounded 

derisory. 

Fin didn’t really understand this though she doubted it was necessary to admit 

it.  

Digby whistled. Two fingers in his mouth, a long piercing whistle. Taylor gave 

him a friendly wave.  

‘Time to go.’ 

 

*** 

 

Marco gave the boat and Digby a long hard stare and made no move to pick up their 

gear. It stayed in a pile on the ground as he thrust his hands deeper in his pockets. 

Fin’s heart knocked and she bit her lip. Perhaps he wouldn’t come after all. 

‘I don’t like being whistled at like a dog,’ he said, his tone flinty like it had 

been when he was telling her off. 

She didn’t like this side to him she’d rarely seen and never before in relation to 

her. Under pressure she couldn’t pick from the tumble of her thoughts what the right 

response might be because she didn’t want to fight more. She had to have him come 

with her. Please come, please come, please come, she repeated in her head. When he 

leant down and picked up their bags, a little moan of relief escaped her. She 

followed, slightly overloaded with the rest of their gear, behind the others. 

‘Hey,’ said Stella, turning. She only had one backpack. ‘Give me that.’ 

She took Fin’s board. ‘God,’ she said, ‘they are a pain to carry.’ 

‘You’ll never get a lead in a surfing film,’ said Pete. ‘You look more unhappy 

than a Christian carrying a cross to Calvary.’  

‘Don’t go reminding me of the brothers this morning,’ snapped Marco. 

Fin walked a little faster, allowing Pete space to drop back with Marco. It was 

best he had a chance to talk to Pete without her near and tell him how she’d set him 
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up. It didn’t make her happy but as long as he was coming she’d put up with the 

picture of her he might paint. She deserved it. And Pete would forgive her. Marco 

would have to calm down. He’d made it obvious since she’d been with him that he 

didn’t like being angry. If nothing else, the fabled great surf should help improve his 

mood. 

Up close, the boat was even bigger and more glamorous than visible from a 

distance. It was really a ship. It had two levels below deck. All the cabins or lounges 

had thick smoky glass windows, which were curtained. Fin’s mood shifted. She was 

excited, keen to see just how slick the set-up inside was. She would take photos for 

her dad. Boats like this sometimes anchored in their bay at home but they’d never 

been invited on one from their tinnie. He’d tease her about being a stink-boat 

princess. Want to know how big the galley was. The softness of the beds. If the seats 

in the lounge were white leather and how they configured with the cockpit access. 

Was there a telly? In what he called his unsustainable fantasies it was a stink boat he 

wished to own. One without sails, where no work was required. Her mum would 

joke, After you make your deal with the oil baron devils and I assume I am the crew 

and general slave? 

The guy with the huge arms directed them to where he wanted their gear 

unloaded and they did as he asked, stacking it on the rubber mats aft on the deck.  

When Fin finished she went to follow Digby who was on his way into the 

cabin through the tinted-glass sliding door. But he stopped her, turning and holding 

the sliding door open just wide enough for him to stand in, blocking her entrance.  

She could see a curved white leather lounge behind him. His face leant in far too 

close to hers. His breath brushing damp on her skin. He was tense and stiff, the 

expression on his faced closed. The jovial James Bond character was gone. He’d 

turned into the villain. 

‘You’re not to come in,’ he said, forcing a tight smile.  

‘Really?’ said Fin. 

‘Sorry,’ said Digby, ‘men only, this mob are an old-fashioned lot, think a 

woman might bring bad luck.’ 

‘But we’re on the boat.’ 

‘Not inside.’ He let his lips draw back in a line as if that would do as a friendly 

gesture. ‘Just do as I ask.’ 

Fin saw something in his eyes. Something she had seen before. It troubled her 

how much her body screamed at her not to remember what exactly it was.  
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As Fin walked away, around the gunnels to the bow, she was determined to 

forget what she had just seen. 

The gangway was pulled, dumped to the side and the engine gathered power, 

picking up its revs.  

Soon the ship was out in open water.  

‘I suppose we are the poor cousins or something. The artists,’ Stella said. 

‘Taylor’s gone in,’ said Marco, but he didn’t work this point up, which she 

took as a good sign.  

‘Who cares?’ said Fin. ‘It’s great out here.’ 

She didn’t want to think of what this divide might mean. It was important not 

to give it any space in her head. There was already enough to worry about. 

‘It is,’ he said agreeably. ‘Fresh.’  

She smiled. He was making peace. 

The swell was much higher than she expected, but the large vessel made easy 

work of it. Stella, green-tinged around her mouth and looking decidedly less 

beautiful, stumbled towards the retreat they had created in between the gear on the 

deck and Fin immediately got up to create some space and help her sit. 

‘I’ve just spewed,’ Stella said. ‘You might not enjoy my company.’ 

‘You’re fine. Sit down,’ Fin urged, ‘and look out, watch the horizon. It’s like 

carsickness. You need a steady point of focus.’ 

Stella looked like she had more than a touch of seasickness. Her face had lost 

so much colour her skin was impressively pale. 

‘You look as white as a ghost,’ said Marco. 

‘How come you mob only think of ghosts as white?’ said Pete. 

‘Just the usual reason,’ said Marco, ‘I suppose.’ 

‘If we said they were black, you mob wouldn’t like that either,’ said Stella. 

‘I’ll let that go ’cause you’re sick,’ said Pete. 

‘Big of you,’ she said as he reached over and wiped her forehead kindly. 

‘I should have said, I don’t like boats much. Sorry,’ said Stella, addressing all 

three of them. 

‘Don’t be.’ Fin took her hand. She was not vomiting but she could easily be. 

Not with seasickness but a welling fear that grew the further out the boat travelled. 

The coast had dropped from view. Even the radio towers had disappeared. She 

should have said she didn’t really like islands when she had no control of how she 

came and went, and now she could not recall why she thought this was a good idea 
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or something she could handle. Why hadn’t Evie worked harder to stop her and 

where the hell was her safety plan? Had she grown so comfortable in the house at 

Blackwood Street that she had thrown it away? 

Bringing Marco was one thing. But one man couldn’t stop bad things 

happening. She fingered the scar on her shoulder. She should know.
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59 

 

The islands announced themselves shyly as no more than a sign of rough play on the 

water, a white line between the blue of ocean and sky.  

Fin looked up at the cockpit where the skipper had control of their passage. 

He’d have sonar of course and navigation devices, but he’d have to know, she 

thought, how these islands liked to appear and disappear if he’d been doing this for a 

while.  

Fin had her map unfurled and was trying to guess where they were. In the 

distance the fringe of breakers was skipping with a sprightly evenness over what she 

thought was Morning Reef, where the Batavia came aground. It seemed surreal there 

was no sense of the threat that ruffle of white might pose. From this perspective, the 

breakers looked decorative, like white piping delicately highlighting the edges of a 

giant blue cape. She had expected the waves to be thunderous, sounding some alert 

to the wrath they could inflict. But nothing could be heard. On the fateful night of 4 

June 1629, as the lumbering sailing ship drew towards the islands with her timbers 

sighing and the steady flap of the sailcloth, the 316 people on board had no chance of 

hearing the impending danger. 

A reef was the last thing that anyone had expected, and that wouldn’t have 

helped their hearing either. Only moonlight, the watch on the Batavia had called. 

Jacobsz the skipper checked himself. Yes, only moonlight.  

It was no wonder the skipper of Innocent III drove with some suspicion. 

The boat slowed, keeping Morning Reef and a largish, unsettled island on its 

fringe to the starboard. Taylor came and joined them, standing as close to the point 

of the bow as the gear allowed, taking a central position to play the host.  

Taylor must have studied the layout more closely than Fin because she seemed 

to know what was what without much reference to the map and helpfully took over 

the role of the leader of their expedition, pointing out Beacon Island, or Batavia’s 

Graveyard as it was also known. There was plenty of time to observe it as they took a 

wide berth around it, swinging south. Tiny small unspoilt islands to Beacon’s west 

looked to be floating free in the illusion of the ocean’s movement, but were anchored 

firmly in the weave of reef, which was unevenly but intricately crocheted, knotted 

tight and then loosely fanned. From the air the same reef would appear like a huge, 
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uneven doily, the tropical and temperate corals uniquely cohabiting, washed over by 

a stunning tapestry of blue. 

For a few months a year fishermen lived at the islands. Some twenty-two of the 

islands, Fin had read, were occupied across the three groups that comprised the 

Abrolhos. During the height of the season the islands would be a different place, 

bristling with the business of lobster fishing, and ringing with the voices of working 

people, almost a hundred per cent male. Women tended to come only as cooks and 

they would leave with the last of the fishermen at the end of the season.  

This was a bit different, as it was the last week of the cray season. That was 

somehow linked to the timing of the charter, but the how and why of it Fin had long 

ago decided would stay with Digby. It was none of her business and Taylor had 

warned her she wasn’t to go looking in gift-horses’ mouths. 

The motors slowed and the boat began to turn northerly up the narrow, dark 

water passage, the only one deep enough for the draw of a large craft. To Fin it 

seemed nothing short of a miracle Pelsaert had been able to not only find these tiny 

islands again on his return from Batavia, but manage to enter the archipelago without 

incident and safely make a rescue some three months after leaving. 

Taylor pointed out the key islands referred to in the records by a confusing 

multiple of names. High Island, Cat Island, Wiebbe Hayes Island and now by the 

simpler East and West Wallabi Islands. They sat not in a horizontal line at all but 

north and south of each of other, slightly askew. Fin checked against the map, and so 

did Evie. Just to make sure. It seemed Taylor was right. 

Taylor said, ‘The passage between is mangrove flats, I remember.’ 

Fin looked as hard as she could but it was impossible to see more than the 

outline of the islands. 

‘See there? The more southern island that sits back off the channel is West 

Wallabi. It was that far bay where the final battle to secure the safety of the survivors 

took place.’ 

Really, she had a good sense of the place, Fin thought, given she hadn’t been 

here for years. It must have made quite the impact, or else, as suggested by Evie, 

she’d brushed up on her research. Either way, it suited Fin that Taylor had a good 

sense of the place because the low-lying nature of the land would make visual 

tracking more difficult and if she didn’t know where she was once she got off this 

high ship and into lower lying craft, it was good to be with someone who knew her 

way around. 
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Slowing further, the towering boat, which looked more and more like a 

cruising ship, approached an island crowded with shacks like scabs, and a long, wide 

jetty built clearly to manage bigger boats. Probably the freighter that ran supplies in 

and took the crayfish out. 

The charter boat pulled up cautiously, reversing and then remaking its 

mooring. 

This was where fishermen lived in the season. At the moment at its tail end 

everyone was still out, pulling in as many pots as they could before the season ended 

and they left. This was only a drop-off point for the film crew and not their 

destination. From here they would pick up boats and drive themselves to their 

weekender on an unoccupied island belonging to the maritime service. 

Beyond the jetty, colourful scraps of washing pegged on a fishing-line waved a 

strange domestic welcome – some sour-looking dish-rags, worn pairs of yellow and 

red jocks, one faded black T-shirt, a pair of footy shorts and a small, odd, lacy bra.  

The charter boat dwarfed the boats moored two jetties down. One was a jet 

boat much like the one her dad had once owned but with winches for pulling lobster 

pots. Next to the jet boat were two small tinnies. Fin wondered which they would 

use. She hoped the jet boat was one. It might not be. Boat hire, transport, access fees, 

stores, the permission to be here … all that would have cost a bomb. As she and Pete 

had already roughly worked out, they had shot their entire documentary on far less 

than what had clearly been spent on this short trip to cost out locations. And that 

wasn’t including hidden costs or wages.  

Mooring ropes were thrown out, spiralling open like an easy trick, their wet, 

grey weight caught effortlessly by a browned crispy bloke who grinned and smiled 

up at Fin. Pink skin showed in splotches where his tanned skin peeled. He bound the 

ropes expertly and effortlessly to the wooden posts and when he had done mooring 

them loosely, another bloke rose cheerily from where he was sitting on some packing 

boxes and with muscles not out of place on a body builder pulled the ropes secure. 

He too gave a friendly smile.  

‘Nice guys,’ said Stella. ‘Glad to see some people around here are normal. The 

crew on this charter look and feel like they might usually work in an abattoir.’ 

‘They are heavy,’ said Fin, glad she wasn’t just imagining it. 

‘I’ll be quite happy to get off this James Bond party vessel and not just because 

I feel so fucking seasick.’  

Fin put her arm around Stella. ‘Not long,’ she said.  
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The guy mooring the boat finished his job and with a wave he and his mate 

skipped off the jetty and into a tinnie, powering away to one of the other islands. He 

blew Stella a kiss as he passed. 

‘Cheeky,’ said Pete, joking, ‘but I’ll let it go.’ 

Stella and Fin raised eyebrows at each other and grinned. 

‘Tough guy,’ said Stella, kissing his cheek. He hit his fist in his palm and made 

a stab at looking like one, which made them laugh. 

A noise in the water caught their attention. The surface was heaving as a 

sizeable school of silver-sheathed grouper fish with cloudy bug-eyes fought in a 

frenzy over some toast the skipper had flung out his window. For large fish they 

moved with unexpected sharpness, fighting for the scraps. As quickly as it had 

started the melee was over, not a crumb of toast left, when the fish disappeared in a 

school under the hull. 

‘What are they called?’ asked Stella. 

‘Bald Chin Groupers.’ 

‘I think there are a few on land too,’ she said, and grinned cheekily, stirring 

Pete who didn’t take the bait. ‘My mum warned me about fishermen when I was a 

little girl. In fact, she warned me about all men, but fishermen were top of her danger 

list. Always in pursuit, with egos built on catches.’  

‘Good line,’ said Fin. ‘Might use it sometime.’ 

‘Be my guest. Not sure, though, you’ll ever write anything about fishermen.’ 

‘Never know,’ said Fin. 
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The gangway went down in a clatter as the skipper tapped an Indonesian cigarette 

out from his soft packet and lit it. Smoke snaked out of his nostrils and mouth. The 

sweet smell of cloves added spice to the scene. He looked uninterested in the 

conversation Digby was having with him, as if it didn’t concern him though he was 

in it. Discreetly – but not well enough – Fin saw him hand over a thick wad of dirty 

yellow notes secured with a red elastic band. Digby stuck the roll down his pants. 

An old painful image tried to make itself known to Fin but she didn’t let the 

linkage be made. She gave it three steady breaths while she cut out both the recent 

and past images. Made a point of chucking them overboard as she turned to help 

Marco who had stayed fairly uncommunicative all the way across. She’d do the same 

with his withdrawal too. Pretend things were okay. Fake it till they made it, like Julia 

often encouraged her to do.  

‘Go on,’ the skipper said to his crew, speaking as if they might be dogs, but 

ones he liked for the security they provided. ‘Away with you.’ 

Obeying, they commenced off-loading the small amount of gear Fin and the 

others had brought. Pete took his own cameras, Stella the box of film; Marco carried 

his and her boards. She heaved off the bulky tent bag. A few more boxes. A couple 

of backpacks and the move finished in minutes. 

Once the gear was off, nothing happened. Taylor and Digby went to meet with 

Nugget, Digby’s contact, and the crew retreated inside. Up in the cockpit withdrew 

the skipper. The friends hung around on the jetty. Stella and Pete were quite relaxed. 

She lay with her head on his lap wondering aloud why the ground still seemed to 

move underfoot. 

‘It’s an illusion,’ he said, kissing the crown of her head. ‘It will pass.’ 

‘Sit up and keep looking at the horizon. It will get better. Look where you are. 

Amazing.’ 

Stella moved closer into him and Fin looked away. She wasn’t jealous but 

there was a part of her that had never quite adjusted to how soft Pete was with Stella. 

When he was being loving he looked so much more like Reggie and it could still hurt 

despite the fact she was now happier than she had been since he’d passed. 

She walked a little way, just off the jetty and to her surprise Marco followed. 

The coral was strange to walk on. To amuse herself she exaggerated how it moved 

underfoot, slipping and sliding on her plastic sandals. The sound of the coral shingle 
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was just as strange. It didn’t squeak or crunch like sand – it tinkled metallically and 

noisily. Trying to slip across it unaware would have been hard, she imagined. It 

made her think the murderers in Cornelius’s gang must have worn seal-slippers –

though clearly there was no need for stealth once they’d established their absolute 

control. Fin deliberately shook her head to remind herself not to go there. She didn’t 

want to spend the next few days constantly in the embrace of the past. She had to 

work against that. Stick to the mechanics of scouting for the film, improbable, as it 

eventuating seemed.  

She thought of putting a hand out to Marco who was standing next to her, but 

decided it was not up to her to make the first move. He’d have to reach out. Let her 

know he was inviting her back closer. 

She studied their remote location. As soon as they had left the mainland she 

felt certain the entire film would never be shot here. The coral surface just the start of 

their problems, presenting a list of safety issues all by itself. Logistically, it was way 

too hard, though when she’d raised her doubts with Taylor she could see why she 

had a reputation for being bold and steely. Without mincing words, she made it 

perfectly clear she was not conceding an inch and neither should Fin. It was her goal, 

at the minimum, to get some of the key scenes, those with only one or two of the 

women, shot here and Fin needed to refocus on how her script would be worked to 

pull it off. 

Right now, Fin was just scouting for details, getting some bearings. She was 

unsurprised the coral base of the island didn’t support much plant life. There was 

little foliage beyond a low-growing green bush she didn’t know by name, not 

saltbush or pigface, but hardy like them. Enough flora for birds’ nests, and the island 

while occupied still hosted its share of birds calling the archipelago home.  

The shacks, cobbled together, sat in clusters as if they were afraid to be alone 

on the bony surface. There was an air of a film set to them that she was starting to 

like. The buildings looked so insubstantial, even close-up, that they could have been 

facades only. Irrationally, Fin circled a few, checking to make sure they were 

complete, and Marco caught up when she was on her third lap around. Pretending 

she was investigating, she began knocking on the wall with her fist, testing for 

sturdiness and, joking, he asked if she wanted him to run though the violated 

building regulations.  

It was strange how familiar the buildings seemed. Perhaps that’s how one 

always made sense of new things, by finding them a place in the past. The shacks 
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reminded her of those in the dunes near her parents’ place, dead shells until occupied 

by seasonal abalone workers who brought them alive. But it wasn’t good to think 

like this. To drift into waters marked already with shipwrecks.  
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Fin looked through one of the windows, an old four-by-four sash type, trying to see 

what precious thing needed the protection of a lock. There was nothing visible except 

the basics for living in rudimentary comfort. Plates and cups, big pots on the wooden 

bench. An old couch. A plastic table. Four matching green plastic chairs. A door to a 

bedroom only open enough to spy a bunk. She tried to imagine being in the tiny 

house after running down craypots in the ocean all day, feeling shrunk by the 

vastness of space and sea – and then suddenly having a lid close down, and held tight 

between walls. If it didn’t make you feel secure, it would drive you mad. Fin pulled 

her hands back from where she had cupped her face to look in, leaving a smear of 

sunscreen on the glass.  

In a roughly shaped courtyard, or quadrangle, at the back of the shacks there 

was a chalkboard advertising an end-of-season Asian tasting-night. Fin wondered 

what that would be, but only for a second. Her job was not to evaluate fishermen’s 

lives. She shouldn’t really even be wandering around like this. Taylor had instructed 

them to stick close to the jetty but her and Digby seemed to be taking their time so it 

was easy to keep sticky-beaking, even without Evie’s encouragement. Marco hadn’t 

tried to pull her up. Perhaps, Fin thought, knowing he was already not meant to be 

there he figured he was a free agent. Or, more likely, Evie said, because he’s looking 

out for you because these days he’s your protector. Fin wasn’t sure where that was 

coming from, and she ignored it. 

On the wall of a neat-looking shack, a pot plant had been nailed to the side and 

some herbs were still alive in the dry potting mix, chives and rosemary, though the 

sage had died. Outside stood an old pedal sewing machine, and, on a roof in the 

distance, a giant stone Buddha that seemed to be sinking into a tin hollow. Fin’s 

worry they might get caught waned, as the place seemed deserted. They sauntered 

like tourists noting keen tribal signs of a barracking culture – rival football jumpers 

screened windows, diverse footie flags flew and a door mat, the type that normally 

said welcome, was written in paint, Don’t fucking come in unless you’re a Fremantle 

man. There were other, less clear, lifestyle clues. A tutu on a pole, tatters of netting 

in purple and pink, and one silky bra on a door handle.  

‘Whose is that?’ Marco, asked. ‘Digby’s?’  

Fin preferred not to think about that. While she enjoyed getting a close-up look 

at the shacks, she was glad she wouldn’t meet the people who lived in them. They 
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would not be her type. They would be grounded in routine, rough as the weather. 

When she told Marco, he laughed, and said that she hadn’t spent enough time around 

rough men to know what she was talking about. She put his dismissal down to 

residual resentment with her and was going to let it go but he was wrong. She knew 

enough about all types. People lived lives of a type because it suited who they were. 

People who faced the sea were a kind. That was all she was saying. 

‘And writers?’ he asked. 

‘I don’t know many others. Maybe they are all like me. Sort of weird.’ She 

tried to fix things with lightness. 

‘Taylor’s not like you,’ he said. 

‘She’s a director.’ 

‘Same thing.’ 

‘Sure, like an architect’s the same as a carpenter.’ 

‘Okay, I’ll stop being difficult. But don’t you start to generalise. I’m not keen 

on labels.’ 

That was fair enough. But she didn’t want another argument and was keen to 

get back to the jetty and join the others.  

At the end of the hamlet the sun came out and she jumped when without 

warning out of the foliage big grey birds, fat enough to eat, rose heavily with a strong 

and laboured beating of their wings. They squawked indignantly, defending night-

nests dug in the shale of sand, and waving her hands protectively over her head she 

ran. 

‘Hey,’ said Marco catching up to her at the shoreline, not far from where the 

others were sitting, still without Taylor and Digby on the jetty.  

‘They are big birds.’ He ran a hand over her back. ‘Scary.’ 

She laughed. ‘Gigantic.’ 

Before them the sea stretched out in a myriad of blue variations. Fin imagined 

a thousand small worlds circled in the arcs of reef underneath. She could just see the 

islands where her story of horror was set. Long Island, where the Batavia trials had 

taken place and the men hung, and Beacon, where the bulk of mutinous violence had 

taken place. She pointed them out and hoped she’d got them right, not that he’d 

know either way. 

‘Really,’ he said, ‘they don’t look like bad places. It’s so weird that they are so 

beautiful.’ 

‘You don’t really think bad things only happen in ugly places?’ 
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‘No. I just didn’t expect this place to be so lovely. That’s all. I’m glad to be 

here.’ 

They sat, resting their backs to each other, taking in the scene.  

That the Batavia blundered its way into the islands, lodging itself on Morning 

Reef and causing its timbers to roar in pain, was an incredible stroke of bad fortune, 

Fin had always thought. Only a few kilometres north and the ship would have 

cleared the archipelago entirely. It had run far faster than anyone had bargained for 

and no-one seemed to have had any idea they were so close to the coast. Only 

moonlight called the watchman. Only moonlight on the water the skipper vouched. 

Wrong. 

Timing was so crucial. Half an hour later and they would have found the shack 

at Top Hill abandoned, the crop sold and gone, and everyone safe. 

‘Stop it,’ Evie warned. ‘No if onlys.’ 

She was right. It was better she didn’t allow herself to drift off course. Think 

about the film. Keep focused.  

No-one would have known what to do when the wreck happened. It was a one-

party trick because survival, if it happened, was almost impossible. Hardly anyone 

swam. Even sailors rarely learnt to swim, preferring not to prolong their death in the 

water. There was no communication to use, no flares, no rescue boats. Hulls broke 

up. Ships sank. People drowned. That was the usual scenario. 

The night of the wreck there’d be no philosophising, just blame and actions. 

Life was what every man, every woman and child wanted to keep. The hull would 

have been screeching, filling with water, and the scene frantic as the boat flooded 

and all those crowded below deck came up with the rats, scurrying this way and that, 

searching for safety.  

The Batavia was the flagship and on the night of its wrecking it paid for every 

fancy in extra weight. The riches it was loaded with, its heavy armoury including 

thirty canons, now conspired to keep it wedged fast. 

When the skipper looked up it was not to God but to the main mast. He saw a 

faint possibility of survival. The gravest of acts, felling the mast required both the 

hands of the commander and the skipper on the axe for the first blow. Felled, the 

mast did not fall clear. Did not take the weight off the hull. Like a curse it ran itself 

along the length of the ship’s deck, splitting it apart, pinning the ship to the reef. 

Sloops ran the survivors to shore in treacherous conditions. There was no 

order, just every man and woman for themselves. At first Fin had presumed this 
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chaotic unloading of the survivors was strange and unnatural, she had found that 

what she considered a natural order, of women and children always having priority in 

an emergency, was first created in a work of fiction and only later applied in real life 

in a much publicised British shipwreck of the nineteenth century.  

The day after the wreck the weather settled. A sobering light would have 

revealed the enormity of the survivors’ predicament. No water. No food. The sea a 

gentle bath goading them. But raging or serene, it determinedly held them captive.  

‘You asleep?’ asked Marco. Fin levered herself up.  

‘No. We should move.’ 

It was dreamy, this place. Slightly unreal in its stark beauty. As they walked 

back to the jetty not even a hint of a southerly chilled the sun warming their bare 

limbs. But it would come. Fin knew it would. It could close things down at this late 

end of the season. For now, everything was good, the sea calm, the sun bright. 

‘Don’t go getting all metaphorical about weather,’ warned Evie. ‘It’s a 

novice’s mistake.’ 
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It was just a glimpse as she neared the jetty. Out on the deck of the charter boat. The 

strange man swinging his hand to close the cabin door. He was fatter. Shorter than 

she would have thought. But the missing digit was unmistakable. 

Fin thought she was going to faint. Her knees softened like her legs had no 

bone. She was jellyfish. Retching, she vomited the morning’s coffee over her feet.  

‘You right?’ asked Taylor, coming upon them unexpectedly from the other side 

of the building Marco supported her against. She’d only just finished telling him 

what she’d seen but she wasn’t sure it made much sense, the way she’d been 

garbling. 

‘Be calm, be calm, be calm,’ Evie repeated, but Fin couldn’t stop her hands 

from shaking. 

‘You look like shit,’ Taylor said, ‘really.’ 

‘She’s land sick,’ said Marco, ‘this water girl.’  

He smiled at Taylor, reassuringly, who shook her head and told them to make 

themselves scarce down the jetty in case Nugget came out. Fin found it hard to walk. 

While it seemed a madness to go closer to danger she had little choice. Not unless 

she wanted Nugget to see Marco. 

 

*** 

 

‘It’s your imagination,’ Stella said, laying a cool hand on Fin’s arm. 

‘No. I wish it was.’ 

Marco didn’t think it possible. Like Stella he thought it was her imagination, 

suggesting it was the long months of immersing herself in the shitty story or her 

sense of guilt about lying to him. Everyone knew she was bad with stress. Useless at 

feeling out of control. All she wanted to do was flee. All she could think about was 

how to call her parents on the radio. Get them to bring a rescue boat. She shouldn’t 

have come. Gone so far out of her depth. She had to stop thinking like this. 

‘Breathe,’ said Pete. ‘Count. All the usual tricks.’ 

He smiled kindly. 

While the other three talked quietly she slowly managed to become calmer 

with a mix of well-used strategies. Counting in multiple of threes. Looking out. 
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Stating affirmations. Evie was soft. Kind. Thought it was a test. Thought it best Fin 

pass. It helped a lot to have her on side. 

 

*** 

 

Pete was less sure than the others she’d been tricked by the angle and seen something 

that wasn’t there. While he wasn’t convinced it was Fin projecting he wasn’t entirely 

persuaded that testing the idea like Stella suggested was a good idea either. He was 

wound up. Super tense like Fin hadn’t seen him for a long time. Stella and Marco 

shared their cooked-up plan to try and entice the man out, to confirm the sighting one 

way or another. Fin wasn’t sure she could judge what was a good idea and wanted to 

leave it to Pete to decide. 

‘It’s not a game,’ he said to Stella. 

‘I know,’ she said. ‘It’s an action though, and unlike you I don’t think being 

passive is always the right way to deal with suspicion.’ 

‘What’s that supposed to mean?’ 

‘It means, we all respond differently to fear.’ She turned to Fin. ‘Shall we do 

it? Your call.’ 

Fin looked from her to Marco. He seemed worried but no longer so worried. 

She wasn’t sure if this was good or bad. But it wasn’t about him. It was about her. 

‘Do it,’ she said, hardly believing she was acting so bravely. 

Once that it was clear this was how they’d proceed, Pete decided to contribute 

some tactical advice. Digby and Nugget were according to him still in the shack. It 

was some sort of office – a postal collection point or something – and the door 

remained shut. The skipper had gone in with them, and whatever else the charter had 

brought still hadn’t appeared on shore. He was curious about what it might be and 

before Fin’s freak-out had been trying to work it out. What would an island need at 

the end of a season? They all knew Nugget was some big heavyweight among the 

fishermen and had swung their permission with the fisheries to be here, only for a 

long weekend but three days more than any film crew had ever got before. He also 

knew Sufflick apparently. Only Marco seemed to not know this fact and it concerned 

him. Pete told him to not overreact. It was Perth. A small scene, where politicians 

and people of money and enterprise mixed openly. And fishermen might not look 

flash but they held a good deal of the state’s export economy in their hands. 

Everyone pissed in everyone else’s pocket. It was how it was. On the Noonkanbah 
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shoot he’d learnt just how deeply corrupted the scene was from Guy Fawkes’ 

investigation into the mining game. Who pushed who, did the favours behind scenes, 

employed police, had government men on side. You were up against it in this state 

when you went against the interests of big business. 

‘No doubt,’ he said, concluding, ‘there’ll be dirty money in this deal but I hope 

it’s not as filthy as you think.’  

‘Anything else I should have known before I came?’ 

‘Don’t be a dickhead,’ she heard Stella say, as she puked the last of her 

stomach’s contents, stringy yellow bile, onto the coral. 

‘Hey,’ said Marco, all traces of playing the victim gone, ‘we won’t let anything 

bad happen to you.’ 

‘No, we won’t,’ said Pete. ‘Absolutely not.’  

Fin gave her consent. A frightened but emphatic nod.  

 

*** 

 

Stella took herself to the end of the jetty and started singing a set from the new 

Fleetwood Mac record and dancing, as if it was a scene she’d been told to entertain 

them with. Marco followed her, taking photos. As they’d hoped, the sliding door 

opened. One, two, then five men appeared on the deck. No longer did any of them 

wear a buttoned shirt. Nor was there a pressed pair of pants between them. If the 

crew had looked unprofessional before, now they looked like a bunch of blokes 

who’d just left the pub. 

‘Get it off,’ a short, squat bloke called, hands in the pockets of his flares. 

‘Show us your tits.’ 

‘Try being polite and clapping,’ Stella sung out, ‘and I’ll see what I feel like.’ 

She twirled around, her hair flying. 

The crew began to group together, to clap enthusiastically. Not a finger 

missing. 

As she pirouetted around to take a bow her sneaker caught on an uneven piece 

of wood and she tripped. 

It happened in slow motion. Her long hair flew out sparkling in the sun, her 

head went back in surprise, a startled look captured her face, her body arched into a 

half-somersault. It was so neat that for a moment Fin wasn’t sure it wasn’t part of her 
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act. Her arms shot up over her head to break the water cleanly with her hands and 

submerged in the clear water her white cotton top billowed out.  

‘I like a wet T-shirt, but that’s a bit too much,’ shouted out one of the men, as 

the others jeered and clapped. 

‘Serves you right, you cock teaser,’ taunted another. 

Fin’s skin crawled. She thought she knew that voice. She could have sworn it 

had come from a window in the cockpit, though as her eyes flashed around scanning 

the boat, she couldn’t see anyone through any window. 

Stella broke the surface laughing and stroked towards shore like an exotic sea 

creature as if the insults were nothing and by the time she reached the shallow water 

the men had dispersed, and all but one sulky short man returned inside. He kept up a 

sneering yet silent outlook. When Stella was almost at shore she went to put her feet 

down.  

Pete, as he ran towards her, shouted out a warning, too late, as her feet crashed 

through stag horn. Antlers of white coral snapped and her left leg, unluckily angled, 

was pierced by broken spines – shredding her shin to the bone.  

Lying on his stomach and leaning over the side of the wooden boards, Pete 

took her by the hands. As he hauled her up and out of the water a bloom of blood 

drifted away. Stella clasped her hands tightly to her shin, though this failed to stop 

the seep of blood. She bent over to take a look, opening a view gingerly.  

‘Ow,’ Stella said, growing paler and looking away. 

‘He’s there,’ Fin told Marco, tugging on his arm and pulling him aside. 

‘They all had their digits.’ 

‘Then he was inside. I heard him.’ 

‘Was he? Let’s sort out Stella, shall we?’ 

Fin nodded. Maybe she was mad. The boat was there, the deck now empty. Not 

a curtain moved in the cabin quarters. Perhaps she was just too tired and tense. Either 

way, she didn’t want to be the one to go and get the first-aid kit. She planned on 

staying close to the others and let Marco do the running. 

 

*** 

 

Coral cuts were bad. They stung like mad and festered quickly. It was really easy to 

get sick through infection from the spores they released. Pete understood this better 

than them all. Years ago he’d nearly lost his leg to an infection he’d picked up on the 
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Barrier Reef and had an impressive scar on his shin. He’d banged his bone on a boat 

and made the tiniest of cuts he hadn’t even noticed at the time. A week later his 

whole shin had ballooned, he had a fever and couldn’t walk. If Fin’s mum hadn’t 

happened to visit, found him feverish and taken him to the hospital against his 

wishes, the doctors said he’d have lost his leg because the infection was into the 

bone. They’d had to operate, lance the infection, scrape the bone, drain the pus for 

days. 

With this experience in mind it made sense Pete was pedantic about clean 

water to flush Stella’s cut clean. Then antiseptic. One-use swabs. Maybe it was for 

the best. This change of focus. The caring for a real threat not an imagined one, and 

Fin, slowly steadying her accelerated heart rate, watched the procedure, grisly as it 

was, in an attempt to stop herself looking back at the boat. But she couldn’t help it. 

She glanced back. Saw nothing but knew, despite what Stella might have proved, he 

was real, and he was here.  

Stella’s cuts were neatly held with butterfly Band-Aids by the time Digby 

reappeared with Taylor. Thankfully, Nugget was clearly too important to introduce 

himself to them and didn’t even bother to give them a cursory glance. 

Pete, rattled, launched into an untypical tirade to Digby about the first-aid kit 

being hopelessly inadequate, and Fin saw he was more freaked than she had 

imagined. They were all jumpy but Taylor either didn’t notice or wasn’t fussed. In 

fact, she seemed slightly amused at Pete’s unusual display of machismo, though she 

reassured him the kit at the shack they were going to had more than enough gear to 

cope with any emergency.  

‘Let’s hope we don’t need it for anything more,’ said Stella, taking Fin’s hand 

and giving it a squeeze. ‘I think everything is going to be fine.’ 
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63 

 

‘Hey, I heard you had a licence,’ said Digby. 

‘I don’t,’ Pete replied. 

‘You do,’ said Digby. ‘I showed it to Nugget. So you do.’ 

‘Right. Any other qualifications I got I should know about?’ he asked, 

attempting a jokiness he didn’t quite pull off. 

Once on board with their gear loaded, Fin did everything she could to believe 

the reasons for the false sighting Marco was feeding her. She’d been over-wrought. 

The lie had been a big thing. The script had got to her. And Stella’s accident, well, it 

was a shock for them all.  

‘I’ve got your back,’ he said. ‘Let’s try and start again.’ 

Fin nodded, wishing she actually felt that was going to be possible. 

‘Are you sure everything is okay?’ she asked for the umpteenth time. 

‘Positive. If he was there I would have seen him.’ 

‘Only if he came out.’ 

‘But if it was him he would have come out, wouldn’t he? To ogle Stella.’ 

‘He might have seen me. And not come out.’ 

‘Fin.’ Marco’s voice changed. Became soft but sort of tight. Like it did 

whenever she was upset. ‘Fin, we’re here. You, me, Stella, Pete, Taylor and Digby. 

No-one else. We’re alone, in control and he’s not here. Do you hear me?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

Pete eased the throttle down and the boat moved forward faster, the wind and 

motors intruding on discussion.  

Okay, she thought. Put the idea away. Box it. Wrap it. Box it. Shut it away. 

Box it. 

Done. 

This, she decided, looking forward, she would make her establishing shot: she 

will let the camera zoom in from the sky, pick out the boat in the water, singular in a 

sea of coral reef, and let the camera find her and her gang. The focus would close 

from a wide- to a mid-shot and they’d all fit in – three young filmmakers, an actor, a 

builder – all a little sun-kissed, but relaxed. (She wouldn’t show Stella’s leg, the 

bandage already stained with seeping blood.) The camera would frame them, note 

their happy sense of expectancy, then lift, confirming their remoteness, and trail 

them as the boat cruised towards a sparse and curving white shoreline risen from a 
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bed of coral. From the boat’s POV colourful shanties would be left behind clinging 

like molluscs to the fragile land ringed by jetties reaching into crystal clear water. As 

the camera rose, the islands would move out of focus, and the audience would be left 

thinking, What next? 

Fin licked her lips against the dryness and got a drink from Marco’s water 

bottle, the only one not depleted when cleaning Stella’s cut. The water slid down her 

throat, cool and sweet after hours of forgetting to drink. She realised then the 

pressing headache behind her eyes was just as likely to be dehydration, not just the 

earlier events, and, relieved, made a mental note to make sure she took better care of 

her physical health, an area she had control over.  

Those historical people her characters were based on endured without a drop of 

rain falling for six days after the wreck, if records could be believed. All the ship’s 

barrels of water were drunk in haste in the first while, and there were no stores other 

than those tucked away with the officers on the other island. How hideous it must 

have been to have a tongue triple its size with longing, blocking an already raw, dry 

throat. Fin played with the tongue in her mouth. Still small and flat. Functioning. 

Swallowing easy.  

‘How much water do you estimate we have?’ she asked no-one in particular. 

‘Well, on this boat, not much,’ Pete offered. ‘I didn’t load any.’ 

‘I don’t know,’ said Stella. ‘I thought I counted at least ten twenty-litre 

containers. They looked bloody heavy.’ 

‘They were,’ Marco said. 

‘That’s what sat the tinnies down so hard.’ 

‘Yeah, but it’s not much. Not for – how many people?’  

‘Six,’ said Marco.  

‘There’ll be tanks,’ said Pete. ‘Don’t panic. You’re behaving like old women.’ 

He cowed like they might hit him as both women glared at him. ‘Okay, don’t 

flog me. I don’t know where that came from.’ 

‘Some uneducated past,’ suggested Stella.  

‘St Marks,’ said Marco. ‘Catholic priests.’ 

‘Oh-oh,’ said Pete, laughing. ‘Got me!’ 

If he could laugh, she could loosen up. The past should not be an anchor, 

dragging the present down. She was here, wasn’t she? To set the past free? Hadn’t 

that been her, and Evie’s, argument for why the story needed telling? 
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It was silly to wind up into an anxious knot. Worrying about threats that didn’t 

exist. She kept her gaze outward and the blue mix of sea and sky calmed her as it 

reliably did. She moved closer to Marco in the lee of the cockpit’s shield where he 

stood with the others, and put her arm around him, glad to feel, like her, he was no 

longer holding himself stiffly against an imagined attack. Stella stood huddled 

behind Pete, her hands around his waist, and flashed Fin a smile. It was warmer, 

safer, all together. 

Without a skerrick of warning, a stiff breeze arrived aft, slapping the boat 

about before settling, pushing like a hand at their back, pressing them on. Unlike the 

deep anchorage the charter boat had used, their passage was across shallower water 

where the elaborate reefs rose and fell under the surface without letting go of their 

hold to each other, joining the other islands easily visible to their right where the 

Batavia drama had played out. Seal, Traitor and Beacon stood out clearly 

identifiable. Smaller islands stood with them, some hardly bigger than the boat 

they’d arrived on. They had no names she knew of, though she assumed locals would 

have some. She told Marco she’d call the one with the lump ‘Lumpy’, the one 

without ‘Lumpless’. 

‘They pay you,’ questioned Marco, teasingly, ‘for having an imagination?’ 

She smiled, buoyed by his sense of humour and gave his side a squeeze. 

Taylor had warned Fin before they left that there would be nothing to look at. 

It’s not like Rome, she told her, or Greece. Don’t expect to see much physical 

evidence of the history. 

Pelsaert hadn’t left much except the ship wreckage behind after completing the 

trials and setting sail with the survivors for Batavia Port. With a ruthless efficiency, 

he had executed a search for all the company’s goods, ordering survivors to comb the 

islands for every plate, dish, or scrap of sail so that Coen – the man in charge in the 

East Indies, who was from all accounts a brute – might pat him on the head. ‘There, 

there, Pelsaert, you are indeed a company man through and through. You might have 

lost a boat, two hundred lives, but you worried about the vinegar.’ Fin grimaced at 

Pelsaert’s gall to send six men off on a makeshift raft beyond the wreckage strewn 

about Morning Reef to search for an unaccounted-for barrel of vinegar. Six more 

lives lost. He had been thorough to a fault in his retrieval and the items the museum 

team had recovered centuries later were not the store of treasure one might have 

expected, given the wealth the Batavia carried. 
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Pete angled the boat starboard and the engine thrummed as it crossed into 

deeper water. The reef, which had caused so much trouble, wisely and widely 

skirted. 

The breakers roared only after they had passed, belting wave after wave onto 

the shore. Fin stared back, couldn’t keep her eyes off it. There it was, the beast. Pete, 

keeping well away from the swell, followed the cautious path the dinghies were 

taking while her and Marco, who had turned around, continued to stare, mesmerised 

by this breaching water tipping every bit of unspent force it had carried for thousands 

of nautical miles onto the underwater reef.  

When Fin turned back they were heading to a long jetty with the flag on its 

end, on the more sheltered western side of the island. Unlike the crowded island they 

had left, there were only a few shacks, maybe five, right down on the cove. And 

these Taylor had told her were abandoned, the fishing licences bought back in 

preparation for mandating it and the waters a marine reserve – though there was the 

usual dirty war going on between business and environmentalists. Hopefully, the 

latter would win, but Fin wasn’t holding her breath. Green rarely won in this state. 

Especially against the current pro-investment government who were more rewriting 

the rules in corruption, overriding their one guideline on environmental safeguards so 

often it was now almost standard practice to ignore them. It was more likely the 

place would become a rich person’s resort! 

It was here Taylor’s friends had once fished from. Now they were settled in 

Perth. And couldn’t give a toss, she reckoned, about who won the argument – the 

green or government. They’d been paid off well and were enjoying an early 

retirement. 

A bigger, newer shed to the right stood near the end of the jetty. Fin assumed it 

was where they would stay. Or most of them. She hoped she’d be able to camp 

outside, though like Macro had predicted it too was like the other island and offered 

no invitation for camping, the ground just as hard. 

Taylor stood on the jetty, waiting. She had her hair caught up in a ponytail and 

it blew northwards like a flag. Her face looked leaner without its usual side-screens 

and she studied the surroundings with an intensity Fin could see even from a distance 

was focused on angles and framing. 

No-one had the experience to prevent the boats from initially badly buffeting 

against each other, scraping and dangerously banging tin into fibreglass as they 

unloaded. Once everyone and the gear were off, Marco managed to pull the bigger 
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craft away, towing it into the wind. Why not with it, she didn’t know. Maybe he was 

frightened it might get away from him. It wasn’t easy and his body strained. Framed 

in a mid-shot against the open sea, the image took on a fairly classic symbol of man 

pitted against the elements.  

She looked away. The world didn’t need any more images of tough men, even 

if it starred her lover. It was far too crowded already with them. Here she’d 

committed to the women and to position them centre of screen. But when Taylor 

nodded approvingly at the sight, Fin wondered at the jolt of pride she experienced. 

She told herself it was because Marco was proving he was necessary, not baggage, or 

protection, but immediately she acted to shelve the feeling out of range of 

examination. No cluttering thoughts, she told herself. They could be more dangerous 

than anything the environment might offer in a challenge.  

 

*** 

 

Digby thought they were mad but gave them permission to sleep in a tent, pointing 

out a space to the side of the shack. ‘No more than a foot or two either way.’ 

Marco and Fin, saddled with gear, went to choose the best spot in the 

parameters they’d been given. It wasn’t much, perhaps fifty squares. Keen to take 

control, Marco led the way. Fin hadn’t thought beyond the idea of making sure she 

wasn’t in a confined space and it was Evie, who’d been keeping to herself, who 

brought up the obvious negative of being outside and sleeping on the ground. 

‘It’s a graveyard up there,’ she said. ‘But just like that, off you go, not 

thinking. What would happen if I wasn’t here?’ 

Fin ignored her. She’d talked to her about doing this. Warned her what would 

happen. She’d have to shut her out if she wanted to spend the whole three days trying 

to freak her out.  

‘Don’t,’ she ordered. 

‘Don’t yourself,’ said Evie. ‘One second you’re scared, the next you’re being 

stupidly adventurous. Get some balance. And do I have to do what you want all the 

time? No, I don’t!’ 

Fin turned away. ‘Just don’t think I’ll come running back to you when you 

call.’ 

‘Oh, you will,’ said Evie. ‘When you get scared again, I’ll be here when you 

come hollering for help.’ 
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Fin swallowed. Evie was being provocative and she wouldn’t be baited, so she 

slowly counted her breath in and out nine times, with her back to Marco who was 

pacing over the ground searching for the smoothest spot. Three by three was not 

enough. She was too rattled and she started her long, deep breathing again. Until she 

got to six she kept her eyes closed, cool, calming wind on her face, and when she 

opened them she slowly finished the round of breath and returned to normal 

breathing while she took a long, focused look at her place in the archipelago. In the 

near distance was Traitor Island. It sat white and ragged, perhaps only two 

kilometres away, appearing like it had been torn off a bigger island and tried to float 

away, only to be jagged on one of the points where the reef rose steeply upwards. 

When the Batavia ran aground, Pelsaert, who Fin reckoned was as mercenary and 

wily as men were made, had made sure he and his top echelon were situated with the 

few salvaged stores on that island. It didn’t look like it could have been a 

coincidence. 

Marco paced back and forth across the spot they’d been given, trying to work 

out where exactly to land the tent, seemingly incapable of making a decision. 

‘Oh, it’s a matter of inches,’ she complained impatiently when she tired of him 

being picky. ‘What’s it matter? It’s not a building, it’s a tent.’ 

The look he gave her very clearly made it clear she could keep her opinion to 

herself and Fin tried to neutralise her expression. There was no point in riling him. 

She’d hoped to fit in some snorkelling, a quick reconnaissance of the reef, before the 

scheduled meeting, and antagonising him would just decrease her chances. But she 

needed the water. It would soothe her. He needed to hurry up though, because at this 

rate, the weather might have closed in before she had a chance. Already, clouds that 

had been no more than white stripes lying at the horizon were unfurling themselves, 

and gusting breezes hollered for more to join. Wind she could cope with, but light 

was vital. A blanket of clouds would soon be woven to bed the sun and the 

experience of her first look underwater would be dulled and disappointing. Marco 

should understand she needed the sea to cope with being here, but all the same she 

squatted and waited, knowing him well enough to know he wouldn’t be hurried. By 

the time he did settle on a place, the wind was even more blustery. Once or twice it 

turned the tent inside out before they had the poles set, forcing them to start again.  

‘What’s wrong?’ she asked. 

‘The wind is a bit much.’ 

‘I thought I was the one who made the obvious statements.’ 
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He shrugged. The wind paused. Stillness fell.  

‘Listen,’ she said, ‘just for you. It got sick of your whinging.’ 

‘Lucky break,’ he said. 

‘You got to take them when you get them,’ she said.  

They both knew that. After Better to die on your feet than to live on your 

knees, it was Stella’s all-time favourite line. It was why they were all there – except 

Marco, who had come for her benefit. And maybe the chance to ride some good surf, 

she thought wryly. 
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64 

 

It had become perfectly clear in the few hours they had been at the islands that the 

physicality of the situation would have impacted much more on the survivors than 

her script had allowed. The wind. The sun. The dark. Biting coral. The strangeness of 

this place for people used to green fields and gentle canals. To dirty towns and 

crowded markets. Here there was just – nothing. Even the stony ground didn’t even 

resemble, in shape or colour, the stones of home, and overhead birds not sweet of 

song called out crudely and loudly. On shore, where they huddled, frightened, fat 

seals lounged unafraid, belching and barking. (Not that they had remained in any 

numbers today.) It would have been more than a shock, this place. It might have felt 

like they’d fallen into another world, a watery purgatory.  

Fin sucked in a lungful of salty air and tried to calm her racing thoughts. 

Taylor had always claimed the trip would help her to ‘authenticate’ her writing and 

she was right. As the wind pushed and shoved at her, she did a three-hundred-degree 

scan of where she was and had to bite against her bottom lip to stop herself from 

screaming out with excitement, her morning anxiety firmly blocked out.  

Fin was certain that when this was done, the film would be a stand-out piece 

even if they didn’t shoot it entirely here but somewhere on the mainland. No wonder 

Taylor knew they were onto a winner and that the finance would come. As she drank 

in the view, she couldn’t think of another film that had been done like theirs. Ever. 

Her stomach lurched with excitement. 

She had imagined many times how Lucretia might have felt on her first 

morning on land. She survived the impact, the tipping out from her bed. Survived the 

chaos on the crowded deck, full of sheeting and sail tangling in the rain and wind. 

Caught up in the throng and crowded into an open boat, being hammered by waves, 

unable to swim – and then left on a strange shore in a small circle of women, the 

clothes she wore her only possession. A moon peering at her in pity. The crying of 

her companions would have made her lonelier, more frightened, because to whom 

could she turn? Her status as the number-one woman on the boat was now a curse. 

Her protector, ensconced safely elsewhere, had abandoned her. Now she counted 

only as wreckage.  
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Fin saw her, standing on the beach in the morning light. She was there. As she 

had imagined her. A tattered nightdress crusted at the hem, her broken, bleeding feet 

staining the ground. Fin closed her eyes and looked again. She was gone. 

She’d have to stop this type of play before she got too into it. It wasn’t really 

safe for her to do alone. It was better to leave it for doing in a team situation, if at all. 

By herself, she was at risk of tipping into moods she couldn’t get out of and she’d 

already had enough of a scare. There was no need to make one up. 

She reached for Marco’s wrist and turned it, checking the time on his watch. If 

she hurried, there was still just enough time for a quick snorkel before the meeting  

‘Coming?’ 

‘No, I’ll watch if you want. I’d rather go in for a while. And it’s terrible and 

choppy.’ 

‘Yes, you’re on holidays I suppose.’  

He made a face, which warned her against too much teasing about that, while 

she hurried to put her wetsuit on. Her bare feet hurt on the hard ground.  

He drank cups of water while she got ready. Pouring one then another from his 

twenty-litre store. He offered her one. 

‘It’s best to stay hydrated.’  

She gave him an enquiring look as she took the cup and drank it. ‘Thanks, but 

that wasn’t what I was wondering about. I was wondering why you snuck the water 

container? Not that I’m not grateful to have our own supply. You could have just 

said you were taking it.’ 

‘I don’t know. I suppose I have just one or two trust issues.’ 

She gave a wry smile at the way she hardly helped in this regard. 

It was best she got into the water. Soon. Calm down as much as have a good 

look at the reef close up. There was no time to fuss with putting on her sandals with 

the dodgy plastic straps and she held them up in her hand as she asked him for a lift. 

 

*** 

 

He piggy-backed her down the slope fairly slowly, taking care not to slip on the slide 

of shale and hampered too by the vines that clung in patches, providing shelter for 

the birds but obstacles for them. It wasn’t too cold to be without a skin, but she was 

glad of the warmth it added. The wind was a bore, chopping up the surface, but it 
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wouldn’t impact on visibility and she wasn’t snorkelling far enough for it to impede 

her movement in the water. 

She scooped herself into the water, floating as soon as there was depth, 

swishing crocodile-like. Her breasts and stomach almost grazed the reef’s rough and 

uneven face, missing only by millimetres. After just a few metres she had a sense of 

how gloriously varied were the reef’s features. She kept her face looking downward, 

her breath in her ear, and disappeared into this other world like Alice down the rabbit 

hole. She forgot her body, its usual limitations. Water freed her. She wasn’t only 

somewhere else, she was something else when she was in it. And she was looking 

out. Freed from the effort of containing her head’s thoughts because she was able to 

simply be. 

Corals and kelps lived side by side in the unique Leeuwin current. Tropical and 

temperate environments mixed, shared the best they had to offer. Within metres of 

where the reef dropped shore, she had already swum through falls of glistening bait-

fish, met schools of jack-fish, red emperor, huge silver dhufish. Parrot-fish flit past 

colourfully.  Spooked by groupers when they lifted up in a tightly formed school, she 

retreated back into the sea-grass as if they were a gang of bully boys. Though she 

had never heard of anyone being harmed by the fish, she’d always feared their sad 

faces and protruding tusk teeth. 

Fin ignored the choppy surface, drifting alone in the watery world where it was 

calm. She hardly had time to venture very deep. Coral fans opened at the brush of her 

fingers. Strange bright cuttlefish emerged cheekily – blue, green, and fabulously 

iridescent with spotted yellow, they looked at her and then whisked out of sight. She 

went to push off for the surface from a sandy patch and felt her flippers connect with 

something firmer. A spotted wobbegong. It shook itself, annoyed, as she smartly 

pulled out of the way, then it circled warily, as shocked as she was with the 

encounter. Flattish and wide and almost as long as her, its gummy mouth showed a 

mess of jelly filters hanging like mangy seaweed. She knew that if it were irritated 

enough it would have had a go at her leg if she hadn’t managed to get it out of the 

way quickly. Overreacting, she slipped the blade out of her tool but the shark 

retreated, warily fussing in the sand for a moment before resuming its hidey position.  

She knew she was being a bit dramatic. The laziest of hunters, wobbegongs 

just waited for their feed to swim by and a bite wouldn’t have seriously hurt her. 

They were a bit like a dog-bite, not exactly life-threatening, but it would have kept 

her out of the water if it had caught her flesh and that would have been a tragedy.  
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Not far from the wobbegong’s resting place she found a cave she thought it 

might use. Curious, she ventured a little into the space, but without proper light it 

was foolhardy and she backed off.  

As she paddled back to shore and looked up towards land for something to 

mark the cave with, she saw Taylor furiously signalling from the jetty. 

‘Come on, it’s not a holiday.’ The words hurled across the shallow cove like a 

spray of stones. 

Marco shot her a desperate look. 

‘I’ve been trying to get you to look up,’ he said, once she was in earshot. 

‘Was I longer than twenty minutes?’ 

‘Yes. Learn to wear a watch.’  

Fin shrugged. He was always going on about that. As if a watch would help her 

manage time better, though it was stupid to have annoyed Taylor and possibly the 

others. Pete liked punctuality as much as Marco. Some weird boarding-school thing, 

she figured. Perhaps they got beaten for lateness. Being late now meant the dive, 

instead of calming, her had created another tension, though she didn’t entirely regret 

it. The cave was an exciting find. A secret spot. If she was under threat, it offered her 

a place to hide. If it ran into the lagoon, as she suspected.  

‘Do me a favour, will you? Just mark this spot where I am standing, use some 

coral, give me a cairn. There’s something out there I want to go back and check out. I 

came in on a straight line didn’t I?’ 

‘You did.’ 

‘Thanks.’ 

‘What’s so interesting out there?’ he asked, curious. 

‘A safe place, perhaps.’ 

‘You’re safe with me,’ he said, cupping her chin and staring into her eyes as he 

kissed her, as if a look could reassure a person. 

Fin said nothing. Kissed him back quickly. A back-up plan was never a bad 

thing. 
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65 

 

Fin took her place at the table, choosing a seat next to Pete and squeezing in. In the 

centre was a map; it was what they were all poring over. The islands were laid out 

topographically in great detail, and while Taylor talked she took her time acquainting 

herself with the locations trying to orientate where she was. She liked to know 

exactly where she was. How to get in and out of a place easily. 

Every highlighted mark on the map Taylor had laid out was an atoll that 

surfaced at low tide. Numerous as a galaxy of stars. Taylor went over the layout for 

them, explaining what she knew of each island and providing a briefing on the key 

scenes she hoped to cost to shoot here. Having a better overview of where they were 

strengthened her fear Taylor’s dream of a shoot here was just that, a dream. It would 

cost the sort of money even businessmen trying to skim tax wouldn’t come at. 

Hundreds of thousands, millions even and she wondered why Taylor didn’t see this. 

Perhaps it was she didn’t want to admit defeat, and realising this made her like her 

more. For being crazy enough to take this expedition as seriously as she had. To  

provide them with groundwork for a feature and give them all this experience that 

they could take and use to build skills on for their careers regardless of the outcome. 

It was generous of her. 

 

*** 

 

By the time the meeting was finished the wind seemed to have wheeled itself off 

somewhere. Birds circled overhead as they walked down to the jet boat. Their cries 

sounded like fuck off, fuck off without a break.  

Digby and Marco were left behind, and while she was a little disappointed, he 

was less displeased with the arrangement now the wind had gone, clearly already 

hatching a way to get a surf in. Taylor had assigned him the role of cook and general 

jobs man for the long weekend. He had a tinnie, a fishing line, a board and freedom 

to go where he chose as long it was not near the fishermen still working. Not that he 

had any desire to go visit the occupied island camps. And, as he reassured her, there 

was nothing to be afraid of. At any rate she would not be alone but have Pete, Taylor 

and Stella with her at all times. Fin put her hand in her pocket around the steel of her 

tool, its cold weight a comfort. 
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 Fin had made sure she had the stills camera with her. As Stella turned away, 

she caught a shot of her beautiful profile. She still had the camera up when Stella 

turned straight on at her, and this time the viewfinder caught the knot of worry 

bunched above the bridge of her flared nostrils. 

‘Did you hear that?’ she asked. 

‘What?’ 

‘Disco.’ 

The women scanned the wide expanse of water and quickly saw Innocent III 

heading away to the east.  

Maybe, she thought with relief, it was going back and would return on Monday 

to get them. She took a shot of the stern as the boat powered away. It was hardly a 

spot in her screen. Fade away, to blue and cut, she thought. The end. 

 

*** 

 

As they packed to leave, a few working cray-boats, homeward bound, passed by.  

Only one came within greeting distance, and while the deckie stayed hunched 

over with his back to them, leaning on a stack of empty pots from the cabin, a hand 

went up in greeting and Taylor, in the stern, closed the locker she’d been searching 

through and waved back. 

‘Hope you’re all good swimmers,’ she said. ‘I’ve just noticed there’s not one 

life jacket on board.’  

‘Not one?’ said Pete, looking at Stella. They were all thinking it. She wouldn’t 

be much good in the water. Not with that leg.  

‘I’ll get a surfboard for Stella,’ he said, ‘in case we end up in the water.’ 

‘God it’s going to cost a bomb, this film,’ Taylor said, as they waited for Pete. 

‘If we were actually making it we’d need so much insurance and safety gear just to 

go out on the water. We couldn’t do a look-see like this, casually, without even a life 

vest on board. We’ll spend as much in an hour as you probably spent on the entire 

shoot for Ghosts.’ 

Pete returned quickly, tucked the board at the stern and started the engine.  

‘Is that the life raft?’ 

‘Something like that.’ 
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Taylor grinned. ‘Never give up,’ she shouted, smashing the dash dramatically 

with her fist and melodrama took over as Stella delivered her Better to die on your 

feet than to live on your knees line and everyone laughed. 

The morning freak-outs were well boxed away. There was promise in the air as 

real and fresh as the sea spray. 

Taylor instructed Pete where to go, punctuated between her stream of ideas for 

how to lower the costs. From crew who might work to a profit agreement rather than 

wages, to how to get commercial funding. But the logistics of location dominated. 

‘We need to shoot as much as possible on one island. So we can minimise 

costs. It might not be possible, but that’s probably the most important goal we should 

have in the short time we’ve got here – to have that nailed.’ 

‘Left?’ asked Pete. 

‘Port,’ said Taylor, pointing it out. ‘At least pretend you have some nautical 

skills.’ 

Stella and Fin passed a look between them to say, As if he can act. A look 

Taylor caught, smiling conspiratorially at the joke as they were.  

‘You’re doing good, Pete,’ she said, changing to his side, clapping him on the 

back.  

‘Someone says I’m not,’ he said, turning for a fraction to look at Stella, who 

laughed like she was admitting it and he grinned in response, like it was all right. 

Fin, amused by their easy banter, turned to look back where the island had 

been sucked out of sight into the blue of sky and sea. She liked that she didn’t feel 

scared anymore. The breeze, sometimes a surly, wilful creature, had changed mood, 

playfully pushing at her as the boat glided smoothly over the open water. Even with 

the movement, she could feel the sun building some heat. She felt good. Things were 

going to be fine. 
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66 

 

As soon as they were on shore, Taylor had her director’s viewfinder on a lanyard 

around her neck. Now it was on, Fin didn’t think she’d be seeing it off again. Like 

most equipment Taylor owned, it was top of the range and it was a more 

sophisticated viewfinder than the standard and allowed Taylor and Pete not only to 

observe the field of view but also to get the depth of field, optical aberration and 

general subjective feel. In short, it allowed them to see the shot as if they had a 

camera set up. 

Pet walked next to Taylor with his stills camera around his neck and a swag of 

lenses strung across his shoulders hung angled down his back. Taylor had a list of 

possible scenes the location would support and they were going to have to work 

through them all. Quickly.  

At the top of the rise among the scrub, the group gathered. Out of habit Fin 

checked the area at her feet for snakes. She figured there was no point not being 

cautious while Taylor was like a bird eying off the surrounds every which way.  

‘I love the angles we can get here,’ Pete exclaimed. ‘Look here.’ 

Pete and Taylor huddled together as she walked him this way and to record the 

locations she wanted.  

‘Here, wide,’ she demanded. ‘Now back, and we’ll use this to get the one shot 

after the establishing. What do you think? Can you see them all on the shore, 

bedraggled wrecks? Get down there, Stella. Call it a screen test if you want.’ She 

clapped her hands excitedly. ‘Go on.’ 

Taylor beamed, while Pete set up the shots. They were so pleased. Fin could 

see it on their faces. She knew why. They weren’t just framing the Indian Ocean’s 

great vastness, although it was all they could see. Through their eyes, as the lens was 

adjusted, the pair of them imagined the scene as it might be – Lucretia in the 

foreground picked out from the other survivors, first in a tight, precise shot, then 

trailed on a dolly as she walked back to the sea. Cut, and then from her POV a long 

shot out, then a wide frame as the lens rose from the foundering ship, the sails netted 

in the water, struggling like a wounded jellyfish to rise, as the camera lifted high into 

the sky amplifying the predicament of the survivors.  

In no time they had begun playing with Stella in view. She hobbled about 

dutifully. Like all actors, she was a prop, the director’s to control. Fin admired it and 

was equally horrified by the acquiescence required. She could never do it. Being told 
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where to go, where to stand, how to look, to feel wasn’t for her. The compliance 

required freaked her out, yet she admired those that could do it. It was like a sacrifice 

of self and good ones like Stella – they weren’t props being filmed, they surrendered 

their own emotions to each moment to be able to channel another’s motivation and 

direction. It was powerful work. Here, everyone would have to be really good or else 

the setting would swamp the narrative, make the women other one more time, mere 

decoration and titillation. Fin packed the thought away. They wouldn’t get that far 

and throw the work away. She made herself pay attention to what Pete and Taylor 

were doing. They were taking readings, and shots were being tightened and widened. 

Constantly adjusted. Focus shifted. Not with any focus puller today. Today they were 

working with simpler equipment. Nothing would look so good as it would on the 

hired gear a professional shoot would use, but neither would the ideas take so long to 

render. And time. That was what they didn’t have much of. 

Fin adjusted to her role as observer, while Taylor and Pete started making that 

groove a cinematographer had with a director – bringing their eyes together so they 

could start to see the same thing from a shared perspective. The shots, the angles, the 

movement and lighting all created the character needed for each scene. To give the 

viewer a world to step into, and to do that a world had to be made. Here, today, they 

began. It was this ability to play with reality that had drawn Fin to film in the first 

place: the chance to create another existence and not be seen as mad for doing so, 

and she found herself smiling with delight. All her work. All the fear would be worth 

it. 

Fin had only ever shot on super 8, because it was affordable; she had never 

used a bigger camera herself. Pete was far more skilled than she was and conversant 

with every type of camera. He’d never had the director of photography role before on 

a feature and he hadn’t got it yet on this one, but he had what Taylor would call a 

good eye. 

Squatting in the thin shade of a bush, Fin admired the intensity between Taylor 

and Pete as they became more and more engrossed in working out how her words 

might end up realised on the screen. In the meantime, she put the stills to the side and 

had the super 8 out to film them at work, a shot here and a shot there, to make a 

record of the scoping. It was an expensive way to keep a record, but it would be 

graphic and they might even be able to edit up something they could sell on with the 

footage. She was thinking about how she could cut it into a promo for the museum or 

something commercial, when Evie interrupted, suggesting it would be no more than 
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a record of her downfall. Fin turned away to cut her off, which was the only reason 

she caught a glimpse of what appeared to be the charter boat, passing in the distance, 

moving away.  

She tried to train the camera on it to check it was Innocent III. But the ship was 

too far out to get the name and filming a waste of scarce resources to justify doing it 

for long. She turned the camera off, pleased her hands were steady despite how 

disturbed she felt. She didn’t want that boat sneaking around. It was meant to be 

moored where they left it. It was Evie, she thought, not backing her up, which had 

her on edge again. She could hardly tell what boat she had seen. All she knew was it 

was large. She had to pretend she had seen nothing and store the image away in one 

of her safety boxes. 

Seeing the others moving away galvanised her. She swallowed the scary 

feeling with big breaths and anxiously ran to keep up with them, even though they 

were hardly out of sight. On these sparse atolls visibility was good. The only way to 

hide would be to lie down in a small scoop of uneven ground. Like people had in the 

past, in futile attempts to avoid being killed by Cornelius’s henchmen. Fin’s heart 

rate rose. Fool, she told herself, to be imagining the worst; but still she ran, glad Evie 

was not watching her. She’d positively sneer at such melodrama. Fin was no more 

than a few metres away from the others when the sound of another engine caught her 

attention. Preoccupied with the jib at hand, Pete and Taylor didn’t even look up. 

Powering along, a little tinnie had its bow raised like a silver kite about to take off, 

moving at top speed, the outboard whining with an open throttle. 

Fin figured it must have crossed paths with the boat she’d seen or been running 

parallel to have managed to create this illusion of just appearing.  

The tinnie veered hard left, belting noisily towards them. It was unmistakably 

Marco, sitting on the back bench, his hand firmly on the throttle, and his sharpish 

face tilted against the wind looked severe as the wind dragged his hair away from his 

face. She was glad to see him but when suddenly he cut the motor with the flick of 

his wrist and the engine spluttered out she was confused and disappointed. Teasingly, 

he drifted close enough for her to see he was fishing and not coming for her at all. He 

didn’t even look her way as he fed drift lines out the stern. Slowly, the tide took him 

further away, the boat slowly rotating, and she watched his features blur till he was 

no more distinguishable than the gear in the tinnie A sense of loss, cold and 

shadowy, crept over her. As she swung her look back to land, she realised that while 
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she’d watched him the others had moved, were much further away, and the sense of 

loss hardened into something more frightening. 

‘Walk away,’ said Evie. ‘Move.’ 

For a moment Fin felt she couldn’t. A terrible sense of déjà vu descended. 

Why, she couldn’t say, and why she knew it was something nasty she couldn’t have 

explained. Nonetheless, the feeling sat on her. Heavy. Cloying. Making it hard for 

her to think. 

‘Don’t think,’ said Evie. ‘You think too much – that’s your problem.’ 

Fin walked then. Walked away hurriedly until she could hear the intense 

conversation the others were engaged in, but not close enough to pick up what they 

were saying. It didn’t matter. Having them nearby was reassuring.  

She found a not-too-hard bit of ground to sit on just behind the others so as not 

to interrupt their work, and as they talked about the script she thought about the 

journey she had come on that allowed her to be here. To have survived everything, 

even the frights of the morning, so this story might find a place in public view. Kath 

Walker, the Aboriginal poet who’d written ‘Let no-one say the past is dead / the past 

is all about us and within’, was right, and if the past lived on, then it followed that 

story could change it. Story could and did shape point of view. Challenge beliefs. 

Any writer knew that. What you said about yourself, who you were. The world. And 

on a collective level it shaped society, Fin was certain. So any re-storying of history 

would have an effect and the film’s message for a contemporary audience was clear 

without being didactic: Women are strong. They will not be used and put upon. Fin 

looked at Taylor and Stella and a flash of pride took the space that only minutes 

before fear occupied. This was why they were here.  

‘Aren’t you the hero,’ Evie commented, snidely, and Fin made sure she didn’t 

respond because Evie’s malice was just a front. She suffered in the narrow sphere 

she was left to occupy. Jealousy was to be expected. And after all, a long time ago 

she had made the choice it was better to have her near, whatever her mood, than to 

not. To let her go. 
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On a rocky outcrop in front of Fin, Pete and Taylor remained intensely engaged, 

having become a synchronised machine. It was such a unique energy, this 

visualisation process, normally on a shoot a safety-officer would be assigned to keep 

the director safe.  

Film was beautiful and fluid when it was finished, unlike the making process, 

which, Pete liked to say, was like trying to make a jigsaw without an end picture. 

Invariably film was shot out of sequence, which was why they could group locations 

and reduce costs. Good editing polished the transitions, healed the cuts, made the 

whole form the parts, but the director needed to know where she or he was headed. 

Keeping a vision in their head and that of her cinematographer was essential.  

‘Come here, Fin,’ Pete yelled. 

Fin started. She’d been drifting off in her own thoughts. 

He wanted to know if she had a bit of backstory for Stella so she could get a 

‘feel’ for a character.  

Fin thought about what she had at a hand, what might be most useful, before 

deciding to offer her something like the overview of Lucretia’s backstory, which, 

after some rifling through her papers, she found. Taylor agreed it was as good as any 

place to start. While the camera loved Stella, Taylor felt she needed to give the 

camera more, as their project hinged on these shots. Fin handed the papers over, not 

script but notes for Stella to pull a sense of character form more deeply. Fin handed 

over two typed sheets. 

‘Try this.’ 

Fin moved stood a little away as a spectator. She knew the words by heart and 

mouthed along as Stella read aloud. 

It was the assault that changed me, coming some months into the 

voyage. I had been at dinner, because this is what a woman does on a 

boat when she is meant to be grand, she makes conversation while dishes 

are served. The food was endless. Down below, the sailors, soldiers, their 

wives, concubines and children ate out of one common bowl, a wooden 

spoon each. But upstairs in the Grand Cabin the table lay heavy with 

silver and we ate dinners of seven courses – meats, vegetables, jelly. 

There was sugar and salt in plenty to give the dishes taste, but after 
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being at sea so long almost everything had the taste of rot, which no 

spice could hide. 

Eating kept us occupied, nevertheless. 

On the night in question, after dinner, I took air as was my custom. 

The area allowed for such promenading was restricted, and I always 

went around the cabins on the narrow deck. Never had I seen a soul and 

nor did I this night. 

They came from behind. Suddenly a hand was at my mouth. 

I swear I was so surprised, so frightened, I don’t think they needed 

that coarse hand or the filthy rag they stuffed in my mouth to keep me 

silent. Fear would have worked well enough. 

My clothes were ripped from me. Tugged – torn – taken. Even now 

I shudder at the violence. 

Many hands partook in exposing me. My wig was pulled from its 

knitted skullcap. Then, with an angry whoop, that last vestige of my 

modesty was wrenched off and with it lumps of my own fine reddish hair. 

A moment of quiet came after the frenzy of the initial attack. I could 

hear my breath, light and shallow, above the varied tones of the men’s 

deep panting. I guessed maybe six of them, perhaps fewer. None I saw, 

although I was already certain who was present. Strange, isn’t it, how 

one in moments of terror starts relying on scent like an animal? 

I did not fight. I did not call. I pretended in fact not to be there at 

all. I found a space inside myself and hid. Was I already mad? 

The moment of inaction passed. I was wrenched roughly over and 

paint brush handles, I think they were, thrust inside me. These 

implements were screwed into my anus, ploughed into my vagina. Up 

and down. Lucky then the hand was at my mouth because scream I did. I 

thought I would pass out from such skewering, like a pig to the spit, yet 

just as the comfort of fainting came, the skewers were roughly removed. 

The bristles, yes that was when I knew them to be brushes, were dipped 

in buckets of stools and smeared over me. They were thorough, the hands 

that did this bidding. I smelt the musk perfume of the leader as he stood 

somewhere behind my head, no doubt a satisfied smile on his lips as the 

tortures and humiliations were committed to his liking. A coat of tar was 

applied as a final humiliation. 
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The men moved away, their boots strangely light, as if they tiptoed 

over the boards. 

I forced myself up. As abhorrent as were the humiliations I had 

endured, the idea of being found stuck to the deck in such a state of 

foulness, without even my head covering, was so shameful I managed to 

find my feet and claw my way against the panelling into my cabin. 

I knew as I struggled back that I would have to clean myself. My 

maid had taken to the bed of the Skipper, an arrangement I had no 

quarrel with. She was young. She wished to live and had sided with the 

most powerful man on the boat. I could only wish her good fortune 

because she would need it where we were going. 

Fortunately for me she happened past that night and, horrified at 

my wretched state, helped me, not being the selfish whore she has so 

wrongly been described as. 

It was some hours before the scum was cleaned from me, never 

properly. Even after the suffering at the island, and many years later 

after that, I would find some tiny speck of tar in a bodily crevice.  

I told the commander, Pelsaert, what had happened as much as I 

could bear.  

This man who I had nursed for months on end, he did nothing. 

Nothing! 

He merely pledged he would look into the matter when we arrived 

in Batavia. 

When I returned to my cabin I lay down and considered myself 

dead. 

 

‘Jesus,’ said Stella, at the plainness of the horror. ‘Then she gets wrecked here 

and he leaves her behind – no doubt because she’s soiled!’ 

Their gazes pulled to the view, the endless blue that suddenly sparkled with a 

menace.  

‘Yes!’ said Pete, to Stella, camera running. ‘Stay with that feeling.’ 

Fin, unobserved, brushed the back of her hand over her eyes, made her mind a 

white screen so she couldn’t see Stella evoking the pain she had written into the 

scene. Even though she was absolutely aware she’d been trading her pain for her 
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future all through the writing process, it didn’t make it exactly easy to see it reflected 

back at her. 

She walked back to her point, to look out and was pleased by the sight. 

Approaching was Marco winging his way over the water at speed to the cove below. 

The nose was high. He held a rope in his hand from the centre point of the bow to 

steady it from flipping and he was half standing. Like a surfer. Something hung at his 

neck. His camera. Well, well, despite what he’d told her that he never took photos 

anymore, clearly he did. 
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68 

 

By the time they met up on the beach there was no sign of the camera on Marco’s 

neck. If she had been mistaken, and she was sure she wasn’t, he had decided to hide 

it and she hardly had the moral ground on secrets at the moment, so she didn’t ask 

about it. 

In a quick regrouping they decided to move on immediately to Wallabi Island 

before stopping work for lunch. Fin took the opportunity to go with Marco. An Esky 

was on the floor of the tinnie and she helped herself to an apple. Sometimes food 

helped to keep emotions down. Not always.  

‘What you been up to?’ she asked, wiping her hands on her jeans, curious if 

he’d tell her what he’d been photographing. ‘Saw you drift fishing.’ 

‘Yeah, that was easy, look in that burlap bag.’ 

Two silver fish looking too alive to be dead lay in repose.  

‘Gem fish.’ 

‘Not sure.’ 

‘They are.’ 

‘I only know they’ll be delicious.’ 

Fin tried not to smile. 

‘That’s all?’ 

Was the slight pause a clue. To what? She had to stop overthinking. 

‘A quick dive; saw your cave.’ 

‘You did?’ 

‘Yeah, it runs into the reef.’ 

‘Anything exciting?’ 

‘No. Not aquatically. But it does run in to the lagoon. I’m pretty sure.’ 

‘A tunnel?’ 

He nodded. Fin leant in, from where she was perched in the bow to stop the 

boat banging so hard against the chop of water. 

‘I like a tunnel. How long?’ 

‘A bit of a stretch for me.’ 

Fin smiled smugly. He wasn’t much of a diver; she could probably do it easily. 

As they passed behind one of the many atolls barely out of the water, Fin saw 

the charter boat in the distance and her sense of control was quickly confronted.  

‘Wonder what they are doing,’ she said, pointing ‘You saw them before?’ 
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‘Yes,’ he said. ‘They...’ 

The wind wrenched his words, tossed them away. She almost caught them. 

‘What?’ she asked, leaning in across the middle bench. She could have been 

wrong but she thought she saw a change of mind sweep across his expression. 

‘Nothing,’ he said. ‘Yeah, I saw them, that’s all. Nothing to worry about.’ 

Fin hated that expression. Like ‘it will be all right’, far too often it meant the 

opposite. 

 

*** 

 

At Wallabi Island the reefs put on quite a feast. For a short while it was like the days 

on the coast on the way up, except with their friends and Taylor, who Fin liked more 

and more. She was clear-headed and business-like on the job, yet at lunch, on a 

break, she was fun, and not at all like their boss. A playful side to her came out and 

while not keen on the water, she’d happily mucked in with the cooking. Marco had 

brought bread rolls, a few tomatoes and half a lettuce. A pot of mayonnaise and the 

fish he’d caught, which Taylor gutted with some expertise, added to the meal, and to 

make a feast Fin dove for two lobsters, caught so easily that it was like shopping in a 

watery supermarket. While the meal cooked, Stella extolled the possible advantages 

of being marooned. 

‘Imagine all this seafood,’ she said as the lobsters sizzled in their red hard crust 

on the coals. ‘Kelp. Wild herbs. Wallabies to eat, they are good red meat plus they 

have soft skins to make lovely shoes, coats or rugs. It’s surprisingly bountiful. I’m 

surprised anyone ever wanted to leave his place.’ 

It was a thought Fin had pondered many times over the course of the project. 

They could have had a great time. But the fact was they hadn’t. She wasn’t going to 

rehash all the reasons why again. She was going to eat. Talk about how Taylor felt 

things were going. 

Lunch and the break together improved Fin’s mood. She was looking forward 

to the afternoon’s work. Everyone was except Stella. Worn out by the morning as 

they regathered to continue working, she admitted she was exhausted and would 

prefer to stay. It was a bit of a mixed blessing. All of them had seen through her 

bright chatter and none of them had wanted to suggest she stay, and they were all, 

apart from Fin, prepared to leave her for a while. She thought they should stick 
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together. Even though Stella insisted the beach suited her fine, Fin objected, but only 

until she saw she was annoying the others and slowing things down. 

‘There’s only so much light in a day,’ Pete cautioned. And he looked at her like 

it was time to back off. Nothing obvious, but she knew. Everyone wanted to get on. 

‘I’ll stay,’ offered Marco.  

‘Get out,’ said Stella, ‘I’m a big girl, leave me alone.’ 

She proffered a pair of binoculars. Her father’s. She’d use them, for a change, 

for what they were intended, birdwatching. And she definitely didn’t want company.  

‘I think I’ve earned a rest,’ she said. ‘Now go. A sore leg doesn’t make me a 

child.’ 

Glad of her permission, Fin was still not entirely comfortable leaving Stella 

with the provisions and a sarong rigged for shade.  

‘Come on,’ said Evie. ‘I thought you came to work, and she’s done what she 

can for today.’ 

Fin shrugged her bag up on her shoulder and marched on to catch Marco, 

who’d waited up the track for her only until he’d seen she was coming to join them 

before taking off after Pete and Taylor who were hurrying for light. Now they’d look 

to the landscape to sell the story to the camera alone. Stella anyway was only a part 

of the sell and there was always tomorrow if they didn’t already have enough shots 

of her to make the point of how appealing a protagonist of great beauty might be to 

potential financiers.  

Ahead, the others continued to move at a clip far faster than Fin wanted to go 

and soon they disappeared over the rise and were gone from sight. Following in their 

footsteps, climbing up the steep shale, Fin paused, ostensibly to look at the view, but 

the sparse steep face, limy and white, left her feeling quite exposed, like she was in a 

spotlight visible for miles and she had a sudden case of paranoia the charter boat 

might be around and she’d be seen. By them. 

‘Who aren’t them,’ contradicted Evie. 

A combination of anxiety and fury made her stiff and she moved awkwardly, 

losing her balance. She slipped and found herself falling, sliding backwards. As she 

tumbled she ripped her hands trying to right herself and when she found her feet her 

legs were scraped and her hands pitted with limy stone. 

She inspected the damage. It was only surface stuff and the skin always bled a 

lot but it stung. Stung like crazy and she licked her hands, animal-like, to soothe 

them.  
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‘Jesus,’ said Evie. ‘At the rate you are going, you mob will kill yourselves. No 

need to worry about anyone else.’ 

Fin left her behind. Went on alone almost at a run and coming upon Marco 

frightened him. 

‘What the fuck,’ he said. 

‘Nothing,’ she said, ‘really. Lost it on that hill.’  

He went to tear off the bottom of his shirt to tie over the worst of her cuts on 

the back of her calf. 

‘Good heavens,’ she said. ‘Don’t fuss.’ 

She was angry with herself for being angry. Mad. She did breathing, slow 

emergency breaths, in an out, her breath coming back warm onto her face as it rested 

into the nest Marco’s neck and shoulder made. 

 

*** 

 

Bush-bashing through the low scrub, Marco and her came upon a few Tamar 

wallabies the others must have ambushed, because they were already on the move. 

They hopped smartly in steady bounds with less fear and haste than Fin thought wise 

for marsupials that had nearly been made extinct. 

When they caught up at the top of the slope to Pete and Taylor, Fin didn’t call 

out, not wanting to disturb them, and standing quietly, leaning against Marco, she 

watched them work. Pete carried his stills camera like a loaded gun, butted into his 

waist, his lenses in special bags secured even as they banged against his side as he 

walked. From time to time Taylor stopped and put up her eye-piece so she looked not 

unlike a sailor from the times of the Batavia, spying for some clue at the horizon, 

looking to get a better idea of where they were. From a respectful distance they 

followed them, like quiet shadow-watching, though they could have make a racket 

and Fin doubted they’d disturb them. They were back in their own world. 

The old wells once used to keep the good guys group, led by Webbie, were 

easily found. Fin stood in front of the limestone structures in some awe. Less than 

three kilometres away, the women had lived without any access to water at all except 

what they were rationed. She imagined the men must have just about knelt in front of 

these natural stone wells in thanks when they found the water fresh and sweet, better 

than anything they had drunk since leaving land months past. 
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There were dry walls too, so carefully placed together they’d survived three 

centuries. Fin’s dad would have much admired them. Forts was too grand a word for 

the structures. As she stood behind them, it was easy to see the advantage provided 

over any attacking party. The view was clear and any approach visible from all 

directions. Fin filmed the blockwork, every crack and crevice, and marvelled that 

this was the first structure ever built by a person on this place. Some claimed it was 

the first structure built on Australian soil, but that was to negate any building by 

Indigenous people and not a view she would promote.  

In the middle of the island was the last-stand fort the men had built. A square, 

roughly four by four, to hold off any attack on all sides if the worst happened, which, 

like every horror in the story, came to pass.  

Up ahead, past the structure, Pete and Taylor had again entered what she called 

the realm and had no need of them as they explored, singing out just the once that 

they hoped to cross the mud flats to the eastern island if the tide was right. Marco 

looked at his watch. 

‘If you hurry, you should be right.’ 

Fin smiled. Of course he had worked out the tides by now. He would have 

simply done the calculations in his head knowing what the times were at home and 

doing the maths on the latitude. Clever thing, he was. As the others hurried off she 

turned back to wander into the fort. 

Marco followed her into the incomplete structure. It was marvellous how in 

this low country such a small structure could afford so much privacy. It had 

concealed, how many men? Ten. Maybe more. The walls begged to be touched. Each 

block had a story written in the craggy faces that were turned to her. She could 

imagine each stone being lifted. Carefully placed. By men with hands desperate to 

hold on to life, knowing defence and a capacity to attack would be their only chance. 

So they placed each stone with care. Made these tight, dry walls. Perhaps there had 

been a dyke maker in the group, because even after so much weather the skill was 

plain to see.  

‘What?’ she said, turning from her thoughts to find Marco looking at her with 

an intensity that was unnerving. 

‘You know I love you,’ he said. 

‘Of course,’ she replied as he put a finger to her cheek and pulled her close 

with his other arm. 
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For the second time that afternoon she had the feeling he wanted to share 

something but didn’t. To waylay any revisiting of the morning’s events he might 

want to do she kissed him with a particular intensity. 

In return he kissed her hard. His lips pressing silence upon them. While 

familiarity guided them they acted with urgency. It was reconciliation. Forgiveness. 

Future building. Lust.  

After they lay sat huddled together on a bed of their clothes, watching the blue 

of the sky and. Fin out of nowhere felt overwhelmed. Tears she’d rather not have 

cried escaped her eyes. 

‘Hey,’ said Marco. ‘It’s all right. Don’t cry. It’s been a big, big day.’ 

He was so right. The day couldn’t have been more dramatic if she’d scripted it 

and she let him gather her up in the cocoon his body made to shelter her and cried. 

She let a flotsam of disturbing images float through the tears without attaching to 

them, eventually finding a shuddery sense of relief in expelling her fears. She hadn’t 

cried like this for a long time. With her chest tight and her breath ragged. And 

realising just how much tension she had been carrying made her cry more with a 

sense of pity for herself. 

Marco didn’t speak. His hand circled her back. A mandala. Soothing. By the 

time she settled, everything of the past was neatly boxed up in her head again and 

some time had passed. The shadows in the small fort had grown long. They were 

reaching for their clothes, when Fin thought she heard music. She assumed she was 

imagining it, but Marco must have heard it too because he paused. They both sat still, 

listening. There was no mistaking it now. ‘Dancing Queen’. The disco hit with its 

catchy bounce. An out-of-tune chorus was accompanying ABBA. Like a drunken 

karaoke sing-along. Fin would never know why she didn’t stand up and look. 

Grabbing a shirt would have only taken a second. It was being in a fort, still raw with 

emotion she supposed, that made her act with caution, like she might be under attack. 

Instead of standing they squatted and, faces pressed close, used the spy holes in the 

rock to look where the music was coming from. Out in the bay where Pelsaert had 

brought the Sardam was Innocent III with a full-blown party happening on the deck. 

Three Asian girls like ornaments danced in skimpy outfits on the small tables set in 

the middle of the deck as about thirty men watched, drinks in hand. The women 

danced woodenly while at least two of the men made crude thrusting movements 

with their hips. Over the water Fin heard someone calling out Show me your arse. 

Sweet God that would be one tight pussy. 
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Something like that. Crude comments from boozy big boys. She was about to 

stand up to get a better view when Marco pulled her down by the arm. Alarmed, he 

whispered, ‘It’s Sufflick, he’s there. And Steve West.’  

She looked again. He was right. Sleaze Bag West, as he was known. She had 

his ugly face on film. The CEO of North West mining, the arsehole with the 

Noonkanbah rights; he was talking to a small dark man, his face sharp as any rat. 

Craig Love, the developer giant – who’d just got the exceptional planning permit on 

the foreshore development. Stella was totally correct, these guys were all up each 

other’s arses. 

It was Marco who handed over her super 8, but she pushed it away. She needed 

the spare stills. With the long lens Pete had left on it. Her hands shook only for a 

second. This was right. Evidence. What they’d use it for she had no idea, but this was 

a secret meeting for sure. And on the boat they had come on. How and what they 

were involved in she wasn’t sure but she had been involved by virtue of association 

now. Vulnerable. Set up. Film was a very handy tool for evidence collecting. Best 

she use it to her advantage. She would not be screwed by these people. Not by 

anyone again. Any footage could, if worst came to worst, be a bargaining chip. But 

best not to go there. One step at time. She had to use her two bs. Breath and boxing. 

Now was not the time to fall over in fright. 

Using all of her control she commanded her hands to stop shaking. It would be 

better to have more time, but she had no idea how long the boat would stay at 

anchor. Time might be on their side or it might not. She had to act. Thanking Webbie  

for the outer wall cover he had built, slowly she crawled towards the charter boat on 

her elbows and knees, noting the roughness of the ground but not allowing herself to 

feel the pain as she grazed her hands and knees. She gave thanks for the defence the 

past offered as she managed to get her long lens into position.  

She trained her camera on the women and didn’t let it rest. Caught every pass 

between them and the men. Tried to catch their expressions, make an ID. Hoped to 

snag a shot or two of the men with the women but the set-up of the swing of the deck 

had the men’s backs more often to her. Luckily, the women, especially the three 

dancing on a table, were easier to capture. One of the young women in particular 

looked out as if she could see Fin, though it was unlikely. Certainly she was looking 

beyond the crowd of fawning men she had at her feet. Perhaps she was just looking 

out wondering how it was she was where she was. The look had a poignancy, a sense 

of bafflement and fear Fin knew she knew but couldn’t stop to process. Instead she 
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snapped the face, in short fast clicks as if it was a portrait study, nothing more. 

Caught its sadness under the costume of red-lipsticked lips, rouged cheeks and dark 

kohl-dressed eyes. A hard, straight fringe cut a path above her eyebrows. Black hair 

loose and thick, shoulder length. She swung it just like Anna in ABBA whose dance 

moves she was imitating, in a curtain meant to tease from one side to the other, but 

her eyes were dull without any of the sparkle the singer had. A red plastic flower was 

pinned decoratively to the side. Right side, Fin  noticed. A mole on the side of her 

left cheek, not black but slightly red, like a birthmark. She was wearing pearls. Store-

bought. Glossy and round. A bright blue pair of pants. Shiny. A black shirt. With 

silver studs. Details, details, Fin told herself. Get as many as presented. 

The wind suddenly shifted, carrying from the island out, and when the skipper 

called something out to the men assembled on the deck it was impossible to hear 

what he might have said. Whatever it was it was disruptive, as the party lost its 

centred intensity. Though the music continued, the throng dispersed. A sad song by 

the same band. ‘Can you hear the drums, Fernando?’ asked the singer, plaintively. 

Taking the scene in more slowly now, she realised the tide was on the move. 

Rapidly running out. Faster than it ever moved down south. The boat’s draw would 

very soon be too deep to be in so close. The charter was at risk of wrecking. Did they 

know? 

Someone did. Abruptly the motors came to life. Deep, throaty diesel power. 

The whine of the motor raising the anchor chain electronically. Most of the men 

were moving towards the doors, heading inside, taking the girls inside, heavy hands 

on their small bare backs. The girl Fin had been photographing seemed frozen and 

was looking her way. She put her hand to her mouth. A green stone ring on her index 

finger. Craig Love offered his hand up to the girl. Fin saw in the blankness her fear 

and revulsion, yet she complied, keeping to the other side of him, making it easier for 

Fin to get a shot of him steering her by the shoulders to the rear of the deck like he 

wanted a private word. At that moment another man suddenly appeared in her 

viewfinder. He must have moved with speed. Not so short. Bare-chested. A gold 

chain. His hand okay. Fin felt something falling inside her as he turned and she saw 

the tattoo. A wing. The back of his neck. She didn’t need the long lens to know what 

was written there in Gothic script. 

‘Oh, my fuck,’ she said. ‘Oh fuck, fuck, fuck.’  

Her finger was pointing, the camera dropped, hanging loose around her neck.  
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‘It’s him. Him. Fuck. Him.’ The squeak in her voice was rising, once she had 

enough air she would scream. 

Marco put a hand to her mouth and locked her down in a crouch between his 

legs. 

‘Shh,’ he said, fiercely ‘Shh. They haven’t seen you. You’re right.’  

He had no idea how huge that lie that might be. Really, he didn’t know 

monsters like this. Really evil people hardly ever went to jail.  

Fin tried to bite his hand. Run. Run and never stop. He ignored her teeth and gripped 

her tighter. His eyes bright with fear bored into her, begging.  

‘Hang on,’ said Evie. ‘We got to think this out.’ But her voice had lost its 

familiar dead-sure tone. 

 

*** 

 

The boat had long been less than a blue dot on the horizon. While it might have been 

gone from view it was there, at sea, like the threat of a storm that could destroy them 

all. 

Fin and Marco’s conversation went round and round. All the while Marco kept 

a hand on her arm. Evie didn’t butt in. She was quiet. Maybe just as scared as Fin for 

the first time ever.  

He was here. It was so hard to know that and not run. He was the one who’d 

taken Evie first. It might have been him that did it. Who knew what she was thinking 

because not a peep came from her. She gave up nothing. 

Fin remembered floating above him. Welcoming dying. She felt the energy 

swirl up her. Scared. Desperate. Powerless. Same as it ever was. 

Well, it wouldn’t be. Not this time. 

Fin knew they had to find out who the women were and what was happening to 

them. No, they had to find out how to stop whatever was happening to the women. It 

didn’t matter who they were. 

Marco thought they might be refugees. From the camp. Hence the secrecy. 

Girls, even girls in the business of hanging out with men like that, didn’t need to be 

kept secret. But maybe they weren’t a secret. They could have been just inside 

partying and that’s why they had to stay outside on the way over. It didn’t make 

sense. Refugees though. That brought a different flavour to the situation. They could 
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hardly complain if they were mistreated. They had to being mistreated, if he was 

there. And he was. With his fucked up handed mate.  

Whatever they had seen and didn’t have the details for, not yet, said Evie, 

finding a voice, was something vile.  

‘They were Vietnamese weren’t they? The girls?’ Marco asked again. As if she 

would know. 

I like slant-eyed pussy. Fresh pork buns. Sure you haven’t got a bit of ching-

chong in that glory box of yours? More slitty-eyed than boong. That’s what the 

tattooed one had said, poking his finger invasively inside her like he could pull out 

the answer. The memory came hurling out of its little box with a punch that floored 

her. 

For the second time that day Fin threw up. 
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69 

 

Fin was breathing like she hadn’t for years. This wasn’t emergency breathing, this 

was post-apocalyptic. Slow as she could, slower than the deepest dive demanded. 

The scene had to be cut out. For now. Come back to it later; give it time to process. 

Breathe, just breathe. She managed to stay in control by standing completely still. 

One breath. Another. All sorts of boxes had spilled open as if there had been an 

explosion and her brain blackened under the pressure of the memories that like a 

mutilated corpse she knew added up to one body of pain. Hers. She knew, tempting 

as it was to give in, to let the bends overtake her, she couldn’t completely shut down. 

No. Then she’d die, then they’d win. Carefully, like she wore gloves, she picked up 

old bits of evidence and hid their debilitating potential from her sight.  

Not jail for them. Not a powerless life in some drug-fucked gutter. But Kings, 

mixing with the High Princes of Perth’s opportunist and corrupt business scene. And 

the minister. What did that mean? If it had been a script, she’d say, no way, too hard 

to believe. 

She wasn’t sure how long it took her to speak.  

‘He was there, then,’ she eventually said. He just hadn’t come out before to 

Stella’s bait. A rat that didn’t eat cheese. That meant they were absolutely not safe. 

And Stella was alone. 

‘I was on the fucking boat with them,’ she said. Her voice was croaky. A small 

girl’s. 

He stared at her, his own pupils still dilated with fear. 

‘Okay,’ he said, ‘okay maybe they were all on the boat, we don’t know. Boats 

come and go here all the time. They could have come another way.’ She nodded, 

hopefully. Desperate. It was plausible. Better for now to believe she had not shared 

passage with them. Always take the story that suits, Julia recommended. Choose the 

one that will help you, not the one that will hinder. They came on another launch, Fin 

decided. That was better. 

Making a plan, doing the thinking she had to, was like sculpting in barbed 

wire. It was excruciating, and talking a torture, but it had to be done till she had a 

script to work with. Some plan to go on with. A part to play. If only Evie would help, 

but she came up with nothing. Her silence, as scary as what was happening. Surely 

she was entitled to depend on her in an emergency? 
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*** 

 

They rushed back in a tense silence to mind, to their relief, Stella, unharmed, sitting 

cross-legged on the wet sand, building an intricate village of small castles joined by 

tunnels and moats in front of her. She barely glanced up, and all the effort Fin had 

been making to keep her face from giving her away collapsed under a rush of wasted 

adrenalin.  

‘I was wondering where you got to,’ Stella said, matter-of-factly. ‘It’s peaceful 

here, I didn’t stress on my own for a second.’ 

God, thought Fin, that’s how innocent she was. She’d have to be protected. She 

gave her a tight smile in exchange for a relaxed one from Stella who went back to 

her decorating. Steve West came to mind, for some reason. His image wouldn’t 

move quickly out. He was a horrible gorilla. He would crush one of those girls. Any 

girl. He hated women, so the rumours went; liked to fuck small boys. Maybe there 

were some little boys on board. Held below deck, in a dark aft-cabin. Because sex 

like that was not paraded in the company of hetero men. And queer queers like him 

got rougher with girls in public to prove their own virility. She should have listened 

more closely to Guy Fawkes’ gossip. He always had something to impart about some 

of the city’s biggest businessmen’s play activities and West consistently provided the 

most violent and salacious. If she’d listened better she’d have more knowledge. And 

it was good to know your enemies. 

‘You right?’ Stella asked, suddenly seeing something to alarm her in Fin’s 

expression. 

She reached over caringly and Fin, her skin raw, drew away from any touch. 

Why was it there were evil men, everywhere, in every era? Why did they 

always win? And what the fuck could a film do to change things? Nothing. How 

stupid could she have been? Inadvertently she’d put herself in the most possible 

danger. The worst scenario she could have imagined. 

Fin wanted to cut herself in sharp deep slices and let the pain and tension bleed 

away. 

Instead, she counted to three hundred while Marco studied her. Gave her a 

smile that said: We can keep this secret. Remember, the more people who know, the 

higher the risk.  
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First up, they had to get through the rest of the day. To do that Fin had to be 

calm. Don’t worry about Evie, she told herself. This is a chock for her too. She’ll be 

around. Will help when they needed her. 

Clouds closed the afternoon heat in; they were pretty and dappled, much like 

when the tide drew away and left on shore a thousand ripples etched on sand. 

Normally, Fin liked this sort of sky. How it lowered itself, as the scallops grew fuller 

with moisture. Not today. The sky bore down suffocatingly as each moment the 

weight built and the clouds lowered and their scalloped edges darkened. Stylistically 

it was pure film noir and she realised this beautiful ethereal light would juxtapose 

whatever came next. Be in sharp contrast to the scene she had just captured. 

Understanding this, she rose to film the scene. She needed this footage. To place 

them at the islands. She carefully collected details of their location. Already she was 

mentally editing, cutting between this idyll and the gross scene on the deck she’d 

witnessed. For a crime report. Yes. For evidence. To get them, this time. 

‘You’re crazy brave,’ Evie said. 

‘Look who taught me,’ said Fin, and as she began to film the whir of the 

camera’s motor began to soothe her with its familiarity. 

Stella, Fin saw, could have been cast as the lead in any tragedy. The camera 

loved her. She wasn’t recorded like other people were. Like the players in the deck 

scene had been. Stella gave her image to the screen. It wasn’t captured. Fatigue and 

the flush of sunburn added to her delicate features, making her impossibly more 

gorgeous. Framed by the extraordinary, almost blue, light she appeared otherworldly. 

What would they do to her? If they were caught. She couldn’t bear it. This was 

no game. They were animals. 

‘Hey,’ Marco said, seeing how Fin’s hands shook. ‘Give that to me.’  

When she didn’t, but kind of froze, he took the camera strap and pulled her into 

his chest, while Stella looked on, worried. 
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70 

 

Seraphina lies on the plain white sheet of an examining table. A sheet for modesty 

does its best to protect her in a useless way. Her mum’s hand is glued in hers. A 

doctor is trying to get a cannula into the back of her hand. Her other hand is already 

crowded with interventions and clear tubes feed through the cannulas all sorts to stop 

infection, and sedatives that make it harder to feel pain she doesn’t want gone. Pain 

keeps her alive. But no matter how often she tells them she has to stay awake, alert, 

no-one seems to hear her. Except her parents who are doing all they can.  

The medical team seems to have understood  that her mum’s refusal to let go 

will not be changed. They no longer try to disengage her, instead working around 

her. From time to time they withdraw to discuss the situation. Wearing blue, nurses 

gather around the bosses designated by white coats with shiny stethoscopes at their 

necks to conference, at what they think is far away, but still way too close. It’s a 

great tangle of people, all of whom want to touch her body. They can only do her 

more harm. She’s certain of that. Her pulse rises higher, flashing into dangerous red 

zones on the machine her index finger is hooked up to.  

‘Reggie,’ she says. ‘I’m waiting for him. Don’t let me be sent to sleep.’ 

‘Rest. He’s not been found. We’ll wake you with any word.’ 

‘Nothing?’ She has to be present when he’s found. Let him know she forgives 

him. It was not his fault. She feels her face try and fold in grief but it’s set, not a 

millimetre of give in her swollen skin. 

‘No. No word.’ 

‘Not yet,’ says her dad. ‘They’ll find him, love.’ 

Her dad’s leaning on an angle against the wall. Like a big tree about to fall. His 

voice is not his. It’s got the authority of Reggie’s little cousin Lila, who’s four. She’s 

so scared he’s this scared. Breathing becomes almost impossible but somehow air 

creaks into her lungs. Like being underwater on a fall from a big wave, the pressure 

is immense but her body hangs on, gasps when it can like a landed fish. Life – what a 

force it is. Desperate and grasping well beyond what her mind can bear. 

‘Evie?’ 

Her mum can barely meet her eye. 

‘No.’ 

‘We haven’t been told.’ 

But they lie. It’s just one. But it changes the natural course of grieving. 
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Seraphina wonders where she could be. She’ll be here soon. She bets she’s run. 

She’s so fit. 

One of the blue-gowned people turns her way and the scoop of his plain smock 

shirt drops. A tattoo. Blue. Seraphina scrambles away against the bedhead. The 

whole team turns at the jangle of her desperate movement. The lines into her veins 

tangle on the metal bed ends. She yanks it out. She’s still got her mum by the other 

hand and is wrenching her up to shield her. She’d stand if she could. But she can’t 

feel her legs. The oncoming staff take steps ever closer. The tattooed man in front. 

Her dad moves. One giant step. He grabs the nurse with the tattoo, puts his hand on 

the detailed wing wrapping over his shoulder and pushes him back. 

‘Back out!’ he shouts. ‘What the hell are you thinking?’ 

‘Get all the fucking men out,’ he demands, shaking with impotence. 

The woman doctor steps to the front, her face harried with concern.  

‘Sorry,’ she says to them all, trying to get them to understand. ‘Sorry. It will be 

all right, you are safe, pet.’ 

‘I don’t give a rat if he’s the best in the room. Just get him out. The lot of 

them,’ demands her dad. 

By now Seraphina has clawed her way like an animal around her mum’s neck. 

Blood leaches over them both and burst saline bags pool on the floor. 

‘Shh,’ says her mum, managing against the odds to turn herself side on to 

Seraphina, and take her face between her gentle fingers as she tries to clam her 

down. ‘I’m here, I’m here.’ 

Slowly she manages to hold her like she’s a tiny child again, shivering in her 

embrace. Seraphina’s look is blank. She doesn’t seem to notice the needle that’s 

slipped into her thigh. 

She wakes up, sometime. That day. The next. It’s certainly not before, because 

she’s only just started to wonder where she is before why she’s here in this sparse 

room hits her hard. 

‘I feel so bad, mumma,’ she says. ‘Oh, mumma, help.’ 

The pain is beyond any words she knows. 

Her mum leans in and tries to soothe her with cool fingers on her forehead. 

‘Oh, mumma,’ she cries, an infant again, her need endless. 

A nurse comes in. She has a watch on her blue uniform hanging from a little 

bar. She looks at it, lifting its face upwards to be read as she adjusts the speed on the 

drip. She only glances at Seraphina but in that instant Seraphina sees her shock and 
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pity and realises whatever she has become, this mess of defiled and battered body, 

has not been seen before. Self-pity and hurt fill her throat so bad she gags and 

chokes, unable to get a clear breath till the magic line that feeds her takes her into the 

spaces of nothing again. 

When she wakes again, the crook of her elbow is wet. Down the side of her 

chest too. She’s wondering if she’s bleeding. Good. No-one’s staunched the flow. 

Life might simply drain out of her. She dares to gaze down her body’s profile. 

Worse, much worse; a pool of tears is rising on the plastic bed, falling in sheets from 

her mother’s eyes.  

 

*** 

 

While she’s been away, where sound is muted and darkness plasters itself to her skin, 

the experts have been busy with her body and her mum’s stayed for every indecency. 

Been her silent witness. A swab for sperm was taken. Many photographs. Of her 

anus. Her vagina. Her legs. Her torso. Her arms. Her nails. Every bruise told a story. 

The cuts and scrapes added details. The violence shocked them all, even the ancient 

police doctor, who, story had it, dealt with the axe-murdered boys’ messy bodies dug 

from that forest grave in 1969. The experts looked and looked and saw 

unprecedented violence and when they couldn’t imagine who would have done this, 

they then imagined they knew it must be the missing boyfriend. Who said it first? It 

was like the flint that sparks a fire. No-one claimed the mantle. But everyone from 

that room fanned the rumour and it spread like an out-of-control burn into the 

community, onto the streets. 

By the time Fin was awake again, the police were there. Again. 

‘Reggie,’ one said. ‘Not really a top bloke.’  

He’d been found. Fin was elated. It took her a while to process what they said 

next. He was in the cells. Would be charged. Found cut to bits back of Top Hill, 

bruised and beaten, alive. Hadn’t been surprised at the state she’d been found in 

when they told him. Cried gulping tears. Proof of his guilt. 

‘No,’ Seraphina’s dad said. His voice had found its old force. ‘You got this all 

wrong. You got to look for those men.’  

Fin couldn’t believe it. They had her statement. Written it all down in their 

black notebooks. It wasn’t just a nightmare, those hours. She’d told them.  

‘It’s pretty clear he’s involved.’  
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Her dad spoke in a voice sharp with anger. ‘He didn’t do this to his 

sweetheart.’ 

‘You never know with some people,’ said the long-faced one. Fin struggled to 

read him. If only she wasn’t so doped. But she realised she wasn’t imagining it. The 

look on his face was so familiar. Some people had the look permanently on their 

face. It was like, what else can you expect of these people? 

But this was wrong. All wrong. That long-faced one and the other Scottish 

dope from the local station. They knew it was a lie. When she was first home she’d 

told them. When time had stood still in the cold yard in the home paddock while the 

paramedics kept her wrapped in foil like a package no-one wanted, she’d told them. 

Straight up. It had nearly killed her to repeat what had happened, with her parents, 

knowing they had to hear. She had been detailed. About Kyton and Reggie 

vanishing. Not knowing where Evie was. Not sure why she hadn’t run to the car and 

come with her. She told them it all. About the dope. It being Billy’s crop. Three men. 

The tattoos. The warped fist. The mitten. Okay, not in a good order but told. 

These two were pretending like she’d never spoken.  

‘No,’ Seraphina screamed, the sound like a bird carrying a spear in its song. 

Her hands over her ears. 

‘Get out,’ said a woman with red hair who appeared out of nowhere. ‘Get the 

fuck out.’ 

She pushed at the policemen, who her dad had screened with his body, herding 

them to the door. 

‘We won’t let anyone hurt you,’ said the woman. ‘I’m so, so sorry. They 

should never have been let in. I’m Julia. I’m here to help.’ 

Seraphina put her fingers in her ears and screamed louder. Her heart was 

cracking open. It hurt so much.  
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71 

 

‘I take it you saw them too,’ Stella said in the uncomfortable silence after Fin’s small 

but obvious panic attack. 

‘What?’ Fin asked, stalling. 

‘The boat. Those pigs. The women.’ 

Fin felt her heart race. Too much blood was moving in her body. She was 

filling up with pressure.  

‘Yes,’ said Marco for her. 

‘Sort of like some bad scene from Miami Vice.’ 

‘Mm.’ It was the most Fin could say.  

‘I had a good look with my binoculars. Quite a meat market going on there. 

Though you’d have to wonder why the secrecy. No law against paying women for 

sex. You can order what you like, I believe. Skin tone. Size. Tits, waist, hips. It’s all 

broken down if that’s what the client wants. Number of prior usages.’ 

‘Stop it,’ Fin said. 

Stella gave her a steely look. ‘You’re the one that thinks past injustice needs to 

be dealt with. This is the present. More important, I’d say.’ 

Marco was nodding in agreement. 

‘There’s no point pussy-footing around this. We have to think. Work it out. 

This is politics at its basest.’ 

‘Was he there? The mitten man, you see him?’ 

‘No,’ she said. ‘But you’d expect him to be below decks keeping order. He 

brings the sunshine, doesn’t get in it himself.’ 

‘He must be,’ said Fin. ‘The other one is.’ 

‘You’re fucking joking?’ 

‘I saw.’ 

Marco nodded. 

‘That one with the tattoo, talking to Craig?’ 

‘Yep.’ Fin could hardly believe she had the guts to admit it twice. 

‘No wonder you’re terrified,’ she said. Stella, like them, looked around. They 

had the tinnie. The jet boat. They could run. But there was Pete and Taylor. 

Somewhere. 
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Marco took Stella and Fin by the hands and urged them up the beach back past 

the high tide mark where they were less exposed. It was pathetic, thought Fin, how 

easy it was to delude oneself it was possible to be safe. 

They’d said all they could. Now they had to wait. To distract herself, Fin 

looked over Stella’s collection of cat’s eyes – small lids of blue and green shell that 

protected the opening to a type of sea snail and fell out when the animal died. She 

knew a story about cat’s eyes from her dad – if you were afraid at night you could 

put them on your eyelids, and bad spirits thinking you were awake left you 

undisturbed. A more practical defence tonight than these small shells was needed. 

Under the circumstances, her dad’s hunting rifle would be much more useful. None-

the-less she pocketed them as they left, as soon as Pete and Taylor came back, 

collecting their gear up hurriedly against the oncoming night, deciding Stella would 

speak to Pete alone before they decided what to do. They hadn’t been able to decide 

if Taylor was trustworthy and had decided it was best to not let her know. Not yet. 

The tinnie, hitched to the jet boat with a rope, bounced behind them. As they made 

their way back to the shack, Fin fingered the cat’s eyes and superstitiously threw one 

overboard so she had nine for luck. Pete and Taylor were on a high and didn’t seem 

to notice how subdued the others were. Maybe they thought they were pissed off 

having to wait so long for them. Whatever the reason, it was good not to have to 

engage them. 
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72 

 

The three kept their promise to not talk about what they’d seen, until Pete could be 

filled in. The scenes couldn’t be cut away, but they all used what strategies they had 

to try and put them aside. Acting normal mattered. At some point they would have to 

respond, investigate, do something with what they knew. They had to. Even Fin, who 

didn’t want to, knew she had no choice. They couldn’t just continue being at the 

islands as if nothing was wrong. But now was not the time for talking. Pete was still 

deeply engrossed with Taylor in film talk all the way back and the others had no idea 

what she might already know. Or Digby.  

There was no moment alone with Pete before dinner despite all efforts to 

waylay him. For once Pete seemed to be out of position as the guy who hung back. 

He was a central player in this pre-production work and both Digby and Taylor 

wanted to engage with him and without being crudely obvious there was no 

opportunity to grab him alone.  

Digby had cooked. Baked fish and potatoes. Salad. It wasn’t long before it was 

on the table. 

Fin could hardly swallow. 

‘There’s no bones,’ Digby kept assuring her. If only that was her problem, she 

thought, grateful Stella was enough of a quality actor to cover her own discomfort. 

And Marco wasn’t bad either, although it might be because he could under normal 

circumstances be difficult to read. 

Pete and Taylor talked animatedly, busy filling in Digby on their ideas as they 

ate, quickly shovelling the food away so they could talk. 

Fin would have preferred to tell Pete herself but it was clear the job would fall 

to Stella to tell him at the first opportunity.  

To try and keep calm, Fin pushed her food around her plate, ordering the fish 

potato, carrot, pea, lettuce and tomato in a strict pattern while the others ate. 

‘What did you think of the day?’ said Taylor, unexpectedly, turning to Fin, 

who felt like she’d been put under a hot spotlight. Her chest tightened. Lies needed 

truth to be believable and with this forefront in her mind she composed her answer 

carefully. 

‘I felt a kind of terror at the vibe in this place. It has some terrible dark secrets, 

which we haven’t even explored, but what we’ve managed to re-create makes me 
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really believe if we use at least some of this location we’ll get the real horror of our 

story across without having to resort to being graphic.’  

‘Yes,’ said Taylor. ‘So you feel it too.’ 

‘The creepiness? Oh, yes, absolutely.’ 

‘Jesus,’ said Digby, ‘you two have some imagination going there.’ 

‘Some of us,’ said Taylor, swinging an arm around her husband affectionately, 

‘have got more than dollar signs and account books, going on up there.’ She rubbed 

his head playfully and he laughed.  

Fin allowed herself to meet Marco’s eyes.  

‘I am bushed,’ he said, standing up.  

‘Me too,’ said Fin. ‘Knackered.’ 

‘Go on,’ said Taylor, smiling at them indulgently, like the children going off to 

bed. ‘It’s an early start again tomorrow.’ 

‘Turn on the generator,’ said Digby. ‘I’d like to have a light on.’ 

Fin wished there were floodlights. That she could bathe the whole island in 

brightness. 

The tide was running in as Fin and Marco made their way to the tent. Passing 

the cairn he’d built, a tower of shell standing solid, well above the high-water mark, 

she couldn’t help but think how the morning’s snorkel seemed to belong way back in 

time. 

Fin stood touching Marco’s back but politely looking away out to sea in the 

opposite direction while he pissed. The ocean in the dark was an infinite body of 

watery movement, but with a boat on it somewhere with them on it. Why then was 

she out here, exposed, like she was a safe person? 

They had to tell Pete. She should go back. Make up some excuse. Vomit at the 

door, make him come outside so she could talk. This was stupid. She and Marco 

were sitting ducks.  

‘Hey,’ he said. ‘We’re right. They aren’t going to come here.’ 

Just then an unusual beating in the water made her jump. Her hand went 

straight to her tool. Thank God she still carried it and hadn’t given it up like Julia 

thought she should. Marco quickly grabbed her. 

‘Don’t panic,’ he said. 

Fin put the blade back down in her pocket but kept a grip on it as she strained 

to see what caused the flurry of movement. She caught a glimpse of a white forked 

tail sharply slicing the water, rising upwards as it lunged, sending splashes of water 
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flying. It was a shark, using the incoming tide to run a school of panicked fish in to 

shore. Writhing fish jumped, desperate enough to think they were winged. The shark, 

advantaged in every way, used its jagged row of teeth to take its pick. It had the 

manners of a monster, gorging.  

‘Just a shark,’ she said, and started laughing a little hysterically as it moved on, 

disappearing out into deeper water. 

‘Looks like a white pointer,’ said Marco. 

‘You reckon?’ 

‘Not sure, but it’s good at its job.’ 

 

*** 

 

The growl of the generator provided a bass to the swish of sea, and they talked under 

the cover of the noise but they had made no progress in any sort of coherent plan, 

despite talking for hours.  

Fin just caught the sound of coral squeaking. She put her finger to Marco’s 

lips, silencing him. Quietly, they moved to the sides of the tent. And Fin flicked the 

blade out of her tool. The person was sneaking closer and closer and Fin found she 

was surprisingly calm. She’d kill them, she decided, if they’d come for her. Easily. 

Marco took the person from the side as a head came in through the opening, expertly 

keeping the intruders jaw clamped shut. He was good at this sort of jump.  

‘Oh,’ he said. ‘It’s you.’ 

‘Jesus,’ said Pete, rubbing his throat, ‘what are doing? You nearly broke my 

neck.’ 

‘You tell him,’ Marco said to Fin. ‘And Pete, give me your smokes. I think I 

need to take it up again.’ 

He handed Marco his packet. 

‘So it’s true, Stella’s story. I just came to get your side. You better roll one for 

me too.’ 
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73 

 

In the night sometime she must have nodded off because a sound woke her. Breakers 

gently kneaded the distant reef and the island’s fringe. The rush and retreat of water 

was familiar but not reassuring. Trouble was on the water. Threats. Men she wanted 

to kill. 

Over the watery drone she heard a song. Perhaps. She listened closely with the 

tent flap open and in the end decided it was not a song at all but someone crying.  

Slowly her eyes grew used to the moonless dark but she saw no-one. There was 

nothing. Only nesting birds in the low saltbush. 

Marco leant up on an elbow at her side. 

‘What?’ 

‘I don’t know.’  

Fin blinked. The noise was still there – it wasn’t a dream. There was something 

going on. She was sure. 

‘Listen.’ 

She took a coat and got up. In the distance she saw lights, heard a song. There 

was a party going on but not everyone was happy because underneath the music 

there was that other song. One she knew all too well. A woman in pain, sounding 

like a little girl. 

Marco couldn’t hear it though he tried, with his arms wrapped around her and 

with his chin to her neck listening intently.  

‘We can’t do anything now,’ he said.  

She needed to do something. She couldn’t just listen, and before he could stop 

her she grabbed her camera, not that it would be much use but it was a shield of 

sorts, as Marco hurried after her down the slope to the beach.  

The moon, not much less than a quarter, gave a faint light. Behind them the 

shack stayed in darkness. 

Laughter and the muted sounds of conversation travelled over the water. And 

that other sound grew louder. 

‘I hear it,’ Marco whispered. 

It was hard not to. The sound like an animal being butchered. Fin was bent 

over, hands to her mouth to stop herself calling out when there was another sound, a 

scream of surprise that was swiftly stifled. The music volume went up. More ABBA. 

‘Mamma mia, here we go again,’ Anna sang, the ludicrously upbeat song about 
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misery blasting cheerfully over the water. Some other noise. Maybe a crate of bottles 

being tipped overboard. Certainly there was clanking and the sound of glass 

splintering. Then something heavier, bigger, plopped into the water. 

And now, something else. A wailing of ghosts from behind. Fin turned but 

there was no-one, only the sound was unmistakable. A keening of women, a chorus 

of crying like the sorry songs she’d heard sung at Reggie’s funeral, like an 

incantation, steady and repetitive to hold the terrible, destructive wildness of grief at 

bay. 

For the second time in the day Marco had to put his hand over her mouth. 

Dragged her head into his coat to muffle her and stop her from giving their presence 

away. As a light came on from the boat, spotlighting the area searching for 

something, he pulled her to the ground.  

‘Fucking all right,’ a man shouted, drunk and jubilant. The only clear words 

they heard. Later, when they were long damp with cold, the engine kicked into gear 

and when they heard it no more they walked shakily back to their flimsy shelter. 

 

*** 

 

They didn’t sleep again. They stayed in that grey space between exhaustion and fear, 

their worries pressing cobwebby and sticky upon them. Talking was dangerous. Not 

talking was dangerous. Breathing was necessary. Worrying about what would 

happen pointless. But worry they did. The dark of night seemed to last as long as any 

of the worst nights Fin had ever had. From time to time, Marco reminded her that 

they had a plan. Of sorts.  

From time to time like it might reassure her he told Fin it would be okay. And 

every time he said it, the greater Fin’s fear was that everything was far from okay. 

More than a right mess. A disaster. Once, she started to hyperventilate and her 

emergency breathing failed her. Marco stared at her with a hardness she’d only seen 

once.  

‘Maybe it’s not all bad,’ he said. ‘Think about this as a chance to sort out some 

payback.’ 

Against the men? He had to be kidding. Any other time he might have taken 

such a fantastical line she would have laughed. Instead she started to cry. 
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‘Come on,’ he said gently. ‘It’s your line that film changes the world. Story is 

the key. That’s you. That’s what you believe. We have film. A story. One that 

changes things.’ 

‘It changes nothing,’ she said, when he let her talk. 

‘It’s a start. This is your new film. The one that brings these pigs down. Come 

on, Fin. If they mix with these guys here, they mix with them in other places. This is 

just the start of your documentary.’ 

Fin felt the ribs around her chest soften. The tightness in her breathing eased. 

Slowly, the idea seemed less fantastical. He was right. She had to become the 

director, control the situation. It calmed her, trying to see this more objectively. More 

filmically. She turned on her side to face him. Her brain started to loosen. Think, 

that’s what she had to do. Make a better plan. Get the storyboard together.  

‘What else would we need to make this story?’ she wondered out loud. 

‘Good,’ said Marco. ‘Much better to be powerful.’ 

She found she could almost smile. ‘Yep, as Stella would say, better to die on 

your feet than live on your knees.’ 

He drew his fingers down the side of her face. ‘No need to die.’  

‘Lucy,’ she said. 

‘Lucy?’ 

‘Your old girlfriend. With the crime commission.’ 
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74 

 

When she heard the flurry in the sea just before sunrise, Fin, determined not to panic, 

assumed it was the shark having its morning feed and wanted to record the image. It 

would be footage for her film and to be up and about was normal. If they were to pull 

this off she had to keep a sense of composure. With her camera on, adjusting the lens 

as she went, she walked down to the water’s edge. When she reached the shore she 

saw a sight that didn’t fit in anywhere.  

For a moment she tried to make sense of it on her own and when she couldn’t 

she forgot all about being calm and shouted for Marco to come and help.  

It seemed to take far too long for him to reach her on the shore, only metres 

away from where the shark had nosed the body of a girl into water so shallow it 

couldn’t follow. Frustrated at its inability to seize her, it was in a frenzy, churning the 

water white. Fin reached down near her feet and collected a handful of coral, belted 

it at the shark as hard as she could. Marco joined in but it was as effective as 

throwing popcorn at a monster. And some bounced back and hit the girl. 

‘No,’ said Fin, stopping Marco from throwing more, deciding getting in the 

water and distracting the shark was her best chance.  

‘Fin,’ Marco shouted, unnerved, sensing her move, but Fin had no time to 

listen or put down her camera, carrying it still running in her hand. This was a 

person, and while it didn’t look like she had a chance, it wasn’t for her to decide. 

Fin splashed her way into the sea making as much noise as possible and the 

shark, as she wanted, detected her and turned. A shark had never attacked Fin but 

somewhere in her she knew the routine. It would turn, it would go out, it would find 

depth and then it would charge and knock her off her feet, take her by the heels and 

do with her, well, whatever it wanted. Unless, of course, she managed to be smarter 

and quicker, and, if she’d imagined the scene right, there was plenty of time because 

the shallows gave her an advantage.  

She was knee-deep in water, the coral underfoot grating and uneven. Blood 

floating on the surface slicked on her skin, refusing to fall away as the water did. It 

was disgusting. Smelly, in a sweet and sour way, despite the immersion in the salty 

water. Sickening. It was absolutely the hardest part of the path she had plotted and 

she hoped she managed to keep it together, as the past was banging those boxes in 

her head trying to escape. She took herself out of her body, above, so she had herself 
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in an aerial shot, and from there she checked Marco was in position without turning 

around. She had to trust and keep her eyes on the sea, where the shark had 

submerged from view. She knew there was only three, four, maybe six seconds left.  

Behind her she heard a heavy flopping in the water. Splashing. She guessed 

Marco would have the girl by the arms, holding her up to his chest and lifting her 

out.  

Fin saw the ripple move, the smallest of signs, a grey fin emerge like knife 

blade. 

Grateful for her turn of speed, she took her eye away and focused all she had 

on making it out of the water.  

Safe on shore, she couldn’t believe it. The blade she had been holding the 

whole time was still jammed in her hand. Looking around, ensuring they were alone, 

she closed the blade and put the tool back in her pocket. On the ground where she’d 

left it was her camera and she gave herself to the count of three before she lifted it to 

her eye. It was easier to look through the lens. The square of vision was out of focus. 

She adjusted it till the lines met and the view was perfectly clear.  

A girl.  

Younger than her. Younger than her when it happened. Perhaps. Maybe older.  

Asian. Naked. Mole on face. Sharp fringe. Red plastic flower tied to her hair. 

The dancing queen. 

For a moment all she could hear besides the mechanics of the camera was the 

water. Its stillness. The absence of wind. Their silence. She came quickly to the 

decision to turn the camera off. The girl deserved her proper attention. Putting the 

camera down, she took off the shirt she was wearing over her T-shirt. It was a large, 

old, soft blue man’s cotton shirt she’d borrowed from Pete. Very carefully, she 

spread it on top of the girl, who was lying still and broken. Part of her bowel, like a 

hose that refused to coil, was sprung silvery and grey on her left-hand side.  

The girl didn’t move. She was dead.  

Fin made a sound she hadn’t for a long time. It was a howl of pain. For being 

too late. For not stopping a crime. And it was followed by a cry of recognition. Oh, 

mother of god, fuck that could have been me. That still glossy skin, that vacant look.  

‘It’s me,’ said Evie. ‘You never saw me, did you?’ 

The sky was washed with a buttery yellow light radiating in from the east, 

casting them all in a brilliancy undeserved. Sunrise scenes were designed to inspire a 

strong sense of new beginnings. That had been her story. Not today. It was a time of 
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mourning. Fin began to cry in shuddering gulps, scared and furious, so overwhelmed 

she thought her head would burst.  

Marco sat with her. He didn’t have a clue either. This crisis was not part of any 

of the careful plans he’d been laying to have them escape the islands in one piece. 

Fin wasn’t sure how long Evie had been back with her before she spoke up.  

‘Use the camera,’ she said. ‘Film her in detail. Close up. Whether you like it or 

not, this is your film now.’ 

Fin spat the slag from her mouth, closing a nostril with her finger and snorting 

the mucus out trying to control the shuddering mess of tears. 

‘Crying,’ said Evie, ‘is an indulgence at this point in history.’ 

Couldn’t she see how she was scared? She’d been as brave as she could be.  

‘No, you haven’t,’ said Evie. ‘When we met and you walked out of that shack 

with me you could have stayed. But you didn’t. You crawled out on your hands and 

knees and you said this story has to be told.’ 

‘But it wasn’t,’ Fin blubbered. 

‘Every story needs its time. This is yours. Take it. It’s up to you.’ 

‘I can’t.’ 

‘You can. Do it for me.’ 

‘Are you okay?’ Marco asked, tentatively. 

Fin shook. Her whole body trembled. But she was alive. She had survived. She 

did owe Evie her life. 

Helpless, Marco watched on and was reassured when she became less troubled. 

Soon her crying stopped.  

Fin felt herself give up sacredness. It lifted off her like her whole body had one 

time. It simply wasn’t there. And she felt clear. She’d kill those men if she had to. 

She might die. But she would not do nothing. 

Funny, how simple it suddenly felt.  

‘Okay,’ she said, ‘I think I’m okay.’ 

‘Film,’ Evie whispered. 

‘Cameras, we need evidence.’ 

Marco said. ‘I’ll get mine.’ 

He could take photos then. She’d film. 

While he ran to get it, Fin squatted down next to the girl, placing a hand on her 

forehead. She was cool from the water. Part of her wanted to brush a hand over her 

almond eyelids and close them over the glazy brown of her vacant eyes. But she 
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didn’t. A sense that, whoever this girl was, she should be able to look at them 

stopped her. Closing her eyes would be like denying her to see where she had ended 

up.  

It was an old Kodak. The best camera they had ever made. A classic. 

Marco was shaking, his lips blue, though it was nothing to do with the wind or 

the cool morning. She couldn’t comfort him. He had to work it out himself. She 

would be with the girl. Really be with her. See what had happened to her, let her 

body speak her story. Be her witness. But having paid her respects she’d get on with 

the job. She’d take up the only arms she had at hand, her super 8, and she’d commit 

herself to this project. 

There were maul marks. A jagged tear at her left upper thigh. She smelt of the 

rich compost her body was made of – sweet and sickly and unforgettable. But the 

shark’s attack was the surface story. Deeper, more painful attacks had been made 

against her. Around her wrists were thick gouged tracks that had bitten her flesh as if 

she had been tied for long periods at a time. Fin saw on her ankles and heels the 

same signs of being restrained – the blackness of the bruises. 

Marco clicked away with a sense of emergency. 

‘Look at her neck,’ he said, pausing. ‘She’s been hung, I swear’. Before Fin 

looked she made sure the box Reggie stayed in was shut fast. Who was she fooling? 

Not herself, because when she saw the break in her neck, the loose loll of her head, 

the tell-tale burn of a nylon rope above her clavicle, everything about Reggie, 

hanging in that cell, came down upon her as if the weight of his body had been cut 

loose above her.  

‘Keep it together for him,’ said Evie. ‘For us all.’ 

Fin stood up, planted herself firmly on her feet and saw Stella and Pete, 

running towards them, down from the top dune and the shack.  
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75 

 

‘We’ll have to call in the cops,’ said Taylor. Her expression was frazzled but she 

spoke calmly, like she knew what had to be said. She and Digby had been on their 

own a long time, arguing, because when they joined the others they were still at it. 

Fin was glad Digby for now had won and wanted no-one else involved. It was safest.  

‘No,’ said Digby. ‘It’s not up to us, how many times do I have to tell you, it’s 

not how they do things round here.’ 

‘It’s a fucking person who’s dead,’ said Taylor, losing it, ‘what don’t you get? 

We call the cops.’ 

‘We don’t call the cops,’ said Digby. ‘I go see Nugget and he can go take care 

of it.’ 

‘Have you lost your mind?’ said Taylor. ‘Someone is dead, not more than five 

hundred metres from here, someone with a father and a mother with a family and 

you’re suggesting that all we do is just go tell your old mate Nugget. Or do you think 

we just put her in a burley bag and maybe drop her off there with a note: Here, mate. 

Sort this.’ 

Taylor swung the door of the shack open and stormed out.  

‘You said it was a shark attack,’ said Digby, staring at Fin. She could feel his 

gaze burn on her scalp. ‘She could have died from her injuries.’ 

‘No,’ said Fin. ‘The shark was just a coincidence.’ 

‘Blind Freddy can see the other injuries on her,’ said Marco, stepping in. ‘She 

showed no signs at all of being alive when we got down there.’ 

‘But you saw a shark,’ said Digby. ‘It’s not out of the question.’ 

‘Look,’ said Pete, ‘if she’d been alive when that shark was attacking her, there 

would have been a thousand times more blood in the water. Her arteries would have 

been pumping it out. Sorry to be crude, but it would have been awash. And there is 

the matter of rope still on her left leg. Like she has been tied to something, perhaps to 

weigh her down.’ 

‘I saw no rope,’ said Digby. 

Fin could feel herself double-locking every box in her head, while the men 

stood glowering at each other. 

‘Can we stop,’ she managed to say, ‘just talking about her like she wasn’t a 

person?’ 
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She was frightened, but was still clear about the trajectory they had chosen. 

She had the smoky gun of Taylor’s already, hidden in her tent. It could do some 

serious damage. Oh, my word. She’d seen how they burnt. And she had her tool. And 

a score to settle. 

‘Watch yourself, kid,’ said Evie. ‘This ain’t no movie.’ And inappropriately, 

given the circumstances, Fin smiled. 

Taylor came back into the scene, her black hair pushing in front of her and she 

took her hand to it, pulling it back up in a knot. 

‘It’s blowing a gale out there,’ she said. ‘I don’t think we will be going 

anywhere.’  

The wind was howling – the weather had come up with a vengeance. 

Yesterday’s perfect weather was just an exception. All the notes on the wreck had 

gone on about the wind. Fin had not seen this as particularly relevant to her story. 

Now she saw. Weather ran the show. And yesterday it had freakily given her the gift 

of clear sight.  

The wind battered at the tin roof, stole places in the plastic cladding of the 

walls, where it should never have been and the walls took on a thrumming.  

‘Okay,’ said Pete, ‘if we can’t take the dinghy to see Nugget, then we need to 

call him.’ 

‘Do you think I’m fucking mad?’ Digby exploded. ‘Do you think I’m going to 

get on the CB and tell every fucking fisherman on these islands, every man and his 

dog on the coast, every sad little sack sitting in their housing commission flat 

listening in across all the channels, just dying for something spicy to sauce up their 

pathetic little lives – that I’ve found a little dead Asian girl on Batavia’s Graveyard?’ 

His face was contorted with rage.   

‘Now, none of you are stupid,’ Digby ranted. ‘You’re all into film. Tell me 

what fucking image do you think I’ll be making? What fucking disaster do you think 

I’d be linking Unsinkable Productions to? We’ve got to be smart. Or we are all dead 

in the water.’ 

‘I thought all publicity was meant to be good publicity?’ said Pete. ‘Who cares 

if people hear?’ 

‘Surely,’ said Stella, ‘you can’t think this is a chance for publicity?’ 

‘I can’t believe you’d think that of me,’ said Pete, taken aback. ‘I’m just saying 

that someone needs to be told and if that person is Nugget then it needs to be now, 

not down the track.’ 
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Fin didn’t like this scene. Stella and Pete being offside was not in the script. 

She had to break the mood. 

‘Of course we have to tell someone,’ Fin said, ‘but I can’t just sit here and talk 

about her while all the time she lies just out there, alone.’ 

‘She’s dead,’ said Digby, ‘she doesn’t need any company.’ 

Fin ignored him, pulled up the hood on her blue anorak and took herself 

outside. The effort of keeping to her feet with the wind knocking her about forced 

her to concentrate on simply putting one foot in front of the other as she walked 

down to where the girl lay. As she passed the knotted nylon of her tent, she stopped 

to collect the sheets from her bed. She wasn’t sure what she was going to do, but she 

thought the girl deserved to be covered more substantially than they had already 

done.  

With the big blow whistling all about she didn’t hear Stella running to catch 

her up and when she drew up beside her, she found herself swinging her blade 

around stopping just short of Stella’s chest.  

‘Fin,’ she said anxiously, ‘it’s just me.’ 

‘Sorry,’ she said, doing her best to take Evie’s grip off her arm and fold the 

blade away, pocketing the tool.  

 

*** 

 

The girl lay not more than twenty feet away, she could’ve been a brown patch of 

weed, a seal pup come to grief. There wasn’t much to her. You could see why they 

must have thought she could be disposed of so easily. Stella walked on as if there 

was no wind beating her, with the grace of a high priestess proceeding towards an 

altar. Fin tried to imitate the way she walked and the effort of acting so formally and 

with such reverence lowered her scared score from a ten to a nine.  

‘What are you going to do with those?’ asked Stella, pointing to the sheets that 

blew like a spinnaker out from Fin’s shoulders.  

‘I thought we should wrap her up,’ said Fin, ‘tie her insides back in. We can’t 

depend on the wind to keep the birds off her and she should have some dignity.’  

‘Of course she should,’ said Stella. ‘How can I help?’ 

Fin didn’t want to turn the girl over, push her face in the coral, close off her 

view of the sky. They tried various alternatives of moving her without ever facing 

her down. But it was hard to make a bandage and contain her intestines, gather back 
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in the splodge of liver, the pink tongue of kidneys, the white gleam of gizzards she 

had no name for. When they finally conceded they had no choice except to roll her 

over, Fin used the shirt that had been covering the girl’s face to protect it from 

damage when it was turned onto the rough coral. They tried to be quick because it 

felt so wrong, handling her like a product needing wrapping, but immediately they 

rolled her back over Fin couldn’t help but spot a new blotchy mark shadowing 

around her nose, and knew she had made this mark by moving her, forcing blood to 

push down from her brain and blacken in a patch. But the girl didn’t look ugly or 

damaged by it. In fact, she reminded Fin of a mermaid with the green sheet wrapped 

tightly around her from just below her breasts down to her feet.  

Fin put the image out of her mind. It wasn’t right to think of her as not a person 

but some magical creature who’d been caught by the hook of someone she knew all 

too well. Their job was to find out who she was. Get her justice.  

‘Do you want a hand to carry her somewhere?’ asked Pete, who had come with 

Marco to join them. ‘It seems wrong she is out here.’ 

‘Isn’t anyone going to come?’ Stella asked. 

‘I don’t know,’ said Marco. ‘Digby doesn’t want to use the radio at all or go 

get Nugget. It’s best we stick together and to the plan. See how it unfolds.’ 

‘You’re right,’ said Pete. ‘Up to it, Fin?’ 

She was. 

Once it was decided to go ahead there could be no turning back. Marco gave 

Pete his camera and he took photos of the girl where she lay while Fin and Stella 

pegged the site, tearing scraps off her long skirt and knotting the scraps into a length 

so they could show the distance from where she had been found to where they first 

moved her. Pete took shots of the tent from the shoreline so investigators could see 

where she had been pulled from the sea. Later on, measure it out themselves, if 

necessary. 

Pete worked the shutter harder. More evidence was what they needed. All they 

could get. 

In her head, Fin went over and over the plan. They’d dismissed trying to hide 

the evidence in the underwater cave as too complex and dangerous. It was only when 

they were discussing what to do and the question of what Nugget might do when he 

realised Marco was at the islands that they came up with their plan. Marco didn’t 

exist officially. He had a record and he was vulnerable to being set up. That was the 

downside. The upside was no-one would know he was missing. Only Digby and 
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Taylor and they all doubted it would be in their interest to admit they had 

undermined Nugget’s authority. 

 

*** 

 

Pete and Marco each took one of the dead girl’s small hands. There was a gold ring 

with a jade stone on her right index finger. Fin’s mum had once told her the green 

stone was for good luck – it seemed she was wrong.  

Marco and Pete picked up the girl with gentleness, one at her head, the other at 

her feet. As they lifted her, she spoke a startling language, an airy gurgling speech, 

telling them something they couldn’t understand.  

‘It’s just her insides,’ said Stella. ‘They’re filled with air and water.’  

Fin saw how Marco looked unsure. She wasn’t sure herself and Stella’s 

knowledge of the dead took her by surprise. Perhaps she’d been in a medical show 

and did know… The girl’s mouth continued telling them all something else and they 

paused, trying to make sense of her, because even if Stella was right the agreement 

seemed to be she deserved to be listened to.  

She could do this, she told herself, even when Evie wasn’t there to confirm it 

for her.  

Now was not the time or place to think too far ahead. Big vision, small steps, 

as Julia liked to say.  

Pete held the girl’s small feet. She’d be a size five, at tops a six. Walking 

behind, Fin saw the mark on her toe, a sun spot, committed it to her film, while up 

front Marco led the way, carrying her gently with the small head on the crook of his 

arm. 

As they headed to the collapsed tent the wind pushed at them. Hurry, it seemed 

to hush.  

Stella, who had fallen behind, arrived minutes after with a collection of shells 

and saltbush, which she carefully lay beneath the girl’s head.  

Inside the tent’s confines, the girl’s smell took Fin back. She had known that 

smell before, a long time ago, in a shack, in a forest, in a place so unlike here that it 

was incredible the image seemed so real.  

 

*** 
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They were a little surprised when Taylor came running down. 

She looked at the girl’s shape in the cloth. 

‘Jesus, there’s not much alive about being dead.’ 

‘No,’ said Fin. 

‘Digby is starting to talk sense at last,’ she said, turning away. ‘He wants me to 

go with him to see Nugget. We’ll take it from there.’ 

It was much sooner than any of them had expected. He’d seemed so firm not 

long ago.  
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76 

 

Nugget arrived in a rage. As the nickname implied, he was not tall but all muscle, his 

language rough. It was impossible not to hear him as he shouted and cursed, acting 

as if the girl’s death might be their fault. He said they’d better all be ready for the 

cops to interview them and threatened that they all might be charged with interfering 

with a murder scene.  

It wasn’t as hard as Fin imagined for her to slip out of the shack with Stella. 

Nugget was focused on making his point to Digby and Taylor. The rest of them, for 

now at least, were of no concern. Pete left the shack too, close on their heels – only 

he headed off the other way. A good tactic, thought Fin, to split the pack on the long 

chance Nugget might follow. 

‘Stupid fucking cunts,’ was all Nugget had to say when he saw the girl. ‘I told 

the boys not to get rough. Tequila and speed, never a nice mix.’ 

‘The girl is dead,’ Taylor said coldly. ‘It’s a bit late now for some anti-drug 

rave.’ 

‘I have to get the others off,’ Nugget kept repeating, as if it would make more 

sense the third or fourth time he said it. ‘Before we are all caught in this fucking 

mess.’ 

‘I won’t be the sacrificial lamb,’ Digby said.  

‘You’ll be whatever I want you to be,’ Nugget replied. ‘Now, I’ll tell you 

what’s going to happen. Step one – I get the boys over to convince your friends she 

died in the shark attack. If they won’t play ball then it’s step two. Must be someone 

the cops will be happy to trade with, they’re always renegades these arty types. The 

bloke will do. We can say he got too tanked up to stop himself, got nasty. Up to you. 

Get the story changed or we write them an unhappy ending. Someone goes home in 

the back of the police vessel. They’ll need something. It’s good trade. Or else we’ll 

get real heavy.’ 

‘You must be joking,’ Digby told him. ‘This isn’t a movie you are shooting.’  

‘Have you any fucking idea who needs cover here?’ Nugget replied. ‘I’m not 

going to name them. You just have to know: you fuck this and you are fucked. Every 

cent you got came from these people. Get all holy-than-thou, they’ll say you set it 

up.’ 

‘Set up what?’ Digby asked. 
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From where they were listening in, out of sight, Fin found her chest relaxing. 

He hadn’t been in on it. 

Nugget hacked up a gob of spit. It landed in a claggy yellow splotch on the 

white coral. ‘Listen to me. It was a shark. She was swimming. Might have fallen off 

a bloody junk, pushed off by her yellow mates. Whatever. The cops will sort the 

details. Your friends, crew, whatever they are, all stick to one story. Get your writer 

to write it. They sign statements and everything’s sweet. In the meantime, you two 

come with me and we’ll start the ball rolling with the people who matter.’ 

Nugget started coughing harder with the exertion of his temper. He spat again 

and headed off down to the jetty with Taylor and Digby tagging him closely, still 

arguing, from the looks of things, as they boarded his boat. 

This was their chance.  

Fin found the much-folded piece of paper in her bag and radioed her parents’ 

call-sign. She spoke in pig Latin as fast as she could. Gave directions to the coastal 

spot where they’d find them. The boat would take itself back to sea on automatic 

pilot.  

‘Copy that, Seraphina,’ her dad said, sounding reassuringly close.  

‘Over and out,’ Fin replied. 

 

*** 

 

Before she left, Fin went back to the tent. Only Evie was inside with the girl. 

‘Go, I’ll stay,’ she said. ‘Really, this where you and me say goodbye.’ 

‘I’m sorry,’ said Fin. 

‘I am sorry,’ said Evie, ‘but you know me. I never knew how to stay out of 

trouble.’ 

‘It wasn’t your fault.’ 

‘No. It wasn’t. Now go. Make sure things don’t stay the same forever. I need to 

go. She needs me. She’s scared. And you’re right now, my friend. You don’t need 

me anymore.’ 

‘I do.’ 

‘Come on, Fin. You don’t. And don’t cry. There’s already been enough tears.’ 

Fin swallowed hard. She turned forward, to the blue of the sea and without 

looking back ran to the jet boat. 
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They went north, heading for the river mouth. The film triple-wrapped and 

already in a craypot lest worst came to worst and they had to bail it out. To the stern 

the atolls soon disappeared from view as if they had never existed.  

Salt spray slowly soaked Fin to the skin. She was alive, shivering, but no 

longer afraid. Now she had the means to tell her story. To find other women and tell 

theirs too. She would speak. They would.  

Fin felt like she hadn’t for a long, long, time, like changing the world might in 

fact be possible. 
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From ‘The Women of the Batavia’ to ‘Wrecked’ 
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1. June 4, 1629 

 

To begin, let me provide the reader with a summary of the key details of the 

‘Batavia’ incident. The story has been sourced from evidence held at the Western 

Australian Maritime museum, including physical and written evidence. The Batavia 

Journal of Francisco Pelsaert (1629) was a key primary source, supplemented by 

secondary sources including Mike Dash’s Batavia’s Grave Yard (2003), Hugh 

Edwards’ Islands of the Angry Ghosts 2012) and Peter FitzSimons’ Batavia (2011). 

The key points of this historical narrative are rehearsed at various points in the novel 

as part of Finn’s research and her mental cogitations, but a further quick summary 

should provide a good starting point.  The facts are as follows. 

The Batavia, a ‘precious and rich ship as never before … had sailed out from 

Amsterdam’ on 27th of October 1628 (Pelsaert 1629).  It was the flagship of the 

Dutch East India Shipping Company and ‘the VOC’s large Indiamen were ordered to 

be fitted with 32 cannon’ (Van Duivenvoorde 2010). On its maiden voyage to the 

city of Batavia, now known as Jakarta, it ran aground on the Houtman Abrolhos 

Islands. The skipper was Jacobsz, the commander Pelsaert, and it is reputed they had 

a poor relationship, in fact the skipper ‘hated Pelsaert’ (Dash 2003, 64). Other key 

players included the Predicant on his way to a posting to Batavia, travelling with his 

wife, seven children and a maid. Lucretia van den Mylen was also on board, sailing 

to meet her husband in Batavia.  The upper merchant Cornelisz, trained as an 

apothecary (and rumored to have lost a child and recently separated from his wife), 

was a last-minute addition to the crew. All these people would have significant roles 

in the events that occurred after the shipwreck.  

A mutiny led by Jacobsz and Cornelisz had been planned to take place on the 

ship once it had evaded the rest of the fleet – but this did not in fact take place before 

the wrecking of the Batavia at the Houtman Abrolohos islands. This plot was 

discussed in the trials held on Batavia’s Graveyard referenced in The Batavia 

Journal of Francisco Pelsaert which records his return to the Abrolhos Islands to 

rescue survivors. 

There is evidence that during the voyage Lucretia was molested and conjecture 

that this incident was meant to trigger a revolt of the crew in response to the severe 

punishment Pelsaert was anticipated to inflict on the perpetrators, as he had a 

reputation as a harsh commander. However, Pelsaert prudently chose to delay taking 
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action till land was reached. On the night of 4th June 1629, possibly because the ship 

was travelling faster than the crew could gauge with their crude instruments, the 

Batavia, pride of the Dutch East Indies, ran aground. Not only the newest ship, it was 

loaded with ‘money and most precious goods’ according to Dash (2003, 64), an 

assertion supported in the goods recovery detailed in Pelsaert’s journal. 

Stores were lost, as were lives. Of the approximately 325 people on board, 

about forty died as a direct result of the wrecking and ‘a dozen by drowning’ (Dash 

2003, 292). The islands provided no shelter and little foliage. Stores of water and 

food were in the main lost and those salvageable were landed on an atoll where the 

commander and the skipper were based, not the larger one where the bulk of 

survivors were landed. 

The Commander, Pelsaert, decided to take a yawl and forty-seven people to 

look for water and when unable to land on the western coast, continued to proceed to 

sail all the way to Batavia. The Skipper, Jacobsz, was in charge of the journey and no 

attempt on the Commander’s life was made in the thirty-three days it took to reach 

Batavia, where a report was made to Coen (head of the Dutch East India Company). 

Pelsaert was ordered to return to the islands on a new ship, the Sardam, which had 

been the supply ship in the original fleet, and it took nearly double the time to get 

back.  

The bloodshed and violence found on their return was horrific even by the 

standards of the time. Cornelisz had led the murder of over a hundred people and 

enslaved the women he kept alive.  A party of survivors led by Webbie Hayes 

managed to warn Pelsaert of the danger facing the crew and a mutinous takeover of 

the vessel was foiled. Trials to punish the perpetrators of the violence were 

undertaken at the islands, where several men including Cornelisz were hung after a 

ritual severing of hands.  On the return to Jakarta re-trials were held and further 

punishments imposed. The implication was that Pelsaert had been soft, for there is 

evidence his career ended at this time and he was not assigned any more missions. 

He died not many years after.  

At no time in any of the investigations or recounting of the events were the 

voices of the women heard. The references to this molestation are in records of 

males, as in The Batavia Journal of Francisco Pelsaert, but their experience is not 

ever recorded in their own voices. 
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*** 

 

In the Geraldton museum the Batavia story has been presented as an exciting part of 

Western Australia’s ‘Coast of Shipwrecks’. Curiously, one enters the display not to 

the screams of the dying but to the wash of ocean on land.  A video of ‘the explorers’ 

- the men who found the wreck - plays on a small TV.  Chairs are arranged in front 

of the small screen inviting viewers to be comfortable -  which seems ironic given 

the subject is anything but.  Small bits of wreckage are formally presented behind 

thick glass to give an impression of great preciousness. A jug, a bit of brass pot, a 

clay pipe, a fragile tortoiseshell comb with its fine teeth missing. The display informs 

me that this comb would once have been used to rid hair of nits, and this small detail 

was something I would come to treasure.  In an era of wigs and few baths it’s no 

surprise a comb might be needed, but it had not occurred to me, even though I had 

spent some time considering the privations of the women. 

 No more than six hundred words tell the story of the wreck on large boards. 

This is a version of history based on artefact -  yet not without artifice.  

I should probably say this ‘inspired’ me, but it would be truer to say it ‘set me 

thinking’. In particular, it generated thoughts along two separate strands of thinking.  

It made me consider the inevitable intertwining of ‘fact’ and ‘fiction’, especially the 

need to use imagination (potential ‘fiction’) to interpret and contextualise ‘facts’. It 

also made me aware of the extent to which the existing story of the Batavia is a 

narrative of the deeds of the men, with only passing reference to the impact of these 

deeds upon the women.  

It is estimated that, after the wreck, twenty women were left on the atoll known 

as Batavia’s Graveyard when the commander left with his crew in the long boat, 

ostensibly to find water. According to both Pelsaert and Dash, in that party were two 

fortunate women: an unnamed woman with a small baby and Zwaantie Hendrix, 

Lucretia van den Mylen’s former maid who had on the voyage formed a relationship 

with the skipper. 

The remaining women were to have a much harder time than even they could 

have predicted when the longboat sailed away ‘with the cries of those they left 

behind still ringing in their ears’ (Dash 2003, 11). Those women would have been 

weathered harshly by the salt and constant wind that was noted to ‘blow so hard’ 

(Pelsaert 1629). Their exposed scalps would be sunburnt. Blood-sucking lice and 

bedbugs would create discomfort.   They would be hungry and thirsty; Pelsaert knew 
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when he abandoned the survivors that ‘water … would be very little available’ 

(Pelsaert 1629).  Conditions would degrade further, and their deprivations grow even 

worse, when Cornelisz (who had clung to the ship as it broke up) finally floated 

ashore. 

Once he used his position to take control, Cornelisz swiftly saw to the murder 

of those amongst the twenty women who were pregnant, or with babies, or 

considered too old or too young to be considered useful for the men’s sexual desires. 

One of these was Mayken Cardoes. Her baby was poisoned by Cornelisz, in the only 

act of violence he is definitely known to have committed himself according to The 

Batavia Journal of Francisco Pelsaert. When the baby failed to die he sent 

Deschumps to strangle it and days later Mayken was murdered. In one night, the 

Predicant’s wife (Maria Schepens) and the family’s maid (Wybrecht Classen) were 

killed, along with the four boys in the family and two of the girls, fourteen-year-old 

Wllemijntgie and eleven-year-old Agnete.  Only the eldest daughter, Judick, and her 

father, Gijsbert Bastiaen, were left alive. 

Within weeks only six other women remained beside Judick. Lucretia van den 

Mylen, Anneken Bosschiieters, sisters Tryntgiein and Zussie Fredrix, Marretgie 

Louys, and Anneke Hardens, whose husband was on the island (Dash 2003, 9). 

Cornelisz assigned the women roles of sexual service. He gave Judick to his right 

hand man and kept Lucretia van den Mylen for himself. The five others were 

consigned to be in common service to the men. For nearly two months the women 

were sexually and physically abused in varying degrees.  

Yet when Pelsaert returned and the trials were held, not a word of testimony 

was taken from the women. Not a word recorded.  

It wasn’t hard to imagine the women’s plight. It was harder to see why their 

story had been so neglected.  

Why was it that the story of the Batavia’s women had never been regarded as 

interesting enough to tell? Those two ideas - what happened to the women and why 

had no-one had told their story - started to entwine to provide threads for my 

fictional work.   
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2. Approaching History 

 

Before discussing my plan to apply imagination to create fiction from the Batavia 

incident, it is important to discuss the idea of history and the ways and extent to 

which it can be used for the purposes of fiction. Here I want to outline some of the 

understandings and theories which influenced the various ways I approached the 

historical event in the creative work, the shipwreck of the Batavia in June 1629. I 

start with some consideration of the competing conceptions of History. 

In the foreword to Is History Fiction?, Curthoys suggests Foucault proposed 

the ‘methodological principle’ that ‘every notion and concept has its own history, its 

own content and context for coming into being’ (Curthoys and Docker 2011, xvi). I 

understood this to mean that there is no objectivity, no such thing as a ‘clean’ or 

‘innocent’ fact; everything comes into existence for a reason (‘its own history’) and 

the role played by theorists, historians, and writers is inevitably to build up this 

matter or reshape it. In contrast, however, Jenkins describes the past as ‘simply 

waiting for meanings and purposes to be ascribed to it’ (Jenkins 1995, 57). This 

understanding is firmly dismissed by Docker and Curthoys who ‘reject this kind of 

extreme relativism and [those of] historians who claim an absolute objectivity for 

their findings and interpretations’ (Curthoys and Docker 2011, xvi). 

Despite the objections of these eminent critics, I found the Jenkins viewpoint 

liberating: it meant that I as a writer could reinvent what had happened. I could 

create new motivations to replace those that been ascribed to the players in the 

Abrolhos after the shipwreck (during the time most historical accounts portray as a 

time of mutinous motives and violent degradation of anyone not in the ‘ruling’ 

group). Could I be bold enough to use Jenkins’ character-reference for history – 

“From now on History really can be(come) whatever we want it to be(come) or 

nothing at all’ (Jenkins 1999, 57) – as a licence to take the past and make it mine? 

 

*** 

 

If history is ‘truth’ then of course I could not tamper with it in this way. But there are 

deeply divided views on the idea of history as ‘truth’.  One view – commonly held 

by writers – is that it is no more truth than fiction; the other view – commonly held 
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by historians – is that fiction has at its heart invention and imagination and therefore 

history is seen as the antithesis of fiction.   

In 1820 Leopold von Ranke famously declared that historians must show the 

past ‘as it actually, essentially was’ (Curthoys and Docker 2011, 52).  ‘To history has 

been given the function of judging the past, of instructing men for the profit of future 

years. The present attempt does not subscribe to such a lofty undertaking. It merely 

wants to show how it essentially was (wei es egentlich gewesen)’ (von Ranke 2011, 

86). 

Keith Windschuttle’s views are similar to those of von Ranke. In 1994 

Windschuttle published a strident polemic titled The Killing of History: How a 

Discipline is Being Murdered By Literary Critics and Social Theorists, suggesting 

that history was suffering a potentially mortal attack from theorists who asserted that 

it was impossible to tell the truth about the past and who were hostile to the idea of 

‘an objective, knowable past’.  He asserted that ‘if the factual details were not taken 

into account … they could believe anything they like’ (Windshuttle 2002, 9). For 

Windshuttle, facts stand without context and if historians interpret the past otherwise, 

‘truth becomes a lost cause” (Windshuttle 2002, 9).  

The problem of historical truth and how can it be achieved has been debated 

since Herodotus and Thucydides (considered the ‘fathers’ of western historical 

writing) differed in their approaches (Curthoys and Docker 2011, 13). Curthoys 

detects ‘foundational ambiguity in Herodotus and Thucydides themselves in how 

they conceived the historical enterprise’ and asserts that it is from this point that the 

‘doubleness’ of history begins: ‘History as the sustained inquiry into the past, history 

as literary engaged in narrative, history as drama engaged in the creation of 

characters, scenes and speeches’ (Curthoys and Docker 2011, 13). 

This may well have been a formative moment within the discipline of history 

but the defining of ‘it’ or the ‘past’ is hardly a settled matter. Even by reducing the 

scope of what ‘actually, essentially was’ (in von Ranke’s phrasing) to focus solely on 

our own relatively new sovereign state, Australia, it only takes the scantest of 

readings, the shortest of conversations with friends and strangers to find there is little 

agreement, not even on what a reasonable person might have assumed to be basic 

facts. For instance, how many Aboriginal people died in the first years of European 

arrival? Insert a different word for ‘arrival’ – ‘settlement’, ‘occupation’ or ‘invasion’ 

– and already a different framework forms. Curthoys and Docker warn that ‘the 

temptation to declare that the historian can objectively establish the truth about the 
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past is to be resisted. There always has to be a question mark hovering over any 

claim to having attained an objective, let alone scientific, status for one's findings’ 

(http://evatt.org.au/papers/history-fiction.html). 

John Boyne, author of The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas (2006) - a novel about 

the friendship between a child inmate of a Nazi concentration camp and the son of 

the commandant - notes his sense of his responsibilities to history as ‘not to tell 

blatant lies’ (Steger 2007). Boyne chose never to use the word ‘Auschwitz’ in the 

novel but knew his audience would invoke their historical knowledge to place his 

narrative in that most infamous of concentration camps.  So while he says he 

‘decided not to use the actual words in order that the reader would know where, in 

general, I was talking about without making it absolutely specific to any place’, his 

character’s mispronunciation of the name of the camp as ‘Out-With’ is a a none-too-

subtle clue to this. Furthermore, he took other ‘facts of history... changing them 

slightly in order to serve the story’ (Steger 2007). 

Other novelists also regard history as more malleable and regard fiction as 

being much less ‘bound’ by the factuality of history. Delia Falconer is a prime 

example, asserting that the writer of fiction is at liberty to play with and tailor history 

to suit the purposes of their creative work. Her view is that ‘it is entirely appropriate 

to tailor historical detail to suit the sort of book one wishes to write’ (Falconer 

2002b, 3). I suspected I would be a writer who fell somewhere in the middle of these 

two approaches.  

 

*** 

 

In her recent book-length study, History and Fiction: Writers, their Research, 

Worlds and Stories (2016), Gillian Polack observes that the relationship between 

fiction writers and history ‘is complex’ (Polack 2016, 46). It was my growing 

understanding of this complexity that finally led me to see that the project which 

began as ‘The Women of the Batavia’ needed to be transformed into ‘Wrecked’. 

The complexity of the relationship between history and fiction is illustrated 

by the views of writers interviewed by Polack. Some writers claim to write as story-

tellers, not historians: Chris Andrews says ‘I write fiction – fictional characters in 

fictional situations which at best may be placed at a certain period in history… I 

don’t pretend to write anything but fiction’ (Polack 2016, 33), Sally Odgers asserts 

that ‘I try to keep to “truth” and accuracy, but I never use history for the sake of 
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teaching’ (Polack 2016, 32) and Catherine Butler echoes this in saying ‘I have no 

didactic intent, certainly not of a historical nature’ (Polack 2016, 32). Dave Luckett 

encapsulates this range of views when he says: ‘And above all, we are writing 

fiction. It really doesn’t matter if it isn’t quite like what actually happened, even if 

we think we know what that was. What matters is that it holds together….’ (Polack 

2016, 68). I would categorise such views as representing the school of thought which 

advocates that the writer must respectfully ‘shrug off’ the claims of historical 

factuality.  

The opposing school of thought seeks to ‘cling to’ the factuality of history as 

far as possible, but in a manner that is respectful of the needs of fiction. The views of 

this school are also represented in the Polack interviews when novelist Sandra Worth 

says that historical research constitutes ‘a third of her total time spent working on a 

project [for a work of historical fiction]’ (Polack 2016, 51) and Elizabeth Chadwick 

claims to commence intensive researching ‘about a month to six weeks before I start 

writing and continuously throughout all the drafts of the novel. I probably research 

for between half an hour and an hour every day of the year….’ (Polack 2016, 32). 

Dave Luckett takes much the same position, arguing that there is a difference 

‘between facts and facts that are valuable in telling a story’ (my emphasis):  

‘For instance,’ [Luckett] said, ‘what's important about the Battle of 

Hastings, from a narrativist's point of view, is not that it was fought 

in 1066 and that the Saxons lost. What's important is how did the 

mist feel, as it rose from that valley in the first light of dawn, what 

does armour smell like when you've been wearing it for three days, 

and how do you describe the sound when a mounted charge meets 

a shield-wall.’ (Polack 2016, 70)  

Sophie Masson expresses this same idea, but using a different metaphor and thus 

casting a different light on the issue: 

The novel must have ‘texture’ and the source material provides the 

thread for that; but it must be woven into a coherent story shape, 

and that can mean sometimes changing things a little. You can’t 

become a prisoner of your source material or your novel dies; 

equally you can’t just ignore it, or it feels unreal. (Polack 2016, 69) 

Evidence of the ‘complex’ relationship between fiction writers and history 

can also be found by looking at the views of commentators who are more widely 

known and more ‘established’ than the modern writers interviewed by Polack. 
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According to Jerome de Groot, fiction challenges history by exploring the stories of 

the marginalised (de Groot 2010, 112); but according to Lion Feuchtwanger fiction 

uses history to communicate feelings about the writer’s own thoughts and self 

(Feuchtwanger 1935). The Feuchtwanger view is that ‘a serious novelist, when 

working with historical subject matter’, could never regard historical facts ‘as 

anything other than a means of achieving distance, as a metaphor, in order to render 

his own feelings, his own era, his own philosophy, and himself as accurately as 

possible’ (Feuchtwanger 1935).  

Polack’s study is fascinating and valuable because it allows such a wide 

diversity of genuinely-held viewpoints to be aired.  Unfortunately, some of Polack’s 

own statements and conclusions seemed to me to limit or ‘cap’ this diversity, and my 

uneasiness with these statements allowed me to clarify my own position further. 

Gillian Polack is a historian (the first of her two doctoral degrees was in History) and 

– to my mind – her allegiance to history can be seen in the following summative 

statement: 

One of history's roles is to interpret the past for others, to explain 

how we understand it from a reading of sources or a detailed 

analysis of available data or accumulated knowledge. It validates 

culture and creates paths to identity. The role of the fiction writer in 

exploring history, in creating new interpretations and in exploring 

old ones, cannot be underestimated. History is the way we mediate 

with that unreachable past and novels are a powerful way of 

mediating with that history. (Polack 2016, 3) 

This statement tends to put history at the centre of the writer’s universe – or at least 

at the centre of their writerly projects – but as I continued to work on my own project 

I became less sure about the way in which history played such a central role. Did my 

project use history to explore my own experience and concerns, or did it seek to 

explore a series of events and experiences in the past?  

 

*** 

 

Whilst that question was reverberating in my mind, other questions arose. Since there 

is so little agreement about the nature and function of history, why is there such a 

fuss when the novelist chooses to write history into fiction?  In particular, why is the 

argument often bitter and vitriolic? 
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When writing Alias Grace (1996), her novel about the trial of Grace Marks, 

Margaret Atwood provided an account of her approach which demonstrates her 

sensible and respectful attitude to history: 'when there was a solid fact, I could not 

alter it … but in the parts left unexplained - the gaps left unfilled - I was free to 

invent' (Atwood 1998, 13). Kate Grenville made a similarly sensible and modest 

claim on her website about her novel The Secret River (2005):  

Here it is in plain words: I don't think The Secret River is history. 

… Nor did I ever say that I thought my novel was history. In fact, 

on countless occasions I was at pains to make it clear that I knew it 

wasn't.  (Grenville 2006) 

Promoting the release of The Secret River in a radio interview with Ramona Koval, 

Grenville was asked where she thought her book stood in the ‘history wars’. 

(According to McIntyre, the so-called ‘History Wars’ were ‘concerned with the 

obligations of the historian and the demands of patriotism … of us against them, 

right and wrong, of a single correct view of history, a misunderstanding of the 

discipline of history and a profound hostility to the history profession’ [McIntyre, 

2003 p.77].) Grenville answered that ‘Mine [her novel] would be on a ladder looking 

down on the history wars … outside the fray’ (Koval 2005). This reply proved to be 

highly controversial, revealing an attitude amongst many (especially historians) 

which accorded a privileged and in some ways ‘untouchable’ status to history whilst 

belittling (and severely limiting) the status and function of fiction. 

The issues concerning Grenville’s work were not new. For example, back in 

1996, when discussing David Malouf’s novels Remembering Babylon (1993) and 

The Conversations at Curlow Creek (1996), Helen Daniel had asked Malouf if there 

was a new trend towards ‘fictive history’ in Australian writing. Malouf’s answer 

provides some insight into a position many novelists have taken (and one I assumed I 

would take in my creative work): 

…our only way of grasping our history - and by history I mean 

what has happened to us and what determines what we are now and 

where we are now - the only way of really coming to terms with 

that is by people’s entering into it in their imagination, not by the 

world of facts, but by being there. And the only thing that really 

puts you there in that kind of way is fiction. (Malouf, in Daniel 

1996, p.1)  
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Peter Carey has also expressed similar ideas, admitting to haven taken a ‘snippet of 

history and given it a totally new interpretation’ (Gaile 2005, 9); he claims that 

‘Australian history is filled with denial and a false consciousness’ and feels his role 

as a fiction writer is to help readers see there are ‘many ways to think about what 

happened’ (Gaile 2005, 7).  

Critic Mark McKenna subsequently cautioned about dangers if the fictive 

approach came to be seen as ‘the only one that can propel whole societies into a 

deeper state of awareness’ (McKenna 2006, 100). ‘If readers are both more willing to 

trust fiction as history and more content to accept a stereotype of historians’ work as 

boring hiding behind the pretence of objectivity … it raises crucial questions for the  

writing of both history and fiction’ (McKenna 2006, 197). Similarly, when he heard 

Grenville’s 2005 radio comments, McKenna wanted to call the ABC immediately 

and protest on behalf of all historians: he disputed her claim that her fiction offered 

‘the power of empathy and understanding, leaving the historians at the bottom of the 

ladder as they argue over mere details and facts’ (McKenna 2006, 103) and argued 

that ‘her depiction of historians [was] a final example of how the “history wars” have 

served to paint a crude picture of historians’ (McKenna 2006, 104). 

The question is, can historical fiction live alongside history and what is owed 

to each? 

 

*** 

 

The most detailed and controversial response to Grenville’s approach in The Secret 

River came from Inga Clendinnen in her long essay ‘The History Question’. I need to 

ask my reader to bear with me as I outline my response to Clendinnen’s essay, for 

this is the best way to document other factors that played a role in ‘The Women of 

the Batavia’ becoming ‘Wrecked’. 

One of Clendinnen’s earliest attacks on The Secret River is this: 

from the opening gambit (worthy fellow, trivial offence, 

transportation to Botany Bay) I was pretty sure I knew the plot; 

when the worthy fellow took up land on the Hawkesbury and saw 

those shadows flitting behind the trees, I was sure of it. Historians 

are puritans when it comes to the novelisation of history…. 

(Clendinnen 2006, 28-29) 

It is the tone and level of commentary in the above that I find disconcerting. The first 
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sentence is an implied accusation that the novel is predictable and derivative – but 

phrased in language that is arch and evasive. Is this really best practice in critical 

expression? The second sentence initially seems fine, especially when treated as a 

statement written in an age that is not particularly enamoured with Puritanism; it 

seems disarmingly self-critical –  but as the essay continues the reader becomes 

aware that the ‘puritan’ stance is being upheld and celebrated. 

 These problems with the tone and level of commentary are not confined to 

Clendinnen’s ‘side’ in this debate, for Clendinnen quotes the following in relation to 

Kate Grenville and her ‘side’ of the matter: 

after she had published The Idea of Perfection and when she was 

just embarking on research into her ancestor Solomon Wiseman 

(splendidly improbable name), Grenville took part in a seminar 

with historians at the National Library in Canberra. She titled her 

talk, with typical élan, ‘The Novelist as Barbarian’. Why 

‘barbarian’? Because as a novelist, my relationship to history has 

always been pretty much the same relationship the Goths had to 

Rome. History for a greedy novelist like me is just one more place 

to pillage … What we’re after, of course, is stories … Having found 

them, we then proceed to fiddle with them to make them the way we 

want them to be, rather than the way they really were. We get it 

wrong, wilfully and knowingly…  (Clendinnen 2006, 29)  

Having no reason to doubt the veracity of Clendinnen’s reporting, I can only record 

my disappointment at this. What difference is there between an unevaluated 

privileging of the puritan and an unevaluated celebration of the barbarian and the 

‘pillaging’ behaviour of the ‘greedy novelist’, or the blithe celebration of ‘get[ting] it 

wrong, willfully and knowingly’? More importantly, why do both sides need to 

descend to this level? 

 Clendinnen then discusses Grenville’s changing and evolving attitudes to 

history and fiction and the roles and responsibilities of the historian and the novelist. 

(Clendinnen’s account is evidently based upon Grenville’s statements in interview.) 

Like everybody embarking on a new project, Grenville 

fantasised a general reformation of work methods: I’ll be orderly 

and systematic. I’ll find out everything there is to know about 

Solomon Wiseman. But she knew her novelist’s nature: In fact, of 

course, I suspect I’ll do my usual smash-and-grab raid on history. 
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I’ll research only until I find something juicy, and then I’ll run off 

with it and turn it into something else. 

Then during her research for the The Secret River Grenville 

experienced a deeper epiphany. She discovered she could write 

history after all. The novel is a serious attempt to do history, but 

value-added history: history given life and flesh by a novelist’s 

imagination. Grenville sees her novel as a work of history sailing 

triumphantly beyond the constrictions of the formal discipline of 

history-writing. (Clendinnen 2006, 30) 

Clendinnen’s scholarly method is sometimes hard to follow: she uses italics to record 

Grenville’s ‘dialogue’ in interview (claiming that she bases this practice on 

Grenville’s method of representing dialogue in her first novel, Lilian’s Story) but at 

other points she uses conventional inverted commas for quotations (which are 

unsourced, since the only reference is to interviews). Applying this to the material 

quoted above, it can be seen that Grenville has foolishly (and recklessly) referred to 

her own methodology as being that of a ‘smash-and-grab raid’ (as opposed to 

anything ‘orderly and systematic’) because this appears in italics. But what is the 

provenance of the concept of ‘value-added history’? This seems not to be Grenville’s 

term (because it is neither italicised nor placed in inverted commas), so it must be 

Clendinnen’s coinage – however Clendinnen’s essay makes it clear that she sees no 

value in this kind of history, so once again we seem to have a critic using coy and 

evasive language (or else simply indulging in rather childish sarcasm). 

 The idea of ‘value-added history’ seized my imagination as a sensible 

possibility to explore: it suggested that history could be the fixed collection of facts 

that historians want it to be (in Clendinnen’s view) but it could nevertheless be 

extended through a process of ‘value-adding’ which allowed it to be adapted for the 

purposes of fiction. The process of ‘value-adding’, I felt, could be defined and was 

not a blurry concept: it would involve assembling close knowledge of the historical 

facts but then supplementing this with the kind of imaginative flair that makes a 

novelist a novelist. I felt I would even go so far as to say that the process of applying 

‘imaginative flair’ could also be described: it would involve applying the writer’s 

sense of human character and motivation within bounds established by the writer’s 

sense of the historical facts. In a 2005 radio interview with Ramona Koval on Radio 

National (quoted by Clendinnen), Grenville seemed to endorse this process in her 

account of how she constructed direct speech for her historical characters: 
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I needed a voice that was kind of plausible for [the main character] 

Thornhill … What I ended up with was something that was fairly 

plain. The vocabulary is quite plain, the syntax is quite plain, but I 

hope that by arranging quite plain words in perhaps slightly 

unusual ways, I would get a slightly antique feeling and also a 

plausible voice for this Thames bargeman … Every now and again 

I drop in a slightly antique word like ‘britches’ or ‘vittles’ and 

hope, also, that that gives a kind of antique flavour without being 

literally ‘ye olde’.  (Grenville as quoted by Clendinnen 2006, 31) 

 Having quoted Grenville on this matter, Clendinnen offers the following: 

Reflection: this simulation of appropriate speech styles is an 

enduring problem for novelists. It is not a problem for historians 

because either they are using their own ordinary language, or 

quoting directly from contemporary documents. (Clendinnen 2006, 

31) 

Initially the purpose of this ‘reflection’ seems to be to make an innocuous, simple 

statement that historians are free of this problem which bedevils novelists. But, as 

one reads on, one begins to feel that a value judgement is implied: historians are not 

bedeviled by the problem because their role is more pure. The presence of implicit 

value judgement strengthens as Clendinnen further recounts the 2005 interview with 

Grenville: 

Koval: ‘Did settlers regard Aborigines as non-human?’ Grenville: a 

few might have thought that, but most did not. [Clendinnen:] But 

how can we know whether ‘most’ or ‘few’? (Clendinnen 2006, 32) 

That’s a reasonable question – but does it preclude the novelist from offering a 

fictional scenario based upon one or other hypothesis? If it does, is that not 

tantamount to saying that uncertainty therefore precludes the exercise of 

imagination? Clendinnen then resumes by recounting what she describes as ‘some 

confident psychological analysis’ from Grenville: 

[Settlers] allowed themselves to get into a kind of rationalisation 

about the Aborigines’ attitude to land. They allowed themselves to 

pretend that because the Aborigines were nomads, they therefore 

had no particular attachment to place. But it was a real 

schizophrenia because at the very same moment … when you read 

the research you see this double-think going on … they could … 
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recognise that Aborigines burst into cries of joy when they were 

returned to their own place … so I think there was a huge double-

think going on. 

Grenville concludes, therefore, that the tragedy could have 

been avoided: You want to go back 200 years and say to the 

settlers, ‘Look, this is how the Aborigines are,’ and to the 

Aborigines, ‘Look, this is why the settlers are behaving the way 

they are. Let’s understand this. There’s no need for all this 

brutality.’ The novelist has decided that violence was unnecessary: 

that the contest over the land, being due to a failure of 

communication, could have been resolved by discussion. The 

historian asks: given the incompatible uses to which the land was to 

be put, how could violence have been avoided?  (Clendinnen 2006, 

32) 

Here, again, Clendinnen precludes any middle-ground position, even if that position 

is presented as avowedly fictional. I would also note that Clendinnen expresses the 

novelist’s position as a fixed position (‘has decided’, ‘could have been resolved’) 

whereas the historian is presented as merely proposing a question. Even if this verbal 

loading-of-the-dice is unintentional, I still find it disconcerting that a prominent critic 

fails to remove such material on final editing. More importantly, I find myself asking 

why the novelist should not be free to propose in fiction a way in which violence 

might have been avoided? (What real purpose is served by asking the question if an 

answer cannot be provided, at least through the rhetoric of fiction?) 

 My criticisms of Clendinnen do not mean that Grenville’s outlook emerges 

well from the debate. Consider the following, as Clendinnen continues:  

Grenville reveals a contemporary delicacy of mind when she 

declares she will not attempt to enter the minds of her Aboriginal 

characters, first because of political sensibility (there has been 

enough appropriation already) but also because that’s not a story I 

could tell. I do believe that you have to draw on what you know to 

write well, and I don’t pretend to understand or be able to 

empathise particularly with a tribal Aboriginal person from 200 

years ago; that’s beyond me. Yet she acknowledges no such 

difficulty empathising with assorted Britishers from 200 years ago, 

stepping so confidently into their minds that she is ready to 
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diagnose not only ‘double-think’, which might be inferred from 

incompatible statements and incoherent responses, but ‘paranoia’. 

(Clendinnen 2006, 33) 

The issue of white appropriation of the Indigenous viewpoint is certainly a matter of 

importance and of great sensitivity – but it has nothing to do with the issue being 

debated. Grenville’s choice not to step across this self-imposed barrier is no different 

in any respect (practical, political, or moral) to the historian’s choice not to speculate 

beyond known facts. This strand of the debate leaves me feeling locked in stasis. But 

it is Grenville’s other statements which are even more disconcerting. 

 The first of these, quoted above, is her admission that it is ‘beyond [her]’ to 

try imaginatively ‘to understand or be able to empathise particularly with a tribal 

Aboriginal person from 200 years ago’. Such a blockage was not shared by Eleanor 

Dark (The Timeless Land [1941]) or Archie Weller (Land of the Golden Clouds 

[1999]), yet Grenville’s comment seems to assume the understanding and assent of 

the listener. But what is it that blocks her imagination in this respect, especially when 

it does not block her understanding of ‘assorted Britishers from 200 years ago’? Is it 

a lack of factual knowledge about the subject? If so, doesn’t that just take us back to 

the point where the whole debate began? 

 My enthusiasm for the fledgling possibility of ‘value-added history’ derives 

from two things – (i) an understanding that fiction and history are different processes 

leading to different products, and (ii) an understanding of the point made by Sir 

Philip Sidney (1554-1586) when he states that literature ‘ne[v]er affirmeth’ because 

‘[t]he poet ne[v]er maketh any circles about your imagination, to conjure you to 

[believe] for true what he writes’ (1583, p.128). The two points are in effect one and 

the same, each asserting that history (which ‘affirmeth’ its facts) is a product 

resulting from a process different to that which produces fiction (which ‘never 

affirmeth’). In short, my humble idea is that there is room in the world for both forms 

of discourse to enjoy a peaceful co-existence. Part of the problem with the 

Grenville/Clendinnen debate is that both sides seem determined to best each other, 

with Grenville attempting to ‘super-affirm’ the role and position of fiction: 

Then came the passage which must have annoyed every 

historian who read it. Asked where she stood on the history wars, 

Grenville said she was up on a stepladder, looking down on the 

historians battling away below about the details of exactly when 

and where and how many and how much, and they’ve got 
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themselves into these polarised positions … but a novelist can 

stand up on a stepladder and look down at this, outside the fray, 

and say there is another way to understand it. You can set two 

sides against each other and ask which side will win … or you can 

go up on the stepladder and look down and say, well, nobody is 

going to win. And then: Once you can actually get inside the 

experience, it’s no longer a matter of who’s going to win, it’s 

simply a matter of yes, now I understand both sides. 

Novelists ‘can actually get inside the experience’; historians 

do not and cannot; historians are in a constant state of affray. 

Grenville concludes with a statement about her method: The 

historians are doing their thing, but let me as a novelist come to it 

in a different way, which is the way of empathising and imaginative 

understanding of those difficult events. How will she do that? 

Basically to think, well, what would I have done in that situation, 

and what sort of a person would that make me? (Clendinnen 2006, 

33-34) 

So let me explain where this leaves me. First, my esteem for these respected 

figures is somewhat shaken by their cavalier use of language (whether it be 

Clendinnen’s evasive comments or Grenville’s outrageous metaphors); I feel an 

important debate has been diminished, even made tawdry. Secondly, I feel as if the 

whole debate has been compromised by a desire to ‘win’ or to ‘stand higher’ (even if 

only on a ‘stepladder’) and this has precluded any serious rational discussion of the 

possibility that fiction can have a fruitful link with history. 

As I have said, I feel attracted to exploring Clendinnen’s idea of ‘value-added 

history’ and I regard many of Grenville’s discussions of her creative process as 

describing how the ‘value-adding’ might occur. If the ‘puritan’ approach is to regard 

history as a finite set of reliable, validated facts, I can see nothing wrong with the co-

existence of a more ‘libertine’ approach which allows the judicious application of 

imagination to those facts, extending them through the exercise of research and of 

empathy. But ‘peaceful co-existence’ of this kind seems unacceptable to either ‘side’ 

of the formal debate between the respected experts; the statement that comes closest 

to any kind of reconciliation is from Clendinnen, but it begins with sarcasm and ends 

with an agreement to disagree that places each ‘side’ on the edge of a ‘gulf’: 

So here we have it: Grenville’s secret method for penetrating 
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British minds – although not Aboriginal ones, which must remain 

forever closed to us – is Applied Empathy: the peculiar talent of the 

novelist to penetrate other minds through exercising her imagination 

upon fragmentary, ambiguous, sometimes contradictory evidence. 

Grenville’s claim to ‘know’ with equal certainty both what is 

intimated within the records, and what is beyond it, exposes the gulf 

between ‘doing history’ and ‘doing fiction’. (Clendinnen 2006, 34) 

Where does this leave me? Having thought (or at least hoped) that my own 

attitudes might lie in a middle ground that respectfully straddled many of the 

complexities of a complicated issue, I find myself stranded on one side of an 

artificial ‘gulf’. So let me turn to more positive matters by discussing a work of 

historical fiction that changed my outlook on myself, the world, and the way fiction 

interacts with the world. 
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3. Beloved 

 

Toni Morrison’s novel Beloved (2010) played an important role in motivating me to 

want to tell the story of the women of the Batavia. I hoped to speak for those women 

in the way that Morrison spoke for the victims of slavery. 

I had read Beloved as a young woman and not understood it at all. The 

language had confused me. The speech. The structure.  I clearly remember being 

angry with myself for failing to understand a novel that was so ‘important’. Or 

perhaps I was angry with her for writing something I didn’t understand, knowing 

little about slavery and never before having had to face the consequences of its 

savagery outside a narrative of the slave ‘hero’ battling for freedom. Most of my 

knowledge at the time I think I’d gained from watching Alex Haley’s powerful but 

very different novel adapted in the TV series Roots (1976). Maybe it was just that 

Morrison ‘don’t translate for white readers’ (Morrison 2010, 4) and that, while I had 

read widely, before Morrison I hadn’t read anyone who wasn’t writing primarily for 

a white middle-class audience and who was not of that demographic themselves. 

Ursula LeGuin, Margaret Atwood, Janette Turner Hospital, Gillian Mears and Doris 

Lessing were some of the authors I was reading at the time I first picked up 

Morrison. All were much more easily understood.  

Morrison emphasises the importance of holding her own gaze in her writing, 

stating in an interview with Ghansah that ‘what I’m interested in is writing without 

the gaze, without the white gaze’ (2015). I now understood what it was I’d felt all 

those years before; Morrison was not interested in accommodating my discomfort. If 

I was to ‘get’ her writing I had to step out of my cultural framework. 

On that first reading of Beloved it may as well have been written in another 

language, I struggled so hard with it. While it puzzled me, it also sent me looking for 

writers out of my comfort zone. I found Maxine Hong-Kingston and Isabelle 

Allende. Even their ghosts I found more understandable than Morrison’s.  More 

straightforward. Good or evil. But not Beloved; it was complex and multi-faceted.  It 

took years to find the courage to come back to Beloved, though I read Sula and other 

work by Morrison without feeling quite the same slap Beloved had given me. Wake 

up white girl, it had hollered at me, and I was ashamed at not knowing what exactly 

she wanted me to wake up to.  
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I’ve re-read Beloved several times over the years and I remain in awe at how 

Morrison has managed to construct something so fragmented, elusive, poignant and 

achingly sad. I am in awe at the way the ‘60 million or more’ she dedicates the book 

to are claustrophobically present without showing their faces.  Morrison understands 

the power in leaving some things unspoken, allowing the reader to imagine the 

details. ‘More than the rest, they killed the flirt whom folks called Life for leading 

them on. Making them think the next sunrise would be worth it; that another stroke 

of time would do it at last. Only when she was dead would they be safe’ (Morrison 

2010, 128). Through the characters’ reflections, so economically and effectively 

rendered, the reader understands that the slave experience is a shared black African 

American experience. Paul D. knows that ‘If a Negro got legs he ought to use them. 

Sit down too long, somebody will figure out a way to tie them up’ (Morrison 2010, 

11) and Sethe sees that ‘there is no bad luck in the world but whitefolks’ (Morrison 

2010, 105). It is through the character of Stamp Paid that the reader is provided with 

an overview of the ideology behind slavery and its consequences: 

White people believed that whatever the manners, under every dark 

skin was a jungle. Swift unnavigable waters, swinging screaming 

baboons, sleeping snakes, red gums ready for their sweet white 

blood. In a way … they were right. … But it wasn’t the jungle 

blacks brought with them to this place. … It was the jungle 

whitefolks planted in them. And it grew. It spread … until it 

invaded the whites who had made it. … Made them bloody, silly, 

worse than even they wanted to be, so scared were they of the 

jungle they had made. The screaming baboon lived under their own 

white skin; the red gums were their own. (Morrison 2010, 124) 

This evoking and using of ‘white’ attitudes towards black people and turning it back 

on them is not only superb imagery but a skilful way of again ensuring the reader 

doesn’t forget the weighty representation the characters are charged with. It’s a novel 

written to remember all the slaves, those that made it across middle passage and 

those that didn’t. Most importantly, the novel seeks to ensure that there is a collective 

understanding that the actions of the past will resonate negatively, in both the 

oppressor and oppressed, unless there is some truthful reckoning. 

While my completed novel is markedly different, this concept of the past in the 

present was central to my thinking and motivation. In the beginning of the creative 

process I imagined I would be writing a novel about a ghost (the ghost of one of the 
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women from the Batavia). Like the ghost in Beloved, she would be representative of 

others, in this case of other women who had suffered sexual abuse and its attendant 

violence, both in her own time (for unlike Morrison’s ghost, my ghost would belong 

to a time well in the past) and in the present contemporary setting where Fin the 

novel’s protagonist resided. At this stage of the process I was still thinking I would 

be writing an historical novel about the Batavia’s women. 

 

*** 

 

In her preface to the Vintage reading guide edition of Beloved, Morrison writes about 

how she came to the novel. After leaving her job she was contemplating the idea of 

her freedom, which triggered her to consider slavery and all its restrictions. 

(Morrison regards the association of these ideas as natural to a degree which I 

surmise is a result of our very different histories.)  Trying to find a way to write 

about slavery, she remembered a book based on the real story of Margaret Garner 

who murdered her daughter rather than have her returned under the fugitive slave act.  

But the historical narrative had too little ‘imaginative space for her purposes’ 

(Morrison 2010, xi) so Morrison decided to invent thoughts for her characters and 

‘[have] a subtext that was historically true in essence but not strictly factual in order 

to relate her history to contemporary issues about freedom, responsibility and 

women’s “place”’ (Morrison 2010, xi).  I too thought a process of creating an 

imagined past would be of value to my creative work. 

At the time of writing Beloved, Morrison was highly politicised about civil and 

women’s rights.  I share her belief in the power of feminism to change perceptions 

and it was a driving force in the motivation to write my story and though the story 

deviated from being historical fiction it stayed true to its feminist goals to speak for 

those who are ‘other’. 

Morrison already had a considerable reputation as a feminist theorist and it is 

no surprise she is also concerned with gender politics in a novel about slavery.   Only 

twelve percent of all slave narratives from which Morrison drew her inspiration were 

written by women (Parini 2004, 108), so it can be asserted that in re-imagining 

slavery from a black female point of view Beloved constitutes a significant  

contribution to ‘the  reauthorization…. A recovery of “her” centrality to the slave 

story’ (Rody 2001, 23). 
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Beloved offered me much to consider in an approach to my own creative work. 

It is a ‘strange idiosyncratic imaginative world [in] its revival of gothic conventions 

[such as] the haunted house, the bloody secret, the sexually alluring ghost’ (Rody, 

2001, 20). 

Gothic conventions are a part of my literary tradition, Austen, Shelley, 

Coleridge and Byron being perhaps the most famous of these, together with 

Faulkner, one of my favourites. The aspect of gothic I was most interested in was the 

ghost, which was why I originally planned the novel around such a character. I had 

grown up in the Solomon Islands, raised to a great extent within a traditional local 

family who cared for us children while our parents busied themselves with god’s 

work.  Christianity may have gained converts but no Melanesian in my circle had 

renounced other beliefs. A spirit world was accepted as real and stories told to me (to 

amuse, caution or soothe into sleep) often featured a ghost.  From an early age I took 

on ghosts as more than stories. They existed, and like humans were fair and foul.  

Furthermore, in the life I’ve now made, living for over twenty years in Central 

Australia, the Arrernte people, traditional owners of Alice Springs, have taught me 

much about their spirit world. What was happening on a plane I couldn’t see was 

considered vital to my safety as an outsider. I’ve travelled miles covered by blankets 

to hide from spirits and never slept outside a circle of protective dark skinned bodies 

when out bush.   

So it was both personal experiences and a literary backgrounding which 

encouraged me to bring ghosts into the creative work. In fact it seemed the natural 

thing to do. It took me a long time to see that my historical ghost would not have 

what was required to progress a narrative.  But I get ahead of myself. 

According to Rody, Beloved ‘achieves the realist portrayal of great “social 

trends and historical forces” that George Lukacs endorses in the classic historical 

novels as offering a “prehistory of the present”’ (Rody 2001, 20). Post-structuralist 

critics of African-American historical fiction would say Beloved is less about the 

social trends and historical forces of its time-period, and more about the problem of 

writing history in the complicated moment in which we tell the past (Hutcheon 1988, 

125).  

The problem is more that to read Beloved in this way denies that Beloved (and 

other African American contemporary novels of slavery) are concerned with a 

‘historical truth’ (Rody 2001, 67). It is my view that in many ethnic, indigenous, 

feminist and post-colonial texts there is an impulse to ‘create an authoritative voice. 
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Not to undermine an existing one’ (Zimmerman 1986, 84). Morrison calls on writers 

to ‘put the authority back in the hands of the slave’ (Morrison 1974, 86) and I take 

this to mean empowering those who have been wronged, those who have been 

silenced.  It means changing the power dynamics. It suited me and the ambitions I 

had for my planned narrative. 

 

*** 

 

I allowed myself to write my way towards exploring this ‘after life of the past’ 

(Braidotti 2008, 1) that had been a driving original  inspiration. I started writing on 

the premise that the focus was the afterlife of the (Batavia’s) past and that I would be 

righting the wrong of silencing the women’s story of violent abuse. I assumed my 

characters would represent all women who are silenced and cannot speak of their 

oppression. It was a grand idea, inspired as much by what wasn’t written as by a 

novel like Beloved which had conveyed its representations of a brutal history so 

evocatively.  

I placed the narrative of the past into the hands of Lucretia, the grandest of the 

ladies aboard the Batavia. She was at first the obvious ‘authority’.  

It wasn’t that more was known ‘historically’ about her than the other women, 

for an equal amount was known of the Predicant’s daughter, Judick; rather, it was the 

way Lucretia had been portrayed as a rather saintly beauty.  This seemed shallow and 

one dimensional and I thought this added insult to her ‘unheard’ position.1 

As the creative work bumbled along I became less and less sure I’d chosen the 

right narrator.  I thought that perhaps one of the women who didn’t even really exist 

in the Dutch East Indies records would be better – a seventh surviving woman who is 

never named…. Or maybe I should stick to taking a new angle on a historically-

known figure, as Morrison had done with Margaret Garner (upon whom Morrison’s 

main character, Sethe, is based [Bynum 2010, 3]).   

Whichever character I chose, she would have to stand as a sole representative 

of the Batavia’s women; she would be the first to speak. But it might be that many 

would think she was better left silenced. Rody claims the paucity of literary books 

looking at the subject of slave narratives until fairly recently was because of  ‘the 

overwhelming impact of a trauma still too close and life conditions and looming 
																																																								
1		Oddly,	Dash	actually	refers	to	his	wife	in	the	book’s	dedication	as	his	Creejse	(Lucretia’s	other	
name).		I	regarded	this	as	an	intriguing		romantic	indulgence	for	an	author	who	claims	his	book	
is	serious	non-fiction	–	and	one	I	didn’t	think	for	a	moment	a	woman	could	get	away	with.	
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threats too unchanged, as well as the greater, perceived need for uplifting the 

representations of Race’ (Rody 2001, 22). The return to the subject of slavery was as 

part of an exploration of cultural identity, part of the process by which rising nations 

‘look back and explain to the world the past that produced their emergence in 

strength’ (Rody 2001, 20). But was that really what I was doing, when my historical 

characters were not even related to the settlers who a century later started invading 

the country from the eastern shore? And in what way was colonisation really a theme 

in my planned work? I wasn’t certain that it was, yet it felt as if, through my 

characters, I would be grappling with the idea of identity even if it remained very 

badly expressed in the creative work. 

An exploration of cultural identity is not exclusively an American or African-

American impulse. It’s a global trend reflected in newer writing - though I’m 

tempted to say that it is not the writing which is new but the audience. Wright’s 

Carpentaria (2006) is probably the best Australian example I know of a work which 

has not just challenged a view of our past but how it might be spoken of.  It does not 

simply subvert a European understanding of contact history, it gives myth and reality 

equal access to an authorial voice.  Furthermore the ‘temporal structure of the novel 

has traumatic characteristics [and] conveys how the traumatized colonised mind 

struggles with unacceptable history’ (Atkinson 2015). 

A Waanji woman, Wright clearly has a different experience of the colonisation 

process and had to find a way to ‘write herself’ (Cixous, Cohen and Cohen 1976, 

875-893). Wright’s novel could not be constrained ‘in a capsule that was either time 

or incident specific. It would not confirm to English as we know it’ (Atkinson 2015). 

Speaking at a Miles Franklin touring dinner, Wright explained that she had no idea 

how to do this until one day, walking across a bridge in Alice Springs behind two old 

Aboriginal men and listening as they chatted, she realized she had to bring ‘their’ 

voice in (Wright 2006).  Like much African American writing and Beloved in 

particular, which challenges racist ideologies of literary authority (Rudy 2001), 

Carpentaria has tried to accomplish this in an Australian context.  

My planned novel would not be doing that - but I could see that the need for a 

new way of writing when challenging an accepted historical truth would apply 

equally to my work in its challenge to dominant narrative. As Ravenscroft argues, 

the how is as important as the what:  

to argue that an emphasis on facts—on the supposedly objective 

shape of a mountain, its measurements—but equally an emphasis 
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on white imaginative powers risks repeating the same old story, 

with all the reiterations of colonial impulses that this implies. 

(Ravenscroft 2013, 1) 

Morrison has stated in interview that the question she asks herself when 

reading slave narrative is ‘Who is she, you know? Who is she…?’  (Stepto 1977, 

489). The tales of suffering and strength she found incredible: ‘you mean to tell me 

she beat the dogs, and the man, and pulled a stump out of the ground’ (Stepto 1977, 

489). The questions I was asking of my original female protagonist were similar. 

Who is she? Who is this woman who survives over ninety days on a low-lying 

island, where the wind blows incessantly and where there is no fresh water, limited 

food and no freedom. How did she cope, living on that island with a man so violent 

that ‘[he had] planned to murder all the people’ as Pelsaert later said of Cornelisz 

(Dash 2003, 322). Two hundred and sixty-eight survivors were left stranded after the 

forty-eight went to Batavia with Pelsaert. Three months later one hundred and 

twenty-five of these people had been murdered (Museum 2004). Who was this 

woman who survived?  

There are few witness accounts of the bloodshed at Beacon Island (where most 

of the survivors of the Batavia were based) and no accounts from the women at all. 

Women were not able to provide witness statements, perhaps in part because Dutch 

law at the time relied on confession not evidence to prove crime. (Dash 2003, 212),  

Rape was only a crime if the woman was honourable (Gerritsen 2011, 1) and this 

may explain why Loos vehemently denied  raping Lucretia before a court set up on 

Pelsaert’s return, but admitted to having sexually assaulted two other women; he was 

banished to the mainland but not hanged for his crime (Gerritsen 2011, 15). 

What about the cost of the ordeal on the women? Ninety days is enough time to 

get pregnant and know it three times over. So there may have been abortions, or 

pregnancies which would bear life later.  It was not out of the question that some of 

the women may already have been pregnant from relations (consensual or otherwise) 

while still at sea. For me there were many unanswered questions about life following 

the shipwrecking of the Batavia - despite The Australian newspaper’s claim that 

Dash’s book ‘captures the reader with a narrative based on dogged research more 

richly evocative of character and place than any fiction…. Batavia’s Graveyard 

shows how history, when it is well written and researched leaves today’s trendy 

servings of fact-mulched fiction for dead’ (Dash 2003, Cover-blurb). Unfortunately 

Batavia’s Graveyard fails to capture the women’s story except as passive players in 
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a drama of good and evil men. The things that were not said by Dash became the 

points from which the story I wanted to write would emerge.  As Morrison states, 

‘the holes are what I looked not to fill necessarily but certainly where I wanted my 

voice to come from’ (Morrison 2010, 5). 

While our subjects may appear different, the basic themes of empowering and 

giving voice to the unheard are something I share with Morrison (in whatever lowly 

way). We also share values as writers, for Morrison has said ‘If anything I do in the 

way of writing novels isn’t about the village or the community or about you, then it’s 

not about anything’ (Morrison, cited in Rody, 2001, 25). 

All my own novels have in some way borne out this creed.  On the Edge of Red 

(1998) explores through a central white female character what it is to belong in a 

cross cultural context. Nina and Ella in Out of Place (2006) look for ways to heal 

after the death of their daughter and sister, not sure how to grieve. And the latest, 

From Alice with Love (2013), explores one white woman’s relationship with an 

Aboriginal family and the complexities of supporting a dream of an outstation school 

during the white intervention into Aboriginal communities. Each of the novels is led 

by a strong female character whose issues relate to me. 

The planned Batavia novel would also have a strong protagonist. Grief would 

be the core which drove her, reflecting my personal wreck after the suicide of my 

first boyfriend. The repercussions of this compounded my grief and sense of lack of 

control, and acted as a motivator without ever putting a word about this on the page. 

Like Morrison in pursuing her idea of how to write Beloved - and who knew it 

wasn’t the history which troubled her, but the grief - I knew it too (Rody 2001, 103). 

 

*** 

 

An outstanding and inspiring feature of Beloved is the role the narrative structure 

plays, so eloquently supporting the writer’s themes. It breaks the traditional linear 

narrative structure and makes the past and the present occupy the same space (a 

space, I might add, which the reader must work hard to hold as multiple viewpoints 

of central events are offered, creating an ambiguity in the narration). Morrison talks 

about wanting to set up the novel ‘so the reader is thrown ruthlessly into an alien 

environment as the first step in the shared experience’ (Morrison 2010, 3), and when 

I read this I knew I had started my story in the wrong place.  

I had to think again. Perhaps the beginning was not the right place. Perhaps it 
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was a contemporary protagonist I needed, not historical Lucretia.  

Another stumbling-block for me was the influence of the stylistic devices used 

by Morrison, especially her technique of ‘using isolated remembered details, 

metonymies for un-recountable emotional experiences’ as a way of ‘filling in holes’ 

(Rody 2001, 27). These small descriptions of ‘isolated remembered details’ convey 

much that cannot otherwise be known, and Rody argues that these descriptions are 

all the more poignant for their banality. The challenge was that my subject was 

neither as large nor as well known, however it was a technique I wanted to include in 

my own work. An outstanding example of this technique is when Morrison has Baby 

Shugg recall the little she remembers of her children: ‘My first born. All I can 

remember of her is she liked the burned bottom of bread. Can you beat that? Eight 

children and that’s all I remember’ (Morrison 2010, p. 6). The rebuke of the veracity 

of this claim is made by her daughter in law, Sethe, as after all this is a narrative 

turning on daughterly relationships (Rody 2001, 20). ‘That’s all you let yourself 

remember,’ Sethe tells her. The exchange empowers the reader to understand much 

more about the power structure of relationship. It also serves as a reminder that being 

in charge of one’s memory is an agency even slavery cannot quash (Morrison 2010, 

6).   

Our connection to the text’s emotional weight is made because we must 

remember for Baby Shuggs and, having thus invested in the scene, it becomes more 

powerful. In this shared remembering process three sets of memories interplay: the 

writer’s, the character’s and the reader’s. 

This was a problem for me, because at this time I didn’t want to do any 

remembering that would challenge my memories. Having invented a contemporary 

character, I had no will to create her. The whole process was too personal.  

 

*** 

 

My very first working title for this novel was ‘To the Islands’, a title borrowed from 

Stow perhaps because like him I believed ‘the environment of a writer is as much 

inside him as in what he observes’ (Grono and Haskell 2010, 1). Months had passed 

but all I had in the creative work was two frames of time (three months around the 

wreck in 1629 and the actions at the island in June of 1976), a broader historical 

timeline, a group of characters from a film crew, and a series of interconnecting 

events. The missing story, one of grief and loss, was not yet showing itself to have 
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any form at all. I had a plot of sorts, a wonky structure, and some characterisation, 

but clearly the book was missing a ‘heart’.  
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4. Feminism, Fin, and Memory  

 

There are many ways to describe feminism and a many more strands of feminist 

theory.  I have based my understanding of the term on Rich, firstly because it is 

broad and fairly succinct and secondly because her critical and creative work was 

influential on this project: 

Feminism means finally that we renounce our obedience to the fathers 

and recognize that the world they have described is not the whole 

world. Masculine ideologies are the creation of masculine 

subjectivity; they are neither objective, nor value-free, nor inclusively 

"human." Feminism implies that we recognize fully the inadequacy 

for us, the distortion, of male-created ideologies, and that we proceed 

to think, and act, out of that recognition. (Rich 1977, xvii) 

Noticing and writing about ‘woman’s’ absence across genres was part of the 

first phase of feminist criticism, and an attack on male sexism. Leitch argues this 

phase was followed by two more distinct phases: ‘In its second phase it investigated 

women’s writing; and in its third phase it concentrated on literary, critical, 

psychosocial, and cultural theory’ (Leitch 2009, 307). Moers, in resisting the 

temptation to homogenize women’s literature through a ‘feminist’ framework,  says 

‘there is no single female tradition in literature…. There is no such thing as the 

female genius, or the female sensibility. There is no single female style in literature, 

though in every country and every period it has been wrongly believed that a female 

style exists’ (Moers, 1977, 63). While other feminists like Patricia Meyer Spacks 

might have argued for an identifiable, homogeneous, ‘essential’ female 

consciousness, literary tradition, or style, Moers argues against this. This lack of 

prescription meant that, in terms of a conceptual framework, I did not have to 

conform to some ‘female style’; that was a relief. 

On reflection I can see that feminist theory about a woman’s right to voice is 

embodied in the female characters which inhabit the creative work. It is through 

them and the writing process that I, as writer, have subscribed to Cixous’s 

understanding of the ‘feminine voice’.  I state this in the broadest possible sense, 

without qualification or restriction on what this might be or mean, as Cixous herself 

is emphatic that ‘it is impossible to define a feminine practice of writing’ (Cixous, 

Cohen & Cohen 1976, 883). This is point of view was articulated by Gilman a 
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century before: ‘There is no such thing as the female mind as much as there is the 

female liver’ (Gilman 1898, 88). 

In her article “The Laugh of the Medusa” Cixous could not be clearer about the 

power of women’s writing: 

I shall speak about women’s writing, about what it will do. Woman 

must write herself: must write about women and bring woman to 

writing from which they have been driven away as violently as from 

their own bodies - for the same reasons by the same laws with the 

same fatal goal. Woman must put herself into the text - as into the 

world and into history - by her own movement. (Cixous, Cohen & 

Cohen 1976, 875)  

My creative work was subscribing to this, clumsily and without the safety of a clear 

structure to drive the narrative. It was in fact starting to appear in parts like a lecture 

from a late seventies Women’s Studies class.  I had to bring together the components 

I was sure about (a ghost, a traumatised protagonist, Fin, her history, the Batavia 

history, contact history) and make a novel about how an unresolved past stains the 

present. 

I took far too long to realise my personal trauma had no place in the book. 

Cixous might have said that one should ‘write yourself.  Your body must be heard’ 

(Cixous, Cohen & Cohen 1976, 875) but I didn’t have to take it so literally. The 

theme of being abandoned by a suiciding lover had kept popping into the book, but it 

didn’t fit. I had fiddled with a sub plot that my contemporary character, Fin, was on a 

journey to reconcile her grief about his death,  envisaging that Fin’s trip to the 

islands to visit the Batavia site might be like the journey that unnamed protagonist in 

Atwood’s Surfacing took on returning to  the lake (a lake which has buried her past), 

obsessing with the unspoken grief of an abortion and finding a way of reconciling 

her past before the book ended with her pregnant and in ‘love’ (Atwood 1972, 191-

192).  

This narrative arc of reconciling a personal trauma was worth keeping - but 

not based on my personal story.  

 

*** 

 

I edited out everything personal in the plot line. At the same time I realised the novel 

was dominated by some very bad ‘historical writing’ and while I was not interested 
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in writing a historical novel I was keen to incorporate historical fact about the wreck 

of the Batavia, and find a device that might lead my character to puzzle over its 

impact, not only in relation to the historical players but also the ‘psyche’ of the 

society.  The main character, Fin, would look at what Braidotti and Neumann call 

‘ghosts’ - the remnants of past injustices haunting contemporary societies, 

sometimes with devastating effects on descendants of both victims and perpetrators 

(Braidotti & Neumann, 2008). Neumann’s work on history had first piqued my 

interest in the creative piece, and now here I was, a long time later, finally able to see 

how it might relate to the creative work.  The idea that a violent crime never 

investigated or a story never told would resonate, rang true. So did the idea that the 

past lives on, in memory and in place. When I was an undergraduate studying 

Anthropology I remember an Applied History lecturer telling an anecdote about how, 

whilst working with a group of urban Aboriginal people in the outer suburbs, she 

noticed that if the men went to the shop they were quick and the women slow. She 

asked why this might be.  It transpired that the women had to walk a much longer 

route because long-concreted land, suburban to all appearances, spooked out the 

women so badly they chose to walk the long way. Investigation established that the 

site they were avoiding was a men’s sacred site. The anecdote is important, for it is a 

reminder that country can tell a story that might no longer be spoken of.  

 

*** 

 

In each version of the creative work I had a character called Fin, formerly Seraphina, 

a young film-maker who becomes obsessed with the Batavia story. The victim of a 

violent traumatic event, she believes she can change the present by ‘re-storying the 

past’.  She firmly believes the creative world can impact on the real world. She has 

her own ghost, an Aboriginal woman who helped rescue her from a violent situation 

where she was being gang-raped and was certain she would soon die.  This character, 

Evie, is part ghost, part split personality.  There is another ghost, Reggie, her dead 

Aboriginal boyfriend who has been hung by the police in a cell.  (I see I did not 

entirely expunge my personal story.)  

Seraphina in each each version has changed her name to Fin, shortened her 

surname, and - having found a creative path through which she can deal with the 

world and her issues - is becoming moderately more self-sufficient. Her traumatic 

story opens the book and is interwoven throughout the narrative.   After fortuitously 
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being offered the chance to write the script for the story of the Batavia and its 

women, she struggles with the task. She is haunted by her own past and by Reggie, 

and at war with Evie, her rescuer, who thinks it’s best the past is left alone.   Her 

main character, Lucretia, is in Fin’s mind a victim of rape on board the ship despite 

this only being recorded as a violation.  In 2012 the Australian Institute of Family 

Studies Report found that ‘in 2005, more than 8 out of 10 female victims of sexual 

assault by a male perpetrator did not report it’ (Tarczon & Quadara 2012) so to Fin it 

seems likely that a woman on a ship in the seventeenth century with another few 

months at sea before her would be even less likely to report a rape.  

Elaine Showalter argues that literature reflects the inner and outer realities 

experienced by writers and that literature moves and shapes readers (Showalter  

1977). If healing comes from confronting the paradox that Deborah Guth describes 

as ‘the imperative to remember and the desperate need to forget’ (Guth 1993, 585), 

then both for the characters and myself this has been a driving motivator in the 

narrative of the creative work. And hopefully it strengthens the tension in the novel.  

As my character, Fin, developed her script it was important that she considered 

various issues on my behalf. I needed to make sure any re-writing of the history by 

Fin moved beyond swapping roles and developed more multiplicity. Ravenscroft 

makes the particular point that ‘despite non-Indigenous writers’ best efforts to revise 

the dominant colonial story, they nevertheless risk revitalising it instead’ 

(Ravenscroft 2013, 1). I certainly didn’t want Fin retelling a swashbuckling story of 

men, nor did I want to simply play around with the historical events regarding The 

Batavia it in order to merely ‘tell a different story’ (Ravenscroft 2013, 1).  

Rich writes, 

Whatever is unnamed, undepicted in images, in whatever is omitted 

from biography, censored in collections of letters, whatever is 

misnamed as something else, made difficult to come by, whatever is 

buried in the memory by the collapse of meaning under an inadequate  

or lying language, this will become not only unspoken but 

unspeakable.  (Rich,  1973) 

Like Cixous, Rich’s words gave inspiration and permission for me to take on my 

subject of the Batavia. However they also raised fear.  What if she was right, and the 

women’s story was now not to be spoken of? The first time I really considered this 

idea that the women of the Batavia had become ‘unspeakable’ was when my 

publisher at Allen and Unwin dismissed the initial idea for ‘The Women of the 
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Batavia’ as ‘having been already done’. Referring to her company’s success with 

FitzSimons’ Batavia, she saw no need for any other book on the subject.    

There is ample evidence in reading feminist theories around ‘silence’ that not 

only are women left out of stories more often than even we can bear to admit but that 

attempts to write ourselves in, on our own terms, are derided. ‘Ruptures in the Skin 

of Silence: A Collective Biography’ by a group of female post graduates studying 

feminist poststructuralist research methodology, reflects on their experiences of 

silence and attempting to be heard. One contributor discusses how, when speaking at 

an art opening of women artists, she discussed how she felt tired of the way images 

of women in men’s art made women ‘invisible or ugly’. As she spoke, the men 

present began to talk amongst themselves; one man said afterwards he felt like 

vomiting at her speech. In response, she said, ‘she felt strong and vulnerable at his 

violent  emotional reaction to expel the text from his body’  (Davies 1997, 18). 

Reading this article, both its tone and the description of the man’s reaction made me 

certain the article must be from sometime in the seventies, so I was shocked to learn 

it was from the late nineties.  

Poststructuralism and postmodernism aside, on a very elemental level I realised 

the legitimacy that I had assumed a feminist viewpoint held in ‘mainstream’ or 

patriarchal order failed to exist. This realisation generated new ideas and for me 

some problems on how the older Fin might reflect on the world she was in, and the 

past she had contributed to. 

In a physical sense I had set up the older Fin as a ‘returner’. After a lifetime 

spent wandering, looking for meaning in the characters of others as an actor, she 

finds herself back on the Western Australian coast.  Her memories propel her back to 

the past and the past reaches out to drag her in. It is like the ocean she has avoided 

for so long, giving and taking with the same action.  But the question is, are the 

memories hers? How does one remember anyhow?  And what point of time does the 

memory capture?   

I’ll take up these ideas last to first. 

  

*** 

 

The initial working title, ‘To the Islands’, became less and less appropriate for the 

book. A change was needed, and not just to avoid using Stow’s title (which referred 

to the Trobriand Islands not the Abrolhos, despite Stow being a local of Geraldton).  
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As I delved deeper into the psyches of the main characters, and when I embarked on 

an intense period of remembering in a 2013 Writing Australia residency at 

Greenough (just south of Geraldton), I realised it was what came from the ‘islands’ 

which was central, not what was taken there.  It became increasingly apparent that 

the point in time I was interested in was not really what happened at the islands but 

the aftermath for all. The title would need to make the reader aware that although the 

action might occur at the islands, it was the ramifications which were central for all 

concerned. 

I share Morrison’s idea that remembering through representation of a traumatic 

event is a healing process. In her interview with Angels Carabi (1994), Morrison 

claims that the representation of slavery in Beloved is 

a kind of healing experience. There are certain things that are 

repressed because they are unthinkable, and the only way to come free 

of that is to go back and deal with them. … And then that makes it 

possible to live completely. Part of you is dead if you don’t remember. 

… So the pain is worth it because the healing is great.  (105)  

It’s hard to see why one would need more evidence to say memory plays an 

important part in healing. However, further evidence can be found in a myriad of 

social and cultural constructs outside the literary use of memory.  An example is to 

be found in South Africa’s Council for Reconciliation and Truth, set up in a 

conscious undertaking by the state to acknowledge that ‘ordinary’ people needed to 

participate in a remembering of what each had suffered under the apartheid system 

before it was going to be possible for the collective to move on (Garkawe 2013).  

Memory, or Mnemosyne as the Greeks called her, was the mother of all the 

Muses, and invention or imagination depends utterly upon remembering. Moreover, 

situating ourselves in time and space involves us in constructing a thread of meaning 

that enables us to know, or think we know, who and what we are in the present: in 

other words, by narrative. Memories shape us, make us who we are. They create 

character both literal and literary. Paul D in Beloved, a man not entitled to his last 

name, locks up his memories ‘in a  tin … its lid rusted shut’ (Morrison 2010, 86). His 

past is ‘hateful and humiliating, and has marked and damaged him. And yet it is the 

only past he has; it has also formed him and shaped his desires’ (Berger 1999, 210). 

This is the power of memory to control, yet at the same time each of those memories 

brings Paul D one step closer to wanting to create ‘some kind of tomorrow’ with 

Sethe, there having been too many ‘yesterdays’.  
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This idea that memory is what we are yet changeable is crucial. If change was 

possible without the weight of a past it would be infinitely less interesting, the 

successes less impressive. I worked a lot with these ideas in the novel and it is one of 

the reasons the novel moves beyond simply describing what occurred historically in 

a new light. It was important to show how this happened. Imagine a tide coming in 

and out, over and over, on a shore - and then, one day, the wave fails to return. All 

that remains is the imprint. This is memory. And the reader must look closely on 

what is not there to see what has happened. 

How is memory formed then? How are these etchings formed? Perhaps given 

my penchant for physical imprint I found Plato’s theory of memory based on wax 

tablets of some appeal. According to his theory, the wax tablet which perceptions 

pass over is imprinted by thoughts we want to hold. These are memories, staying 

fixed, while other perceptions shift (Draaisma 2000). The argument of imprint, 

simply put, is that minds are different. Some are made of soft wax, others hard. In 

soft wax many memories are made but they lose shape over time; hard wax may be 

harder to impact, but those imprints which do get made, stick and are rarely 

forgotten.  The other issue concerns the two component parts of memory creation - 

one active, a deliberate and conscious stamping, and the other more passive. It could 

be argued that when the more active process is undertaken the image is laden with 

‘content’.  Residing as it does so often in the unconscious mind, memory (as much as 

any idea, if not more so) has a ‘past’ as Foucault may say, of its own.  

There is plenty of evidence people are susceptible to retrieving memories of 

experiences they haven’t had; or that memories can be imprinted and later recalled 

but not recollected; or that memory can be explicit and implicit; or even that 

impossible memories can be fabricated from suggestions (Schacter 1987). Such 

memories can create physiological responses that are indistinguishable from those 

elicited by remembering real trauma. But it is not just traumatic memory which can 

be ‘false’; researchers found that by planting suggestive questions into a group of 

people about a trip to Disney Land they could later ‘“recall” experiences they hadn’t 

had’ (Zimbado & Boyd 2008, 81).   

 

Memory, history and truth are all interplayed in “Wrecked”. The novel is an act of 

remembering, an act of consciously creating false memories - part truth, part fiction 

- and the role of the reader is to draw those distinctions according to their own 

experience.  
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